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document Robeson's

London (1930), on Broadway (1942-45) and
it

will
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historical junctures,

developments
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which

political

Paul Robeson

broader struggle for African American equality

which he was associated shed

the three productions with

political issues.

how

in

light

on contemporary

three performances as Othello: in

Stratford-upon-Avon (1959). Secondly,

endeavors and theoretical positions

at

these three

will also elucidate corresponding international political

the spread of fascism across Europe,

World War

II

and the Cold

War). The role of Othello will be conceptualized, then, not just as the most important
character in Robeson's theatrical career but also as a

Robeson's

artistry offered

commentary upon

means

to explore the

way

in

which

or illuminated specific political issues like

segregation and anti-fascism.

First,

chapter one synthesizes relevant background material on Shakespeare's

play and the stage history of Othello prior to Robeson. Chapters

two and three focus on

Robeson's time abroad, primarily

The second chapter

in

Great Britain,

vii

in the 1930s.

focuses on Robeson's portrayal of Othello in London

in

1930 and the chapter three

analyses Robeson's political development during that period. The fourth chapter details

the historic 1942-45 production of Othello that

became

the longest running Shakespearean play on

Robeson's corresponding

war

political

directed by Margaret

Webster and

Broadway. Chapter five outlines

involvement during the

periods. Next, the sixth chapter

artistic

was

examines Robeson's

WWII

and immediate post-

political

endeavors as his

career nearly grinds to a halt in the face of anti-communist hysteria. This

chapter argues that Othello became even

more

closely associated with

these oppressive years as he maintained Othello's final

monologue

in his repertoire

aptly titled his recording/publishing venture Othello Associates, Inc.

concentrates on his triumphant return to the stage as Othello

at

Robeson through

The

and

final chapter

Stratford-upon-Avon

in

1959. This production provided an important forum for audiences to affirm their

support not only for Robeson's

artistry,

but also for his political views and his victory in

the passport case.
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INTRODUCTION
"TO BE AN ARTIST

As

and grenades thundered

shells

Second World War, another
States.

WAS AN ELEMENT OF THE STRUGGLE"

European and Pacific theaters of the

battle against racial injustice

many

This fight was conducted across

lines, across radio

in the

fronts: in

blow

was raging back

to racial discrimination.

in the

courtrooms, union

airwaves and even on the Broadway stage.

On one

United

halls, picket

evening

May

in

Emergency Committee gathered

1944, a group ealled the Entertainment Industry

deliver a

1

to

Their ammunition included luminaries, like

Canada Lee, Teddy Wilson, Bette Davis, Helen Hayes and Paul Robeson, who spoke on
behalf of African American
platform of the committee,

rights.

"Wc

The keynote

radio address asserted the wartime

of the entertainment industry

Negroes, thousands of them, pledged to die so that
small and contemptible indeed

if

we

aviators of the 99

his

th

full

1

was

It

certainly not

that,

on

this occasion,

The author of the

I

work

We would be

for [the] full

home.'

uncommon

Americans

Stand

1

at

to hear Paul

article, Fredi

999.

1

Robeson

such an event. However,

he did so while dressed

Transcript of interview with Ossie Davis by

Robeson: Here

free.

out, through a dramatization, that the courage of the black

citizenship for African

somewhat unusual
role of Othello.

at

that there are

Fighter Squadron "upsets" Hitler's race theories as well as "a lot of

Nazi planes, too."

championing

we may remain

did not pledge ourselves to

freedom and equality of the Negro here

Robeson pointed

know

in his

Washington, explained

St.

it

was

costume for the
that

Robeson

Clair Bourne for the film Paul

to

change

Robeson donning the

regalia

had "'rushed off the stage of the Shubert Theatre" without having had time
his clothes.

the

So

the report paints a

Moorish general with

memorable

picture of

booming across

his baritone

of

the airwaves in support of the

cause of African American freedom.
This scene

artist,

is

emblematic of Robeson's conscious choice to take a stand, as an

on behalf of civil and human rights for his people and exploited people around the

world. The role of Othello

became

closely associated with

Robeson during

his

1942-45

production's record-breaking 296 performances on Broadway. Robeson also traveled

with the Othello troupe on an extended tour across the United States. Moreover, he

always made time for
advocate

who spoke

political

engagements as well and was recognized

as a political

before unions like the International Longshoremen and

Warehousemen's Union,

civil rights

groups

Negro Congress,

like the National

the Civil

Rights Congress, the Council on African Affairs, and political organizations like the
Progressive Party. Because Robeson

in civil rights,

This

is

any appearance by him

energetic anti-fascist and a strong believer

intrinsically carried with

especially true from 1937 (after his speech

of his public career

artist,

was an

in the early 1960s.

and Robeson, the

During

political advocate,

"The

Artist

it

Must

this time, the line

was continually

a political message.

Elect") until the

end

between Robeson, the

blurred. For example, press

conferences and speaking engagements would include commentary as well as musical
selections and perhaps a recitation of Othello's final

monologue. Similarly,

his recitals

inevitably contained a few political remarks.

"

Washington, Fredi. "Entertainment World Fights Jimcro." People 's Voice, 27

1944. (The program aired on the Blue

Network (WJZ) from

2

New

York.)

May

It is

well

known

Robeson was the

that

of Venice on Broadway. However,

Robeson's skin

leading role

Robeson refused
at

was rooted

Jim Crow.
in his

historic not solely

characterization

to act in segregated theaters,

Still,

because of

stemmed

in a

which was another

Robeson's commanding presence

personal activism.

Robeson's performance was not
that infused his every

performance was

the fact that he used Othello as a vehicle to advocate for the

dignity of his people.

history-making strike

Moor

African American to play the

The depth and richness of his

color.

way from

significant

this

first

in this

What was remarkable about

his technical ability but the implicit call for equal rights

movement. The very turn of phrase "Robeson's Othello"

is

significant not only as a demarcation in the stage history of Shakespeare's play but,

more importantly, because of the way
result

it

resonates on a socio-political level directly as a

of Robeson's activism. Thus, nothing could be more natural, or appropriately

symbolic, than Robeson advocating for his people on the radio while

in

costume as

Shakespeare's Moor.

The goals of this
Shakespeare's Othello

dissertation are to demonstrate

in the

it

documents Robeson's

Broadway 1942-45) and
(

Robeson's

political

in

Paul Robeson utilized

broader struggle for African American equality and

the three productions with which he

First,

how

was associated shed

light

on contemporary

three performances as Othello: in

politics.

London 1930), on

Stratford-upon-Avon (1959). Second,

endeavors and theoretical positions

how

(

it

examines

at these three historical

junctures, which will also elucidate corresponding international political developments

(i.e.

the spread of fascism across Europe,

World War

3

II

and the Cold War). The role of

Othello will be conceptualized, then, not just as the most important character

Robeson's

theatrieal career, but also as a

artistry offered

means

commentary upon or illuminated

A

and anti-fascism.

to explore the

way

in

which Robeson's

in

specific political issues like segregation

short description of each chapter will

show how

this

study

is

organized. In order to outline the significance of this project, the introduction will then

consider three

why

this

vital questions:

study

is

pertinent

why

write about Robeson,

why

write about Othello and

now.

Chapter one synthesizes relevant background material on Shakespeare's play and
the stage history of Othello prior to Robeson.

Robeson's portrayal of Othello

in

London

in

The second chapter concentrates on
1930 and includes a study of the

promptbook, the reviews and corresponding events such as the publishing of Eslanda
Robeson's biography, Paul Robeson, Negro, just prior

to the opening.

The

third chapter

then analyzes Robeson's political development during the 1930s. This section includes

an examination of Robeson's theoretical stance on African culture as articulated in his

contemporary

articles.

James's 1936 play

is

Robeson's performance as Toussaint L'Ouverture

also explored as an important precursor to his

his visit to the front of the Spanish Civil

politically

motivated

The
directed

War

C.L.R.

Broadway

This chapter closes by chronicling Robeson's public stand against fascism

how

in

in

Othello.

1937 and

greatly influenced his alignment as a

artist.

fourth chapter details the historic 1942-45 production of Othello that

was

by Margaret Webster and became the longest running Shakespearean play on

Broadway. (The production
Robeson's

political

still

holds that record.) The following chapter outlines

involvement during the

WWII

4

and immediate post-war periods.

This section includes a look

political

at

Robeson's break with the film industry

in

1942, his

appearances during the Othello run and his temporary retirement from the

formal concert arena following the close of Othello. Finally, the chapter charts two

important turning points

public's reception of

him

racist vigilante attacks

The

final

Robeson's career which dramatically altered the mainstream

in

in the

US: the Paris Peace Conference

on Robeson's concertgoers

two chapters consider

Chapter six examines Robeson's
to a halt in the face

work with

at Peekskill,

the repressive

political

April 1949 and the

in

NY

that

summer.

Cold War years of the 1950s.

endeavors as his

artistic

career nearly grinds

of anti-communist hysteria. This section includes a study of his

the Council

on African Affairs and Freedom newspaper as well as the

disbanding of both organizations. The eight-year battle for the restoration of his
passport and the importance of the invitation to perform Othello in England within that

struggle also figure prominently.

The chapter concludes with

the

argument

became even more closely associated with Robeson through these years
maintained Othello's

final

monologue

in his repertoire

and

as he

titled his

recording/publishing venture Othello Associates, Inc. Chapter seven begins

Robeson's passport

is

restored in the

summer of

triumphant return to the stage as Othello

at

when

1958. This chapter concentrates on his

Stratford-upon-Avon

performance, while not showcasing Robeson

that Othello

at his

prime,

is

in 1959.

This

nevertheless a vital symbol

of the continued adoration for him overseas and his unwavering political stance for
African and African American freedom

in

the face of persistent governmental pressure.

Finally, this production provided an important

5

forum

for audiences to affirm their

support not only for Robeson's

in the

My personal

felt

but also for his political views and his victory

passport case.

Why

when

artistry,

1

Robeson?:

"It is

the cause

the cause

my

soul."

encounter with Paul Robeson's story began almost five years ago

read Martin Duberman's biography.

there

...

was perhaps

a trajectory in

was deeply moved by

I

Robeson's

life that

the narrative

reflected Aristotle's

tragedy in his Poetics. Robeson's decline into obscurity and

ill

health

and

model

for

seemed so

unfortunate a juxtaposition to the charisma and vitality with which he had fought against

injustice

and practiced

heartbreaking to

me

his art, not to

that

his

commanding

physical presence.

It

was

subsequent generations were apparently unaware of Robeson's

contribution to the fight for

C.L.R. James perceived

mention

human and

this trend

4

civil rights.

The imminent Marxist scholar

and penned an essay

in

1970 which honored

Robeson's legacy:
Paul Robeson
ever

known

was and remains

or seen. Yet

I

have

time feared by the great

is

beginning. That

Othello, Act V, Scene

notes that

John Lewis knew so
his remarks.

in his

by many of those who knew him. The present
young Blacks has not merely forgotten him. It

alive, is forgotten

worse. They never

Duberman

most marvelous human being

is

generation of militant

3

the

man was

majority of white people in the United States, and today, although he
still

4

this

knew

is all it

him, and are not aware of him. This article

is

a

can be of such a gigantic figure."

2.

at the

little

1965 Freedomways tribute to Robeson,

SNCC member

about Robeson that he had to ask for assistance to compose

(Duberman, Martin. Paul Robeson: A Biography.

New

York: Ballantine

Books, 1989. Page 528.)
?

Spheres of Existence: The Selected
Writings of C.L.R. James, 256-64. London: Allison and Busby Limited, 1980. Page 256.
James, C.L.R. "Paul Robeson: Black Star."

6

In

Furthermore, the observant James asserted Robeson's prominence as

history

is

"A man whose

not to be understood unless seen in the context of the most profound historical

movements of our century." And

conversely, "the most profound historical

movements

of the twentieth century cannot be understood without taking into consideration Paul

Robeson." These revelatory declarations, while perhaps slightly hyperbolic, speak
the centrality of Robeson's politics to the eras in

which he

lived.

James's accolades for Robeson are significant on several

worked with Robeson

in

to

levels.

First,

he

1936 on the Toussaint L 'Ouverture production and was

obviously very touched by his personal dealings with Robeson's kindness and charisma.
Secondly, James was a follower of Leon Trotsky, which meant that he had substantial
ideological disagreements with Robeson's inclination toward the policies of the Soviet

Union

led

by Joseph Stalin and with the Communist Party

Nevertheless, James

a degree that he

penned

clarifies his position,

his great reputation

acting,

all this

felt

this tribute several

his

is

political stand to

notable about Paul

is

impact upon the people

that

who

...

all

his magnificent powers,

listened to

him singing and

Paul gave completely to the idea that only the world revolution could
6

Robeson's view, then, the struggle for African American

civil rights

only be achieved within a broader anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist

human

6

rights.

such

decades after their interaction. James

save humanity from the crises and catastrophes of capitalism."

In

United States.

compelled by Robeson's persona and his

"What

and

in the

could

movement

for

This fight was an indelible part of Robeson's identity whether he was

James, 261

7

performing

speaking

spirituals, acting in Othello or

James

at a political rally.

eloquently elucidates the significance of Robeson's commitment:

modern
was his
immense

Paul had no need of a revolution to be able to participate in what
civilization

had

devotion to the

The exact opposite was
world revolution that caused him
to offer.

the case.

It

to lose the

personal opportunities that his abilities and character opened out for him.
I

don't want to go into these details. Others have to do

it

in a

makes people understand what Paul did and what he signified
crisis which was so widespread in the

consciousness of world
forties

In

some

small way,

which James

I

and continues

hope

in

own

who knew Robeson and

harmony with

in the
thirties

and

time.

work of the "others"

to

Robeson's legacy.
scholars

posited, like James, that the significance of

to bring his art into

that

7

this project will contribute to the

refers that will illuminate

Artists

our

way

who have

Robeson's

his political beliefs.

theorized on his

work have

artistry lies in his explicit

In

attempt

Race Men, Hazel Carby points

out that, "In taking this stand Robeson assertively wretched his body

away from

performative associations with modernist strategies of inwardness, and acted in defiance

of all cultural aesthetics that denied or disguised their political implications."
Especially after 1937, then, following his speech in defense of the Spanish Loyalists and

against fascism,

politics.

In

Robeson

strove to concentrate on art that

in

accord with his

doing so, he turned away from aesthetics that concentrated on the inward

psychology of black characters,
that

was

like

Eugene O'Neill's Brutus Jones,

in

favor of roles

could offer commentary on contemporary political issues.
This was not an immediate transition, however, since Robeson was obliged also

to

7

make

a living.

For example,

in

1939,

Robeson appeared again

James, 262.

8

as Brutus Jones in a

short revival of The

Henry because

was not

Emperor Jones.

Washington

the theater in

DC

open

year, he refused to

was segregated. Although

in

John

the folk hero

exactly a progressive role, Robeson infused the production with his politics by

taking a stand and forcing the

segregated.

after

same

Yet, that

I

show

to

open

in

New York

maintain that Carby's observation

1942 because that was the year

completely and premiered

in

Aside from scholars

in

is

where theaters were not

most applicable

to

Robeson's career

which he broke away from the film industry

Margaret Webster's production of Othello.

like

James and Carby, how do fellow

artists characterize the

significance of Robeson's contribution? Director Lloyd Richards has

commented on

the

considerable responsibility carried by Robeson as a representative of his people on the

stage and in film.

Me

suggests that Robeson did not, or could not,

make

acting

decisions based solely on his needs but had to weigh the repercussions they could have

on the whole African American community. Robeson did not have, as Richards labels

it,

"the luxury of individuality."

illustrated particularly well

9

This was a duty that Robeson took to heart and

by his emphasis on playing dignified

roles.

stops acting in films altogether because of his frustration with the

which

his people are consistently portrayed in that

Actor Ossie Davis,

who was

friends with

between Robeson the actor and Robeson the
assignment of black actors

who came

along

He

is

ultimately

demeaning manner

medium.

Robeson, explicates

activist further.

He

this relationship

queries,

when he did?" Davis

"What was

continues,

"We

present a face of our people in an effort to reinstate our dignity and to establish an

s

Carby, Hazel. Race Men. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998. Page 83.

9

in

the

had

to

identity that said to the world,

we

human

are

So Paul

beings.

So when you look

as an artist responded to the challenge in that fashion.

actor,

you have
1

earned

in

departure from the usual stereotypes.

He remarked,

especially in Hollywood, give a false impression.

'Hallelujah!'' all the time."

in 1943,

It's silly to

(As Robeson did

in his

felt

which a Negro appears with great
1

it."

Dignity

is

a

key theme throughout

Robeson was acutely aware of its

and

dignity,

centrality.

Othello

"Most Negro

show us

dignity,

it

"It's

for that reason

one of the few
I'm doubly glad

He must have communicated

"Robeson pioneered not only

Bourne,

St. Clair.

is

prominent

in the

it

quite

reviews of all

The Worker

of the

for the dignity

1

1

*

*

artist in the U.S.,

*

and discrimination."

"A Conversation with Lloyd

but also for

12
-

Richards." The Black World Today, 6

July 2006.
'"

Transcript of interview with Ossie Davis by

Robeson: Here I Stand, Menair Media,

1

St.

Clair Bourne for the film

Guernsey Jr., Otis L. "The Playbill: Paul Robeson
York Herald Tribune, 17 October 1943.
'

"And Yet He Can't

Paul

999.

'

12

to

observed the broader impact Robeson's emphasis on

the dignity of the audience against segregation

9

parts,

raising our hands

the productions as will be demonstrated in chapters two, four and seven.

when

a

three Othello productions because

all

effectively onstage because the appellation "dignity"'

raised an important point

was

segment of Tales of

Manhattan.) Othello, however, was an exception, he continued,

be doing

he

an age when such images were

Because he was cognizant of this responsibility, Robeson

roles in

why

Thus, Robeson, as a black actor, was faced with the particular challenge of

it.""

and going

Paul as an

at

burden he carried as a performer and

to understand the particular

securing roles that reinforced the dignity of his people

rare.

as an actor, as a singer,

is

an Othello Ready Made."

Sing." The Worker (Sunday), 12 January 1958.

10

New

Robeson took seriously the

manner but he

responsibility to portray his people in a dignified

also carried the idea of art as activism another step further. Ossic Davis

asserts:

Paul

was an

artist

equals the other.

and an
...

because he saw very clearly that the one

activist

You know

...

we

can cither choose to be celebrities

on the one hand and hide from responsibility
the public.

Or [we can

to protect

be] aetivists on the other and

our image with

go out and

artist

was an element of the

with a song, which

in his

struggle.

To be an

voice and in his

For example, he decided early

concentrate on the songs of his people.

was to strike a blow
13
hands became a battle axe.

1

92()'s, spirituals

Singers

in the late

had regained their prominence due to the

Robeson was asked

rise

Moreover, any

of current

WWII

Similarly, anytime

and other

such as the involvement of

and the issue of segregated theaters.

political organizations

with which Robeson was involved are also

He was

vital to

not sitting idly by as fascism

spread across Europe. Robeson spoke, performed and raised

to

of Robeson singing

with Othello, especially the Broadway production, Robeson

the point of his art being used as a social weapon.

Committee

of the Fisk Jubilee

recital

political events.

a conscious effort to relate the play to current politics

The

he would

to appear at a political rally, he frequently sang spirituals

In addition,

black troops in

politieal

nineteenth century. Robeson maintained these songs as a primary

spirituals often included a discussion

made

and

the time he started singing in the mid-

part of his repertoire for over three decades.

folk melodies.

art

in his career as a vocalist that

By

try to

artist

Thus, from Robeson's perspective, there was no dichotomy between

struggle.

...

To be an

achieve social objectives. With Paul there was no difference.

money

for groups like the

Aid China, the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, various CIO

I

1

unions, Russian

War

war bonds and went on

participate in the

Congress could count on Robeson

South African famine

at

relief in 1946.

Robeson

in

195

when he

1

Robeson's

still is,

directly

among

engaged

When

like the rally at

That same year,

the Council on

Madison Square Garden

when lynching numbers

started his

like

Truman

for

spiked,

him

to press

's

own newspaper, Freedom,

Robeson accepted and paid

I

will use the

using these terms,

I

am

Davis interview with

St.
is

that

was, and

"There have never been a

it's

lot

of black

not profitable."

for dearly in the late 1940s

and

also

artists

This

is

'50s.

terms activist and political advocate interchangeably.

referring to Robeson's political endeavors such as:

political

era

commitment

As musician Archie Shepp, whose work has

political issues, observed,

The Popular Front

support of their cases

Robeson co-founded

believe, demonstrates a

I

14

campaigns, walking picket

writing articles on current issues.

14

Civil Rights

he was constantly being misrepresented by the press. Thus,

speaking engagements,

3

in

coalition that visited President

celebrity artists.

In this study,

The

tour.

been wrongfully indicted or imprisoned

willing to involve their art with politics primarily because

a risk that

USO

at rallies for

also contributed articles to publications like the People

political involvement,

rare

inter-racial

on Africa, the Daily Worker and
felt

He appeared

Party.

appear or sign petitions

Council events

Robeson formed an anti-lynching

Voice, Spotlight

first

the Martinsville Seven.

African Affairs and spoke

for legislation.

to

who had

representing African Americans

Rosa Lee Ingram and

Communist

Relief and the U.S.

I

lines,

signing petitions and

will be very careful not to refer to

Robeson

as an

Clair Bourne.

an exceptional time period

when

conjoined and, thus, Robeson was not the only political

For example, the Hollywood Ten directors

politics

artist active

and

art

were

during this time.

tried to influence the film industry.

12

organizer because there

was never involved

is

in the

a distinction

was more than merely

a celebrity face that could

an event to draw a crowd. Robeson was wholeheartedly invested

and

struggle against fascism

means of earning

injustice.

a living but

Feel the Spirit" with

it

was

Singing and acting

Lawrence Brown

Swarthmore College. Robeson sought

in

any and every context.

In

Act V, Othello ruminates,

or the fundamental passion behind

"It is the

all

in the

may have been Robeson's

that also derided the

final

whether he did so on the stage of the Shubert Theatre or
a lecture at

be

same voice which harmonized "Every Time

that

Korean War. Thus, when Robeson recited Othello's

people

and an organizer. Robeson

activist

day-to-day administrative tasks of running an organization or

carrying out a campaign. Yet, he

billed for

between an

to

cause

HUAC

and opposed the

monologue,

at a

I

it

does not matter

press conference or during

demonstrate the dignity of his

...

the cause

my soul.'"

"The cause"

of Robeson's endeavors was the quest for justice

and equality, which, he believed, could only be achieved through a communist
revolution.

these talents

The almost
were used

ancillary fact that he could sing and act successfully

to further the cause to

than

its

Robeson ruminated,

artistic appeal.

I

consider

summarized, for Robeson "to be an

3

16

"I like to feel

art a social

artist

weapon."

...

16

that

my art

Conversation with Archie Shepp, 30 November 2006.

13

civil rights

has a farther reach

Or, as Ossie Davis

was an element of the

Rochester Times-Union, 3 October 1944.

that

which Robeson was completely dedicated.

(Had Robeson ended up practicing law, he doubtlessly would have been a
attorney.) In 1944,

meant

struggle."

17

Why

Any

study of Robeson's

artistic life

Othello?

must consider

his

performances of Othello.

Likewise, any examination of the stage history of Shakespeare's play must assess

Robeson's contribution

to the

the only character with

Ira

it

which he was associated

historic stage event: in 1930,

London since

interpretation

because he returned to

career. Othello stands out

is

modem

Aldridge

Robeson was

Memorial Theater

The
because

it is

in

after 1942.

it

Each production was an

its

on Broadway, Robeson broke the
record run; and in 1959, Robeson

of the hundredth season

Shakespeare

at the

Moor of Venice

is

also significant to

Robeson's repertoire

a black lead character that can be portrayed with dignity.

in the

Indeed,

Shakespeare's hometown of Stratford-upon-Avon.

role of the

of Shakespeare

Robeson's

at three pivotal junctures.

in the nineteenth century;

all-star cast for the celebration

In

the first black actor to play Othello in

color barrier in the U.S. and led the production to

headed an

of this character.

Western canon also contributed

to the gravity

performance. Robeson's eminence onstage was, thus, bolstered

and audiences because he was successful

in

The prominence

of Robeson's

in the

eyes of critics

not just any play, but a Shakespearean play.

Unfortunately, Robeson never had the opportunity to play any of Shakespeare's other

leading protagonists like King Lear, Macbeth or Hamlet.

been pegged into the role of Othello because

1

Davis interview with

St.

it

Is

While Robeson might have

was Shakespeare's only

black lead

Clair Bourne.

The legacy of Ira Aldridge stands alone
actor to display such versatility.

American Shakespearean
Shakespeare in Sable. Amherst:

as the first African

See: Hill, Errol.

University of Massachusetts Press, 1984.
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character, he nevertheless had a lasting impact

on the modern understanding and

rendering of the role. For example, two stage histories of Othello clearly mark

Robeson's assumption of the role as
Virginia

Mason Vaughan

a turning point in the presentation

of the play.

argues, "Paul Robeson's Othello had tremendous
1

repercussions for the twentieth-century's understanding of the play and the

Lois Potter writes, "The

modem

'

title role."'

performance history of Othello begins with Paul

Robeson, whose mere presence transformed and re-politicized the play."

-0

Potter feels

so strongly that she divides the contents of her volume into two parts; "Othello before

Robeson" and "Robeson and

I

from the

after."

maintain that Robeson's "re-politicization" of the play does not primarily stem

fact that

Broadway

he was a black actor.

stage in the early 1940s

sexual themes in the play.

I

am

American

actor.

is

The degree

revolutionary, especially given the inter-racial

modern

stage.

the fact that he

to

African American actor starring on the

not downplaying the extent to which Robeson's skin

color transformed Othello on the

than Robeson's dark skin

was

An

was

What

is,

perhaps, even

more important

a politically conscious African

which Robeson's

politics

informed his performance

should not be underestimated. Each of Robeson's performances of Othello highlighted

an important question: should a black actor be playing

a

Moor?

(

1930);

how

can a black

actor use the theater as a vehicle to fight segregation? (1942-5); and can a black actor be

well received despite holding radical political views? (1959). Additionally, the fact that

audiences were well aware of Robeson's role as a political advocate influenced the

19

Vaughan, Virginia Mason. Othello: A Contextual Histoty. Cambridge University
Page 197.

Press, 1994.
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public reception of

audiences

describe

Robeson

who bought

tickets to Othello.

The Robeson persona

also democratized the

Accounts of audiences and

ticket lines

them as remarkably diverse and not necessarily the usual highbrow

theater crowd."

Paul Robeson.

1

Why?
By

This was not any actor playing the Moorish general.

and

and voice were recognized

the early 1940s, his face

world. Robeson's celebrity

artist

as Othello.

was preeminent.

activist, as well as his writing

stunning entrance in Act

I

of Othello so

It

was

and

It

was

over the

his unparalleled stature as both an

and commentary on the play,
electric

all

white)

(all

that

made

his

historic.

Why Now?

The

interdisciplinary nature of this study will bridge a gap between recent

scholarship on

Robeson

that focuses

on either his

stage history. Recent political histories like

political life or his contribution to

Penny von Eschen's Race Against Empire,

Brenda Plummer's Rising Wind and James Meriwether's Proudly
have examined the African American activism

monographs analyses

the role played

in the

Cold

War

by the Council on African

We Can Be Africans

period.

22

Affairs,

Each of these

which was

chaired by Robeson, as an advocate for African independence during that repressive era

"

Potter, Lois. Othello.

21

Manchester University Press, 2002. Page 106.

For example: Williamson, Margaret. "'Othello'

in

August." Christian Science

Monitor, 28 August 1942. (See chapter three.)
"~
1

Von Eschen, Penny. Race

against Empire: Black Americans

and Anti-Colonialism

937- J 957. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997; Plummer, Brenda Gayle. Rising

Wind: Black Americans and Us Foreign Affairs 1935-1960. Chapel

North Carolina Press, 1996; Meriwether, James. Proudly

Americans and Africa 1935-1961. Chapel

Hill:

16

Hill:

University of

We Can Be Africans:

Black

University of North Carolina Press,

when some

aetivist organizations, like the

American domestic

civil rights rather than taking

dissertations on Robeson, such as

Newspaper and

NAACP,

the Black Press" (2003) and

political

offers an important

Two

an internationalist approach.

Lawrence Lamphere's "Paul Robeson, Freedom

Anthony Thomas Perucci's "Tonal

Treason: Paul Robeson and the Politics of Cold

Robeson's

were focusing on African

War Performance"

endeavors during the cold war.

23

(2004), also focus on

Lamphere's study,

comparison of Robeson's newspaper, Freedom,

in particular,

to the other

major

black newspapers operating in the early 1950s.

Marvin Rosenberg's important stage history and commentary on Othello drew

from interviews with prominent actors who had played Shakespeare's Moor including
Robeson. Robeson's interpretation of Othello figures more prominently
recent histories of Othello

in the

two

by Potter and Mason Vaughn. However, these works, while

placing Robeson firmly within the theatrical tradition of Shakespeare's play, have

Robeson's

to say regarding

political endeavors.

Finally, there are several notable biographies

Paul Robeson, Negro, was written by

Most

little

his wife

first

biography,

and published when he was only 32.

recently in 2001, Robeson's son chronicled the

Undiscovered Paul Robeson.

of Robeson. The

first

half of his

life in

4

The

That same year saw, Paul Robeson: The Years of

2002.

Lamphere. Lawrence. "Paul Robeson, Freedom Newspaper and the Black Press."

Anthony Thomas. "Tonal Treason: Paul
Robeson and the Politics of the Cold War." Dissertation, New York University, 2004.
~4
Robeson, Eslanda. Paul Robeson, Negro. London: Victor Gollancz, 1930.
Robeson Jr., Paul. The Undiscovered Paul Robeson. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 2001 Boyle, Sheila Tully and Andrew Bunie. Paul Robeson: The Years of
Promise and Achievement. Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 2001.
Dissertation, Boston College, 2003; Perucci,

;
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Promise and Achievement by Sheila Tully Boyle and Andrew Bunie. These two
biographies recount Robeson's politieal endeavors and artistic career only through the

1930s. Neither of them addresses the historical context of the 1940s and '50s, the

groundbreaking Broadway production or Robeson's

final Stratford Othello.

Thus,

Martin Duberman's 1989 biography remains the only full-length academic study of

Robeson's

life.

These volumes

all

recount Robeson's thespian career and political

activism but do not fully demonstrate his place in the theatrical history of Othello. This

merge these two conceptions of Robeson by

project will

fully

contribution to the stage history of the play and then placing

of Robeson's

However,

as this study

engage the
In

political life

is

and the

historical periods

not a biography,

politics or artistry

it

of the Cold

dawn of the

War

era

may

his

within the wider context

of his three Othello productions.

will concentrate primarily

on events

that

surrounding the three productions of Shakespeare's play.

conclusion, the timing of this study

issues at the

it

acknowledging

twenty-first century.

is

also appropriate in light of political

Examining the governmental repression

illuminate parallels to the curbing of civil rights currently

being undertaken as part of the "war on terror." Just as in Robeson's day, the federal

government

is

nurturing the fear in order to further an agenda which includes the

unilateral invasion

of a sovereign nation, the wiretapping of the phones of U.S. citizens

26

Duberman, Martin. Paul Robeson: A Biography. New York: Ballantine Books, 1989.
(Duberman's monograph, however, was disliked by many close to Robeson including
Lloyd Brown and Louise Thompson Patterson. See: Brown, Lloyd. "Memorandum on
Paul Robeson Biography." In Louise Thompson Patterson Papers, Special Collections,
Woodruff Library, Emory University. The selection of Duberman as the authorized
biographer of Robeson was especially criticized given his support for William Styron's
controversial novel Confessions

ofNat Turner. See, for example: Rosenberg, Daniel.
New World Review Vol. 50, No. 4 (July-

"Paul Robeson in the Era of Reaganism."

18

without judicial oversight and rescinding the right of habeas corpus for suspects

accused of terrorism. Robeson's critiques of Cold

War

salient today: he called for peace; re-appropriation

of money budgeted for the military

foreign policy are particularly

to

education, housing, and public assistance programs; protection of civil rights; and an

end

to the exploitation

today, for example,

of underdeveloped nations. One can

"How

does the U.S. expect to rebuild

care to the 46 million people

billions

of dollars

in

Iraq?"

who have no

New

imagine him inquiring

Orleans or offer health

insurance while spending hundreds of

Though many now oppose

needs more courageous voices like Robeson's
redistribution of wealth

just

the Iraq War, the U.S. urgently

who would

and restructuring of governmental

August 1982): 20-30.)

19

call for a radical

priorities.

C

I1APTER

1

AN INTRODUCTION TO SHAKESPEARE'S OTHELLO

Because

this project focuses primarily

three portrayals of Othello,

Shakespeare's play

itself.

it

does not attempt

on the

political context

of Paul Robeson's

to specifically explicate or interpret

Yet, "the play's the thing," so a few

words on Othello

are in

order to set the stage for Robeson's assumption of the role in the mid- twentieth century.

Toward

that end, this chapter will undertake three

background of Shakespeare's composition,

Moor of Venice

in the

main

tasks: to introduce the historical

to briefly sketch the

major portrayals of the

U.S. and Britain, and to present an overview of the history of

African Americans in Othello. While Robeson was the

first

black actor to play Othello

on Broadway, he did have a few important predecessors, most significantly,

Ira

Aldridge.

Background on Othello

Most scholars agree
1604, with

its first

that Shakespeare's Othello

affiliated,

produced Othello on the

1st

of

1604. King James had recently ascended to the English throne upon the

death of Queen Elizabeth in 1603.

for

written between 1603 and

recorded performance being staged in 1604. The King's Men, the

company with which Shakespeare was

November

was

It

was, thus, a time of transition

in Britain as

Shakespeare whose company had previously been designated as The Lord

20

well as

Chamberlain's Men.

As with many of Shakespeare's

not original. In this ease,

of Othello was

loosely based on a tale in the Heeatommithi, a colleetion

is

it

plays, the plot

written by Italian novelist and poet Cinthio

Lois Potter notes in her stage history that

(

1504-1573)

that dates

when Othello debuted,

it

from the mid 1560s.

2

was one of several

plays on the contemporary stage that explored domestic themes. Also appearing in

repertoire at this time

were Shakespeare's The Merry Wives of Windsor, Measure for

Measure and The Comedy ofErrors.
works were appropriate during the
a

new monarch. Thus, Othello

of governmental leadership
Senate

is

is

Perhaps Shakespeare did not

shift

from the

stability

It

can be argued that Othello

He wrote

is

which the question

is

Duke

is

unquestioned.

Shakespeare's chief exploration into the notion

very few characters of African descent, the other primary

Aaron the Moor

Merchant of Venice

in

not thematically explicit. In this work, the Venetian

firmly grounded and the authority of the

character being

of Queen Elizabeth's reign to

one of Shakespeare's tragedies

is

of racial difference.

feel that political

in Titus

dark skinned.

Andronicus, although one of the suitors

One might quickly

characterize

and Othello as embodying two basic stereotypes: the noble civilized
the savage African (Aaron).

racist

However, Othello

is still

Aaron

Moor

the

in

The

Moor

(Othello) and

a play that relies heavily

on the

assumptions of the day, particularly that Africans were prone to jealousy,

gullibility

and inexplicable

fits

of passion or rage (as

in Othello's epilepsy).

1

Vaughan, Virginia Mason. Othello: A Contextual History. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1994. Pages 3-4.
'
Potter. Lois. Othello. Edited by J.R. Mulryne and J.C. Bulman, Shakespeare in
Performance. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002. Pages 7-8; Bentley,
Gerald Eades. "Introduction to Othello."

The Complete Works.

New

In

Harbage, Alfred,

ed.

William Shakespeare:

York: Viking Penguin: 1977. Page 1018.
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Shakespeare's England was on the brink of colonial expansion and involvement with

King James Version of the Bible would

the trans-Atlantie slave trade. Moreover, the

soon be distributed to

many

a dark-skinned foreigner in an attempt to civilize them.

(Likewise, Othello had been converted to Christianity prior to

commanding

the

Venetian armed forces.) While Shakespeare does brilliantly manipulate certain racial
images, ultimately, his work

is

which he

a product of the proto-imperialistic society in

lived.

The idea of race

in

Shakespeare has been hotly contested over the centuries. Just

as Shakespeare mirrors the perceptions of race in the 1600s, the

commentary on race

Othello necessarily reflects the perception of race at the historical

critic is writing.

For example, British author and

postulates in 1822 that Othello

too

much

"must not be conceived

virtue for such a base characterization.

the U.S. Civil

War

in 1863,

was very

against nature in her love for the

tragedy of Othello

is,

that black

critic at the turn

critical

4

in

which the

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
as a

negro" because he displayed

John Quincy Adams, writing during

of Desdemona as a

woman who had

sinned

Moor. He argues, "The great moral lesson of the

and white blood cannot be intermingled

without a gross outrage upon the

American

critic

moment

in

Law

of Nature....

5

in

marriage

William Winter, an influential

of the twentieth century, praised

Edmund Kean's

decision to

3

Potter, 6.
4

Woodring. Carl, ed. Table Talk Vol. II. In Coburn, Kathleen. The Collected Works of
Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Vol. 14. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990.
Page 3
(Coleridge's analysis remained influential for some time as he is cited by
1

.

many of the

critics

who

review Robeson's 1930 performance of Othello

in

London.)

Adams, John Quincy. "Misconceptions of Shakespeare upon the Stage." Reprinted in
Hackett, James Henry ed. Notes, Criticism and Correspondence Upon Shakespeare 's
Plays and Actors. New York: Carleton, 1863. Page 224.
^
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play Othello with lighter "tawny"

cue from such expressions
Othello a Negro,

just

was not

is,

makeup

as

opposed

in the text as 'thick lips'

to blaek.

I

lc posits,

post-colonial period,

someone dark-skinned. On

Ania Loomba suggests

that

"...

take a

and 'Barbary horse/ and make

necessarily, to lower the tone of the interpretation."'

as tragic if it occurred to

"To

1

Thus, drama

the other hand, in the

Othello remains trapped within a

white view of Moors."

Let's address

one fundamental question: did Shakespeare write Othello as

black character? Without a doubt, he did. In Shakespeare's day,

it

seems clear

a

that

Othello was portrayed onstage with dark skin. Yet, the explication of this question

evolved as the African slave trade developed. The violent but lucrative transition

mid

to late 16()0's, particularly in the

North American colonies,

to a labor force

in the

based

primarily on enslaved African workers necessitated that attitudes toward dark skinned

people emphasize their innate inferiority. The questioning of Shakespeare's intentions

has been probed, especially, since the nineteenth century

character

was unimaginable

to

many

when

the idea of a noble black

white people and incongruous with contemporary

ideas of black racial inferiority.

6

Winter, William. Shakespeare on the Stage.

New

York: Moffat, Yard and Company:

1911. Page 252. The term "barbary" was an Elizabethan euphemism for barbarous and
would have been used to reference people or places in Africa. In this passage Winter
argues against a dark skinned Othello on the basis that most of the passages referring to
Othello as black are insults. Thus, they should not be taken literally. Winter does not
acknowledge, however, the Duke's reference to Othello as black at the end of Act I,
Scene 3 which is not an epithet but a compliment. He says to Brabantio, "If virtue no
delighted beauty lack, / Your son in law is far more fair than black."
7
Loomba, Ania. Shakespeare, Race and Colonialism. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2002.

Page 111.
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What might have motivated Shakespeare

to create a tragedy

around a dark

skinned character? There was interaction between Britain and the "Dark Continent"

in

the late 1500s and early 1600s that could have inspired Shakespeare. Trade networks

were being established by

and with John Hawkins's

British ship captains at this time

trade of three hundred slaves around 1562, the British entered the African slave trade.

In 1600, a diplomatic

envoy from Morocco
9

consider a joint venture against Spain.

painted for

Queen Elizabeth;

have perceived as a

it

A

visited

portrait

London and stayed

for six

to

of this Moroccan ambassador was

represents what Shakespeare's contemporaries might

Moor of status.

10

Moreover, one of the most popular travelogues of

Shakespeare's day was an account of tropical Africa from 1526 written by a

was converted from Islam

months

to Christianity (like Othello),

through Africa and finally settled

in Italy."

This piece,

man who

had traveled extensively

A Geographical Historie of

Africa by John Leo Africanus, was translated into English about four years before
Othello was written and emphasizes the African propensities toward jealousy and
passion that also appear in Shakespeare's
Othello was portrayed with dark

1

fits

"

text.

makeup from

whom

the earliest production

when

Richard Burbage

(a friend

Moor of Venice.

This was the theatrical tradition until around 1812 when American

actor

s

of Shakespeare's for

Edmund Kean changed

his

makeup

to a lighter

he wrote the part) played the

tawny

Smith, Ian. "Barbarian Errors: Performing Race in Early

color.

Modem

Marvin Rosenberg,

England."

Shakespeare Quarterly, Vol. 49, No. 2 (Summer 1998): 173.
9

Vaughan, 14 and

10

58.

"A

Loomba,

71.

Moor." In Catherine M.S. Alexander and Stanley
Wells, eds. Shakespeare and Race. Cambridge University Press, 2000. Page 23.
" Vaughan, 56. Smith, 175.
Harris, Bernard.

of

Portrait of a

24

in

his seminal history,

growth of slavery

The Masks of Othello, notes

in the

that this

change corresponded

United States. He contends that while Burbage probably

"played Othello black, rather than tawny, for this was the theatre tradition

widespread Negro slavery. Othello changed to 'tawny'

from the unfortunate connotations borne by
study of the

the

artistic

Moor was

that

in the

growing

1

800 's

...

until

to free the role

social evil...."'

3

Moreover, a

renderings (paintings, illustrations, etc.) of Othello concludes that

depicted as black from

that representations

to the

1

760

to

1

804.

14

This corroborates the argument

of Othello changed from dark to tawny

in the early

nineteenth

century.

Black activist and follower of Marcus Garvey, John Edward Bruce published a

commented on

slim volume in 1920 that

the racism implicit in the trend

and Europe

who have

the question of Othello's color.

toward a tawny Othello,

essayed the role of Othello have

and portrayed the character as that of a white

would be

Ira

dark skinned

history,

Moor back

12

to the spotlight.

was well aware of the stage

[as] a

Loomba,

or a

bowed

own

Robeson,

tradition.

He

it,

tragedians in

he assails

America

to the popular prejudice

man of tawny complexion."

Aldridge, on the British stage, and Robeson, in America,

Shakespeare's

played

man

"Modem

In

who was up on

his

who

1

^

It

ushered a

Shakespearean

notes in an interview in 1930,

"... in

time and through the Restoration, notably by Garrick, the part was

black man.

It

is

not changed until the time of

Edmund

Kean....

I

feel that

101.

13

Rosenberg. Marvin. The Masks of Othello. Berkeley: University of California Press,
1971. Page 200.

14

Kaplan, Paul H. D. "The Earliest Images of Othello." Shakespeare Quarterly, Vol.

39, No. 2

(Summer

1988): 171-186.
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had

to

do with the

people had

...

fact that at that

time Africa was the slave center of the world and

forgotten the ancient glory of the Ethiopian."

"It

may

finally

be said,"

scholar Mythili Kaul remarks, "that if Kean banished the black Othello from the stage,

Robeson
It

...

succeeded

bringing him right back."

in

17

should also be mentioned that Shakespeare clearly alludes to Othello's skin

color in the text. There are several references to Othello's skin tone, several of which

by Iago against the Moor.

are epithets uttered

used

in

Interestingly, the term "black"

was

also

Elizabethan English to connote something unholy or sinful (as in "black devil").

Shakespeare
black but

is

is

manipulating

this stereotype

by creating

not the primary villain. Shakespeare's

a protagonist

Moor

in Titus

about ten years before Othello), Aaron, illustrated the more

black character

so clear cut.

who was

He

machinations. The amoral Iago

it

is

is literally

Andronicus (written

common

archetype of a

also villainous. Othello's character, on the other hand,

has virtuous qualities but

vision of evil. Yet,

who

is,

Othello's

Desdemona's society and

this

falls

is

not

prey to jealousy, gullibility and lago's

arguably, a "blacker" character than Othello as a

literal

blackness that separates him from

sense of otherness accentuates the distrust that Iago

manipulates. Thus, the color "black" often has a dual meaning in Othello, especially

15

Bruce, John E.

Was Othello a Negro? New York:

1920. Page 10. (No publisher

mentioned.)
16

"Robeson Talks

in

London

for

Audience Here."

1930.
17

Kaul. 18.

26

New

York Herald Tribune, 9 June

when invoked by

Iago,

which helps illuminate Shakespeare's multi-layered exploration

theme of blackness.

into the

1

The following quotations
The

Othello's color in the text.

yells

up

to Branbantio's

old black ram

/ Is

are prime examples of Shakespeare's references to

first

window

examples are

in the

racist epithets.

In

bosom

her guardage to the sooty

III,

Scene

3, the

Your son-in-law

/

Act

III,

Desdemona's
for

I

am

black

Scene

Iago

is

/

Of such

a thing as thou...."

Duke remarks
far

more

why

fair

to

she would

On

"Run from

the other hand, near

Brabantio that "If virtue no delighted

than black." In this instance,

is

black skinned, he

is still

virtuous.

Iago has been poisoning Othello's mind with thoughts of

3,

infidelity.

/

L,

the following scene, Brabantio accosts Othello

Shakespeare concedes that even though Othello

Later, in

Scene

I,

dead of the night, "Even now, now, very now, an

concerning his secret marriage to Desdemona and inquires

beauty lack,

Act

tupping your white ewe." During that same exchange, Iago refers to

Othello as a "Barbary horse."

the close of Act

In

Othello deprecates his lack of Venetian social mores, "Haply,

And have

not those soft parts of conversation

/

That chamberers have

Again, Shakespeare plays with the notion of blackness on several levels. For the
phrase to be most effective,

his skin color,

l

s

which

is

it

would be

uttered

by

a dark Othello

who

is

disdainful of

the most obvious signifier of his cultural foreignness. Othello

For further analysis of blackness in Othello, see: chapters one and four

in

Loomba;

chapter three in Vaughan; Smith, 168-86; Kaul, 91-104. For a broader examination of
blackness, see: Vaughan, Virginia Mason. Performing Blackness on the English Stage

1500 - 1800. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005. For an example of
commentary that does not view race as central to Othello, see: McCul lough, Norman
Verrle. "Shakespeare and the Man of Colour." In The Negro in English Literature.
Devon: Arthur H. Stockwell, Ltd., 1962. Pages 23-47. Verrle argues that race was

27

wonders

had not been black, he might have been more adept

if he

Desdemona's

maintaining

love.

Those who argue
postulate that

at

all

cannot be taken

for a lighter skinned Othello, such as

spurious

at face

comments

William Winter,

against Othello iterated with the

word "black"

value because of the dual meaning of blackness in Elizabethan

English. However, Winter does not recognize the Duke's reference to Othello's virtue
19

("If virtue

in his analysis.

than black," Act

the help

wife

can get

3.)

in this regard.

is

made

The bard

way

to position Othello as

is

this

setting

is

/

Your son-in-law

is

up Othello

to betray

can be even remotely viable

far

more

fair

all

and murder his

is if

a radical

an outsider to Desdemona's Venetian society. The

juxtaposition between the young, chaste, white

dark-skinned Othello

lack,

Shakespeare's tenuously constructed plot needs

Still,

about six scenes. The only

in

effort

it

Scene

I,

no delighted beauty

Desdemona and

paramount. Without these elements

the older, militaristic,

in place, the

play has no

hope of capturing the audience. Therefore, many reviewers had an epiphany when they

saw Robeson's Othello because
succeeded.

it

was

the first time they felt the plot

had ever

20

probably only incidental to Shakespeare but has been magnified due to modern

"Negrophobia."
ll)

Winter, 252.

was

modern times that the incredibly powerful
tale
ever made sense." Rudolph Elie, Jr. "Robeson Gives 'Othello' Great Power,
Starring in Revivial with White Troupe." Variety, 12 August 1942. And "The use of a
Negro actor ... underlines the sense of division between him and the Venetians and lends
credibility to the intensity of his passions." "Paul Robeson as Othello: Large Audience
For example:

"It

also the first time in

...

28

Major Portrayals of Othello Prior

After

1

600's."

21

Eiallum's

its

debut

1604, Othello

in

The play was produeed

company performed

in

to

beeame "perhaps

New York

Robeson

the leading tragedy of the early

as early as the

1

750s when Lewis

as part of their repertoire while visiting

it

from London.

Moreover, Othello was one of the established Shakespearean pieces produced

America continuously between the Revolutionary War and

the

Barry was "the eighteenth century's most popular Othello"

in

Moor

in

War of

1812.

23

in

Spranger

London and played

the

"an upward, triumphal progression through extremes of beautifully expressed

emotion, rather than a descent into brutality, diseased imagination, and self-loathing."

24

Several of the memorable Othellos from the early nineteenth century included

Edmund Kean, William
also a favorite

"distinctly

Charles Macready and Junius Brutus Booth. Edwin Forrest was

who emphasized

American" Othello.

Victorian mores in his private

In fact,

Othello's physical prowess and
5

life,

was

'

Rosenberg,

there in 1849.

26

Opera House

24

in

Role." The Christian,

1

1

August 1942.

1.

Shattuck, Charles. Shakespeare on the

2?

Shattuck,
Potter, 27.

1

New

Booth had several sons who

American Stage from

the

Hallums

Booth. Washington DC: Folger Shakespeare Library, 1976. Pages 3-5.
23

in

Edwin and John Wilkes Booth. John Wilkes Booth was

Acclaims His American Debut
~

Forrest's "violent and animal-like" British rival.

fans of Forrest actually rioted outside of the Astor Place

actors, including

said to be a

Charles Macready, though he displayed impeccable

York when Macready played Othello

became

was

6.

Winter, 246-8.

Potter, 36-7.

Shattuck, 66. See also: Rosenberg, 89-101. Winter, 263-6.

29

to

Edwin

known

for his erratic behavior

and

it

was

said that his Othello

would have

actually

smothered the aetress playing Desdemona had he not been thwarted by concerned actors
rushing in from the wings/

He was

important fronts.

Yet,

it

short and

was Kean who defied

known

the stage tradition on

for his incessant

two

movement whereas Othello

had traditionally been portrayed with an imposing physical presence/* Additionally,

Kean

complexion

altered Othello's

way, "his choice influenced

many

to a lighter

tawny rather than a darker

nineteenth century actors."

Probably the most notable Othello from the

Tommaso

Salvini.

He

late

29

toured Britain and the United States in the mid- 1870s and

Anglo-Saxon audience

for his passionate acting technique
30

in Italian.

In this

nineteenth century was Italian

introduced a new, more brutal Othello to audiences. Salvini

Shakespeare

black.

was viewed

as exotic to the

and his insistence on playing

Constantin Stanislavsky described Sal vim's performance as

vividly depicting Othello's descent from "the heights of bliss to the depths of

"6

Potter, 37.

seminal event
"7

Rosenberg, 70. Chapter seven
in

American theater

in

Vaughan. Winter, 260-1

.

This was a

history.

Shattuck, 45-6. (Of course, Wilkes Booth

would

later

be remembered primarily as

Lincoln's assassin.)
28

Potter, 30-31. Winter, 250-5.

_t)

Potter 29-30. Rosenberg 61-9. For an illuminating examination of Othello in the

antebellum South, see: Lower, Charles B. "Shakespeare as Black on Southern Stages,

Then and Now."

In

Shakespeare

in the South, edited

by Philip C. Kolin. Jackson:

University of Mississippi Press, 1983. Pages 199-228.

performed frequently

assume

all

in the

South prior

actors playing Othello after

to the Civil

Lower argues

War and

Kean changed

that Othello

was

he maintains that to

the color of their

makeup may be

oversimplifying a more complex interplay between race and stage history. Since

Robeson refused to perform in segregated theaters, he never played Othello in the South
so there is no direct evidence as to how he would have been received there.
30
Vaughan, 163. See also: Winter, 287-94. (This exoticism also stemmed from the late
nineteenth century racialization of Italian immigrants to the U.S. See, for example: Frye

Jacobson, Matthew. Whiteness of a Different Color. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1998.)

30

destructive passion."

31

Interestingly, Salvini maintained that

Desdemona's murder

should be obscured from the audience behind the bed curtain while he juxtaposed
Othello's suicide with "extreme exhibitionism."

"

Salvini's onstage passion

was

attributed to his Mediterranean heritage. Thus, he

Saxon Victorian

tradition

With regard

was

often

usually contrasted to the Anglo-

of Othello as portrayed by Salvini's contemporaries.

to the late nineteenth century stage in the

United States, the

changing attitude toward Shakespeare and the theatre should also be noted. As early as
the 1880s, Shakespeare

was becoming entertainment

entertainment enjoyed by

all

classes as

it

Levine documents the trajectory of this

American people
late

in his

had been

shift in the

book The Unpredictable

nineteenth century "cultural space

circumscribed, and less fluid than

it

Shakespeare's texts was widespread

for the elite rather than popular

earlier in the century.

chapter on Shakespeare and the

Past.

Levine argues that during the

became more sharply

had been.

1
"

in the early

He

31

two lower

defined,

more

argues that knowledge of

1800s as depicted, quite humorously,

by Mark Twain's roguish characters, the duke and the king,
this novel,

Lawrence

in

HuckJebeny Finn.

class hucksters misquote a soliloquy of Hamlet's, and

Twain

In

relies

Potter, 45.

Vaughan, 168. See also Rosenberg 102-1 19. Another illuminating article traces the
history of Othello based on the way in which various actors played the final scene:
"

Siemon, James R. "'Nay,

that's not next': Othello, V.ii in

Performance, 1760-1900."

Shakespeare Quarterly, Vol. 37, No. (Spring 1986): 38-51.
Levine, Lawrence. The Unpredictable Past: Explorations in American Cultural
1

"

History. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993. Page 171. (Levine further explores
the polarizing of American culture in: Levine, Lawrence. Lowbrow / Highbrow: The
Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1988.)

31

on the audience's intimacy with Shakespeare for the punch

would probably not be possible by

was increasingly reserved

'

4

line.

Levine contends

this

the turn of the twentieth century once Shakespeare

for the upper echelons

of society

in the

"proper" theater.

Several of Levine's conclusions with regard to this cultural transition are

relevant to Paul Robeson's portrayals of Othello.

Shakespeare was popular entertainment

word was
still

central" to that world.

in the

Literacy

First,

Levine maintains

that

nineteenth century because "the spoken

was not

yet widespread and oral traditions

dominated. Levine believes that "Shakespeare had no difficulty finding a place"
1

under such circumstances/

"

I

suggest that this

is

relevant to the black

even longer period of time. Oral performance has been valued

community

since the slave period.

Robeson was born

escaped from slavery and would have been steeped
the slave community. Moreover, his father

the oral tradition of the

James Bible was, and

was

A.M.E. church from

still is,

in

1

898

young

for an

African American

to a father

who had

in the oral tradition that

a minister, so

a very

in the

community

came out of

Robeson was exposed

age. Furthermore, the

to

King

the translation of choice in the black church. Thus, the

language of Shakespeare's time and the importance of the spoken word were instilled

Robeson from

his youth.

in the nineteenth

His approach to Othello, then, would have been rooted more

century position of Shakespeare as popular culture.

Secondly, and very closely related,

been an integral part of mainstream culture

had become part of

34

^

in

'polite' culture

- an

is

Levine's stance that "If Shakespeare had

in the

nineteenth century,

essential ingredient in a

Levine, 140.
Levine, 156.

32

in the

twentieth he

complex we

call,

1

significantly, 'legitimate' theater."

4()s,

By

pendulum was swinging back

the

17

the popular front era of the 1930s and early

in the direction

of providing theater for

all

For example, numerous productions of Shakespeare were funded through the

classes.

W.P.A. Federal Theater Project including Orson Welles's experimental
production of Macbeth

Broadway during

in 1936.

I

believe Robeson

the extended run of Othello

from

was instrumental
its

premiere

in

in

1943

U.S. tour in 1945. This record-breaking production was performed

in

all

black

democratizing

to

through the

New York

296

times and toured across the country, excepting the segregated theaters of the South.

These shows were often sold out or standing room only.
diverse audience at these shows.

38

Because of Robeson's charisma and activism, he was

beloved across class lines and, thus, people of all

On

Othello.

the

West Coast,

in

Critics also note the uniquely

strata

and colors flocked

to see his

Los Angeles and San Francisco, special showings of

Othello were even sponsored by trade unions and black advocacy groups like the

Council on African Affairs.

Margaret Webster's theory of directing was focused on

the idea that Shakespeare should not be relegated to the dusty shelves of a library.

36
37

Her

Levine, 153.
See, for example: Denning, Michael. The Cultural Front: The Laboring ofAmerican

Culture

in the

Twentieth Century.

New

York: Verso, 1996.

See, for example: Warner, Ralph. "Paul Robeson Creates an Immortal Othello up in
Cambridge." The Worker (Sunday), 16 August 1942; Gold, Mike. "A Genius and the
People Merge at Shubert in 'Othello". " In Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript
~

Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,

Williamson, Margaret. "'Othello'

in

Howard

University. Box: 31;

August." Christian Science Monitor, 28 August

1942.
39

"Paul Robeson, Jose Ferrer, Uta Hagen

in

Othello." Program from Othello

performance sponsored by the Council on African Affairs and the American Russian
Institute,

San Francisco: 1945.

In

Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division,

Moorland-Spingarn Research Collection, Howard University. Box: 38. See

"Robeson

to Play

Shakespearean Role

at

Rally for

33

Ben Davis,

Jr." In

also:

Robeson

production was intentionally slimmed
audiences. But

it

was

down and sped up

the combination of

to

be more accessible to

Robeson's persona and

his activist ties that

enabled the Broadway Othello to reach an audience far more vast and diverse than the
average "legitimate" Shakespearean production.

of Othello also should be acknowledged.

In addition, the minstrel tradition

Shakespeare was more available
partly because his

to the

masses

works were portrayed

in the early to

in a variety

stages on the countryside and because he

middle nineteenth century

of venues from inns to makeshift

was frequently

satirized in vaudeville

and

burlesque shows. Levine posits, "The significance of the national penchant for

parodying Shakespeare

is

clear:

Shakespeare and his drama had become by the

nineteenth century an integral part of American culture.

to an

4<l

This

is

particularly relevant

examination of the stage history of Othello because of the link between the

popularity of this play in the U.S. and the blackface stage tradition of the nineteenth

century.

A

recent study of Shakespeare in the U.S. from 1835-1875 argues,

connection between Othello and minstrelsy
looking

at the

two

in the

same way

[for]

...

...

"A

suggests strongly that audiences were

a comical, at times

even buffoon-like, or

crazed Othello seems to mark both types of performances in the period."'

41

Various incarnations of Othello appeared on the minstrel stage such as

Desdemonum and O-Thel/o
(jealousy, miscegenation,

unci

Dar 's-de- Money. They

misogyny) presented

in a

Collection, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,
40
41

featured themes from Othello

shortened framework (sometimes

Howard

University.

Box

3

1

Levine, 142.

'"Now

and Thought, Are Shakespearized':
American Culture and Nineteenth-Century Shakespearean Performance 1835-1875."
Brousseau, Elaine.

Literature, Philosophy,

34

just a scene or two) and, occasionally, painted

Presenting Othello's spouse

contemporary
be black.

42

fear that a white

There was but

and on the minstrel stage

Kean and

in

in

blackface as well.

blackface might have been a reference to the

woman who

a fine line

for

Desdemona

man would soon

married a black

between Othello as presented

many of the

in the

formal theater

great Othellos of the theater (like Macready,

especially Salvini) emphasized the Moor's savage characteristics.

Robeson's assumption of the role

appear to

in the twentieth century,

dignity, defied a multifaceted tradition of racism that

41

Thus,

accentuating Othello's

spanned not only the

traditional

theater but the minstrel stage as well.

A

A

Brief History of African Americans in Othello

mythology of sorts has grown around Paul Robeson's majesty as the

To be

African American to play Othello on the professional stage.
African American to portray Othello on Broadway

production). Yet, there

Shakespeare's

Moor

was

a history

(in the

was

the first

1943-45 Margaret Webster

who

of African Americans

prior to Robeson, the

sure, he

first

had played

most notable of these being

Ira

Aldridge.

Aldridge, the "African Roscius" as he was known, never played the role in the United

States but achieved great

fame

in Britain

and Russia.

44

There were other predecessors

Dissertation, University of Massachusetts, 2003. Page 74.
42
43

44

Brousseau, 84-88.
Brousseau, 9

1

Aldridge was dubbed the "African Roscius"

bom

into slavery

and universally praised for

after

Roscius

his stagecraft.

who was

a

Roman

Mildred Stock. Ira Aldridge: The Negro Tragedian. London: Rockliff, 1958.

35

actor

See: Marshall, Herbert and

to

Robeson's Othello who are worth mentioning

for they illustrate the

eminence of the

bard in the African American community and the tenacity of these actors

who produced

Shakespeare under circumstances when black actors were rarely perceived as serious

artists

of merit. Thus, while Robeson's pre-eminence

in the stage history

of Othello

cannot be disputed, his performance was not completely without precedent.

Errol Hill's

volume Shakespeare

in

Sable

is

the

most

significant study of

African Americans in Shakespeare. Hill notes actors Samuel

Morgan Smith and Paul

Molyneaux Hewlett who were both born

in the

and eventually migrated
Aldridge. There

was

to

little

in the

United States

nineteenth century

England to pursue acting careers, following the footsteps of
space for a committed black actor on the American stage,

particularly in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Hill argues that

actors

exist,

were accepted by legitimate white companies
however, such as James Hewlett's African

African Grove Theatre in

that

Hewlett was the

first

New York

in the 1800s.

^

no black

Exceptions did

Company which performed

and whose notices date from 1821.

African American Shakespearean actor.

47

46

at the

Hill maintains

The company

embarked on productions of Richard HI and Othello.

By

the turn of the century twentieth century, another black troupe

serious drama: the Lafayette Players from Harlem. Their

one of Othello

that

was performed

in

anniversary of Shakespeare's death

4>

Hill, Errol.

Page
4<1

Shakespeare

in Sable.

New York

in 191 6.

was producing

most famous production was

and Boston

The company's

for the tercentenary

effort

was praised by none

Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1984.

77.

Dewberry, Jonathan. "The African Grove Theatre and Company." Black American

Literature Forum. Vol. 16, No. 4 (Winter 1982): 128-131.

36

other than Sir Herbert

of honor

at

Beerbohm

Tree, an eminent British tragedian,

an opening performance.

He

Edward

praised

who was

Sterling Wright,

the guest

who

played

Othello, and the entire troupe, "All the people of every elimc, eomplexion, and degree

are taking part in these celebrations and

himself to

know

it

would

be,

I

am

sure, a pride to

The New York

works were being played by your people.

that his

Times commented that an audience of 1500 packed the house for the
novel

all

Wright

who

the production toured in Boston, the

was

meet
Ira

[the]

requirements of

Aldridge, however,

American stage actor

[the] part."

who

that

Aaron from

Titus Andronicus.

Kean, The Standard believed,

As

Herald lauded
to stain

00

It

was

was born

in the early nineteenth

England and on tour across Europe

in

He performed

Aldridge established his Shakespearean repertoire.

forty roles including Othello, the noble

night of this

achieved the greatest stature of any African

prior to Robeson. Aldridge

century and departed for Britain in 1824.

and Russia

first

some of [his] predecessors who had

"shines by comparison with

their faces to

It

When

black Othello.

Shakespeare

over

Moor, as well as Shakespeare's villainous Moor,

a contemporary of such renowned actors as

at first, that

was "most hazardous"

it

Edmund

for Aldridge to take

on the role of Othello beneath the shadow of these forerunners. Yet, "the

result

showed

47

Hill, 12.
48

"Tree Hears Negro

in Part

of OTHELLO.

,,

New

York Times, 3 April 1916. Sir

Herbert Beerbohm Tree was a prominent actor and theatre manager in London
late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

He founded

Dramatic Art and was also quite popular on the

US

stage.

in the

Academy of
Tree played many of

the Royal

Shakespeare's memorable characters from Falstaff to Marc Antony and had starred

in a

revival of Othello in 1912.
44

"Shakespeare All Over the City."

cast
50

would not have been unusual

"Negroes Play Othello

First

New

in the

York Times, 25 April 1916. (Yet, an

black community.)

Time Here." Boston Herald, 9 May

37

1916.

all

black

that the African

Roscius was fully justified

London Times reviewer found

his accent

in

making

the bold attempt."

A

critical

"unimpressive" but had to admit, "Mr.

Aldridge was extremely well received" by the audience."

2

Aldridge, moreover, accomplished something that few black actors would,

including Robeson. That

is,

he successfully portrayed classical characters that were not

written specifically as black roles. For example, Aldridge

Macbeth, Hamlet, Richard

III

for his artistry. Therefore, he

as the

first

embodied King

Lear,

and Shylock and received numerous awards and medals

is

noteworthy

major African American

in the stage history

talent but also as "the

of Shakespeare not only

most accomplished American

actor in nineteenth-century England and Europe and one of the finest Shakespearean

interpreters

of all time.'

Many

03

reviewers placed Paul Robeson's Othello firmly within the lineage of

Aldridge's portrayal. Indeed, in 1930, Robeson was the

first

actor of color to play

Othello in London since Aldridge. Robeson was fully cognizant of the torch being

passed to his generation. Aldridge's youngest daughter, Amanda, was living

in the

^2

London

1930s and had given Robeson voice lessons. (She was an accomplished vocalist

herself.) Just prior to his

51

in

assumption of the

role,

Amanda bestowed on Robeson

the

The Standard (London), 14 April 1833.
The Times (London),

53

1

1

April 1833.

For more on Aldridge,

and Mildred Stock. Ira
Aldridge: The NegroTragedian. London: Rockliff, 1958. Robeson was a friend of
Marshall's and wrote a preface for Ira Aldridge on the occasion of the birthday
Hill, 17.

see: Marshall, Herbert

anniversary of Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko (who had been friends with Aldridge)
in 1963.

38

gold earrings worn by her father onstage as Othello/

descendant of the tradition of

was beloved

in

Ira

Aldridge,

who

4

Thus, Robeson

also spent

much of his

is

a direet

life

abroad and

Russia and throughout Europe.

(Lawrence Brown, Robeson's friend and long-time accompanist,
remained in touch with Amanda Aldridge for some years and, upon her death, she
bequeathed to him a framed portrait of the Russian poet Pushkin. Lawrence Brown
Papers, New York Public Library, Manuscripts, Archives and Rare Book Division,

Duberman,

91.

Schomburg Center

for

Research

in

Black Culture.)
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CHAPTER

2

ROBESON'S DEBUT AS OTHELLO

As

early as 1917. Paul

George Daley, writing
"It

was Robeson,
1

to victory...."

in the

Robeson was likened

New

it

of

battle,

would not be

his first opportunity to portray the

an Othello of the football

until

who
1930

led the dashing

that

at

little

Robeson, the

Robeson's preparation for and interpretation of the

It

role.

Rutgers eleven

aetor,

Moorish general on the professional

chapter will examine the 1930 production of Othello in London.

looking

field.

York World on the 1917 All-America team, observed,

a veritable Othello

However,

to

would have

stage.

will begin

This

by

This section will

include analysis on the debate as to whether Othello should be portrayed as a dark

skinned African.

An

examination of the promptbook and reviews will outline the chief

shortcomings of the production as well as the reception of Robeson's portrayal. Finally.

I

will discuss

how

the 1930

Savoy production established Robeson as

actor and foreshadowed the historic

a serious dramatic

Broadway Othello production.

"The Root of the Racial Question": Robeson on Shakespeare

Robeson's research
as

for his first

opening night approached

is

in

1930

Shakespearean role and his apparent misgivings

well documented in contemporary interviews.

Moreover, these conversations with Robeson also illuminate his interpretation of
Othello's character and the play as a whole.

1

Reprinted in Freedom. Vol.

3,

No. 4 (April

Robeson carefully readied himself for

1

40

953 ):3.

the

He

role.

always

explained, "As a rule

first

come

to a

good

like to think things out for a

I

solid understanding

of a

2

I

am

striving to learn more."

I

was

Robeson's early exposure

underscores the prominence of the playwright

in the

to

a

boy of

in

...

1

further

fifteen,

and

Shakespeare

black community.

Moor

admits that he considered portraying Shakespeare's

Robeson

character...."

observed, "I have studied him [Shakespeare] closely since

still

very long while.

Still,

Robeson

London with some

trepidation.

A

chief concern of his

was mastering

the King's English pronunciation, as

Robeson jested

British critics are sticklers for proper enunciation.

"Playing

in

Americans

London one must
distress

try not to

offend the Lnglish ears too

them with our speech almost as much

But the issue was a serious one for he

"felt that [it]

London" because of the language

Othello in

vowels hard to remember
their original spelling.

Americans leave

...

out.'°

so

...

And

An

I

I

did

some

understood

article in the

one audience,

much

amuse

research.

why you

He
I

as

we

us with theirs."

was more of an ordeal

barrier.

New

as they

to

to play

continues, "I found your

bought Shakespeare's plays with

put in

all

those vowels [that]

York Herald Tribune pointed out that

Robeson approached the study of English as he would any other foreign language.

~

6

"Paul Robeson's Shakespearean Debut: Talk with the Negro Othello." The Era, 21

May

1930.

1

Smith,

J.

Murray. "Paul Robeson on

Was

Othello a Negro." Paul Robeson Collection,

Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box
Folder: 1930(?)
4

Was

"Robeson Talks

in

Othello a Negro.

London

for

Audience Here."

New

York Herald Tribune, 9 June

1930.

"How
6

Paul Robeson Mastered Pronunciation." The Bulletin, 21

Tribune,

1

5

May

1930.

Robeson Tells the Story of His Othello." New York Herald
June 1930. (Robeson was self-taught in over a dozen languages from

Kraft, Irma. "Paul

41

19,

After a successful opening night he could confide,

much

Now am

fear.

I

pleased with me.

I

just expected that

Indeed, Robeson

happy."

can say frankly that

you would not

the role.

He

was

"thrilled to

never had any

I

first

know London

night feeling of glamour.

for the bard

was

1

also apparent in his

"Shakespeare was a great human being

asserts,

is

me."

like

Robeson's knowledge of and admiration

commentary on

took the part of Othello with

"I

who saw no

character from one angle. His creations are therefore consistent, but many-sided: and

each of their phases

is

emphasized."

4

Robeson highly regarded

Additionally,

playwright's "superb sympathy for the under-dog."

10

the

Yet, the challenge of Shakespeare

the latitude he provides the actor. "I gradually realised [sic] that a great deal of what

is

Shakespeare intends to convey

is left to

the actor,"

merely declaim his lines - they must be given with
or

woman

is

capable."

1

Probably due to

this

Many

critics felt

Robeson's

who had

all

nuance

interpreting the version of the play produced in

Ellen van Volkenberg

Robeson

notes. "It

of no use

[to]

the loving feeling of which a

in Othello,

London

in

Robeson had

man

difficulty

1930 by Maurice Browne and

slashed the poetry of Shakespeare indiscriminately.

they were irresponsible in this and ruined the play.'"

artistry.

is

"I think the contrast

It

also troubled

between Shakespeare's original and the

'cut'

Russian to Welsh.)
7

Bishop, G.

W. "Robeson Acclaimed

in

Othello Role."

New

York Times, 20

May

1930, 37.
s

9
10

May 1930.
May 1930.

The Bulletin, 21

The Era, 21

"Was

Othello a Negro?" Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division, Moorland-

Spingarn Research Center,

Howard

University,

Box

Theatre - Othello - England.
1

Smith, "Paul Robeson on

Was

Othello a Negro."

42

28, Folder: Clippings 1930s

-

version which
1'

personality.

I

13

had

This

prevented

to learn

is

but one of

many

me from

seeing Othello as a complete

instances where poor producing inhibited

Robeson's performance.
Robeson's

faith in

Shakespeare as a writer was also reinforced by

interpretation of the role of race in the tragedy.

is

extraordinary

question.

I

feel

how

Shakespeare,

at that

He emphasizes

passionately,

'To me

it

time was able to get to the root of the racial

here [he strikes his breast]." Robeson subsequently drew an

it

illuminating

modern day

length for

introduces Robeson's strong connection to the play:

it

his

parallel to the Senate scene in Othello}

4
It is

worth quoting

at

walk into the Senate, among all those people who in their
hearts hate me, but fear me and know they must use me.
have known
instances of the same sort of thing to-day; when, for example, the only
skilful physician in a town has been a Negro and the people during an
epidemic have had to go to him to be saved from death. Shakespeare
grasped this principle perfectly and Othello is, if anything, more apt today than when it was first written.
...

as Othello

I

I

This observation goes to the heart of Robeson's perspective on Shakespeare's
intentions. Frequently, the play is considered to be solely a study

However

in the early

nineteenth century, Britsh poet and critic Samuel Taylor Coleridge

commented extensively on Othello and concluded

that the play

jealousy than Othello's "agony that the creature [Desdemona],

angelic

1

...

and

whom

of sexual jealousy.

he could not help

For example: MacDonald, Edward

J.

still

was

less

whom

about sexual

he had believed

loving, should be proved impure

"Robeson's Othello." G.K.

's

and

Weekly, 31

May

1930; "Robeson in 'Othello.'" Englishman, 9 June 1930.
3

"'My Ordeal

Standard, 20
14

as Othello':

May

How

Paul Robeson Mastered Pronunciation." Evening

1930.

This refers to Act

I,

Scene

3

Venice and they dispatch him

when
to

Othello

is

called before the

vanquish the Turkish foe

43

at

Duke and Senate of

Cyprus.

worthless."

16

Coleridge's take on Shakespeare was quite influential through the early

twentieth century. This

is

exemplified by the numerous English

Robeson's 1930 performance
writing for the prominent

who

critics

17

Coleridge as an authority.

cite

reviewing

James Agate,

London Sunday Times, quotes Coleridge and then

posits,

"Othello conceives Desdemona's death not as a murder but as a sacrifice, and

not out of passion but because her conduct has shaken the world from

Thus, the crux of Othello's motivation

Robeson seems
in the

to agree.

It is

is

kills

her

propriety."

its

honor and not merely jealous passion.

1

19

Othello's nobility and dignity that he emphasizes

Senate scene. Venice needs Othello's military guidance and holds him in high

esteem. Simultaneously, Othello believes in the virtue of Venetian society, as

exemplified in the purity of Desdemona's love for him.

been disloyal, Othello's honor

I

is

betrayed.

feel the play is so

people.

...

It is

When

he believes his wife has

Robeson explains:

modern, for the problem

is

the problem of my

a tragedy of racial conflict, a tragedy of

rather than jealousy.

important to the State

honour

Shakespeare presents a noble figure
...

Desdemona

then the seed of suspicion

is

sown.

loves

It is

...

is

[sic]

He

him and he marries

because he

an alien

own

is

her,

and

among

the

white people that his mind works so quickly, for he feels the dishonour

15

The Era, 21

1

[sic]

more

May

1930.

Woodring, Carl,

deeply. His colour [sic] heightens the tragedy.

ed. Table Talk Vol.

II.

-0

Edited by Kathleen Coburn. Vol. 14, The

Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1990. Page 31. From Coleridge's "Table Talk: 29 December 1822."
17

For example: Warrington, George. "At the Theatre." Country Life, 31

Baughan, E.A. "Robeson as Othello". Daily News, 20
1

X

May

1930.

1930.

Agate, James. "The Dramatic World: Mr. Robeson's Othello." The Sunday Times, 25

May 1930.
Two other

critics

noticed that Robeson's performance especially highlighted the idea

of honor over jealousy: Watts, Richard. "Sight and Sound."

May

29
20

May

1930.

And

"'Othello' to

Have

a

New

York Herald Tribune,

Vogue." Boston Herald, 25

"Mr. Paul Robeson on 'Othello'". The Observer, 18

44

May

1930.

May

1930.

The point of honor over jealousy may seem moot on
primarily about sexual jealousy then Shakespeare

the surface; however, if the play

would merely be reinforcing

is

the

stereotype of the passionate jealous savage from Africa as described by Leo Africanus in

his travelogue

which was widely known

Elizabethan London.

in

the heart of Othello to simply be jealousy, then

problem of my own
Othello's "jealousy

significant

people/''

was

in

when balanced

could not be

it

Furthermore, Robeson asserted

no way an

inferiority complex."'

against several critics

who

2

"

21

If

Robeson believed

illustrative

in

of "the

another interview that

This statement

is

described Robeson's portrayal of

Othello as fraught with a melancholy sense of inferiority.

Coleridge's criticism addresses another vital point that influenced the critics in

London

in

1930. Here,

Robeson diverges strongly from Coleridge's suggestion

that

Othello "must not be conceived as a Negro, but a high and chivalrous Moorish chief."

As would be expected, controversy

arose in

London concerning Robeson,

skinned African American, playing Othello, a character
theatergoers traditionally held to be a light skinned

Naturally, these arguments

stemmed from

who many

critics,

a dark

scholars and

Arab of Northern African descent.

the racism of the culture in Britain but,

nevertheless, the debate raged and probably increased the popularity of the production.

Ironically,

and amusingly,

critics

who

fussed about a "Bantu" or an "Ethiopian" (dark-

skinned actor) playing Othello had no qualms with a white European portraying the

Moor!

Leo Africanus. History and Description of Africa.
Franklin, 1963. (Reprint of the 1896 edition.)
See, for example:

22

"Paul Robeson's Othello". Morning Post, 21

45

May

1930.

New

York: B.

The question
tone

is

as to Shakespeare's intention eoneerning Othello's race or skin

illustrated in several letters to editors

Daily Mail

who was "shocked

with a detailed

was not

malignity (not race hatred)."

course, everyone

surely

it is

more

knows

this

24

that a

to

1
'

and. moreover, he

Several days

Negro

is

later, a

in

was "the victim of private

provoked reader

not a Moor, but neither

is

retorted,

"Of

an Englishman

should be played by one of natural colour

be stained brown?"

word "Negro" was not widely

by a negro" weighed

lineage arguing that "all authorities emphasise [sic]

a negro

fitting that the part

by a man whose skin has
the

to find the part of Othello taken

summary of Moorish

the point that Othello

of English newspapers. One reader of the

2
"

It is

capitalized in the

...

[sic]

than

interesting to notice that while

American press

until the 1950's,

respondent took the care to do so.

In light

of the debate

stirring,

Robeson cogently

articulated his position

Othello's racial persuasion for British and American papers.

North African

few Moors

in

Moor vs.

the dark skinned African,

On

Robeson held

Northern Africa without Ethiopian blood

in their

on

the question of the

that

"There are very

veins."

26

(The term

"Ethiopian" referred to any dark skinned person from non-Islamic Africa.) Robeson
also astutely points to the stage history of the play. In a

London interview

that

was

broadcast across the Atlantic by radio, he observed that in Shakespeare's time the part

23
~~

Warrington, George. "At the Theatre". Country Life, 31

May

1930.

And Woodring,

31.
24

"The Negro Othello." Daily Mail,2\ May 1930.
"The Negro Othello." The Daily Mail, 25 May 1930.
"Was Othello a Negro?" Paul Robeson Collection. Manuscript Division, MoorlandSpingarn Research Center, Howard University. Box 28, Folder: Clippings 1930s -

25

Theatre- Othello

- England. Also, "Paul Robeson Tells
New York World, 9 June 1930.

Play Othello Role."

46

How

It

Feels for a Negro to

was portrayed with darkened

Edmund Kean," and Robeson
Africa

was

Subsequently,

skin.

"it

changed around the time of

believed "that had to do with the faet that

at that

time

the slave center of the world and people had forgotten the ancient glory of

Indeed, the stage tradition of a "tawny" rather than a darker

the Ethiopian."

Venice began with Kean

in the early

exceptions including, notably,

Ira

Moor of

nineteenth century and continued (with few

Aldridge) until Robeson.

Additionally, Robeson cleverly plays on the idea of the "one drop rule" in

America

to justify his portrayal

and suggests,

he must have had some Ethiopian blood

Negro

is

supposed

...

to

account for

all

in

since he [Othello]

"...

him.

And

his abilities

...

as

one drop of white blood

so surely

I

am justified

the drop of Negro blood in Othello as the basis of my interpretation

Robeson concludes
consequence

in the end, "In

character as far

man ever

that the petty distinction

removed

to refer to

any case,

I

feel that

is

known today

critical discussion

when

I

"7

Shakespeare merely wanted to draw a

woman. He was probably

Robeson

stated confidently,

critic,

in

London

the

first

"...

there

was

using Shakespeare's text and the tradition of the

any interpretation other than mine was nonsense."

"Robeson Talks

of little

played 'Othello' in London as a black man, but [A.C.]

Bradley, the great Shakespearean

theatre, said that

Finally,

as the 'colour [sic] bar/" Still, the question

arose again in a 1933 interview. At this time,

some

is

in a

taking

in

of him."

between shades and hues

as possible from a white

what

came from Africa

for

Audience Here."

New

24

As an

ironic aside,

York Herald Tribune, 9 June

1930.
2S

29
~

The Era, 21

May

1930.

"Interview with William Lundell." Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division,

Moorland-Spingam Research Center, Howard University, Box
Interview with William Lundell.

47

19, Folder:

1930

one reviewer of the 1930 Savoy production noticed

make-up, despite
actors

still

who

his natural advantages,

play Othello."

30

seems

opening, "Paul Robeson's

after the

to take as

long as that of any European

Thus, even though Robeson did not need dark make-up, he

required considerable time to get into his costume, which included a short beard.

As

early as 1930,

States, particularly in

Robeson expressed

New

He

York.

a desire to play Othello in the United

feared, however, that "they certainly wouldn't

stand in America for the kissing and for the scene in which

roughly."'

31

States."

So he "wouldn't care

On

use Miss Ashcroft

I

some

to play those scenes in

another occasion he was more optimistic, "I

parts of the

am

positive that in the

enlightened sections of the United States there can be only one question:

interpretation of one

kisses with

of the great plays of all times?"

Peggy Ashcroft? Reporters

generated the headline in several

and remarked

that the kisses

in

And what

London were
For her

articles.'

were

"

part,

United

Is this

a

worthy

about those onstage

certainly intrigued, for

it

Ashcroft remained nonchalant

"just necessary for the play."

34

Conversely, Robeson was optimistic as to the reception a dark skinned actor

would receive
rumors

30
31

32

in

that there

London.

"I

was

a

little

might [be] objection

"Mr. Robeson's Kisses

disturbed myself when

started rehearsals

I

to a coloured [sic] actor playing with a

in 'Othello,'"

Daily Mail, 21

"Robeson May Alter Othello Role Here."
New York Herald Tribune, 9 June 1930.

New

May

white

and
girl

1930.

York Times, 22

May

1930, 25.

" For example: '"Racial Prejudices Are Foolish': Peggy Ashcroft Does Not Mind
Being Kissed by Paul Robeson." Daily Sketch, 21 May 1930. And "Mr. Robeson's
Kisses in 'Othello.'" Daily Mail, 21 May 1930.
34

Daily Sketch, 21

May

1930.

(It

was subsequently revealed

that

Robeson and

Ashcroft were having a love affair during the run of Othello. She recalled

could one not

fall in

later,

"How

love in such a situation with such a man!" Billington, Michael.

Peggy Ashcroft. London: John Murray Publishers

48

Ltd., 1988.

Page 41

.)

came

to

my notice.

was

heart

racial

alive in

London

in

in the

which they

that color prejudice existed in

compiled

London

felt that in

better.

London.

critics

36
Still,

that period tell another story.

his first

impressions of London

nevertheless the average

illustrative article

[sic]

variant of the color bar, or racial

man

in

London

who reviewed Robeson's

people of color

who

Trinidadian scholar C.L.R. James

is,

of essays. He

on the surface, quite

eaten up with colour

from 1934 by D.F. Kanaka,

who

identifies

polite.

...

[sic] prejudice.

himself as the

But

1,37

States." Yet, "It

"first

is

[sic] stars

from the

not often that the British public hears of these individual instances."

He concludes,

"If English people realised [sic] the gravity of the injury they inflict

coloured

people, they

the

same
It

36

might have been Paul Robeson

"Othello's

who had bumped

Way with

insist in

enforcing the Colour

a

who Kanaka had

White Wife." The

May

in

[sic]

mind when noting

into the color bar in England.

Star, 21

For example: "Seen 63 Othellos." Western Mail,

Othello." The Star, 20
37

would perhaps not

on

Bar

to

extent as they do now."

celebrated stars

35

An

president of the Oxford Union", bravely asserts, "Hotels in England have

refused admittance to prominent Indians and to celebrated coloured

[sic]

in

spent time in

in the early '30s in a series

is

Othello

However, some of them actively denied

lived.

observed, "The average Englishman in London

coloured

A

trouble could not possibly arise on

1930s and was documented by educated

language employed by the

1930 reflected the culture

London during

I

Robeson himself.

writers including

The

my

However, Robeson knew

racial grounds. "

discrimination,

In

In 1929,

May 1930.
21 May 1930;

the

Robeson and

"Paul Robeson's

1930.

James, C.L.R. Letters from London. Port of Spain: Prospect Press, 2003. Page 83.

49

his wife

protest

were prevented from entering a hotel restaurant

uncovered other stories of discrimination and

issue before the government.

Washington D.C. or
reviewer

negro."

who

40

a Minister

of Parliament raised the

Comparatively, the oppression differed from that of

York, but London was certainly capable of producing a

depicted Robeson's stage presence as "just an ox-like, slow-thinking

And

this critic

"We

to a reporter,

New

34

London. The ensuing

in

all

know

God and

renounces her

was not

One contemporary

alone.

that if a white

country, and

woman

marries a coloured

held in contempt by

is

theatergoer frankly admitted

all

her

...

[sic]

man

she

relations."

41

Although producer Maurice Browne assured the Daily Sketch newspaper that "no single
letter

of protest" had been received

at the theater,

biographer that she and Sybil Thomdike,

letters

me

saying 'East
1

is

East and

West

was just beginning

Robeson does not seem

to take root

one who approaches Othello
savage, and

40
41

theatres

where you play for

" 42

arguments on Othello and Africa. This

39

played Emilia, got "rather unpleasant

West and no more

is

recalled to a

after this.

Yet, in 1930, even

38

who

Peggy Ashcroft

New

F.

have completely honed his

perhaps because his political consciousness

this period.

[as a role]

makes him murder

Kanaka, D.

during

is

to

For example, he postulates,

must remember

his wife...."

43

that part

In this instance,

"Colour Bar." Daily Herald, 10 April 1934,

of him which

Robeson sounds

"...

is

"

10.

York Times, 23 October, 25 October, 28 October, 17 November 1929.

Reynolds News, 25
Swaffer, Hannen.

"Black Othello:

Sketch, 22
43

crude

as if he

May

1930.

"Hannen Swaffer Looks

at the

Theatre." Daily Express, 21

May

1930.
4

any

May

The Era, 21

No

1930.

May

Letter of Protest

And

About Paul Robeson Performance." Daily

Billington, 41.

1930.

50

is

acknowledging the denigrating stereotype of the African savage. Then again,
murdering one's wife
mentions

that

is

not exactly civilized behavior.

when playing

come

his character to

into

On

another occasion, he

Othello, he endeavors to "allow the essential simplicity of

its

own.

1,44

Again,

would appear

this

of the simple African that continuously appears

to

confirm the archetype

European characterizations of people

in

of color.

He

when

puts forth a similarly puzzling contention in another interview

discussing Othello's lineage, "If Othello had been a crafty Moor, he would never have

listened to lago.

demands

Moors were more

a simple, direct black.

because Africans are

less

4r"

subtle than the Venetians themselves. But the play

By

this logic,

Othello should be portrayed as black

scheming than Moors and, therefore, would be more

vulnerable to Iago's insinuations. This reflects the

African Americans that Africans

or civilized.

was not

1

commonly

who were somewhat

held assumption

primitive needed to be redeemed

suggest that, at this point, Robeson's pondering on Othello and Africa

yet fully conceived.

It is

in the 1930s, after Othello, that

he will interact with

West African Students Union and

educated Africans

in

groups

Coloured Peoples

in

London. He will also learn important lessons from

like

like the

Sanders of the River (1934) for which he was reprimanded

reinforcing stereotypes linked to imperialism.

Robeson hones

44

45

among

his theoretical stance

As

will

in the

be explored

the

League of

artistic

work

black press for

in the

next chapter,

on African culture throughout the 1930s. Thus, by

"Paul Robeson's Othello." Morning Post, 21

May

1930.

"Interview with William Lundell." Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division,

Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box
Interview with William Lundell.
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19, Folder:

1933

Broadway

the time of the

Othello, Robeson's interpretation has matured and he

War

connects the play directly to current politieal issues including World

II

and

racial

segregation.

Background on the 1930 Production

at the

Savoy Theatre

Shakespeare's play was adapted for the Savoy revival by American actress Ellen

who jointly produced

van Volkenburg

Browne.

46

The

pair

had been married,

Theatre in 1912, which was
'20s the team

West End

was

known

in Britain,

producer and,

its

47

Theatre.

at the

Perhaps

it is

's

ventures.

End was

London,

May

Little

risks

a critical

on the
and

Browne was an ambitious

amazingly had three productions running on the West
at the

Savoy, John Gielgud's Hamlet (with the

Queen's Theatre and Alexander Moissi's Hamlet

at the

Globe

not surprising, then, that the critical reception of Browne's

performance as Iago was not complimentary. He finally admitted

Van Volkenburg,

Maurice

experimental drama. However, by the late

His production of Journey

End simultaneously: Robeson's Othello
Old Vic Company)

British actor/producer

one time, and had founded The Chicago

money on many of his

May of 1930,

in

at

show with

and Browne was known for taking investment

for better or for worse.

financial success but he lost

for

the

Ellen.

"The

Script of Othello as

Produced

in June,

at the

when he

Savoy Theatre

19th 1930." Folger Shakespeare Library, Promptbook Collection.

Microfilm edition.
47

"Shakespeare

Sunday

in the

Graphic.,

1

West End." The Observer,

June 1930.

52

1

1

May

1930.

And

"Theatre Notes."

resigned the part to his understudy that "the strain of management, and the time

involved told on

The

my acting - as

initial

the critics did not hesitate to point out."

4*

response to Othello was promising as box office returns amounted to

twenty-two hundred pounds for

its first

seven performances.

Yet,

Browne

later

revealed to the Sunday Dispatch that Othello might have paid higher dividends "had not

the salary

list

been so heavy.""" Indeed, Robeson was paid 300 Pounds a week,
1

according to Browne.^

in Othello, this

Still, if

he had not taken a chance

Desdemona and

interpretations of the female roles

Emilia. And, of course, Robeson's Othello, whether one praised or

criticized his performance,

was

factors detracted

it

Robeson the lead

company were perhaps only redeemed by

Peggy Ashcroft and Sybil Thomdike's memorable

promptbook,

offering

production might quickly have been forgotten. The mutilated script,

inadequate lighting, bulky sets and mediocre

What

in

was arranged

(three plus hours)

historic.

from the potential of this production? According

into four acts with three intervals

and disjointed program.

In the

making

to the

for a lengthy

Broadway production, Margaret

Webster would take exactly the opposite approach arguing

that Othello

can only be

played very swiftly so as not to give the audience any time to consider the logic of the

plot but to

48

depend solely on the

momentum

"'Othello' Surprise: Mr. Maurice

of the emotions displayed. Certainly, the

Browne Suddenly Resigns His

Part."

Sunday

Dispatch, 8 June 1930.
4()

Browne, Maurice. "Letter

converts to about $4363
5

in

to the Editor."

Time and

Tide, 7

June 1930. (2200 pounds

current U.S. dollars.)

"Interview with Maurice Browne." Sunday Dispatch, 29 June 1930.

M

The New York Times also reported that Robeson made a record salary for the Othello
production. "Robeson to Play Othello." New York Times, 4 September 1929.

53

audience

the stage

stage

at the

Savoy must have been dragging by the

was overcrowded with

was too dark and

production had serious

reviewers

who were

third intermission.

In addition,

dance numbers were inserted, the

extras, irrelevant

the set distanced the action from the viewers. Thus, the overall

liabilities,

critical

the worst of which

may have been

the inept Iago.

The

of van Volkenburg and Browne's interpretation did not

mince words when outlining the handicaps of this

revival.

Perhaps as a marketing strategy, Eslanda Robeson's biography of her thirty-two
year old husband

was released

Robeson, Negro was reviewed
the play

had

was alluded

first

to

that his acting

the

same month

familiarized themselves with the

of Othello

is

for

book

are obvious

enough

of both the writer

the

...

in a sense....

The

racial pride

Observer opened, "Racial pride

One

critic

was not

and the subject of it are very deeply expressed."

which pervade reviews

2

this fact

The book honored her

at this time,

lost

is

on the

title

of the book

and the enthusiasm for negro culture

finely displayed in the

simple, almost naive, story of her husband's life."

"

53

observed, 'The implications of the

critic

reviewing

The timing of the book

as well.

an old intention long deferred."

The London Times

critics

Paul

The Star, who noticed, "Mrs. Robeson declares

spouse as well as the race which he represented and

reviewers.

revival opened.

major London papers and a few

in the

by W. Keith, writing

Savoy

that the

Words

sound patronizing

lamented that the show was not over

until

title

like

54

A reporter for

of Mrs. Robeson's

"simple" and "naive",

to twenty-first century ears.

1 1

:40

pm, with curtain time

presumably 8:00 pm.
~

J

Keith,

W. "A Negro

Athlete, Scholar, Singer and Tragedian." The Star, 20

1930.
"

4

x

"A Negro

Artist."

The Times (London), 20

May

1930.

Ervine, John St. "Paul Robeson: Negro." The Obsemer, 25

54

May

1930.

May

However,

Robeson

his wife's

book may have been merely

interpreting

Yet, Essie's enthusiasm

it."

life

the

way

interpreted Othello's character as a "simple, direct black."" This particular

reviewer concludes on a positive note, "He stands for his race.

for

Robeson's

complained,

"It is a

was not always appreciated

paean of praise rather than a biography.'

Reviews

And how

for the Daily

well he stands

Herald

06

African American Press

in the

Before delving into the British reviews,

it

is

important to mention that the major

African American newspapers eagerly reviewed Robeson's portrayal of Shakespeare's

Moor

in

London. The Chicago Defender placed Robeson squarely

in the tradition

Aldridge and noted that on opening night, "one of the most interested persons

Dame Madge Kendal who

audience was

Aldridge 65 years ago."

The reviewer

for the

should play the

(Kendal was only seventeen

American was
the audience.'

member

56

58

This

08
tickets.'

article, also

in the vast

time of that production.)

The

to

whether Robeson

box offices of the theater

reporter for the Baltimore Afro-

crowd and observed, "colored people

sat dotted

about

noting the controversy, saw one disgruntled audience

exit the theater but concluded,

Pippett, R. S.

May
57

also scanning the

04

at the

noticed, "the controversy led to the

being flooded with requests for

Ira

played Desdemona to the Othello of Mr.

Defender also commented on the debate as

Moor and

of

"There was no other murmur

"Book of the Day: Paul Robeson

-

that

heard."

by His Wife." Daily Herald, 19

1930.

"American Actor Gets Big Ovation." Chicago Defender, 24
Chicago Defender, 24 May 1930.

55

I

May

1930.

The

reviewer emphasized, "There was no protest

...

in the theater,"

even when Robeson

kissed Ashcroft "full on the lips" several times.

All of the reviewers in the Blaek press underscored the praise

from London

whole was
managed."
the

show

critics.

from a masterpiece" and

"far
60

to

However, the Pittsburgh Courier admitted

When

New

this reporter

York, he suggested that

another Iago." However, another article

that the production as a

that the cuts to the script

remarked

that the producers

if

they do so,

in the

"It

Robeson received

were "clumsily

were considering taking

might be just as well

to pick

Courier, by Ivan Browning, recognized

Maurice Browne's shrewdness as a producer. Browning asserted, "Mr. Browne has

done something which

all

right thinking

Negroes

will highly appreciate.

He

deaf ear to the harshest criticism possible and gave Robeson his big chance."

Reviews

in the British

especially

when

critics

60
61

sometimes

is

always intriguing as

this

attempt

their societies than the production at hand,

discussing the issue of race.

offer glimpses of the play but

are instructive,

and

61

and American Press

Assessing contemporary reviews of a revival

can reveal more about the

turned a

As with reviews of any

piece of art, they

from very subjective viewpoints. Nevertheless, reviews

in surprising

ways.

A

basic pattern

emerged from

"London Press on Robeson." Baltimore Afro-American, 7 June 1930.
Watts, Richard. Pittsburgh Courier, 12 July 1930. (No title.)
Browning, Ivan H. "Ivan Browning Tells of Struggles of Paul Robeson

Pittsburgh Courier, 14 June 1930.
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the

'"

in 'Othello.

contemporary reviews of the 1930 Othello production

One

London.

I

critic

am

summed up

sure that

many
I

Savoy Theatre

Robeson

the general reaction to

well.

He

in

observes:

playgoers will go into rhapsodies over Paul

Robeson's performance
of his acting.

at the

...

while others will take a

less enthusiastic

think that the latter will allow that Paul

view

Robeson

possesses dignity and a magnificent voice, and that he has his big

when speaking, possesses but a very small range
consequence, his delivery is inclined to become monotonous.
moments, but

This

is

a fair synthesis for

uncomplimentary even

who found

fault

...

some reviewers of Robeson were

they were

if

critical overall.

with Robeson's lack of technical

still,

because his color added depth to the character and

of the reviewers agreed
signaled an important

felt that

was

a

Dame

that

new

praised both

Sybil Thorndike probably stole the

large, the

Robeson and

Racial stereotyping

is

troublesome when a

Robeson admitted

all

critic is praising

to a

As

endorsed his portrayal

to the production,

into Shakespearean

critical

which praised Robeson but were

of these groupings and,

Robeson

that, in retrospect

poor performance

in

at times,

at the

it is

language that sounds degrading.

when preparing
in

critical

of both the production and Robeson.

for

Broadway

It is

in the 1940s,

1930. Moreover, he had to face the tough

Close to one hundred reviews were examined for

"A Black Outlook

drama

as Emilia. Unfortunately, there

this study.

See citations

bibliography.
63

all

Similarly, nearly everyone

stage.

show

almost

Maurice Browne's Iago was unconvincing.

the production, those

replete within

important to remember

that

the other hand, several critics

reviews can be divided into three categories: those which

of the production and those which were

62

London

personality on the

not entirely

in the end,

plot.

Peggy Ashcroft's baptism

comparable uniformity of opinion

By and

On

and, in

Savoy." The Bystander, 28

57

May

1930, 432.

in

London

critics

without ever having played Shakespeare, without any substantive

histrionic training

and with only

weak team of producers on

a

he was nervous opening night!) Yet, the

critics

his side.

were aware of these

(Needless to say,

liabilities

and many

took them into consideration.

On
even

if

most had

at least a

generally. This

critics

endorsed Robeson as were

few reservations. The breakdown was similar

production: roughly twice as

many

when

language employed in 1930

productions.

Most importantly,

Robeson and

it

is

the

critical,

for the

reviewers criticized the production as favored

mixed reception foreshadows some of the

acting that will be explored again

racial

many

the whole, about twice as

the play

it

criticisms of Robeson's

done on Broadway. However, the

is

perhaps more overtly racist than for any of the other

Savoy

revival

was

a learning experience for

whetted the appetite of the theater world for another course of Robeson

as Othello.

In the

reviews which endorsed Robeson's performance and the production

overall, several

themes appear.

First, there is

general praise for Robeson. For example,

"His portrayal of Othello consolidated his position as one of the finest actors of the
day."

64

A critic

observed that Robeson "has identified his

own

people with the

tragedy," and he continues, "For nobility of mind and beauty of speech,

imagine a better rendering."
portrayal

was "remarkable

b~

for

The reporter
its

fine

for the Irish

accomplishment."

Times

66

felt that

it

is difficult

Robeson's

"The shade of William

Shakespeare," began the Hampstead Express, "would have counted himself well

64
65

"Behind the Footlights: Coloured Player as Othello." Croydon Times,
"'Othello'

at

the Savoy." The Era, 21

May

58

1930.

5 July 1930.

to

served" had he been

less critical

in

attendance opening night.

of Robeson tend

Crydon, Dublin,

Bristol,

to

67

Interestingly, the reviews that are

be from outside of London

in

towns

like Sheffield,

Manchester and Leeds to name a few. Thus, the

metro area, as would be expected, seem

to

be the hardest

critics in the

to please.

"No

Several of the critics in favor of Robeson were not bothered by his accent.

doubt," one reviewer exclaimed, "but

troublesome word
reporters

who

Moreover,

a

is

noteworthy."

6*

it

managing

will be agreed that his success in

the

This was a thorny issue, however, for even
61 '

praised Robeson occasionally picked up a note of the American accent.

number of reviewers believed

that the

poignancy of Robeson's Othello was

based on more than his color. The Newcastle Chronicle argued that Robeson "did more
than merely by virtue of the colour of his skin add piquancy to this production."

News?

Bristol Times reviewer agreed as did the reporter for the Manchester City

elaborates, "Mr.

he

is

Robeson lends

a coloured actor.

...

tragedian, and his acting

but Mr.

Robeson

is

this

drama

...

1
-

The

He

through the fact that

not simply a black man.

would of itself make

of the West End theatres."

11

a certain verisimilitude to his part

70

He

is

a very fine

the second best selection

...

7-

"Paul Robeson as Othello:

A

Fine Performance." Irish Times, 21

May

1930.

6

"The Theatres." Hampstead Express, 31 May 1930.
"Paul Robeson's English." Eveiyman. Vol. Ill, No. 70 (1930): 546. Also, "Paul
Robeson's New Accent: How It Will Help Him in 'Othello. '" Daily Herald, 7 May

68

1930.
69
70
71

72

The Era, 21

May

"Paul Robeson:

A

1930.

And

Irish Times, 21

May

1930.

Great Othello." Newcastle Chronicle, 22

May

"A New and Great Othello." Bristol Times, 20 May 1930.
Moult, Thomas. "A Shakespeare Invasion." City News, 8 June

less than four theatres running

Shakespearean plays

Merhcant of Venice and two productions

at this time,

oi Hamlet.)

59

1930.

1930. (There were no

including The

Conversely, several reviewers found plenty of reason to extol Robeson but,
nevertheless, felt his acting revealed a lack of experience.

complains, "At present he [Robeson]

"But

all

the

power
71

discipline."

that the part calls for

Another

critic,

was

a dignified

part's full greatness."

see;

74

there.

is

It

only seems to await control and

do not doubt

that there

Friend", has a

was an immaturity

and impressive rendering though

A

critic

too soft." Yet, he concludes in a positive vain,

who wrote under the pen name "The Candid

similarly bifurcated response, "I

Still, "It

is

For instance, one

it

nowhere encompassed

rare female critic exclaimed, "This

any other would suffer by comparison." She reasoned

in the actor."

is

the last Othello

I

the

shall

Robeson's

that

"inexperience and lack of the usual theatrical cocksureness and time-worn technique

only enhanced the sincerity of this remarkable interpretation."

also

compliments Robeson, "He did not seem

to act the

73

However,

this

reviewer

Moor, he was the very

incarnation of Othello...."

some reviews

In addition,

assumptions.

One

that support

Robeson do so by invoking

reporter opens with the dubious phrase, "I have

but," he continues, "looking at Paul Robeson's Othello

the noble

Moor

that

76

it

no colour prejudice

impossible to see in him

is

Shakespeare intended. Othello belonged to one of the oldest and

haughtiest aristocracies in the world; at the

prognathous jaw."

...

racial

Yet, surprisingly, the

Savoy he was just

a flat-footed

same reviewer pays

tribute to

negro with a

Robeson's

"magnificent voice" and encourages the reader to attend the Savoy production! The

73
74
73

76

"'Othello': Mr. Robeson's Interpretation." Yorkshire Post, 20

"Mr. Paul Robeson's Othello." Sporting

Life,

23

May

May

1930.

1930.

Montizambert, Elizabeth. "The London Theatre." Montreal Gazette, 7 June 1930.
"Negro Othello." Sporting Times, 26 May 1930.

60

Sheffield Telegraph

was awed by Robeson's "most

especially African interpretation, savage, fervently
77

virile

performance" whieh was "an

amorous and rhapsodically

t*

Robeson's speech before the Duke and Senate (Act

sentimental."''

[,

scene 3) was

considered by the Scotsman to be "a simple man's recital of the simple facts." Again,

this

sounds insulting

in retrospect, but

Robeson himself believed

Othello should be played as a "simple, direct black."

Robeson's interpretation "places him

at

once

in

Still, this

at this

time that

reviewer believes that

the front rank of Shakespearean

actors.

The scenes
these reviewers

in

who

which Othello explodes with jealousy are especially engrossing

to

perceive Robeson's African sensibility to be particularly useful in

The Church Times characterized Robeson's "flood of turbulent

these moments.

passion" as "primitive, childlike, [and] uncontrolled.

7 ''

A

review for The Stage

maintained that "until Mr. Robeson began the quick savage pants, expressing Eastern
passion, in the

...

Jealousy scenes

...

whether Othello should be merely a swarthy

to

for the Western

Morning News

reported,

Othello's abandonment to jealousy,

natural in a colored actor

actors because they are

7

79

SO
Nl

sl

...."

is

...

Moor

or Arab."

NO

Similarly, a writer

"The play's chief fault, the suddenness of

counteracted by the lack of restraint whieh seems

Thus, they argue that Othello should be played by black

more credible savages. Another

critic

does not fully agree for

"Mr. Paul Robeson: Negro Actor's Great Success as Othello." Sheffield Telegraph,

May

20
7S

one had no thought of discussing the moot point as

1930.

"London Theatres: Paul Robeson in 'Othello.'" Scotsman, 21 May 1930.
"The Humanities." Church Times, 23 May 1930.
"London Theatres: The Savoy 'Othello' Revived." The Stage, 22 May 1930.
"Mr. Robeson's Othello." Western Morning News, 22 May 1930.

61

"while

...

[Robeson] towers with rage, he never seems quite

this Oriental

and become the savage." This

reviewer presumably

is]

is

will realize

because "those familiar with Orientals [as

how

give place on provocation to savagery."*

because the play
Othello.

In the end,

creation of a

it

is

2

However,

difficult to discern

Moor which evokes

so

many

reaffirm these in a demeaning manner.

was laden with

completely the veneer of civilization

so "frightful", any actor

is

racial platitudes, did

In the reviews that lauded

to lose control

this critic

does concede

would have trouble playing
which

is

is

apt to

that

a convincing

more discomfiting, Shakespeare's

who

stereotypes or the critics

Still,

this

constantly

these critics, even though their language

endorse the production overall.

Robeson while

critiquing the production, a

few

patterns appear. These critics favored Robeson's performance (and often Ashcroft and

Thorndike's as well) but outlined the major problems of the production. C.B. Purdom
extols Robeson, "Without question,

this generation has

known

...

I

Robeson gives us the most impressive Othello

have praised Robeson as he deserves; but he suffers from

the general character of the production.

the revival as "a curiously

8?

A

Sunday News described

reporter for the

uneven production." Yet, he was sure of Robeson's

achievement, "There are no half measures about his success.
triumph."

84

Another reviewer ventured, "If it

Paul Robeson

82
"
83
84

X:>

...."

The

critic for the

is

a success,

it

It is

will

an out and out
be due solely

Eastern Daily Press agreed,

"He

Purdom, C.B. "Paul Robeson
Terrifying Othello."

as 'Othello.'"

Everyman, 29

May

Sunday News, 26 May 1930.

"Splendid Robeson." The Sunday Chronicle, 25

62

May

1930.

to

Mr.

clearly felt the

"Paul Robeson as Othello." Christian Science Monitor, 21 June 1930.

"A

that

1930, 561.

part as

nobody

show what

else

on the stage

his race eould do."

did.

N<1

If

It

was

as

it

Robeson was

were an incarnation of his desire

to

a sueeess, then what, aeeording to

were the chief liabilities of the produetion?

these reviewers,

First, there

was

the problem of the three intermissions.

Apparently, the

producers did not understand that "a good production of the play should carry us swiftly
Next, there was difficulty with the lighting. The play's program even admitted,

on."

"...

no attempt has been made to

realistically ..."*

s

This was,

light the scenes, particularly the exterior scenes,

in theory, to

preserve the aesthetic value of the sets as

designed by painter James Pryde. (This was his

viewing as the

critics

was and how

dull the play

1

"...

the dark stage

'

of the production and suggested,

is

in the future,

"Paul Robeson as Othello." Eastern Daily Press, 2

Even-man, 29

May

"...

how

dark the

1

killing Shakespeare."

Volkenburg

90

May

Furthermore, these sets

1930.

1930, 561.

"Savoy Theater: Maurice Browne Presents Othello by William Shakespeare." In
Graham Du Bois Papers, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard

Shirley

University.
s

Swaffer, Hannen.

"Hannen Swaffer Looks

at the

Theatre." Daily Express, 21

May

1930.

w
"

"'Othello' at the

"Negro Actor as

May

Savoy Theatre." Birmingham Post, 21 May 1930.
Othello: Great Triumph for Paul Robeson." Daily Telegraph, 20

1930.

63

The

for the "distressing

she should "distrust her

tendency to overload her structure with decorative detail."

ss

However,

seemed, except when Robeson was dominating the

the Daily Telegraph chided producer Ellen van

preciosity

87

at set design.)

hastened to point out. Hannen Swaffer lamented,

Another reviewer exclaimed,

stage.

critic for

attempt

while perhaps visually pleasing, was not practical or suitable for theater

this idea,

stage

first

must have been rather bulky
scene shifters.

to

move because

bemoaned

several reviewers

the noisy

92

Unfortunately, van Volkenburg's overbearing artistic vision did not end with the

inadequate lighting and set design.

to

be "fussy" for

which was too
reviewer

who

it

irrelevant to be effective."

to bore."

when producing
the text

little

dance

...

This dance was particularly odious to one

explained, "two young ladies burst forth into an unnecessary and

no applause

was allowed

reporter complained that the production tended

had "too much play with torches and trumpets, and one

exasperatingly slow dance."

practically

One

was so

The audience did not approve

at all."

9

The

'

Othello,

role

either for,

"They went off to

Moreover, "One of Shakespeare's stupidest clowns
of the clown

which makes

its

is

usually one of the

appearance here

drastically cut in other, perhaps

more

all

the

first to

be removed

more puzzling

since

9 '1

vital, areas.

All in

all,

the

superfluous business on the stage amounted to a surging twenty-one extras that were

listed

Not

on the program as "Senators, Officers, Gentlemen, Musicians and Attendants."

to mention, an additional

two Trumpeters, two Attendants

Ladies of Cyprus and apparently one tank offish!

92
93
94

96

Desdemona, three

97

May 1930.
"Memorable Othello of Paul Robeson." The Evening News, 20 May 1930.
"Othello and Desdemona." Sphere, 3 May 930.
"Paul Robeson's Triumph." Sunday Express, 25 May 1930.
Brown,

Ivor.

"This Week's Theatres: "Othello/" The Obsemer, 25

1

1

9:1

for

made

commentary and/or physical
comic relief in Shakespeare's plays. In the case of Othello, the clown does not further
the plot and is often cut from the script. The clown was cut in Margaret Webster's
production and Tony Richardson's production.
9/
"Savoy Theater: Maurice Browne Presents Othello by William Shakespeare." Folger
Shakespeare Library, Promptbook Collection, Microfilm edition. (The promptbook
mentions a musical interlude at the opening of Act II, Scene which was in a garden

Clowns

generally

brief appearances that lent pithy

1

that included a tank

with fish and water

lilies.)

64

Moreover, there was the problem of costuming. One

Robeson "did not look well

in his

performance, aceording to some

Venetian clothes."

erities.

A

critic

simply stated

This also inhibited his

reporter noted,

aceountable for Paul Robeson's laek of impressiveness

in

"Bad costuming was probably
the

first

two

Robeson was deeked out

substantiate the opinions of these reviewers.

that

Photos

acts.

in

almost comical

Renaissance era regalia with puffy sleeves, tights and rather un-soldierly shoes that

resembled the style of Mary Janes. The promptbook describes his costume for Act

"Green cloak trimmed with

He

shoes."

later

donned

fur.

Green and gold headdress. Green

a similarly fashioned

shoes trimmed [with] plum velvet"

in

Act

plum cloak with plum

100
II.

biography,

However, "In

"I

and green

tights

and "Black

His wardrobe would have been more

appropriate, perhaps, for a ballet version of Othello. Sybil

in a

tights

1:

Thomdike corroborated

this

don't think Paul Robeson's [Elizabethan] costume was right for him."

his white robe at the

end he looked superb....""" The simple white robe,

which he wore during the bedroom scene, was more understated and appropriate for the
circumstances of the

final act.

Not only were

the sets poorly

lit,

but the staging of the production prevented the

audience from engaging with the characters. Shakespeare's plays were originally

produced, as

at the

"groundlings",

Globe Theatre, with few props on

who

paid a small

sum

to stand for the

t,N

"Mr. Robeson's Othello." Daily Chronicle, 20
99
100

The

performance, were close enough to

1930.

'"Othello."'

London,
101

May

Sunday Graphic, 25 May 1930.
Van Volkenburg, Ellen. "The Script of Othello

a small apron stage.

May

as

Produced

at the

Savoy Theatre

19th 1930."

Sprigge, Elizabeth. Sybil

Thomdike Casson. London: Victor Gollancz

Page 194.

65

Ltd., 1971.

touch and lean upon the stage on three sides. Thus,

environment. The revival

The

sets

at the

it

was

a very interactive

Savoy, however, produced the exact opposite

were distanced from the audience by two obstructing

opined humorously that

Second FIoor.

,,l(L

this

production would be more aptly

Edward MacDonald reprimanded

effect.

of stairs. One

sets

titled

critic

"Murder on the

the producer because "This Othello

played without reference to the audience. "

And

he reminded van Volkenburg that

Shakespeare "relied on the sweep and colour

[sic]

of his words

is

of his drama."

critic

noticed

1

it

3

(Apparently van Volkenburg had

little

...

regard for the script as one

had been "somewhat mutilated" and there had even been "modern
104

1

words' substituted

in the text.

)

This theme of the action being too remote occurred often

reviewer

felt this curtailed

playing Elizabethanly

[sic]

the potential

...

so that

instead of at a mitigating remove,

wanted

to slink

away.

play as a portrait of a

solely

,,1(b

man

This

is

I

power of Robeson's

we had

think

his frenzy

in his marriage.

The most

105

"Had he been

our very midst

a very important point since Othello

dishonored

is

in

our seats and

a very intimate

crucial scenes

In order for the plot to

be

depend

at all

audience must believe in Othello's private agony and internal conflict.

What could be more personal?

103

in

One

reviews.

portrayal for,

and agony

Additionally, the bloody climax takes place in Othello and

1

in the

we might have shuddered back

on the dynamic between Othello and Iago.

feasible, the

to express the setting

Yet, the bed in the

Desdemona's bed chamber.

Savoy production (which had

and Dramatic News, 31 May 1930.
MacDonald, Edward J. "Robeson's Othello." G.K. 's Weekly, 31 May 1930.
"Robeson in 'Othello.'" Englishman, 9 June 1930.
Brown, Ivor. "The Play: One of Our Conquerors. " The Weekend Review, 24 May
"'Othello."' Illustrated Sporting

66

enormous posts

that

towered over Robeson's six-foot-three frame) was placed

top of the staircase at an angle, which definitely

therefore, less penetrating.

climax, then the play

is

If the

made

audience cannot closely participate

of lago must be considered a

regrettable since his contaminating of Othello's

in the

mind

is

However, Maurice Browne, the producer, mistakenly

emotional

inhibited the viability of the plot.

lago are on the stage together

This

106

is

A

reporter observed

The

critic for the

most

The

central to the plotline.

at all

his corrupter.

convincing which further

Browne's lago

Curtain

a solo performance

is

cast himself as the chief villain.

between Browne and Robeson was not

skipping, tripping nonentity."

liability.

upon the dynamic between Othello and

entire pulse of the play hinges

interaction

more removed and,

rendered powerless.

Lastly, the portrayal

The

the action

at the

felt that

by Othello."

107

to

be "a

"When

restless,

Othello and

One reviewer

proclaimed Robeson's Othello to be "as sturdy as an oak." Yet, Browne's lago could
not match this interpretation for "the bigger your Othello, the bigger your lago must be."

He

concludes, "Mr. Robeson's

Moor

is

an oak brought

down by

Thus,

a gimlet."

everything from the lighting to the set and costumes as well as one of the lead

characterizations, not to mention van Volkenburg's overbearing artistic vision,

represented impediments to the success of the Savoy production.

1930.
106
107
108

"Changes

for the

Bad." The Referee, 25

"'Othello.'" Curtain,

Brown,

Ivor.

1

May

1

930.

June 1930.

"This Week's Theatres: 'Othello.'" The Observer, 25

67

May

1930.

Finally,

will

I

examine the reviews which were

critical

of both Robeson and the

production as a whole. This segment will focus on the critiques of Robeson as the

principle faults of the production

reporter for the Daily

a

were touched upon

News summed up

because of his race? Chiefly the knowledge

...

me

101
'

less."

The negative

I

One

been present
attitude

summarized, "What special quality did Paul Robeson bring

also

creature; [and]

previous section.

the revival, "Never, then, have

performance of 'Othello* which has moved

Robeson was

in the

easy prey to

1

...

10

Iago."

that the

Moor was

...

at

toward

to Othello

a slow-witted

The primary complaints against Robeson

include a failure to master English blank verse, an overall lack of technique and, of

course, possessing dark skin.

The language
Robeson. There
overlook

it

in

is

issue

was prominent,

1

even

a curious divide on this problem with

in

some reviews

some

critics

that

endorsed

being able to

favor of the overall performance, given his inexperience with

Shakespeare. Others, however, have

poetry."

as noted

little

patience

when an

actor muddles the Bard's

This question also speaks to the larger difficulty of Robeson's acting

technique or lack thereof. As previously mentioned, the favorable reviews sometimes

noticed his inexperience but

performance. The

trait

felt that

critics in this

it

enhanced the naturalness or simplicity of his

grouping, on the other hand, seem frustrated with this

of Robeson's. For example, a reporter for The Star complained of Robeson's

Baughan, E.A. "Robeson as Othello." Daily News, 20
110

"Terrifying Passion: Paul

Sketch, 20
'

'

'

May

Robeson Makes Othello

a

May

1930.

Slow-Witted Creature." Daily

1930.

And "The New Othello: Some
Savoy." News of the World, 25 May 1930.

For example: Empire News, 25

Reflections on the Revival

at the

May

1930.

68

"monotony" and "rather wooden

1

Sunday Times, expressed, "Mr. Robeson,
grand

alas, failed not

but also to indicate any idea of

style,

James Agate, writing

attitude."

He

Empire News,

deserved esteem

for

in

"I trust

which he

he [Robeson] realises

is

held as a

man

less harsh

by now

[and] as a singer

was

that the great

...

is

the critic

and

insufficient excuse
14

what might not inaptly be described as "messing about with Shakespeare."

Another reviewer invoked

his lack

of technique on

been naive and entirely without sophistication.
acting" with

in

[sic]

said the lines with a

No

casualness which amounted almost to the meaningless."

in the

London

only to show mastery of the

existence!

its

in the

something of the delight

One of his
Thorndike,
reflected on

He was

at this

grounds,

"...

it

as a

to the character

I

One must

game."

was "simple" and

of certain

commented on Robeson's

bear

"direct"

critics.

technical ability. Sybil

time a seasoned and respected Shakespearean actress,

working with Robeson, "He was such

a dear person

- and how he worked!

potentially a fine actor, but he hadn't the technique of acting

together

his acting has

as if the negro took to 'play

fulfilled the expectations

fellow actors also

who was

It is

that a child has in

mind, however, that Robeson's approach

even though that might not have

...

racial

used to have to go on saying, 'This

is

your scene. Take the

...

In

our big scene
116

(Many,

stage."'

indeed most, of the reviewers agreed with the assessment that "Sybil Thorndike's
playing of Emilia [was

a]

performance given

in the true spirit

of Shakespeare and acted

Wilson, A.E. "Paul Robeson as Othello: Magnificent Performance but

Than
113

14

115

May

More

Careful

1930.

Agate, James. "The Dramatic World: Mr. Robeson's Othello." The Sunday Times, 25

May
1

Inspired." The Star, 20

1930.

Empire News, 25

May 1930.
May 1930.

Liverpool Post, 16

69

as

it

should be acted."

117

This criticism has some merit for he had not been rigorously

)

trained as a tragedian. Clearly, he had a genuine talent for acting but he

was not an

experienced Shakespearean actor, and did not receive the guidance of a competent
director in this production. (Still, the question of

Broadway production, even with

will surface again in the

director,

Robeson's technical capacity onstage
the assistance of a skilled

Margaret Webster.) Nevertheless, Robeson's vocal ability was probably his

greatest asset and, in the British tradition, elevated speech

is

essential to playing

Shakespeare.

Another recurring critique of Robeson recalled the Arab Moor

few

debate. Quite a

critics

was

a

Moor and

splendid, vibrant voice

right, that this

...

the real Othello."

voice and asserted that

it

Ethiopian, but a Moor."

1

I

was more of an

18

admits, "Yet, the

was continually moved by

had throughout a disquieting feeling
1

was not

One reviewer

not an Ethiopian and though

I

Ethiopian

could not believe Robeson's portrayal because they could

not reconcile a dark-skinned actor playing Othello.

[Othello]

vs.

that

it

was not

man
his

quite

Another reporter also noted Robeson's fine

asset to

him than

his race for "Othello

is

not an

19

Yet another issue was raised on the basis of Robeson's race. Numerous
reviewers detected an inferiority complex in Robeson's gait and stage presence, which

they attributed to his being from an oppressed race. This, they alleged, unduly inhibited

Robeson's

116
117

118
119

ability to play a

commanding

general from royal lineage.

One

reporter

Sprigge, 193.

"A Black Outlook

at the

Savoy." The Bystander, 28

May

1930, 432.

Parsons, Alan. "Mr. Paul Robeson's Othello." The Daily Mail, 20
"Theatre:

A Negro

Othello." Lady, 29

May

70

1930.

May

1930.

ascribed Robeson's art to that of "the born underdog."

body sagged,

his

and diction were

full

walked with a stoop,
his

whole bearing

complex
race,

still

tower.

in a

...

word."

1

21

Another

hands appeared

to

me

how Robeson

and ruminated,

"It is

James Agate elaborated,
to

hang below

of humility and apology, the

critic felt

he appeared to be "a

dragging the chains of his ancestors.

He seemed

observed

his

120

He was

a very depressed Othello."

not noble enough....

122

The

and

inferiority-

member of a

subject

He

did not

reporter for Country Life

"slunk off the stage" rather than exiting as a victorious general

possible that he

is

afraid that his

assumption of arrogance might be

mistaken for the insolent assumptions of the less educated of his race."

On

his knees

"I le

123

the other hand, one critic opined that Robeson's "falling short of our highest

hopes was not his

fault,

but due to the poverty of his support."

124

Indeed, playing

Othello to a completely ineffectual Iago cannot be easy and could be reason enough to

appear melancholy on stage. Doubtlessly, Robeson sensed that the production was

weak, the costumes inappropriate, and the lighting poor. Additionally, he was
inexperienced and he was not being directed capably. (Luckily, a more experienced

actor,

Max Montesole who

played Cassio, spent considerable time helping Robeson

prepare for the role outside of the official rehearsals.

1

"In the Limelight:
Pictorial. 28

and Tide,
121

31

May
May

1930. See also:

May

'~

"Othello'

For example, one reviewer was

Command

Performances." Sunday

John, Christopher. "So This

Is

"Othello."'

Time

1930,711-12.

1930.

Farjeon, Herbert.

124

St.

in

*^)

Agate, James. "The Dramatic World: Mr. Robeson's Othello." The Sunday Times, 25

May

121

Too Much Reserve

1

"The London Stage: Mr. Paul Robeson's Othello." The Graphic, 31

1930.

Warrington, George. "At the Theatre." Country Life, 31

"The Theatres:

OF Man

Othello." Truth, 28

May 1930.
May 1930.

"Paul Robeson's Triumph." Sunday Express, 25

71

May

1930.

severely critical of van Volkenburg's blocking decisions.

Othello's

"It is

the cause" speech in Act

soliloquy by having

fit

punishment for

V

utilized the

example of

and rebuked her for breaking up the

Robeson unnecessarily walk across

this is that

He

He

the stage.

rants,

"The only

Miss van Volkenburg should wear a dunce's cap and be

stood in a corner of the foyer. Has she never heard that poetry must flow or cease to be
.

.,,,126

poetry /

In her diary.

Robeson's wife Eslanda frankly expressed

the ineptitude of both

Browne and van Volkenburg. On

before the opening, she sighed, "Rehearsals continue

Volkenburg] doesn't know what
about the theatre

at all.

one side of the stage

In

it

is all

about.

...

I

their frustrations with

th

April 16

,

a

few short weeks

[to be] dreadful.

don't believe she

Nellie [van

knows anything

any case, she can't help Paul. She can't even get actors from

to the other.

Poor Paul

1-7

is lost."

After the

initial

reviews came

out Eslanda confided in her diary, "Nellie and Maurice [Browne] caught the hell they so

well deserved. Paul

is

worn out and nervous from

been continually rehearsing with other cast members on

"improving with each performance."
disaffection with the

1

2S

She added

the strain."

own

their

although she had been excited about her Shakespearean debut,

126

Disher,

May
127

is

was a

time and was

1

perfectly terrible production."

M. Willson. "Greenroom Gossip: Robeson's

it

"4

in a

biography that

was

also "desperately

A

biographer of

Dame

Othello." The Scotsman, 31

1930.

Eslanda Robeson Collection, Manuscript Library, Moorland-Spingarn Research

Center,

Howard

University,

Box

had

Other cast members shared the prevailing

whole experience. Peggy Ashcroft recalled

disillusioning because

that Paul

16, Folder:

1930-33 Diary Transcripts.

12X

Ibid.
129

Billington, 37.
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Sybil Thorndike

by

summarized the climate backstage, "a generally uneasy time was had

30

all."'

Conclusion

Despite

London was an
first

time

its

obvious shortcomings, the

historic occasion as

in the twentieth century.

The

930 Othello

revival at the

an African American portrayed the

The reviews

with the issue of Robeson's race. While
others were mired in them.

1

critical

Robeson's biography and Robeson's

some

reveal that most critics

tried to

move beyond

Savoy

Moor

in

for the

were grappling

racial stereotypes,

reception of Robeson, coupled with Eslanda

own commentary,

demonstrate that Robeson's race

consciousness was inseparable from his Othello.

Most

notably, Paul

Robeson emerged

as the key successor to Ira Aldridge's

nineteenth century fame on the Shakespearean stage. This connection between Aldridge

and Robeson was solidified through Robeson's interaction with Aldridge's youngest
daughter,

Amanda, who was

conveyed

that

living in

Miss Aldridge,

London

who was

in the 1930s.

a vocal coach

An

article in the

Observer

by profession, had been reading

through the play with Robeson and was planning to attend the opening night

performance. She pointed out,

have

130

"I

was only

a year old

many mementos and people who knew him

Morley, Sheridan. Sybil Thorndike: A Life

Nicolson, 1977. Page 98.

73

still

when he
write to

in the Theater.

[her father] died.

me

But

I

about his wonderful

London: Wiedenfeld and

acting."

131

The program

for the

Savoy produetion

also paid tribute to Ira Aldridge and

noted that Robeson had taken voice instruction from Miss Aldridge

under

Dame Madge Kendal

at the

Royal College of Music.

who had

studied

Additionally, Robeson

biographer Martin Duberman relates the story of Amanda Aldridge bestowing upon

Robeson
of the

the gold earrings

tradition passing to

worn by her
Robeson.

133

father

when playing

Othello, a tangible symbol

Finally, this production signaled

Robeson's

baptism into the character of Othello which brought him increased fame. More
importantly,

the

most

it

was a

which he would

role with

significant result

of this production was

audience one night and began to formulate her
with Robeson

131
~

1

in

the

identify throughout his career.

that

own

Margaret Webster

Perhaps

sat in the

ideas for a production of Othello

14

title role.

"Negro Othellos: A Precedent for Mr. Paul Robeson." The Observer. 4 May 1930.
"Savoy Theater: Maurice Browne Presents Othello by William Shakespeare." In the

Graham Du Bois Papers, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard
University. (Dame Madge Kendal had played Desdemona to Aldridge s Othello when
she was a teenager.)
Shirley

1

133

Duberman, Martin. Paul Robeson: A Biography.

New

York, Ballantine Books, 1989.

Page 91.
1

4

Program from Othello on Broadway 1943 directed by Margaret Webster.
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CHAPTER

3

A BURGEONING POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS: ROBESON

Robeson

1938, Paul

In

visited Spain

energy displayed by the residents of Madrid
he

there,

sat for a brief

his artistic endeavors.

in

it

He explained how,

mine

to

to

who had

mobilized against fascism. While

early in his career, he had been eager about

Eugene O'Neill's play The Emperor Jones

he "saw the possibilities that a Black [actor] had

However, he continued,

means

and was very moved by the courage and

interview in which he discussed the current civil war as well as

the prospect of playing Brutus Jones in

because

"I

must

tell

you

that for

me

do more basic and important things, since

demonstrate

first that a

stage or pose before a

IN T1IL I930's

man

of color had

movie camera with

sometimes with greater presence. That

is

the

this

it

I

135

dramatic art."

was only

a point

was necessary

artistic sensibility,

same presence

why

in

in a

of departure, a
country like

and could walk the

as the whites,

later portrayed Othello,

and

and

I

am now

preparing to do King Lear.'" Thus, Robeson viewed Brutus Jones as a jumping off point

that

would propel him

never performed

in

into weightier, serious roles like Othello.

Shakespeare's King Lear, his interest

Although Robeson

in the role illustrates the

high

regard with which he held such classic characters in the western canon.

Moreover, as the quote above implies, Robeson considered
Shakespearean theater, with Othello
his acting ability

13>

in

his first foray into

1930, a building block that would demonstrate

and stage presence, and would enable his career

to progress.

Interview with Nicolas Guillen for Mediodia in Cuba. Reprinted

in

Paul Robeson Speaks. Secaucus, NJ: Citadel Press, 1978. Pages 123-7.
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Through

Foner, Philip.

the 1930s,

Robeson achieved greater

stature as an artist while his

resume grew

to

include numerous film and stage credits as well as scores of concert tours, which were

always especially well received. More importantly, the trajectory of this decade can also

be charted by the public emergence of his
consciousness

interpretation

is

vital to this

political

study because

it

advocacy. His burgeoning

was of enormous significance

of Othello on Broadway. One cannot

fully understand the

to his

New York

Othello without considering his political involvement and any investigation of his

must examine the transformative decade of the 1930s.

politics

What were
he resided

few

in

the principle influences on Robeson's life during this period? First,

London

for

most of this decade, although he did

projects, like the film version

of Show Boat

travel to the U.S. for a

1935. Robeson also journeyed

in

throughout the U.K. and across Europe on concert tours, which broadened his
perspective on folk music and introduced him to the working classes. Left-wing artists

and

intellectuals in a

number of regions. Of great

Soviet Union in 1934.

throughout his
136

there.

B6

life

Robeson

was

his first visit to the

referred to this trip often in speeches and interviews

for he truly felt liberated

He was impressed

significance

by the lack of racism he experienced

that the Soviet constitution

outlawed discrimination and

p or mrmer discussion of the Soviet Union, see Robeson, Here I Stand, 36-8.

Robeson, of course, was not alone
Langston Hughes, W.E.B.
liberated

Du

in this regard.

Other African Americans,

Bois and Claude McKay,

by the anti-racism of the Soviets and some,

and Harry Haywood, believed that

Communism

who

like

William Patterson, James Ford

could be a progressive force

For an interesting discussion of African Americans

in

like

visited in the 1930s felt

in the

US.

Russia during this period, see:

Baldwin, Kate. Beyond the Color Line and the Iron Curtain: Reading Encounters

between Black and Red 1922-1963. Durham: Duke University Press, 2002. For more on

Communist

Party organizing

Mark. Communists

in

among

African Americans during the 1930s, see: Naison,

Harlem During

the Depression. Chicago: University of Illinois

76

even sent his son

Russian school

to a

bigotry during his formative years.

in

1936 so as to protect him from the shroud of

was

It

there, ironically, that

African American attorney William Patterson,

Communist

who became

Party and a close friend of Robeson's.

Robeson

first

a leader in the U.S.

They worked together with

Rights Congress in the late '40s and early '50s, in particular on the petition

Genocide

that

both men, Robeson

United Nations

in

195

1

.

in

Robeson's

New York
visit to

met

and Patterson

in Paris,

Spain during the Civil

his regard for the troops there, especially the African

Americans

War

in the

the Civil

We Charge

presented to the

also heightened

Abraham

Lincoln Brigade, and bolstered his resolve against fascism.

This chapter will focus on a few key episodes in the evolution of Robeson's
posture as a politically engaged

political

1,7

artist.

First, the

years in

London were

crucial in his

development. While there, Robeson read voraciously and studied world

language families

at the

London School of Oriental Languages. This

intense study

influenced Robeson to expand his concert repertoire of African American spirituals to

include folk songs from a variety of countries, including Scotland, England and Russia.

Robeson's decision was well received by audiences and prompted one British reviewer
to assert,

"...

folk songs

if

he adheres to his stated policy of singing nothing

in the future

but the

of the world, he should become the greatest of the interpreters of folk

Press, 1983

and Kelley, Robin.

Great Depression. Chapel

Hill:

Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists During the
University of North Carolina Press, 1990.

137

For a thorough account of Robeson's life in the 1930s, two recent biographies have
documented this period: Robeson Jr., Paul. The Undiscovered Paul Robeson. New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 2001; Boyle, Sheila Tully and Andrew Bunie. Paul
Robeson: The Years of Promise and Achievement. Amherst, MA: University of
Massachusetts Press, 2001.

77

music....""

'

Moreover,

in this period,

were published

folk culture in articles that

examine

a

Robeson
in a

also began to articulate his views

number of periodicals. This

few of the major themes regarding African culture

that

on

section will

he pursued

in these

essays.

Secondly. Robeson's interaction with the diverse community of West Indians

London was

also vital to his development. For instance,

and Africans

in

Max Yergan

during these years

Men's Christian Association
wanted

in

London. Yergan was then

(YMCA)

to establish an organization to

contemporary issues

in Africa.

Committee on African

Robeson was

Affairs.

Affairs,

and had been working

affiliated

in

Robeson met

with the

Young

South Africa and

inform the African American public about

Together, in 1937, they founded the International

which would

also involved with

later

London

be

known

as the Council

coalitions such as

on African

Harold Moody's

League of Coloured Peoples and the West African Students' Union (who made him an
honorary

member

leaders like

in 1933).

Through such groups, he networked with future African

Jomo Kenyatta and Kwame Nkrumah.

Robeson strove during
political activity.

Though

it

this

period to fuse his

artistic

work with

L

blossoming

only enjoyed a short run on London's West End in March

of 1936, the best example of Robeson synthesizing politics and

was

his

as the lead in C.L.R. James's play

art

during this decade

on the San Domingo revolution, Toussaint

'Ouverture. This section will focus on James's play as an important precursor to

Robeson's Broadway Othello.

1

s

"Paul Robeson's Velvet Voice

in Sheffield."

1934.

78

The Daily Independent, 24 January

Robeson made

Finally, in the late 1930s.

fight against fascism explicit in his

Artist

Must

examine

visit to the front

fighting against fascism.

A

commitment

famous 1937 speech

Elect." This section will

from film work and his

his

that

at

to utilize art in the

London's Albert

Hall,

"The

speech along with Robeson's hiatus

War

of the Spanish Civil

number of elements coalesced

in

to sing for the troops

Robeson's

life

during the

1930s including his study and travel, his interaction with politically aetive people of
color and his public

announcement

democracy. These forces were

at

to support, as an artist, the forces

play against the backdrop of fascist rule that was

spreading across Europe and which meant,

sides" in the struggle against fascism.

"I

Want

During the 1930s,

to

after the

Americans suffered from an

in

Robeson's view,

that "the artist

must take

134

be African": Robeson

position with regard to African

of freedom and

On

Black Culture

Savoy Othello, Paul Robeson

American culture by maintaining

inferiority

substantially

honed

his

that African

complex because they were attempting

to

emulate white culture. Instead, he maintained, "What he [the African American] should

do

is

try for 'black greatness'

believed that

make

their

it

and not an imitation of 'white greatness.'"

would be through

their distinctive traits that African

most valuable contribution

to

American

culture.

m Robeson, Paul. "The Artist Must Elect." Reprinted
Robeson Tributes and Selected Writings.

New York

1976.
140

Time, 28 August 1933.
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in

140

Robeson

Americans would

Significantly, these traits

Dent, Roberta Yancy, ed. Paul

City: Paul

Robeson Archives,

Inc.,

were

Robeson posited

directly linked to their African lineage.

American "believes himself to have broken away from
argues, nothing whatever in

where

I

believe he

is

common

wrong."

Robeson theorized

that the African

his true origins;

he has. he

with the inhabitant of Africa today - and that

is

141

that a

fundamental divide existed between Eastern

(i.e.

Africans, Asians and other so-called "primitives") and Western cultures. This divide

exemplified by the over-reliance on intellectualism exhibited

is

West.

in the

Intellectualism has led to technological advancements in applied science but these have

been attained

at a great price.

mind by which

Robeson explained,

the discoveries of science

creative faculties." Additionally, "In the

"...

the cost of developing the kind of

were made has [come]

West

it

[creativity]

...

at the

expense of his

remains healthy and active

only amongst those sections of the community which have never fully subscribed to

Western values bourgeoisie."

~

that

is,

the exploited sections, plus

some

rebels

from the

Thus, Robeson postulated, in American culture, specifically, African

Americans possess

a greater capacity for creativity because they

have not

fully

assimilated.

In

Robeson's view, creativity

is

also linked closely to emotional depth,

found to be lacking among Westerners and highly developed
proposed,

"No matter

in

what part of the world you may

his direct emotional response to outside stimuli

141

Robeson, Paul. "What

published as
~

"I

Want

I

Want From

to be African" in a

8

the

Negro

him

He

darker races.

the

Negro has retained

feels rather than thinks,

Life." Reprinted in Dent, 55-9. (Originally

1935 collection

Robeson. Paul. "Primitives." Reprinted

New Statesman and Nation,

...

find

in the

which he

in

August 1936.)

80

titled

What

I

Want From

Dent 59-64. (Originally published

Life.)

in

The

experiences emotions directly rather than interprets them by roundabout and devious

abstractions...."'

come

to fruition

As

a result

only

if

uses unswervingly the

of this

he retains

intact the full spate

of his emotional awareness, and

endowments which nature has given him."

artistic

"His immense emotional capacity

"Given guidance and an

"His soul contains riches which can

intuitive nature,

outlet

who

can say what

it

proclaimed,

How

"It is

important part which, in

I

culture."

black community

would define

it

traits

the

Negro

as 'cultural/ with

Cultural forms, then,

we have

a value.

145

is

qualified to play in the

emphasis upon the

American

spiritual aspect

of the

would be of particular importance when considering

Americans

to

American

cultural manifestations, such as the spirituals,

emotional qualities preserved

Robeson

be employed? Robeson asserted, "Now, as to the most

my opinion,

the contributions of African

culture, therefore,

for, as

not as imitation Europeans but as Africans, that

might these African

scene.

in the

sum,

might not achieve?"

These elemental differences between Eastern and Western
should not be shunned but embraced

In

Robeson ruminated,

the Negro's great asset."

is

143

in the

society.

For example, unique

were created as a

African American

result

vital

community even through

most oppressive circumstances. Robeson explicated these emotional

They have been unhappy and badly

of the

treated, but they

the

qualities:

have retained

(though they have not been fully able to express) their best and most
characteristic qualities: a

deep simplicity, a sense of mystery, a capacity

for religious feeling, a spontaneous

14

144

and entirely individual cheerfulness;

Robeson, Paul. "The Culture of the Negro." The Spectator (London),

15 June 1934.
Robeson, Paul. "Negroes - Don't Ape the Whites." Daily Herald (London), 5

January 1935.
,4?

Ib.d.
146

Robeson, Paul. "Thoughts on the Colour Bar." Reprinted

in

(Originally published in The Spectator (London), 8 August 193

81

Foner, 82-84.
1

.)

and these have found expression

in the

only culture which Americans

can point to as truly belonging to their country.

Robeson's analysis
African American

illuminating for several reasons.

is

traits that are

commonly

1

First,

he

is

addressing

exploited by the white community as

evidence of inferiority. Yet, Robeson did not subscribe to the inferiority theory because,

he would argue, the white community perceives these

Western worldview. That

is,

traits

through the lens of a

because they are preoccupied by the logic of scientific

thought and out of touch with emotion or creativity, the white community misinterprets
the gifts of African Americans. Sterling Stuckey contends that Robeson's thesis

He

evidence of his African nationalism.
hesitate to affirm without a trace of

qualities

points out, "Robeson, remarkably, did not

shame,

in fact

which whites thought stamped blacks as

with great pride, some of the very

inferior:

with pleasure he referred to

the African's rich emotional heritage, his genius for music, his religiosity

which many black

intellectuals recoiled.

the

many of the

ideals

Harlem Renaissance) of the 1920s

American
collection.

art

traits

from

New Negro

in

England

Renaissance (also

which there was

in the

known

as

a flourishing of African

and social thought. For example, Alain Locke's foundational 1925

The

New Negro,

pays tribute to the centrality of African American cultural

forms. Locke points out, "Recall

147

of the

in

-

14 *

Secondly, Robeson's analysis, though primarily developed

1930s, underscored

is

how

suddenly the Negro

spirituals revealed

Foner, 84.

Want

Be

Robeson and the Ends of Nationalist
Theory and Practice 1914-1945." Massachusetts Review Vol. XVII, No. (1976): 81138. (I am indebted to Stuckey's article which enabled me to reread some of Robeson's
Stuckey, Sterling.

'"I

to

African': Paul

1

writing with fresh eyes.)

82

hymn

themselves; suppressed for generations under the stereotypes of Wesleyan

harmony,

secretive, half-ashamed, until the courage

and behold, there was folk music."

of being natural brought them out -

I4l)

This resembles Robeson's position. Yet,

first recital

like

of spirituals

in

1925

when

that

in

Harlem

music was

in

Me gave

in the 1920s.

is

not

New Negro

surprising that Robeson's views on black culture overlap with those of the

Renaissance since he came of age as a performer

it

vogue and while other

his

vocalists,

Roland Hayes, were also performing programs of spirituals. African American
remained essential

spirituals

to

Robeson's repertoire for the next three and a half

decades.

In addition,

W.E.B. Du Bois put forward analogous ideas on black

culture,

especially concerning the spirituals, which he regarded as the sole example of a unique

American

cultural form.

Black Folk,

Du

In

chapter fourteen of his prescient 1903

Bois considered the spirituals to be evidence of "a

text,

gift

of story and

song" contributed by African Americans. He observed, "Our song, our

and warning have been given
worth giving?

Is

not this work and striving?

without her Negro people?"

by the black community

140

5

and

Du

M)

New

York:

our cheer,

gifts

Would America have been America

Bois expanded on the notion of these gifts advanced

1924 volume. The Gift of Black Fo/k.

similar; especially with

New Negro. New

Bois, W.E.B. The Souls

Classics.

Du

toil,

blood brotherhood. Are not these

Robeson being

Bois a scholarly proponent of them. However,

Locke, Alain ed. The

Du

1

in his

Robeson's theses are quite
spirituals

to this nation in

The Souls of

I

]>]

Du

Bois and

a practitioner of the

have found no

York: Touchstone, 1997. Page

4.

of Black Folk. In Franklin, John Hope. Three Negro
1965. Page 387.

Avon Books.

83

evidence that Robeson was reading
observed, "Though both

Du

Bois's work in the 1930s. Stuckey also

men were concerned

with problems of cultural transmission,

and though both respected each other long before eventually joining forces

in the

same

organization, they appear to have arrived at their cultural positions, as closely related as

they are, independently."

13 "

Other African American
positions on culture during the

was West

Indian,

artists

and

intellectuals

developed similarly nuanced

Harlem Renaissance. Author Claude McKay, though he

emphasized a shared African heritage along and was "keenly

conscious of being a child of the diaspora" as described by

Clair Drake in the

St.

51,

McKay

introduction to

McKay's autobiography A Long Way From Home}

in that text that

while white folks have given the Negro race the benefits of modern

civilization, they

critical

could not "give Negroes the

of the black middle class

whom

gift

of a soul."

134

In his novels

and Banjo, he emphasizes the experience of the lower classes
and

was, however,

he viewed as a pitiable imitation of the white

middle class because they lacked wealth and property.

direct, vital,

He

realistic relationship to life"

who

because they had not

131

153

"

3

of Black Folk. Millwood,

to

Harlem

"enjoyed a more

lost their

in their

Thus, Robeson's cultural theory, though developed

This edition has a useful introduction by Herbert Aptheker:

Gift
15

1

Home

still

"spontaneity" and "happiness" as had their middle class counterparts

assimilation to Western culture.

observes

NY: Kraus-Thompson

Du

Bois,

W.E.B. The

Organization, Ltd., 1975.

Stuckey, 82.

McKay, Claude. A Long Way From Home. New York:

Harcourt, Brace and World,

1970. Pagexi.
154
155

McKay,

349.

Cooper, Wayne. Claude McKay: Rebel Sojourner

in the

York: Schocken Books, 1987. Page 254. (Robeson starred

84

Harlem Renaissance.
in

an apparently

New

independently, was akin to

McKay's although Robeson

did not emphasize a class

Freedom

analysis in his writing on African culture. (His class analysis, later in his

column, will underscore the need

for interracial unity

among

the

Robeson's essays on the centrality of cultural forms are
his artistic career

decreed,

want
less

to carry

worthy

In 1936,

always

ideals;

Finally,

First,

life

I

am

going

to think

this central idea

is

it

how

he announced. "Meanwhile,

-

to

ties to

feel as

my music, my

It

was

1

fulfilled

plays,

my

films,

I

1,7

being an African

role, the

Robeson's ambition

was an African

He

was respected

would think and

an African,

feel as

"I

undistinguished film version of Banjo

more than any

in the

western canon

combination of which was extremely

wrote, in the

same

article

found that

titled

I.

feel

rare.

an affinity for

where he proclaimed

who

to

character. This can also

this particular role

a Shakespearean role that

Shakespeare's English.

that he

lacked feeling for the English

Big Fella. For example: Chicago Defender,

18 February 1939.)
157

artistic

for."

Despite his critique of much of western culture, Robeson did

5

an African - not as a

does Robeson's perception of African culture relate to Othello'?

African culture since Othello

other in his career.

in

even more eminently worth living

speak to the question of why Robeson returned to

in addition to

when examining

be African. Multitudes of men have died for

and perhaps most obviously, playing Othello

maintain

and

Furthermore, this commitment directly impacted his

white man."

productivity.

vital

classes.)

because Robeson took his inheritance of African identity to heart. He

for the rest of my

"...

working

Robeson. "Negroes - Don't Ape the Whites."
Dent, 59.

85

language
statement

later than

is

Shakespeare, met Pushkin

fluent or conversant in over

felt

where
that

him because

was exposed from an

his father (and later his brother,

Robeson

memoir.

common

it

was

ground."

158
"

1

This

absorbing languages and became

at

two dozen languages during

familiar to

Bible to which Robeson

on

Robeson was quite adept

significant as

English, no doubt,

...

his

life.

Shakespeare's

the language of the

early age in the

Ben) was a minister.

It

King James

A.M.E. Zion church

was through Shakespeare

also had his introduction to oratory in high school as he recalled in his

Thus, Robeson was attracted to the role of Othello because he

comfortable with Shakespeare's language and because
Next, Robeson's analysis of African culture

is

it

the qualities that Shakespeare

Venice. In

which can be read

twenty-first century,

as

character.

also vital to understanding

would not be offended by
fact, the traits

was an African

felt

endowed

demeaning

why he

Moor of

in the

stereotypes, especially in the

would have been embraced by Robeson

as highlighting Othello's

African sensibilities. For example, Othello clearly possessed a deep reserve of emotion,
especially with regard for his love of

my soul,

"Perdition catch

again." His love

throw Othello's

is

/But

I

Desdemona. Othello remarks,

do love

thee!

And when

Act

entire

world into chaos (which

is

Robeson wrote

III

it, it

"

^

traits are directly

Robeson, Here I Stand,

1

9.
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come

would

applicable to

that the African "feels rather than thinks,"

Robeson, "Negroes - Don't Ape the Whites."

is

3,

exactly what happens in the play).

which

perfectly describes Othello's jealousy. Next, he maintained that the African

1

Scene

love thee not, /Chaos

so encompassing that if anything were to impinge on

Moreover, several of Robeson's postulates on African
Othello. First,

I

in

how

"experiences emotions directly rather than interprets them," which demonstrates
Othello played directly into lago's scheme. Third, Robeson
possesses a "deep simplicity," which illustrates

love so implicitly one

embodies

the African

Desdemona

moment and
a "sense

Othello could trust Dcsdemona's

first

place.

traits

Locke evocatively described coming

as inherently negative

to

"shaking off the psychology of imitation and implied inferiority."

want

to imitate a white interpretation

character

traits.

In this

such a realization as

160

Robeson did not

of Othello onstage but to explore

his

unique

These characteristics which, some might claim, exemplify Othello's

inferiority actually

African.

Finally,

of mystery," which was one of the primary reasons

Thus, Robeson did not perceive Othello's character
or inferior but as African.

the African

yet immediately believe lago's suspicions.

love with Othello in the

fell in

how

felt that

made him, according

Robeson's analysis, more authentically

to

way, Othello was Robeson's most successful opportunity

to

"be

African" onstage.

With
completely

this in

mind, the appraisals of Robeson as Othello can be inteipreted

new manner. The reviews from

all

three of Robeson's productions are

replete with references to his "simplicity" or "naturalism" as Othello.

can be construed, especially

is

in hindsight, as

Such comments

degrading to Robeson. However, and

very important, Robeson would not have perceived those reviews as negative.

would have

felt that if

effectively since he

Locke,

in a

this

He

he came across as simple and natural, then he portrayed Othello

viewed such as

traits as intrinsically

4.

87

African. Moreover,

Robeson

probably thought to himself, "Of course

am

look natural portraying an African because

I

I

an African!"

One

important question remains:

if

Robeson did most of his theorizing on

African culture in the 1930s, did he change his position later? The centrality of the

Afro- American and African freedom struggles to

political,

his

from the

commitment

best

example

late

to "think

any other roles
This

is

is

why

and

feel as

that he did not alter his

his popularity

he

that

left

artistic

was
met

He

an African." Furthermore, Othello

view of African

culture.

It is

is

and

at its height.

probably the

the only role he

could have accepted other parts, especially

in the '40s

However, Robeson must not have been offered

his expectations for portraying African culture with dignity.

The most compelling evidence, however,

the film industry in 1942.

Robeson's landmark comeback concert

months prior

of his endeavors,

1930s to the end of the 1950s demonstrates that he maintained

played from 1942 to 1959.

when

all

to his final production

at

Carnegie Hall

in

May

of 1959, just a few

of Othello. Before reciting Othello's

final

monologue, Robeson firmly emphasized Othello's African heritage, "Othello came from
a culture as great as that
6

stature...."

of ancient Venice.

The conviction

in

He came from

Robeson's voice on

this

an Africa of equal

occasion

is

unmistakable.

Thus, Othello's African origin remained central to his assessment of the character
through the

late 1950s.

1(11

Paul Robeson Live at Carnegie Hall: The Historic
Monica: Vanguard Records, 1987.
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May

9,

1958 Concert. Santa

Paul Robeson

Freedom newspaper."'" London's
British colonies for jobs

Robeson

Toussaint L 'Ouverture

'discovered' Africa in London," recalled Paul Robeson in a 1953 article in

"I

left

in

diversity

and education

stemmed primarily from immigrants who

in the

metropolis. During this period,

interacted with future leaders of Africa, like

with William Leo Hansbcrry

at

Howard

Nnamdi Azikiwe who

University and

became Nigeria's

and he became acquainted with Trinidadian intellectual C.L.R. James.

In

studied

first

president,

1932, James

had sailed to the capital of the British Lmpire to ghost write an autobiography of

The

cricketer Learie Constantine.

the 1930s including

prolific Trotskyist

published numerous volumes

The Case for West Indian Self Government, Minty Alley

and World Revolution 1917-1936. James also met with Trotsky

in

(a

in

novel)

Mexico and Trotsky

regarded him as a leading expert on the "Negro Question." Furthermore, James

completed the archival research for his groundbreaking monograph on the San Domingo
revolution of 1791-1804, The Black Jac obins, published in 1938. Audiences, however,

got a

sample of James's scholarship on

data into a play, Toussaint

revolutionary hero.

162

1936 when he fashioned the

'Ouverture, starring Paul

Robeson

historical

as the black

163

Robeson, Paul. "Here's
I've

L

Haiti in

My Story." Freedom.

spoken with Robert A.

Hill, the

Vol.

Ill,

No. 6 (June 1953):

11.

executor of the James Papers, and there seems

to be no surviving copy of the version of the play that was produced in 1936. However,
James later revised the play and that version titled. The Black Jacobins, is reprinted in:
Grimshaw, Anna, ed. The C.L.R. James Reader. London: Blackwell Publishers, 1992.

Pages 67-1
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1.
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In 1926.

Robeson

dreamed of doing "a great play

told an interv iewer that he

about Haiti, a play about Negroes, written by a Negro, and acted by Negroes."

1934 while

visiting Russia,

Robeson had discussed making

a film about Haiti

Toussaint L'Ouverture with Soviet director Sergei Eisenstein.

produced so
and

it

it

was C.L.R. James's vision of Toussaint

was most

that

definitely "a play about Negroes, written

Uo

164

In

and

This film was never

engaged Robeson

in

1936

by a Negro, and acted by

Negroes." James's play embraced the black

man

directly into the current political discourse.

Toussaint was an important precursor to

Robeson's Broadway Othello on several

levels.

as a dramatic hero while inserting

First,

to portray another dignified black military leader.

Iago

was misplaced, Toussaint

it

him

gave Robeson the opportunity

Like Othello whose confidence

in

also suffered from a similar tragic flaw (trusting the

treacherous Napoleon), which ultimately led to his death. Second, the Toussaint play

offered vital

commentary on

Ethiopia) just as Othello on

World War

From an

Theater"
6

166

L 'Ouverture

politically astute performer

left sensibility

164

Broadway was produced

in

against the critical backdrop of

Arguably, more than any other piece prior to Robeson's

Toussaint

in Othello,

more

II.

the current political climate (the Italian invasion of

in 1936. reflected his progression

and provided a vehicle

with an anti-colonial consciousness.

that

merged

New York

debut

toward becoming a

a

growing radical

166

interview in Every Evening in 1926. Reprinted as "Paul Robeson and the
Foner, 71-2.

See, for example: Duberman, 184-214.

Robeson was

played Joe

able to participate in the Toussaint project, in part, because he had just

in the film version

of Show Boat for $40,000,

a

huge sum

in 1935.

Duberman noted, "Having been unable to combine socially significant work with
commercial success, he temporarily split them apart: the Toussaint play would satisfy
his political needs,

Show Boat

his financial ones." (p. 194)

90

Toussaint L 'Ouverture opened in March of 936
1

for a relatively short run but

reviews were, for the most

was reviewed

in the

at the

Westminster Theater

major London newspapers. The

of James as a playwright but laudatory of

part, critical

Robeson's acting. Margaret Rowland noticed James's "deep sincerity" and
"earnestness" but

good play."

167

"he needed more knowledge of the theatre and

felt

The Glasgow Herald reviewer complained about

monologues but conceded
admiration."

1

One

critic

that the play "featured

summarized

know "how

the heart", he did not

to

that

its

subject with

flair

...

to

make

a

the length of the

...

fierce

although James's play was "written from

marshal [the

facts] for stage effect."

109

Robeson's presence must have radiated from the stage of the Westminster
Theatre for he received unmitigated praise as Toussaint. Reporters emphasized

like "dignity", "nobility"

and "naturalism"

reception of Robeson's Othello portrayals.

Robeson highlighted
a role that excited

in his

that
170

were also underscored

traits

in the critical

These were also characteristics

that

was

essays on African culture. Thus, like Othello, Toussaint

Robeson because

it

illuminated his vision of African characteristics.

His excitement was certainly reflected in his stage performance given the glowing
reviews. Robeson's embrace of the role

Robeson found a hero

16

after his

own

was observed by M. Willson Disher, "Mr. Paul

heart" and added that "it

Rowland, Margaret. "Toussaint L'Ouverture'

at

was good

to see

Westminster." The Era.

Mr.

18

March

1936.
I(,x

lM

"Toussaint L'Ouverture." Glasgow Herald. 19 March 1936.
"Paul Robeson as Toussaint." Daily Telegraph. 17 March 1936.

70

For example: "Paul Robeson in Negro Play: A Dignified Study." Morning Post,
March 1936; "Robeson as Negro Leader." Evening Standard, 17 March 1936; "Mr. Paul
Robeson as Toussaint." Manchester Guardian, 17 March 1936; Toussaint
L'Ouverture." Glasgow Herald. 19 March 1936.
1

1
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Robeson's wholehearted response

were not

in short supply.

•

to his part

...."'

7I

General aeeolades for Robeson

For example, one reviewer summarized that Robeson

1*1

"

of the most impressive actors alive."

72

A

*

writer for

Drama

one

"is

noted that "Robeson moves

through [the play] with that easy grace and sincere conviction that belong to anything he
does."

171

However, the reviewer

for the organ of the

Keys, captured the specific context of Toussaint.

see

to

Robeson

in a

show what

1

Negro actor can do, given

the scope. "

a dignified, heroic black lead character,

in

London had been

The black

to

The scope,

which was

rare

fail

in this case,

on the

stage.

1934 film

be a refreshing addition to Robeson's

press in the U.S., which had reacted similarly to Sanders of the

River, had a comparable reception for Robeson's

as a departure

74

particularly critical of Robeson's

Sanders of the River and, thus, found Toussaint
"

especially pleased to finally

*

This black periodical

17

He was

play "worthy of his powers" and asserted that Robeson "does not

a great

was portraying

repertoire.

League of Coloured Peoples, The

Broadway

Othello,

which was viewed

from the demeaning stereotypes of Africans. Thus, the

critical

reception

of Toussaint foreshadowed that of the Broadway Othello and marked an important

171

Disher, Willson. "Mr. Paul Robeson's Thrilling Part." Daily Mail (London). 17

March
"

1936.

"Toussaint L'Ouverture

at the

Stage Society." The

March 1936.
173
(No title) Clipping from Drama

at

Howard

New Statesman and Nation.

University,

21

Mooiiand-Spingam

Research Center,

Robeson Collection, Series G, Box 29, Folder: 1936 Theater-Toussaint L'Ouverture.
174
"The Theatre." The Keys, Vol. II, No. 4 (April-June 1936): 68.
]1>
The Keys review of Sanders of the River wrote, in part, "It portrays the good old
myth of the strong, silent white man quelling hordes of angry savages ..." and Robeson's
talent is "completely wasted" in the role of Bosambo. "Sanders of the River." The Keys,
Vol.

II,

No. 4 (April-June 1935): 83.
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turning point in the trajectory of Robeson's career as he endeavored to act in roles that

more accurately

reflected his political consciousness.

Additionally, the political implications of Toussaint L 'Ouverture presaged the

New York

Othello.

The stand

against segregation taken by the

Broadway Othello

production must be viewed within the larger framework of World

V

Campaign,

in the

black community, for victory over discrimination

victory over fascism abroad. There

was

also a note in the

contemporary

fascist troops the previous year.

political context

of Toussaint:

"... it is

crushing out Abyssinia with gas

produced

in

London

...

a play

Anna Grimshaw,

response

that

to the

a great

bombs and

She pointed out

to

make

his audience

dependent upon leadership from Europe

after the

that

races to be allied

all

perceptive critic

aeroplanes

in

between

that at a time

summed up

when

Italy is

and tanks, there has been

[sic]

which he pleads

for his people."

James Reader, explicated
that Toussaint

the

this

176

connection

had been planned as a
crisis.

Grimshaw noted

aware that the colonial populations were not
in their struggle for

had a revolutionary tradition of their own."

177

She asserted

Great Negroes." The People. 22 March 1936.

Grimshaw,

home

at

and the invasion of Ethiopia

debates concerning intervention in the Ethiopian

James "hoped

"Two

One

romance

by a coloured man

editor of the C.L.R.

further in her introduction.

and the Double

Similarly, there existed a clear link

battle against fascism.

the timing of the 1936 production of C.L.R. James's play

by Mussolini's

II

Broadway program

connected Othello's military support for Venice with the need for

in the

War

6.
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freedom, that they already

in

another essay that the

play "had considerable impact in

left

wing

*

1

circles."

78

C.L.R. James,

who was

constantly looking for future developments in the present circumstances and the

L 'Ouverture and,

historical past,

responded

ultimately, the

monograph The Black Jacobins. One of his primary concerns

theorist

begin

was

the form that the world revolution

By demonstrating

in Africa.

illustrate

to the Ethiopian invasion with Toussaint

"how

would take and he proposed

the revolutionary tradition of Haiti,

would develop."

the African revolution

174

Through

implored the current and future leaders of anti-colonial revolutions

whom

he

knew

personally) not to

make

same misjudgment

the

not relied on the instincts of the masses once the revolution

in

it

would
to

work, James

Africa (several of

as Toussaint

was

that

James hoped

this

in

as a

who had

motion.

Thus, the timing of James's play was calculated to provide an analysis of the

contemporary

battle against fascist forces in Ethiopia

independence for

all

and the wider question of

African colonies. James must have been heartened

review that remarked, "During a meeting of Negroes which
against Italy's invasion of Abyssinia,

life

of Toussaint, a great

I

I

if

he read the

attended as a protest

heard speakers refer with pride to the inspiring

man of color."

180

For Robeson, the opportunity to portray

Toussaint fulfilled his commitment to work on projects that presented African
characters and themes with dignity. Moreover, the political context of Toussaint

corresponded well with Robeson's growing anti-fascism and anti-colonialism. Not

he broke the color barrier on Broadway

l7s

in Othello,

Buhle, Paul, ed. C.L.R. James: His Life

would Robeson again have

and Work. New York:

until

the

Allison and Busby,

1986. Page 13.
179

(From an interview with James

in 1975.)

Worcester, Kent. C.L.R. James:

Biography. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996. Page 36.
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A

Political

chance

to

perform

in a

production which fully animated both his

The potency of Othello would be much

political aims.

was performed

greater,

unprecedented success, the fact that

it

Robeson had made

to being a politically

his

commitment

artistic

and

his

however, due to

in his native

engaged

its

land and because

artist

more

explicit in

the late thirties.

The Late 1930s: "The

In

1937, Paul

democracy

in the

Robeson inaugurated

fund to aid African Americans fighting for

were hundreds of Negroes

who would understand

that a

him

Robeson

to take this step."

is at

a

hunger for equality for
further

stake in the conflict in Spain. "

decade demonstrated that Robeson's

influencing his artistic

control the

this

life.

First,

1

SO

"Two

year,

life

oppressed mankind impelled

Two

political

significant events near the close of

conscience was increasingly

he took a hiatus from film work because he could not

that

were continually projected through

his public stand as an artist against fascism

of his most celebrated speeches, "The Artist Must Elect,"

The next

and musical

This action was indicative of Robeson's

demeaning images of people of color

medium. Secondly,

all

in the theatre

commented, "The freedom of all Peoples of the

public stand against fascism in the late 1930s.

this

Sides."

Spanish Civil War. "In making his contribution of $250, Mr. Robeson

said that he believed that there

world

Must Take

Artist

Robeson demonstrated

his

in

London

commitment by singing

Great Negroes." The People (London). 22 March 1936.
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culminated

in

in

one

June of 1937.

to the troops at the

front in Spain.

Thus, when Robeson returned to the U.S. in 1939,

was

made

witnessed the proliferation of fascism across Europe and having

artist, to

it

as having

a pledge, as an

support the cause of freedom and democracy. When, in 1942, his Othello

Robeson's fame was based not solely on his

premiered

in the U.S.,

politically

engaged performer.

In a

artistic

merit but as a

1937 interview with the London Daily Worker, Robeson explained his

current position regarding the film industry:

1

more films after the two that are being made now. Not
can get a cast-iron story - the kind that can't be twisted in the

shan't do any

unless

I

making.

...

I

thought

I

could do something for the Negro race on the

them - and about other people too. I used to
do my part and go away feeling satisfied. ... [However] Things were
twisted and changed - distorted. ... That made me think things out. It
made me more conscious politically. One man can't face the film
companies. They represent about the biggest aggregate of finance capital
in the world: that's why they make their films that way. So no more
films:

show

the truth about

films for me.

182

The Keys celebrated Robeson's choice,
decision not to act in any

more films

be distorted in the making."

permanently

However,

until

this hiatus

"Robeson Calls

Vol.
1X2

7,

Actually,

from film work

had

for

artistic

Robeson did not break from

in the late '30s

Aid

No. 6 (June 1937):

to

his

the film industry

at that point.

demonstrated his growing mistrust

Robeson's attempts

work were successful on

total control

Robeson on

he can get a 'cast-iron' story - one that can't

capitalist driven art production.

outlook with his

vocalist because he

181

until

congratulate Mr. Paul

1942 but he stated similar reasons for doing so

of and frustration with
political

"We

to fuse his

the concert stage as a solo

of the presentation. His disappointment with film

Negroes Defending Democracy

1-2.

Foner, 120.

96

in

Spain."

Negro Worker.

as a progressive

This was

his art.

medium meant

that the stage

true, especially,

would beeome an important vehicle

with Othello, which would be, as

it

for

turned out, the

only character he would play onstage from 1942-59.

In his

that

I

1958 memoir, Robeson reflected upon Europe

in the

1930s,

"The years

lived abroad witnessed the rise of fascism: the crash of martial music and the

sound of marching jackboots drowned out the songs of peace and brotherhood." He was
discouraged that Western nations had failed to act decisively against Franco and
Mussolini, "The Western powers were calm and unmoving in the face of the agony of
Ethiopia and Spain."

It is

for African nationalists,

fascist struggle, to

significant that

Robeson

and Spain, an icon

Robeson, was

a

links Ethiopia, an important

symbol

for the Left. This demonstrates that the anti-

broad movement. Moreover, Robeson observed the

mobilization of trade unions and coalitions within the middle class in 1930s Britain.

then concluded,

came
•

.

"And

so

it

was

that

I,

as an artist,

to see that the struggle against fascism

was drawn

must take

first

into that

movement and

He
I

place over every other

.,184

.

interest.

In joining the

rally

campaign against fascism, Robeson elucidated

sponsored by the National Joint Committee for Spanish Relief of the Basque

Refuuee Children

at the

Roval Albert Hall on 24 June 193 7.

scheduled to broadcast a radio address from

he traveled to speak

in

message he delivered

183

184

his position at a

"News

London

Moscow

but,

185

Robeson was

when asked by

personally. This underscored his

that night.

Items." The Keys, Vol.

He began by

5,

97

the committee,

commitment

to the

highlighting his belief that art should be

No. 3 (January-March 1938): 71

Robeson, Here 1 Stand, 51-2.

initially

rendered

in service to the

longed to see

Humanity.
decide

now

I

my talent

people.

contributing in an unmistakably clear

feel that tonight

[his

Robeson opened, "Like every

I

am

may

manner

to the

I

have

Cause of

doing so." He stressed that every person "must

emphasis] where he stands" with regard

matter what one's profession

true artist,

be,

to the anti-fascist cause.

No

one must support the opposition because "through

the propagation of false ideas of racial and national superiority, the artist, the scientist,

the writer

is

his personal

challenged/' Specifically, Robeson emphasized the role of the

commitment

artist

and

to stand against fascism:

must take sides. He must elect to fight for Freedom or for
have made my choice. ... Not through blind faith or coercion,
but conscious of my course, 1 take my place with you. I stand with you
in unalterable support of the Government of Spain ... because the
liberation of Spain from the oppression of Fascist reactionaries is not a
private matter ... but the common cause of all advanced and progressive

The

artist

Slavery.

I

Humanity.

It is

important to underscore that Robeson reached this decision "not through blind faith

or coercion" but through careful rumination that

made him "conscious of my

course."

His pledge was thoughtful and certainly not a decision that he had reached overnight.
This statement represented the culmination of years of study, observation and dialogue

throughout the 1930s. Robeson's deliberate pronouncement to stand, as an

artist,

with

the forces of democracy in Spain influenced his political and artistic course for the rest

of his career. Robeson believed passionately

full

that there

would be no progress toward

citizenship for African Americans, independence in Africa or in the fight against

injustice

anywhere

in the

world

if

fascism was allowed to spread unabated. For this

reason, he classified himself as anti-fascist throughout

Speech reprinted

in

Dent, 74-5 and Foner,

98

1

1

8-9.

WWII

and into the Cold

War

era.

This decision compelled Robeson to

as he

remembered

"that

it

full

later,

Spanish front

visit the

"a major turning point in

my

life."

938 and

1

was,

it

There, he saw firsthand

was the working men and women of Spain who were heroically giving Their

measure of devotion'

cause of democracy

to the

Moreover, Robeson was impressed
responded

to the call to aid the

too, in the ranks

my own

in that

bloody

and

returning to the U.S.,

anti-fascist coalitions.

all

that

I

conflict. ..."

working classes from other countries
fighters.

people when

learned in

it

1

In particular,

saw

that there

- brought me back

Robeson immediately became

He

continually strove to

Nowhere would those two

he recalled

were Negroes,

wed

New York

in

to

Upon

America. "

identified with progressive

and

his political beliefs with his artistic

forces in Robeson's

life

con joined than during the run of the Broadway Othello from
final curtain in

last

of the Lincoln [Brigade]...." Ultimately, Robeson asserted, "Spain - the

anti-fascist struggle

endeavors.

that the

Spanish freedom

feeling "a sense of great pride in

(1

in

its

be more successfully
debut

in

1942

until its

1945.

Abraham Lincoln Brigade was an interracial troop
at a time when the U.S. Army was
still segregated. Like other international brigades, it contained many volunteers who
were members of the Communist Party.)
Robeson, Here

I

Stand, 53. (The

of Americans organized through the Communist Left
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CHAPTER

4

ROBESON'S OTHELLO ON BROADWAY

The

historic

was momentous

Broadway production of Paul Robeson

in that

it

came

to represent

its

To

imperfections.

dissect

its

Shakespeare's Othello

something much more than the sum of its

various parts. Measured on artistic merits alone,

without

in

it

enormous

was

a quality

significance,

production but not

many

elements must be

considered including: the vision of the director, the deliberate methodology behind
presenting a black Othello, the stance taken by the

historical context

fallen in love

of World

War

H.

Even

company

the fact that

against segregation, and the

Robeson and Uta Hagen had

impacted the onstage dynamic of sexual jealousy between Othello and

Desdemona. However and perhaps most importantly,

the actor playing the

title

character exuded a towering stage presence that did not just convey the character of

Othello but also radiated personal charisma with a sense of purpose that undergirded

each performance.
Paul Robeson

1940s and
injustice

this

was one of the world's most recognized

fame was inextricably linked

to his

celebrities in the mid-

involvement

in the struggle against

and fascism. The Broadway Othello undoubtedly represents the apex of

Robeson's

artistic career.

Simultaneously, Paul Robeson on

something more than simply breaking the color barrier
mindful of the importance of finding openings
his people

which infused the production with

in

in

which

Broadway meant

New

to

York.

ever

advocate for the dignity of

political undertones.
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He was

Nathaniel Buchwald, the theatre critic for the Morning Freiheit newspaper,

drew

a parallel

between Robeson's offstage persona with

his portrayal of Shakespeare's

Moor. He cited one example, "As Othello proudly describes

Desdemona, you cannot help but hear

the proud son of the

denounce the American Brabantios of his own day
relationships

between Negroes and whites are 'against

continued with another illustration,

station despite his black skin

,,

endeavor.

who

...

"You

his courtship

Negro people, Paul Robeson,

also maintain that normal social

all

is

Buchwald

rules of nature.'"

get the impression that Othello attains his high

even as Paul Robeson does

in his

own

field

of

Moreover, he summarized the uniqueness of Robeson's interpretation,

"Yes, the great, the original, the compelling, the revealing element

Othello

of

Paul Robeson."

1

Thus,

it

was Robeson's unique

in

Paul Robeson's

position as a political

advocate that added texture and power to his stage persona. Actor, and friend of

Robeson's, Ossie Davis explained. "But to thoroughly understand him

his acting as a part

his people.

And

of the struggle

to establish

is

the

film

assumed

we mean when we

as his responsibility.""

key here. Robeson did not leave his

door to the theater or concert

work because he

felt

it

hall

to

understand

which he was engaged. To vindicate the dignity of

wider parameters for what

being. All of this he consciously

"consciously"

in

is

when he performed.

say

human

The word

political sensibilities at the

In fact,

by 1942, he had given up

was demeaning. Thus, Othello was

his

most significant

opportunity as an actor to convey the dignity of his people.

1

Buchwald, Nathaniel. "Paul Robeson

Reprinted in The Sunday Worker, 28

in

Othello."

November

father.)
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Morning Freiheit, 23 October 1943.
was Desdemona's

1943. (Brabantio

I

maintain that the Broadway Othello,

in particular, is indicative

objective to "vindicate the dignity of his people" and this

than the 1930 Savoy production. First, the

run in

New York

Broadway

made

it

more consequential

Othello, with

followed by an extensive U.S. tour, reached a

every facet of

in light

life in

financially.

the U.S. Third, Robeson's ascendancy

a political statement

broadly

in

its artistic

appeal.

I

larger audience

Broadway was

Robeson had not only matured
through

this

consider

specifically

iconic.

was

at its

a

height during this

as an actor but

was

...

that

weapon."

1

my work has

An

editorial

to

making

commented

a farther reach than

by P.L.

on the implications of Othello, "Not simply

more

and

willfully

Othello performance. For example, he

art a social

try to excel in 'Othello'... but

Broadway

Fourth, the

a successful production both artistically

an interview in 1944, "I like to feel

Robeson more
1

was well known but not

Savoy Othello, was

Finally,

record breaking

of the de facto and de jure segregation that impacted almost

period, whereas in 1930 he

Othello, unlike the

its

much

than the Savoy production. Second, breaking the color barrier on

noteworthy event

of Robeson's

Prattis

quoted

for art's sake

prove the capacity of the people from

whom

do
I've

sprung and of all such peoples, of whatever color, erroneously regarded as backward."
This conviction

is

illustrated

by

as discussed in chapters three

his

and

growing

five.

the path breaking Othello revival that

2

political

involvement

in the

1930s and '40s

Chapter four, then, will focus on the details of

was produced

for

Broadway

in 1943.

Paid Robeson: Here 1 Stand,
Menair Media International, Inc. 1999. Transcript provided by St. Clair Bourne.
Allen, Doris. "Singer Finds Moor Role in Othello Exhausting." Rochester TimesDavis interview with

St.

Clair

Bourne

for the film

1

Union, 3 October 1944.
4

Prattis, P.L.

"Why Has Robeson Been

4

Called

One of the World's Great

Intellects?"

Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division, Mooiiand-Spingarn Research Center,
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Margaret Webster and Paul Robeson's Vision of an Othello on Broadway

This production of Othello, directed by Margaret Webster, has been chronicled
not only by theater historians and biographers, but by Robeson in various speeches and

articles,

and especially by Webster who wrote copious

Webster's theater background

is

letters

and essays.

A word

about

necessary to understand her approach to directing

Shakespeare. Webster was the only daughter of two British theater legends,

Whitty (1865-1948) and Ben Webster

1864- 1947 ).

(

5

Dame May

Thus, she was baptized into a

life

of the theater from the beginning. Though she became most famous as a director, she

began her theatrical career as an actor working with contemporary luminaries

like Sybil

Thorndike, John Gielgud and Laurence Olivier.

In the late 1920's,

performed Shakespeare
helped engrain

in

Webster was

in repertoire at

a

member of the Ben

who

outdoor venues around Britain. This experience

her the idea that Shakespeare

not be held to impossible standards or

Greet Players

made

was intended

elitist

for the

masses and should

and inaccessible. Webster came

to

believe that Shakespeare could only be truly revealed on stage because "plays do not

come

totally alive without the

human element of incarnation." As

a result, "stage

people tend to find their academic counterparts either baffling or exasperating."

By

the time Othello debuted as a

1942, Webster

was an accomplished

Howard University, Box
For more on Webster's

summer

6

stock production in Cambridge in

director of playwrights like Henrik Ibsen

and

22, Folder: 1944 P.L. Prattis article.

family, see: Webster, Margaret. The

Generations of a Great Theatre Family.

New

Same Only

York: Alfred Knopf, 1969.
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Different: Five

Tennessee Williams though she was primarily associated with her interpretations of
Shakespeare

in the U.S.

(including Richard

Atkinson, the seasoned theater

critic for the

"the finest director of Shakespeare this

extremely

full

work load

all

of her

life

11,

Twelfth Night and Macbeth).

New

Brooks

York Times, pronounced Webster to be

town ever had."

7

Webster maintained an

through acting, directing, writing on the theater,

adapting plays and starting a repertory company.

In

1942, she published Shakespeare

Without Tears and lectured on the bard while also maintaining a live radio broadcast
reading Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre five mornings a week.

portrayed

brilliant

Desdemona

woman,"

in the

Broadway

8

Uta Hagen,

who

Othello, has remarked that while Webster

she "belonged in a university."

was "a

Though Hagen probably meant her

observation as a critique of Webster's directing, Webster did end up as a Regents

Professor of theater

at

the University of California, Berkeley in the early 1960s.

Webster argued

movement which,

in

Shakespeare Without Tears

in the theater,

of its principal characters."

overwhelms

In this

all

that Othello involves "a

sweep of

theoretical debate as to the motivation

way, Webster did not have to trouble herself over

Iago's motivation or the bewildering fact that the basis of the plot hinges almost entirely

on a missing handkerchief. She did

6

Webster, Margaret.

assert,

however, that Iago's motivation

Don Put Your Daughter on
't

the Stage.

New

is

no

York: Alfred A.

Knopf, 1972. Page 88.
7

Quoted

in:

Brock, H.L. "The Taming of the Bard."

New

York Times. 30 January 1944.

o

In fact,

Shakespeare Without Tears was

first

published

in

February 1942, just a few

months before the summer stock debut of Othello in Cambridge.
Barranger, Milly S. Margaret Webster: A Life in the Theater. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 2004. Page 135.
10
Webster, Margaret. Shakespeare Without Tears. New York: Premier Books, 1957.
Page 162. (A revised edition also exists from 1957 under the title Shakespeare Today
with essentially the same content.)
4
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mystery for the audience must simply accept

Moor/'

1

The sweep

that she

imagines

which

will be discussed in

Shakespeare Without Tears was enacted on

She condensed the play down

stage in her production of Othello.

four scenes. (Several critics

in

commented on

more

his explicit confession that "I hate the

to

two

each with

acts,

the whirlwind pace of Webster's direction,

However,

detail later in the chapter.)

Shakespeare Without Tears, Webster posited

that the play

is

as established in

most effective

if

it

is

presented with such swiftness so as not to give the audience time to question the plot.

This framework immediately differentiates the Broadway Othello from the lengthy

Savoy production, with

its

three intervals and extraneous flourishes like the dancing

women.
Moreover, Webster viewed the importance of Othello's status as an outsider to
be of paramount importance to the

She addressed

plot.

Shakespeare Without Tears but also

this issue not

As

in several articles.

if to

only

in

assuage any doubt as to

Othello's racial orientation an essay of hers in the souvenir program

was

titled

"The

Black Othello" and outlined a short history of the play since the Elizabethan era to argue
her position. Webster unequivocally stated, "The difference in race between Othello

and every other character
clearly in a piece in the

in the

New

play

is,

1

"

She asserted

York Times that Othello's race separates him from

Venetian society to such an extent that

11

indeed, the heart of the matter."

it

"throws into the sharpest relief all the

Ibid., 176.

Webster, Margaret. "The Black Othello." Souvenir program for 1943 Broadway
production. In the program from the Princeton performance in 1942 (just after the

Cambridge debut)

there

was

a note in the

skinned African and concluded that
African

Mohammedan Moor

is

"...

program

that

emphasized Othello

as dark

the traditional concept of Othello as a North

a historical inaccuracy."
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emotional conflicts of the play [and
fastens [and

it]

it

is]

the essential vulnerable point on

which Iago

gives depth and poignancy to the tempest which he arouses in Othello's

soul and leads directly to tragedy and destruction."

Webster's writing, however, was not devoid of racial stereotyping. Although
she advocated casting a black actor to play Othello, the racialized language she utilized

illustrative and, at times, shocking.

is

Othello's race

concluded

is

In

Shakespeare Without Tears, she noted

"close to the jungle" and that Othello

that there

can be no tolerance of infidelity

[Othello] belongs." Furthermore, because of

expiation to the gods

...

terrible sacrifice offered

1

ineluctable."

converted

^

in the "tribal

world

to

14

She

which

not revenge or murder.

is

to the primal gods, ordained

It is

a

and

This certainly sounds extreme. Has she forgotten that Othello had been

to Christianity?

racist discourses?

is

"not of our breed".

Desdemona's alleged grievance, he "owes

The shedding of her blood
by the Priest-King

is

that

to cast a black

Or has Webster simply been influenced by contemporary

She seems

to declare that the only

man because he

is

way

to effectively portray Othello

closer to Othello's savageness. Nevertheless,

Webster, though not without shortcomings, was progressive enough to produce the
revival that set the stage for Robeson's historic portrayal.

How,
At

Robeson

articulate his interpretation of Othello in the 1940's?

this point, in contrast to 1930,

role

1

then, did

and more on the possible

he concentrated

less

political implications

on the characterization of the lead

of the play as a whole. In

Webster, Margaret. "Pertinent Words on his Moorship's Ancient."

New

York Times.

17 October 1943. (Webster reinforces Othello's blackness in another Times article as
well: Brock, H.L.
14

"The Taming of the Bard."

New

Webster, Shakespeare Without Tears, 178.
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York Times, 30 January 1944.)

September 1943, an interview with Robeson was printed
Othello.

In

birds with

the

way

16

PM magazine concerning

he declared that he enjoyed Othello because with

it,

one stone." He elaborated,

I'm

only Shakespeare can. This play

concerns a blackamoor,

alley."

in

who

However, Robeson

was published

is

acting

compelled

he was "killing two

and I'm talking

Negroes

for the

about the problem of minority groups.

among

tried to find equality

felt

...

it

whites.

It's

up

right

in

It

my

to write a letter to the editor after the article

to further elucidate his perception

of race

Concerning Shakespeare's Othello,

it

is

in the play:

an interesting point that the great

dramatist as far back as 1600 posed the question of the acceptance by a
society of one of alien culture and race.

which

is

of great

problem of relations
Also, of course,

common

it is

men.

to all

Additionally, in an article

a play

titled,

society for he lived at a time

"Some

that Othello

He

then

drew a

the end of one period in

human

in a

and

problem of human poverty,

15

16
I

7

ending, and the

new world of

between Othello's era and

interestingly enough,

Robeson continued on an optimistic

been engaged
for all the

the cusp of a

we

stand at

history and before the entrance of a new. All our tenets

tried beliefs are challenged."

.

was standing on

parallel

Second World War, "So now,

.

a play

Reflections on Othello and the Nature of

the circumstances of the

global war

is

of love, jealousy, pride and honor - emotions

when "Medievalism was

the Renaissance [was] beginning."

and

therefore this

17

Our Time" from 1945, Robeson observed

new

And

moderns today as we face the whole
of peoples between different races and cultures.

interest to us

.

This can be the final war.

to attain a

It is

note,

"We

have

possible to solve once

speedy freedom and equality for

all

Webster, Shakespeare Without Tears, 179-180.
Foner, 145. ("Blackamoor" was a

common

Elizabethan euphemism for "moor".)

PM interview and response reprinted in Foner,

date Shakespeare's writing of Othello at 1604.)
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145-6. (Please note that most scholars

peoples." Both of these articles represent a more fully realized assessment of the

politics

of the play than Robeson expounded

in

1930.

Moreover, Robeson's position was corroborated

program

for the

Broadway production.

As

It

middle of a war; and when

in the

appeared in the

reads:

production of 'Othello' begins,

this

in a note that

keep other wars, of other times

in

at

we

war,

mind.

and

are in the middle of a year

it
...

may

We

not be out of place to
are

now engaged

in a

war

greatest

way of life which we feel offers the greatest benefit to the
number of people. Venice in the Sixteenth Century was fighting

too; her

wars were to protect Christianity

to protect a

In

our conflict,

pilot

of the

all

Army

in the

races are allied to fight for

Air Corps

may

fly

Eastern Mediterranean.

common ideals. The Negro
command of Chiang in

under the

China; just as soldiers of other races fought with Venice for the
protection of Christianity.

Thus, the participation of all races
as Othello

commanding

Othello, then,

troops for Venice.

was undoubtedly

commentary on

in the fight against

fascism

The conscious

in

intent

WWII was

as essential

of this production of

Shakespearean play but

to present not only a

a

the contemporary racial and political climate.

As mentioned

in chapter

Savoy production. She
Stage, that Robeson

recalled in her autobiography,

first

fact that

20

an

In

article

from

1

in the

1930

Don 7 Put Your Daughter on

approached her about directing Othello

seen her production of Hamlet.

and underscored the

two, Margaret Webster had seen Robeson

in

the

1938 after he had

944, Webster put the date at 1937

Robeson had "an American production on

his

mind ever

Foner, 163-4.
19

Program from Broadway production

Division, Library of Congress,

Box

in

Margaret Webster Papers, Manuscript

38, Folder: 1944.

of this note on the program from the

US

20

it

have seen a couple of versions

tour and the souvenir program from

New

was quite similar. The note bears the initials J.H. on the Broadway
was most likely written by associate producer John Haggott.)

but the content

program so

(I

Webster, Daughter, 107.

108

York

since

...

1930.'"'"2

She remembered having seen him

him very bad."" Yet, she decided
performance
role

to direct the revival

London production did almost nothing

1

in

1930 and "thought

because Robeson agreed that

Webster also saw

to play it."

peculiar to him, nor to bring out the tremendous
•

Savoy

London had not been very good and he had "studied and restudied

in

and he thought he was ready

since "the

the

at

to help

new

him

potential in

his

the

Robeson

deal with the problems

values which his playing of the

24

1

part gives the play."~

With

a black actor cast in the role of Othello, the idea

immediately met with resistance. For example, Webster
friend actor

Maurice Evans about playing Iago

on the grounds

that the "public

approached her good

Robeson's Othello. He

to

would never go

first

of a revival was

for it."

5

flatly refused

Ultimately, the husband and

wife team of Jose Ferrer and Uta Hagen were selected to portray Iago and Desdemona.

Both were young and

relative novices in the theater world.

recent production of Charley

's

Aunt though he had never performed any Shakespeare.

Hagen, on the other hand, had played Ophelia

Hamlet and had
2b

Gu/l.

just

Webster opted

matters since the

21

made

initial

her

Ferrer had been praised in a

in

Broadway debut

Eve Le Gallienne's production of

as

Nina

in

Anton Chekhov's The Sea

to play the other principal role, Emilia, herself to simplify

rehearsal schedule

was only two weeks

Webster, Margaret. "Robeson and Othello."

Our

Time. Vol.

long.

3,

5.

"
23

24
~
2:1

26
27

Webster, Daughter, 106.

Duberman, 263.
Webster, "Robeson and Othello".
Webster, Daughter, 107.

Underwood, Mela. "Joe and Uta."

Collier's,

Barranger, 133.

109

20

May

1944, 21.

No.

27

1

Webster did not

1

(June 1944):

relish

wearing so many hats for one production: director, co-producer, actor and

fundraiser.

She worried

Yet, unlike Maurice

that stretching herself thus

Browne whose

would adversely

affect her acting.

Savoy

acting definitely suffered in the 1930

production, Webster's hectic schedule did not inhibit her stage performance according

who

to the critics

were, for the most part, very complimentary. After the

Broadway

run,

however, Webster chose not to accompany the production troupe on the U.S. tour so
Edith King played Iago's wife with the traveling cast.

The Summer Premiere

The

revival

Cambridge,

no theater

was scheduled

to

in

Cambridge,

premiere in August 1942

MA under the auspices of the Theatre Guild.

in

New York

interracial cast. This

1930 production.
there did not

seem

would

was

not

all critics

were pleased

Brattle

was

Theater

in

selected since

on a production with an

to see

England during the

Robeson play Othello but

be any particular difficultly securing a venue.

Webster arranged the

script for the

production and condensed the action to eight

scenes in two acts from Shakespeare's five-act play.

The scenes

simplified to a street in Venice (was Shakespeare's Act

3); a sea port in

942

at the Brattle

certainly a contrast to race relations in

Of course,
to

agree, at that time, to take

The

1

Cyprus

(II,

1-3

similarly concentrated into a

and

room

III,

1-2);

and the

in the castle

110

I,

Scene

castle

for

1);

(III, 3).

(Shakespeare's

III,

Act

I

were

the Senate

(I,

Webster's Act

4 and IV,

2 and

II

was

1-3); the

castle (IV, 3); the street

Clown was removed

1 )

and

bedroom

a

in

the castle (V, 2).

2S

The

part of the

but most of the cuts were of speeches since there are no sub-plots

lago's lengthy soliloquies, in particular, were shortened though Othello's

in Othello.

vital

V,

(

speech before the Senate was also slightly reduced."

Othello to kiss

Desdemona once on each cheek upon

'

their

It

was

slated in the script for

meeting

at

Cyprus. Such

demonstrative affection was one of the chief concerns in staging Othello with

a black

male and a white female given the

America.

historical paranoia

about miscegenation

in

Perhaps two kisses on the cheek would be viewed with less antipathy than kissing on the

mouth

(as

Webster's

and once

Robeson and Peggy Ashcroft had done
script,

after the

The

Edmond

Othello would kiss

sets

commented on

that Jones's idea

28

The

1930). According to

Desdemona twice more, once before

killing her

set

was

life

approach to Othello

his

by

in a

set designer

speech

in

of using color and costume and richness of texture,

is

the

elaborate reproductions of the Council
30

in

remained uncomplicated and were brought to

suggest the background he wants,

Cyprus."

London

deed had been done.

Jones. Webster

do believe

in

versatile so

it

way

to

Robert

1944,

"I

to

handle Shakespeare, rather than

Chamber

in the

Doge's Palace or the Castle

...

in

could easily serve the swiftly moving action from

Promptbook from Othello acting version by Margaret Webster.

New York

Public

Library for the Performing Arts, Theater Division.

Typescript from Othello

at

the

Sam

Shubert Theater,

Staged by Margaret Webster and John Haggott, Music

New York, 19 October 1943.
by Tom Bennett. New York

Public Library for the Performing Arts, Theater Division. (Haggott

with Webster.) In a speech

at

Vassar College

was co-producer

1944, Webster disclosed the difficulty

in

she had condensing the script since there were no sub-plots that could obviously be cut.

Thus, other than the part of the Clown, most of the cuts had to
30

Webster, Margaret. "Shakespeare and the

Modem

Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Box

1

1

1

7,

come

out of the speeches.

Theatre." Webster Papers,

Folder: Articles and speeches on

scene to scene. There would, then, be no problem with ostentatious displays or bulky
sets that distracted during

Moreover,

revival.

sleeves but, rather,

clumsy scene

for this production,

more

shitting in this production, unlike the

Savoy

Robeson was not decked out

and puffy

dignified flowing robes including the beige corded silk robe

with the brown leather belt that he dons

Othello.

in tights

in the quintessential vision

of Robeson as

31

Webster also elucidated the methodology behind her casting of the

Robeson with

the smaller,

more

her speech

lithe Ferrer in

described Robeson as "an enormous

man

at

with a wonderful voice, moving rather slowly,

the Othello of Salvini." Therefore, she proceeded, "Against

be wise to handle Iago as a swift, a mercurial,

tragic weight.'

the speed and the lightness to

02

I

don't

'The way

I

perhaps, but with Joe [Ferrer]

all

Shakespeare meant Othello

3

thought

...

it

would

[that]

I

play

it,

I'm calm, I'm quiet, through

...

at

think that's right.

away with

over the stage

to be a black

I

...

it

is

that

the

Of course,

if

I

massive calmness,

an effective contrast."

Vassar College, she again reinforced

man from

all

33

Thus,

that

Africa.)

"Othello Costume Inventory." Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of

Congress,
~

passion than

complement Robeson's slowly moving

couldn't get

Shakespeare. Page 20. (In this speech

3

I

sense a volatile creature

make an unnecessary move. And

didn't have a mighty active Jago

31

in a

Robeson

less

Robeson commented on the successful contrast between himself and

Ferrer in an interview in 1944,

early part.

majestic

Vassar College. She

and having a great quality of gentleness and dignity, but having much

would provide

tall,

Box

15,

Folder

I.

Webster, Margaret. "Shakespeare and the Modern Theatre." 22-23.
Gelder, Robert van. "Robeson Remembers."
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New

York Times, 16 January 1944, XI.

Ferrer's Iago

actors

was an

effective foil to Robeson's Othello. This formula served the

and the plot well and was noticed by several reviewers.
Margaret Webster remained

them from

writing myriad letters to

honest assessment of her

close contact with her parents in Britain by

in

These

the U.S.

1942, her initial reaction to directing

Robeson was

Robeson, "He has improved out of all knowledge
and

is

ENORMOUSLY

like lightening

and

it

During the summer rehearsals

the theater world.

life in

positive.

work

instantly like a flower."

before the premier, Webster remained optimistic,

On

in technical

[her emphasis] exciting to

blossoms

appear to be a frank and

letters

with.

34

t

she penned of

command and

freedom,

seizes onto an idea

Several weeks

OTHELLO

"The

L

July 9

He

in

later,

just

rehearsals shape

very well, and Paul works wonderfully; he curiously lacks the quality of real rage

though!

don't

the

...

the 'race'

mean

comes out beyond

the African race,

American negro

are excellent

and

[sic]

which

what

I

him."

By

that rage he [Othello] feels

the time the

what

like

that

is

because

I

felt

it

is

show was on Broadway, Robeson

maddening, he

once myself. One time

and night after night out there on the stage

I

remember

I

is

He remarked

out of his head.

Letter dated 9 July 1942.

Box
35
16

2, Folder:

Letter dated

in

it."

1944,

And know

went out of my head

I

in a

rage

Robeson's rage stemmed

from the racism he experienced as a young athlete on the football

4

field

and he used

this

Webster Papers, Manuscript Division. Library of Congress,

1942.

30 July 1942.

Ibid.

Gelder, Robert van. "Robeson Remembers."

1

I

extraordinarily well, and the clothes

it

had developed a method to invoke the necessary rage onstage.

"The rage -

-

want, but the dreadfully servile posture of

But he's getting over

...

will help

is

disguising in his walk, stance and gestures

all

13

New

York Times, 16 January 1944, XI.

memory
memory,

Cambridge

to rav e reviews.

remember

a lot of talk until

time, a black

man and

the 10

th

of August 1942

at the Brattle

Theater

Uta Hagen recalled the media coverage of the revival,

we

suddenly the word went around that

first

using this technique of emotion

race remained central to Robeson's interpretation of Othello onstage.

The show debuted on Monday,

don't

By

channel his outrage as Othello.

to

a white

Cambridge and were going

arrived in

this

was going

woman

to

to play,

in

"...

1

and

be a major event, because for the

[were playing]

Shakespeare."

in

7

Webster

detected that once a steady stream of glowing reviews starting flowing, producers in

New York "who

for four years refused to touch the idea with a twenty-foot pole are

&

begging to be allowed a 'piece of the show',

New

have us come

38

to their theatre...."

The

York Times observed that the Brattle had been chosen because of its proximity

Harvard University and

that in such a

venue the production "would get a

Several reviewers noted the capacity crowd

American proclaimed
Williamson wrote

a

charming piece

The show was so popular

hearing."

9

The Boston Evening

hundreds were turned away for the opening.

that

festive air surrounding the lengthy

theater.

at the theater.

fair

to

for the Christian Science

column of people hoping

40

Margaret

Monitor describing the

for tickets outside the

that people waited in the blazing

August sun for

hours on the slight chance that a standing ticket might become available. "The line was

37

Transcript of interview with Uta Hagen by

Robeson: Here
8

I

Stand,

1

Letter dated August 14

Box

2, Folder:

"Robeson

th

1

as Othello."

1

Bourne

for the film

Paul

.

Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress,

1942.

New

York Times. 16 August 1942. After the short run

to Princeton,

NJ

Dana, Joyce. "Paul Robeson Magnificent

American.

Clair

999.

Cambridge, the show went
40

St.

for a limited

in "Othello' at

August 1942.

1

14

in

engagement.

Cambridge." Boston Evening

heterogeneous as any queue outside a theater or concert hall" and

[as]

everyone from Southerners, Frenchmen and several black soldiers

girls

and white haired women. Fortuitously, there was

purchased the

summer

coveted ticket

last

in the

in

a cancellation

it

included

uniform

to

and Williamson

house. Despite the ordeal of the

line, the

heat and forgetting to pack a lunch, she "sat spell-bound" through the

concluded,

"it

Many

young

show and

was something worth remembering."
critics praised

Globe reported

that

modern audiences

Webster's direction. The reviewer for the Boston Daily

Webster "possesses

in

a special faculty for presenting Shakespeare to

terms of vivid theater."

4-

Another reviewer asserted

Webster's production represented "Shakespeare as

reporter for the

Harvard Crimson
44

a living thing."

felt, "It is

we

rarely

have seen

that
43

it."

The

through the directing that the play becomes

Elinor Hughes appreciated Jones's set design because

it

allowed the

play to run just under three hours "thanks to the use of a semi-permanent set and the

quickest scene changing on record.

Webster employed. The

critic

4>
Still,

not

all critics

agreed with the pace that

writing for The Christian observed that the "telescoping

of the play" had "certain disadvantages" including "the rapidity with which Othello was
taken in by Iago's machinations."

46

However,

as Othello "underlines the sense of division

41

Williamson, Margaret. "'Othello'

in

this

reviewer consented that a black

between him and the Venetians and lends

August." Christian Science Monitor, 28 August

1942.
42

August 1942.
"Robeson Stars as Othello at Cambridge." Boston Daily Globe.
"Paul Robeson Makes first US Appearance as 'Othello' at Cambridge Theater."
Boston Traveler.
August 1942.
1

1

43

1

44
4>

man

1

"'Othello' at Brattle Hall." Harvard Crimson, 12 August 1942.

Hughes. Elinor. "Paul Robeson's 'Othello'". Boston Herald,
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1

1

August 1942.

credibility to the intensity of his passions."

Rudolph

Elie

Jr.,

writing for Variety,

agreed that "Robeson playing opposite a white girl" was "electric" and that "no white

man

should ever dare presume to play [Othello] again

.

,.."

47

A

reporter for the

Pittsburgh Courier, an African American newspaper, noticed that "a short time ago the

whites would have advanced a thousand objections" to the interracial romance
Othello. This at

"in

first

one leap Negro

profession."

"bewildered" the reviewer

artistry

had gone from the bottom

then concluded optimistically that

to the highest pinnacle

Variety- asserted that his

Robeson who was undoubtedly

to

performance was "a revelation." The

found Robeson's performance to be "heroic and convincing."
to

be mesmerized by his voice as with one reporter

writer for The Christian

felt

sure that

the historically black

Hampton

1

Institute,

Owen Dodson,

likened

New

York Times

Reviewers never ceased

it

to a cello.

The

head of the drama department

role, "there is

of overacting when Othello cannot be too overacted.

an over-restrained quality
,0 "

Elliot

...

Norton, writing for

"Paul Robeson as Othello: Large Audience Acclaims his American Debut in Role."

The Christian,
47

Elie,

1

Rudolph

August 1942.
"Robeson Gives 'Othello" Great Power, Starring

1

Jr.

in

Revival With

White Troupe." Variety, 12 August 1942.
"A Negro Othello". Pittsburgh Courier, 5 September 1942.
49
New York Times. 16 August 1942.
50
Boston Daily Globe. 1 August 1942.
51
The Christian.
August 1942.
5
Dodson, Owen. "Hampton Critic Reviews 'Othello Calls Play Race Angle NonExistent." People's Voice, 5 September 1942.
4!s

1

1

at

exclaimed that "This was an occasion!" but

worried that although Robeson inhabited the

46

who

49

the star of the

Robeson "would be an impressive Othello" no

matter what the color of his skin was."

a fear

of this

4*

Most of the accolades went
show.

who

in

1

1

;

116

the Boston

Sunday Post,

posited, "This huge,

dignity and his sonorous voice, brought

tragic

Moor and complete

/Wthat

power and sympathy

conviction to the play."

Broadway

until the

in his prediction;

to the character

to

Broadway

man performing

at this early date.

in

He

unceasing struggle for equality."

'Othello' starring Paul Robeson,

theatre."

Such

life,

is

-

that this 'Othello* is

man of black

He concluded with

more than

a

mere

impact

play.

no theatre

skin fights nobly

a keen observation,

It is

for tickets.

It is

was

...

"...

a significant cultural

a long step forward to the higher democratization

a "democratization of the theater"

crowd who clamored

political

Shakespeare on the professional stage. Warner related the

of surcharged excitement as one discovers

event in American

4

this winter.""'

reinforced the historic implications of a

makeshift, but a universally valuable work, in which a

in the

in

1943 season.

of the production even

"thrill

of the

however, the revival would not premier on

Ralph Warner, writing for the Sunday Worker, characterized the

black

his fine

Louis Kronenberger anticipated

would "come

"after further polishing''' the revival

Kronenberger was correct

handsome eolored man, with

illustrated

of our

by the diversity of the

not surprising that such an insight

would come

from the Sunday Worker, the organ of the U.S. Communist Party, which consistently
reported on Robeson's activities through the 1940s and '50s. But

foresight that already in 1942, with just one performance to

3

Norton,

Elliot.

"Robeson

'Othello'

Was Something

its

it

is

credit;

to See." Boston

with considerable

Warner

classified

Sunday

Post, 16

August 1942.

M

?5

Quoted

in

Duberman, 265.

Warner, Ralph. "Paul Robeson Creates an Immortal Othello up

Sunday Worker, 16 August 1942,

7.

117

in

Cambridge." The

this

production as path breaking even before

it

appeared on Broadway, broke the record

for Shakespearean performances, or set out on a U.S. tour.

Margaret Webster believed the night of the premier

the hottest

scenes.'

06

I

in

Cambridge

ever remember" and that Robeson's "robes had to be

wrung

to be

"about

out between

Nonetheless, the final curtain was accompanied by applause and an unusual

stamping of feet. Webster asked a local actor what was going on. He replied
enthusiastically, "Boy, that's the best

conveyed

...

you could get"

at

Harvard!

7

She then excitedly

to her parents that "it's really fantastic, the proportions the thing

[I]t's practically a

Webster's mother,

national issue!'

Dame May

08

assuming!

is

Robeson's wife, Eslanda, also wrote

to

Whitty, to express their enthusiasm about the reception

of Othello. She offered ebullient praise for Whitty's daughter as she effused, "But you

have no idea of the days of intensive work which Peggy put them
actually

felt like

fascinating,

enormously. Paul and
'Othello'. This

I

will

always be grateful

to her for

happy and successful experiment

is

what she has done

when

5

Unfortunately, relations backstage

the Webster production

Webster, Daughter,

1

12-3.

made

the transition from

(Elliot

for

a milestone in his career,

04

This

contrast to the anxiety chronicled in Essie's diary concerning the

earlier.

through, and which

sometimes even gay conferences, which everybody enjoyed

entirely so because of the privilege of working with Peggy."

twelve years

all

is

him

and

a remarkable

Savoy production

would not remain so convivial

summer

Norton commented

stock to Broadway.

that despite the sticky heat, the

rapt audience sat for three solid hours "without rattling chairs or rustling

programmes."

Boston Sundav Post. 16 August 1942.)
57

Ibid.
58

Letter dated 14 August 1942.

Congress, Box

2, Folder:

Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of

1942.

118

in

The Broadway Opening, October 1943

was not

It

Broadway. This was due,
already

booked

autumn of 1943

until the

in part, to

for the season.

that Othello

opened

In the

summer of that

year,

problems arose between

New

actors

were considered

of lago and Desdemona because some members of the Theatre Guild

Hagen were too expensive.

Ferrer and

on

Robeson's hectic concert schedule which was

Webster, the Theatre Guild and the other principal actors.

for the roles

New York

in

61

felt

This was frustrating for Webster (as co-

producer and director) whose backstage relationship with Hagen, Ferrer and Robeson

was becoming increasingly

strained.

She mentioned

Ferrer had been "very difficult for a long time

worth

to

show.

...

a ridiculous extent" since

Cast changes were

had quit the revival.
leave the

show

if

63

made

1
*

to her parents that

and were "over-rating

Robeson was the

Hagen were not

into the fray

reinstated.

Webster,

scribbled in a frantic note to her parents, "Paul arrived this

v)

Letter dated 16
6

1

for the

Hagen and

Ferrer

and threatened

now

morning

at the

costumer's

&

Folder

2.

15,

"Robeson Concert Dates Delay Broadway Othello." People's

August 1942.

Spector, Susan. "Margaret Webster's 'Othello

1

Director." Theatre History Studies 6 (1986): 101.

:

The

Principal Players Versus the

And

Carroll, Janet Barton.

"A

Promptbook Study of Margaret Webster's Production of Othello." Dissertation,
Louisiana State,

1

977. Pages 30-3

1

.

Both of these sources offer an analysis of the

turbulence behind the scenes of Othello. Both are critical of Robeson's acting

importance of Robeson's portrayal.
August 1943. Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of

ability but neither fully captures the political
6

"

Letter dated 12

Congress,
63

to

exasperated,

August 1942. Webster Papers, Library of Congress, Box

See, for instance,

Voice, 29

their financial

box office draw

public and the Times reported that

Robeson subsequently jumped

Ferrer and

true

Hagen and

Box

2, Folder:

1943.

"Ferrers Quit -Othello'".

New

York Times. 17 August 1943.

1

19

announced

...

was

that

No

vain.

straighten

the

that he

it

Two

their

days

later,

&

he wouldn't play Othello without the Ferrer's

no Robeson, no Robeson, no show.

out."

program and

finally decided

Against his inarticulate but immovable resolve

that!!!

Ferrers,

had

And

the Times noted that

I,

...

reason broke

as usual, [was]

Hagen and

in

left to

Ferrer were back

on

momentary replacements (Stephan Schnabel and Virginia

Gilmore) were leaving voluntarily. The reason given was so that the production "may
be presented as closely as possible to the original" that was performed

By August 29

th
,

Webster related

to her parents that

out; the Ferrers are in [a]

chastened

own

still

mood

"Things seem

argument

a bit sick

& weary."'

same

letter,

Webster also began

to

my

This row foreshadows another

and resulted
to

6^

have straightened

I

that arose just prior to the U.S. tour

In the

Cambridge.

& working well & am getting back
16

centre [sic] tho [sic]

to

in

in

Webster leaving the

cast.

complain about directing Robeson.

This could be due partially to the stress of the recent upheaval in the cast but,
nevertheless, from this point forward, her view of

Robeson

is

more

critical,

especially

with regard to his acting technique. She lamented, "He's very hard to direct in that he

has not only no technique (which he knows) but no conception of impersonation.

can only do

started

it

if

by some

I

can get a kind of electric motor going inside himself &

feeling

- not Othello's

feeling, but

has to be

Robeson's. Fortunately, his

tremendous vocal resource protects him on the technical end;

Letter dated 25

this

He

& my job is to jockey

August 1943. Webster Papers, Library of Congress. Box

2, Folder:

1943.
5

66

Zolotow, Sam. "Changes
Letter dated

Congress,

Box

in 'Othello'".

New

York Times, 27 August 1943, Page 20.

29 August 1943. Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of
2, Folder: 1943.
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Robeson
lh

12

,

a

into

some approximation

& Jo

[Ferrer] both

By September

All very difficult!"

enormously improved. Paul

impossible to stay angry with him!! But

act, yet,

his

...

few short weeks before the Broadway opening, Webster reported

look pretty good - Paul

it's

to Othello

when he eatches

own way,

fire

...

quite magnificent.

it's like

that "Rehearsals

is

so disarming

pushing a truek uphill

to

he goes careening off at eighty miles an hour

But so undependable!"

conceded, "Paul's Othello [although]...

still

crudely

68

On September 20

& even

in

make him

&

...

,

she

is,

in

places clumsily executed,

has undoubtedly the stature of great tragedy." At this moment, she found Ferrer to be

"enormously improved" and Hagen

On

to be "very nearly very

the other hand, Uta Hagen,

period, recalled that he and

about her, which

is

no

who was

Webster shared

secret,"

good [her emphasis]."

a confidante of Robeson's during this

a tense relationship.

Hagen remarked

64

in

an interview

"He was
in

not crazy

1999. She further

characterized Webster's interaction with Robeson as displaying "a terrible kind of

chauvinism." Hagen pointed out that Robeson looked for input on his acting from
others in the cast, as he had during the

asked Joe Ferrer a

like

lot

1

930 Savoy production, "And

of questions, and he asked

me

a lot of questions.

most genius people, unbelievably curious and was dying

to

wasn't familiar with." Furthermore, "Webster didn't help him
kind

of, for

outer shape and form. But

Letter dated 12

Congress.
69

Box

2,

Letter dated 20

Congress,

Box

[in]

I

remember he
...

But he was

absorb something he

at all,

except externally

the real craft of acting, she

was of no help

September 1943. Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of
Folder: 1943.

September 1943. Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of

2, Folder: 1943.
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at

all.'

I

member

lagen's assessment the dynamics backstage

but her reflection on this period

a stage actress

is

important not only as a cast

enhanced by a legendary forty year career as

is

and teacher. Hagen was only twenty-three

two Tony awards

for best actress and a lifetime

in Othello,

achievement award

but went on to win

at the

Tony's

1999. Additionally, she and her second husband, Herbert Bergdorf, opened

in

New York where

they mentored generations of students in the craft of acting.

Hagen observed

in retrospect that

her "treatment of the play

it

was the "other elements

was an
[that]

came

into

Though Robeson's

turned

him

I

know

portrayal

71

reflected years later, "1 could

about teaching [Laugh].

The Othello

7(1

Hagen

into the genius actor [Laugh]."

Tuesday, the 19

n

Interview with

letters

and Hagen

improved between

appears that once again, Robeson did not receive the adequate

and, perhaps, regret that

what

that

that tired the production, in spite ot her."

it,

direction that could have further enhanced his performance.

[with]

71

ordinary, academic approach to Shakespeare." Indeed,

corroborated Webster's shortcomings.

it

Studio

Webster "was not a good director" and

Thus, Webster admitted her frustration directing Robeson in her

1930 and 1942,

HB

in

revival

I

It

was with

a tinge

of irony

have helped him now,

suddenly thought, [Gasp],

I

could have

...

73

opened on Broadway

at the

Sam

Shubert Theater on

of October 1943 under the auspices of the Theatre Guild. The Theatre

St.

Clair Bourne.

two respected books on acting technique: A Challenge for the Actor
1991 and Respect for Acting 1973) in which she emphasized her interpretation of
Konstantin Stanislavky's method approach to acting.

Hagen

also wrote

)

(

~

Interview with

(

St.

Clair Bourne.

73

Ibid.

122

Guild, which had been on the cutting edge since the 1920s, had also sponsored the

highly acclaimed production of Oklahoma that spring which

turning point in musical theater in the U.S.

success on

many

levels.

The

Letters for

ten curtain calls opening night, the record

Robeson was awarded

real

a

its

popularity

money."

74

An

it

was

a

number of

among

theatergoers.

medal from the American Academy of Arts and

good diction on stage and an award from Billboard

performance. For Webster,

considered to represent a

The run of Othello was undoubtedly

performances and the extended U.S. tour demonstrate
In addition,

is

the only play she

for an outstanding lead

was ever associated with

article later synthesizing the history

that

"made

of the Theatre Guild noted that

with this revival of Othello "what was deemed as his [Shakespeare's] least profitable
tragedy became his most successful."

75

And, of course, there were the reviews.
directing, Ely

In his dissertation

on Webster's

Silverman remarked that he found only one review of Othello

fundamentally negative.

7 '1

review was uncovered for

This

is

a slight underestimate as

this study.

more than one

However, Silverman's point remains

essentially negative reviews are in the minority.

that

was

critical

relevant: the

Several noteworthy themes emerge

from the contemporary reviews of the Broadway Othello. One conclusion can be
certainly drawn:

most of the reviewers who were

critical

of Robeson did not

cite his

Webster, Daughter, 117.
J
~

"William Shakespeare and the Theatre Guild." Robeson Collection, Manuscript

Moorland-Spingam Research Center, Howard University, Box 22, Folder:
1947-The Theatre Guild/
76
Silverman, Ely. "Margaret Webster's Theory and Practice of Shakespearean
Production in the United States (1937-1953)." Dissertation, New York University, 1969.
Division,

dark skin as a chief

many

This

liability.

is

not to say that racial language

in

reviews. Indeed, phrases like "simplicity of mind,'"' "simple savage," and "simple

black barbarian'" recur in characterizations of Robeson as the

who were

Shakespeare's Moor. Yet, most reviewers
lack of technical ability

the

was not present

Arab

vs.

which represents

a departure

Moor and of
of Robeson refer

critical

from the 1930 reviews

in

to his

which

Ethiopian debate was hotly contested. Overall, this trend perhaps reflects

some progress

in race relations.

Although

an Othello revival with a black lead

in

it

New

was,

at first, difficult to

secure a venue for

York; once Robeson graced the stage,

reviewers and audiences by and large responded favorably to a dark skinned Othello.

Before delving into the reviews, a rare glimpse into the opinion of the general
public on Robeson in Othello

and the
poll

is

illuminating. Often the

cast offer the only analysis preserved for historic productions.

conducted

in

Harlem by the People

African American community

Voice, a

left

in

's

New York

wing paper managed by

question posed was

"Do you

Adam

is

also available.

Clayton Powell,

78

trend.

7

One

optimistic but maintained that

A

private in the

army

notable exception

dealt with in the section

is

conducted

occasion

Negro actors

in

a poll

's

on

1944, the

in the theatre

and

Seven responses were published and, of these, four

pointed to Robeson's Othello as evidence of progress.

was not

Yet, thanks to a

Each week, the People

Jr.

On one

think the roles given to the

screen, are improving?"

critics

Voice newspaper, the perception of the

various topics and published a selection of responses.

on the

acumen of newspaper

music teacher from

Robeson was the only exception

stated simply, "Yes.

Margaret Marshall

on Robeson's

A

critics.

124

in

to a

Doesn't Paul Robeson

in

New York

dismal

Othello

The Nation and her review will be

mean anything?"
Robeson

raises his

Hall Johnson, a conductor and composer, believed that "Paul

people to the point unbelievably near the ideal by

his role in

Othello." Finally, an orchestra leader thoughtfully connected Robeson's political

and emphasized the gravity of not simply waiting for

advocacy

to his Othello role

hand

out,

"...

he

way ahead of most Negroes

is

[sic]

Paul

Robeson

gets

what he

gets, not as a favor

in his political

himself with progressive and

liberal labor

democracy and believes they should

is

allys

political forces that believe in

live their beliefs. "

resonated with residents of Harlem, which

handed down, but because

and economic understanding. He

and

a

Thus, Robeson's Othello

important to remember

when

assessing the

contemporary reviews.

First,

Webster's reaction to opening night exemplified the unique magnetism

with which the revival held the audience. She admitted to her parents that she had

experienced exciting opening nights before but "nothing

...

like last night."

continued, "They yelled at us through a long succession of calls

Paul

are

-

&
it

which

finally

1

had to make a speech

was just one of those

...

who just

nights.

to finish

up

....

it

Many

notices are better than

had been before, but

we

the performance

to the audience,

79

For an examination of these various elements,
reviews.

The

& fairly screamed at

Magic happened - not so much

was very good but not more so than
got drunk."

it

Webster

we

turn to the contemporary

reviewers noted approvingly of Robeson and Webster's ambition to

utilize a black actor in the role

of Othello. For example, John Chapman asserted

Ransom, Llewellyn. "Question of the Week." People's

Voic e, 6

May

1944.

that

the production

was

a "bold artistic experiment"

absolutely right that Shakespeare's black

PM, observed

Louis Kronenberger, writing for

democracy" because "a great Negro

for

...

man

performed on Broadway."

81

One reviewer

and

that the production recorded a "victory

playing a great role that no Negro ever

is

corroborated Webster's view of the plot

He was

unfaithful to him.

The New York Herald Tribune declared

why

future

when

a

Negro actor

...

contemplated, "There

Robeson's appearance

is

is

.

it

is

that the revival

Rosamond

.

every reason

in

different than the

why

a

was

"... [it is]

to believe that

men around him." 82

a sign of hope for the

into the great tradition

of

Gilder, writing in Theatre Arts,

Negro should

long overdue."

in

a "tribute to the art that

welcomed

so enthusiastically

," 83

the English-speaking stage.

he was so ready

The reviewer ruminated,

transcends racial boundaries."

seems not only natural but also

should be [played by] a black man."

writing that Robeson's blackness "helped explain

Desdemona could be

"it

act the part,

and

...

Paul

84

Several reviewers focused their praise on Webster's direction. Robert Garland

regarded Webster's

her

own room,

skill playfully: "...

she probably calls him

and makes the most of it."

79

Another

Letter dated 20 October 1943.

Congress, Box
80

85

2, Folder:

she

is

not afraid of William. In the privacy of

And

Bill.

critic.

.

.

.

she walks right up to his manuscript

Ward Morehouse acclaimed Webster's

Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of

1943.

Chapman, John. "A Black Man

as Othello."

Sunday News (New York), 24 October

1943.
81

Kronenberger, Louis. "Going to Theater."

82

New

83

"The Moor Holds the Record."
Gilder, Rosamond. "Broadway

PM, 30 October

1943. Page 20.

York Post, 20 October 1943.

New
in

York Herald Tribune, 5 March 1944.

Review." Theatre Arts. December 1943. Page700.

Garland, Robert. "Theatre Guild Production Directed by Margaret Webster Opens
Here."

New

York Journal American, 20 October 1943.

126

direction as "quick and inventive and the pace of the performance
(>

Webster was even venerated as "the high

heightened."

is

priestess of

thus

Shakespeare

day."" Wilella Waldorf concluded, "Since she came over from London

Webster has been breathing new

apparently,

reporters.

was

One reviewer

a director like Margaret

authority and

Webster and time

Rosamond Gilder noted

sweep since

One

critic

of the production."

~

Ferrer onstage

one

into the part

that

approaches

...

theatre [in

was

Cambridge

often recognized

in contrast

..."

in

in

1942].""

by reviewers.

with the towering

speed and force

"... his

Iago

is

a sort

while "he and Mr. Robeson are

New

York Sun, 20 October 1943.

Banies, Howard. "The Theaters."
III,

New

York Herald Tribune.

Series D, Reel 5,

In

microfilm edition of

Frame 741.

Waldorf, Wilella. "'Othello' and the Dramatic Renaissance of the Theatre Guild."

New York Post, 23 October 1943.
New York Post. 20 October 1943.
st>

90

.....

Robeson "had grown and

Lewis Nichols extolled Ferrer's adroitness,

Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part
88

that

grow

Morehouse, Ward. "'Othello' as Done by Guild and Miss Webster Provides Exciting

Evening."
*7

to

to

that these scenes "contribute a great deal to the

of half dancing, half strutting Mephistopheles

1

Moor

summer

described the effect as "an agile Iago

Robeson" and observed

London was commented

Robeson's performance had "grown

that

the try-out in the

The dynamic between Robeson and

in

believed that "what Mr. Robeson needed,

developed from just a good interpretation of the
1

Miss

the Shakespearean revival business."'

The New York Times reviewer, Lewis Nichols, perceived

magnificence.""

our

X Si

life into

Robeson's improvement since the 1930 production

upon by several

...

in

Nichols, Lewis. "Robeson as Othello."

New

1)1

Gilder, 701.

Morehouse,

Ibid.
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York Times. 24 October 1943.

1

Reviewers also enjoyed contrasting Uta Hagen's

excellent foils for one another.'"

Desdemona with Robeson

as

one

analogy to the Robeson hugeness."

On
Some

put

critic

her fair slenderness

is

a striking

44

the other hand, reviewers were divided over Robeson's baritone voice.

believed his concert career highlighted his vocal ability and enhanced the lyrical

some reviewers

nature of his delivery. Yet,

intonation and that

asserted,

made

his lines

also felt that he depended too

powerful, resonant voice

...

is in

However, E.C. Sherburne

of Othello

much on

sound monotonous. For instance, Burton Rascoe

"Mr. Robeson's magnificent and tremendous voice

his fine portrayal

was notable

chanting rather than speaking his lines."

his

it, "...

..." still,

96

perfect character with

felt that

although "his

"Mr. Robeson often seems to be

However, whether

it

enhanced or impeded

performance, one conclusion seems clear: Robeson's voice was a prominent aspect

of his portrayal of Othello.
Thus, the majority of reviewers

in the

mainstream press agreed on the overall

success of the production. Robert Garland summarized, "Shakespeare gave Paul

Robeson
life

have

his great opportunity."

I

seen an audience

place on the stage

98
...."

sit

97

so

Critic

still,

One reviewer

so tense, so under the spell of what

Variety,
9>

in

my

was taking

stressed the importance of the production for the

Nichols, Lewis. "The Play in Review."
94

Burton Rascoe was spellbound, "Never

New

York Times, 20 October 1943.

27 October 1943.

Rascoe, Burton. "Guild's Othello a Triumph."

New

York World Telegram, 20 October

1943.
96

Sherburne, E.C. "Paul Robeson as Othello." Christian Science Monitor. In microfilm

edition
97
98

of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part

3, Series

Garland, Ibid.

Rascoe,

Ibid.
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D, Reel

5,

Frame 741.

reputation of the Theatre Guild, "If it does nothing else this season or next,

Guild will have revived through Othello

Chapman
thing.

A

posited of Othello,

We

very good thing.

"Unquestionably 'Othello'
dramatic appeal."

Next,

I

"We now

much of its former

John

prestige

have one classic on Broadway and

could use more."

in this rendition

100

Finally,

The Theatre

it

is

a

good

one reviewer summarized,

has notable social significance, as well as

101

will look at the response to

Robeson's Othello

in the

black press. Carl

Diton, reporting for the Chicago Defender, stressed the importance of race, "Whatever

silly, raeial

prejudices

New

Yorkers

may have had

night as they vociferously applauded the

first

with Paul Robeson

He

in the

purely racial angle, there

leading role."

is

in the past

performance of Shakespeare's 'Othello'

further postulated,

nothing to offend either race."

Defender by Ruth Rolen, one of the few

women

to

"The majority of both white and colored [people]

forgotten."

for the Pittsburgh Courier

Cooke, Richard

100
101

from a

article in the

...

were so entranced
that all else

in Paul

save his fine acting

complimented Webster's directing but

concentrated on the fine performance by Robeson

Page

Another

the play

103

The reviewer

99

10 "

"Viewing

review the production, asserted that

Robeson's superb characterization of the leading role

was

were swept aside Tuesday

P.

who "commands

all

eyes and ears."

"Robeson's Othello." The Wall Street Journal 23 October 1943.

7.

Chapman,
Schallert,

Ibid.

Edwin.

"New

Othello Sensational

at

Biltmore." Los Angeles Times, 23

January 1945.
102

Diton, Carl. "Broadway Likes Paul Robeson in 'Othello.'" Chicago Defender, 30

October 1943.
103

Rolen, Ruth. "Lotta Hugs and

No

Kisses

Is

Paul Robeson's Portrayal of Othello."

The review closed by pronouncing
as to

make

Moorish

Robeson "acquitted himself in such

members of his

both himself and

Bois doubted

that

race proud."

114

The eminent W.E.B. Du

He "watched

general.

the audience as

much

as the stage"

"the listeners thrilled to Robeson's mighty voice and stature."

his

who

Race: Negro and Caucasian Mixing

Knows No Color Line
to

He

label "colored" or

( 1

952).

Man

to

in All

In light

(1917), his three

volume

series

of the Broadway production, Rogers

likened Shakespeare's use of the

"Aframerican"

in

Sex and

felt

word "Moor"

to the

contemporary

Rogers also poignantly maintained

[sic].

"until there is

that the

no longer a

106

implications of the revival.

The

title

as 'Othello' Strikes Big

at

self-

(

Dan Burley of the New York Amsterdam News

quoting

A. Rogers, a

Ages and Lands 1940-44) and Nature

argument questioning the race of Othello would continue

Robeson

J.

that

argue in an editorial in the Courier that Shakespeare intended Othello to

be a black man.

color line."

1

and concluded

emigrated from Jamaica, attacked the idea of African inferiority

books including From Superman

compelled

manner

white actor would ever again take on the role of the Shakespeare's

if a

educated scholar

a

some

also focused

on the

racial

of the review revealed his conclusion: "Paul

Blow

at Intolerance."

length for they emphasize

how

His observ ations are worth

the black press perceived very clearly

Chicago Defender, 16 October 1943.
104

"Star's Portrayal of

Moor Rated

Best of Them All." Pittsburgh Courier, 30 October

1943.
]0

Du

W.E.B. "As the Crow Flies." Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript
Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box 31. Folder:
~

Bois,

1943 Theater - Othello.
106

Rogers,

J. A.

"Rogers Says:

Pittsburgh Courier, 13

In

Shakespeare's

November

1943.
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Day Negroes Were Called Moors."

what appeared only sporadically

make

a statement about

in

the

mainstream press: Robeson was on stage

to

American racism. Burley explained:

Broadway with Paul Robeson in the leading role represents
most concrete step to date taken by the Negro on the American stage.

'Othello" on
the

In fact,

it

is

of far greater significance

that the ability

been judged more important than

finally

his color

are exciting, [and] thrilling to contemplate.

hammer blow

sledge

at

...

of a Negro has

and the consequences

The Theatre Guild

strikes a

those proponents of lilywhite theories based on

the inability of minority races to absorb the culture of the tiroups in

power.

Thus,

in the

107

mainstream press, the production was viewed as a success mostly

theatrical terms while the black press praised

Robeson's acting

articulated the political implications of the production.

Morehouse College
noting,

in Atlanta,

"You have rendered

more

fervently,

Benjamin Mays, President of

conferred an honorary Doctorate on Robeson in 1943

the world a great service in Othello by demonstrating that

Negroes are capable of great and enduring interpretations
theatre...."

but,

in

Mays emphasized

that

Robeson has done

Robeson's performance was significant not only

to the

in the

the

realm of the

world a great

American

service.

theater but also in

terms of international perceptions of the U.S. This statement harmonizes beautifully
with Robeson's involvement

in international politics

struggle of his people to symbolize the fight for

The

left

wing

and

human

his

rights

emphasis on utilizing the
around the world.

press, particularly the Daily Worker, also stressed the political

importance of the Broadway Othello. Mike Gold's consideration of the audience which
"consisted of a

107

...

universal humanity" corroborated the

Burley, Dan. "Paul Robeson

York Amsterdam

As

comments made by Margaret

'Othello' Strikes Big

News (Brooklyn/Queens

Blow

at

Intolerance."

Edition), 30 October 1943. Page 8B.
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New

Williamson about the

ticket

queue

Gold's

Christian Science Monitor,

in the

remarks also confirmed Ralph Warner's thesis about the Cambridge opening. Gold
posited. "It

is

true that this Paul

the richest force for

that

further

we

get

historic context

America today,

the greatest personality in

is

American democracy and

emphasized the

"The

Robeson

1

10

art."

Samuel

Sillen wrote an article

of race and Shakespeare's play. He ruminated,

away from Shakespeare

the

more

intense

becomes

more emphatic becomes

the

problem of

Negro national oppression

...

Moor was descended from

the Caucasian race." Thus, he affirmed, Robeson's dark

[and] the

skinned portrayal has not "created a

new

Othello but

impressions

...

that he

He

...

in

109

in the end, that

"Othello' be without

in the role against the

more senses than one,

journalists, then,

108

difficulty separating his "social-political

"What would

inquired,

responded that with a "giant"

"Robeson

had

from the aesthetic ones" but decided,

divided anyway.

has brilliantly restored the

Samuel Putnam focused on Robeson's

Othello that Shakespeare conceived

power onstage and admitted

...

the insistence that the

they should not be

Robeson?" and

backdrop of troubled times,

IS the play" [his emphasis].

1

12

These

left

wing

recognized that the Broadway Othello was meaningful not solely

Portions of Mays's speech reprinted in Freedom. Vol. V, No. 4 (April 1955).

Gold, Mike.

"A Genius and

the People

Merge

at

Shubert

in "Othello"'.

Collection, Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,
University,

Box

31, Folder: 1943 Theater

-

Paul Robeson

Howard

Othello.

1.0

Ibid.
1.1

Sillen, Samuel. "The Discussion of Othello". Daily Worker, 9 November 1943, 5.
"~ Putnam, Samuel. ""Paul Robeson's Great Othello". The Sunday Worker, 24 October

1943. (Putnam's observation resonates with an article in the Vancouver

from

1

1

January 1945

when

a columnist

complained

that the production

as "Robeson's Othello" rather than "Shakespeare's Othello".

which asserted firmly

that the production

A

was justly advertised

132

News-Herald
had been

billed

response was published

as ""Robeson's Othello".)

because any black actor was playing Othello, but

was Robeson

it

who drew

specifically

diverse crowds to the theater and reinforced the political significance of the production.

One

final

theme emerging from media coverage of the

the political implications of the revival,

is

play, concomitant with

the notion of dignity.

In his article "Integrity

and Disrespect: Principles of a Conception of Morality Based on a Theory of
Recognition," Axel Honneth theorized on the vital importance of recognition to the

growth of one's personal identity and human dignity. He utilized Hegel's theory of
recognition along with G.H. Mead's

"According

to this theory,

human

work on

social psychology.

individuation

unfold a practical identity to the extent that he

is

is

a process in

Honneth

insisted,

which the individual can

capable of reassuring himself

recognition by a growing circle of communicative partners." Furthermore,

"...

the

experience of disrespect poses the risk of an injury which can cause the identity of the

entire person to collapse."

How does
community has
identity.

this relate to

Robeson's portrayal of Othello? The African American

historically been fighting to reclaim

This has been a largely uphill battle

inferiority constructed

its

in light

self-respect and form a positive

of the powerful theories of racial

by and maintained through the systems of slavery, Jim Crow

segregation, various forms of terrorism (e.g. lynching and the Klan) as well as

subjugation. Thus, one strategy of the black

community

in

pseudo-scientific claims of the inhumanity of black people

113

economic

response to oppression and

was

to assert their dignity

Honneth, Axel. "Integrity and Disrespect: Principles of a Conception of Morality

Based on a Theory of Recognition."
Social

and Political Philosophy,

In

The Fragmented World of the Social: Essays

edited by Charles

of New York Press, 1995. Page 249.
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W.

in

Wright. Albany: State University

and humanity

in the

Du

only to read W.E.B.

ofBlack Folk

(

hopes that

this

would be recognized by

One

the larger soeiety.

has

Bois's eloquent self-refleetive collection of essays in The Souls

Du

1903) to see that

Bois was arguing for the humanity of his people to

counter the claims of their inferiority. This fight for the dignity of the blaek community

was just

as imperative as the battle for

elass eitizenship or

first

economic

such circumstances, any image of a black person could hinder or

positive recognition.

had

A

Under

need for

facilitate the

performer like Robeson, then, was cognizant of this battle and

guard zealously the

to

rights.

was extremely important

way

to

in

which

him not only

his

image was portrayed. This

as an actor but also as a black

is

why

Othello

man who

realized the need to convey the dignity of his people in order to counter vicious and

demeaning

stereotypes.

Negro appears with

Robeson maintained, "If s one of the few

great dignity

and for

that reason I'm

roles in

doubly glad

to

This idea of dignity must have been in the foremost of his mind

because

it

was

a recurring

theme

in the

mainstream and, especially, the

which

be doing

a

1

when onstage
left

wing and

black newspapers. In the reviews examined for this study, the word dignity appeared

about

1

respect" occurred

many times

as well.

Comparable themes

"performance of stature" and "human quality" also appeared. What does

114

like

this

mean

for

"The Playbill: Paul Robeson Is an Othello Ready Made." New
7 October 1943. (The concept of dignity is ever-present in
Robeson's writing as well such as his memoir. Here I Stand, and his column in
Freedom newspaper. This will be discussed further in the subsequent chapters on
Robeson's political life.)
Guernsey, Otis

Jr.

York Herald Tribune,

in

Analogous locutions such as "majesty," "nobility," and

in 3 articles."^

"commanding

14

it."

1

134

Robeson?

If

one of his intentions, and

1

believe

it

actor can not only create a space for himself on the

play but can do so with great dignity then

significant because

it

it

was, was to establish that a black

Broadway

stage through a classic-

can be said that he was successful. This

is

defies the notion that a black actor cannot undertake Shakespeare

on Broadway. More importantly, Robeson

set a

precedent of an African American actor

defying the debasing images of his people and laying out for history a representation,

contrast to vaudeville or the minstrel tradition,

people.

The reviewers

in the

in

which proclaimed the humanity of his

mainstream press perceived

this

and expressed

it

with the

language of dignity while the African American press (drawing upon centuries of
protest) also articulated this important feat in social

to

and

political terms.

It

is

important

remember, particularly when the critiques of Robeson's performance are analyzed,

that

whether or not one regards Robeson as a good technical

profound

actor, the

significance of his dignity onstage cannot be denied or ignored.

Critics

Now

I

will address the

reviewers

who were

Robeson.

Of the

the U.S. tour.

1

critical

critical

major

critics

of Robeson

of Robeson's performance:

of Robeson and then those

reviews

I

first,

the

who knew and worked

with

have discovered, three concerned the Chicago leg of

Ashton Stevens, who did not enjoy the show, reviewed

1?

it

twice and found

Around 86 reviews were analyzed encompassing all facets of the production: the
Cambridge opening (1942), the Broadway opening (1943), the US tour (1944-45) and
the return to

NY after the US tour

( 1

945).
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Robeson

be "dull and heavy" while he displayed "very

to

little

inner power."

Chicago Times reviewer characterized Robeson's Othello as "lacking
posited that

genius."

"it carries

He

did,

cast,

his

however, comment on Robeson's dignity, sincerity and potency due to

at the

On

and an American leader of stature.

Erlanger Theater

came

1

17

Yet, the Chicago

end of an eight-month U.S. tour so the

at the

several occasions, he declared

how

s

this in interviews in

as the

October 1944, January 1945 and

Chicago

1

19

run.

at a

speech

Robeson remarked on
in April 1945. the

1

"

Moreover, Robeson was maintaining an

intense schedule while on tour as he continued to give speeches and

appearances between Othello shows.

16

An

F.B.I, informant

Stevens, Ashton. "Stevens Finds 'Othello' Spectacular

American,

1

1

April 1945.

And

of

Laurence Olivier once described Othello as "a

monstrous, monstrous burden for the actor."

1

at the height

exhausting he found the role of

Othello to be as he was often performing eight times a week."'

same month

The

nuance" and

no doubt, was probably worn out and Robeson might not have been

powers.

16

conviction by sheer weight rather than by any display of theatrical

his dual role as an actor

engagement

in

1

observed

-

make

political

1945,

that, in April

But." Chicago Herald-

Stevens, Ashton. "The Quicker, the Better." Chicago

Herald-American, 15 April 1945.
117

Pollak, Robert. "'Othello' Is All

They Said About

It

in

NY." Chicago Times,

1

April 1945.
1

1

19

New

Gelder, Robert van. "Robeson Remembers."

York Times, 16 January 1944, XI.

Moor Role in Othello Exhausting." Rochester TimesAnd "Robeson Foresees Social Advancement after War."
Vancouver News-Herald, 11 January 1945. And Foner, 161.

1

Allen, Doris. "Singer Finds

Union, 3 October 1944.
Cottrell, John.

Laurence

Olivier.

Englewood

Cliffs.

NJ: Prentice Hall,

Inc.,

1975.

Page 337. Olivier went on to theorize that Shakespeare and Richard Burbage must
have gotten drunk together one night and when Burbage claimed that he could play
anything Shakespeare wrote. Shakespeare said,
Othello.
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"I'll fix

you!"

And

then he wrote

Robeson often made two or three appearances
Thus,

it is

possible that his rigorous itinerary

The one
dissertation

critie

is

is

no.

It

for lago

was

power.../''

a toll

on his acting

in

Chicago.

writing in The Nation. Marshall asserted that the

She then commented on the

Ferrer's lago and not Othello.

implications of her observation,

sympathy

was taking

performances.

of Robeson's performance that Ely Silverman noticed for his

was Margaret Marshall

hero of this revival

in addition to theater

"A

friend to

whom

I

mentioned

was an expression of prejudice against

a

man who

Robeson on

to state that the curtain calls for

if the

Negro Othello. The answer

rather the expression of a secret admiration for the

She went on

wondered

this

racial

exercises

the opening night

were "sentimental" and "far more self conscious than the wry sympathy accorded
1

lago...."

to

Thus, Marshall took the position that the ovations for Robeson were more

about sentiment for him as the

performance. This

is

when they

first"'

are "the

first

black

man

to play Othello

a valid observation since African

to represent their

people

in

on Broadway than

his

Americans have often been

an important arena. But Marshall

continued, "Both Mr. Robeson and Miss Webster have tried to prove that Othello

Negro; they have attempted also to prove that "Othello'
theories

seem

to

me

false

is

a play about race.

is

a

Both

and foolish." Marshall also critiqued specific aspects of

Robeson's performance as she alludes

121

feted

and lack of agility. She

to his inertness

Paul and Eslanda Robeson F.B.I. File. Report dated 6 July 1945.

and Mark Rogovin. "Paul Robeson Rediscovered:

An

it

was

in April

death was a blow to many, like Robeson,

Joe

Annotated Listing of His Chicago

History from 1921-195X." Chicago: Paul Robeson 100
College, 1998. Additionally,

And Powers,

th

Birthday Committee Columbia

1945 that Franklin Roosevelt died and his

who had espoused

following month, a Robeson appearance was cancelled

137

at

his

New

Deal.

The

Northwestern University.

concludes that the play

"not a tragedy since Iago runs the show."

is

does not believe that Othello

argument
critical

appeared

that

is

black or that the play

is

look, then, at another

perspective from an African American journal.

Miles Jefferson did a survey of the "Negro on Broadway
interdisciplinary journal started

Jefferson gave

into the role.

Du

by W.E.B.

Bois

Robeson the benefit of any doubt by

the production early in

its

New

at

in

1944" for Phylon, an

Atlanta University in 1940.

alerting the reader that he

York run when Robeson, perhaps, had not

viewed

yet settled

But he agreed with Marshall that Iago "took the show" and noted

Robeson was "largely reading
seemed

Thus, Marshall

about race, recalling the

some of the 1930 reviews. Let us

in

122

"static

and

stiff

his speeches." Jefferson

when he

except on occasion

went on

that

Robeson

to state that

resorted to sensational tricks to

cover up an inner insufficiency" and he then points out

how Robeson

revealed his naked

chest in the final act to the delight of the audience. These criticisms are thought

provoking since they were not tinged with the

racial bias apparent in Marshall's review.

Yet, Jefferson reached a conclusion that diverts entirely from Marshall's assessment.

He remarked

that

Robeson

will surely

grow

into the role

and observed the significance

of Robeson's appearance on Broadway. Jefferson pointed out,

[the role]

marked

a step forward (or

the identification of the

limitless scope."

He

let

123

his

assumption of

us say should, in fear of being too optimistic!) in

modern American Negro

actor with a play offering lofty and

then called for more roles for other black actors of "established

ability" to be given such opportunities.

122

"...

123
"

Thus, Jefferson, while

critical

of Robeson

Marshall, Margaret. "Drama." The Nation, 30 October 1943, 507-8.
Jefferson, Miles.

"The Negro on Broadway - 1944". Phylon. Vol.

138

6,

No.

1

technically,

still

believed in the importance of his playing

Broadway and hoped

it

would become

a

in a

leading dramatic role on

precedent for other, perhaps more technically

accomplished, black actors.

An
in the

engaging analysis of Robeson

in

Othello

was submitted by Langston Hughes

form of a Simple Story. These brief narratives chronicled the exploits of one of

Hughes's most famous and enduring characters, Jesse B. Semple or just Simple, the
streetwise

commentator from Harlem.

Chicago Defender
beneath Robeson,

in

much

He

"Simple sees 'Othello'" published

to the

dismay of his comrade.

him

to the theater,

cited Native

"every time white folks see Art

...

it

is

as

"not

"4

Simple complained

good

man choking

for the

ashamed. He was particularly troubled because he

content so

literally.

it

was

feels that

a play

a white

Robeson

that

woman

Race" and makes him

and a race man [and] also a leader". Simple's companion argued
has his weaknesses and, besides,

when

that

examples and was disturbed

about a colored

is

1

always to see a drama about a Negro

it is

Son and Othello

death." Simple alleged that such Art

man who

in the

June of 1944, Simple philosophized that the role of Othello was

his girlfriend, Joyce, takes

playing the fool.

In

feel

"is a great

that Othello

to

man,

was just

a

and Simple should not take the

However, Simple remained adamant

that Othello

was not just

a

man, he was Paul Robeson.
This exchange offers an important counterpoint that does not appear
the documentation of the

wonder

if

Broadway

Othello.

the subject matter of Othello

is

Through

this piece.

worthy of Robeson's

in

much of

Hughes seems

talent,

which

is

a valid

(1945): 42-52.
124

Hughes, Langston. "Simple Sees 'Othello'". Chicago Defender, 3 June 1944.
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to

question.

Why would

a role in

bathrobe slapping his wife

By

this time,

he returns

stage actors. Second,

talent.

in

he, as

is

Why?
it is

walks "around

it,

in a

over the stage" be a priority for Robeson's acting career?

First,

a play,

it

is

a leading role,

it

to

which

be too demeaning. Yet,

extremely rare for black

is

which garners respect from the theater establishment.

not one of whether black talent exists but of white racist denial of that

In the nineteenth century, Ira

Shakespearean

theater.

Aldridge proved that African Americans can excel

But he was denied the opportunity

United States. Thus, Robeson's Othello

man

Simple puts

he had given up film work because he found

to Othello.

The question

all

whieh

has been accepted on Broadway

in

is

to ever

paramount because

Shakespeare and

this

it

perform

in the

signifies that a black

has the potential to open

other venues for African American performers.

Another

critic

of Robeson worth noting

is

C.L.R. James

Robeson on James's play about Toussaint L'Ouverture

in

who had worked

London

in 1936.

with

James, a

Marxist theorist and historian, was also an astute observer of cultural matters as

demonstrated

in his

James also wrote

novel Mint}' Alley and his reflective collection Letters from London.

literary criticism as in the partially

article titled "'Othello'

and 'The Merchant of Venice'" and the monograph Mariners,

Renegades and Castaways,

who was

published Preface to Criticism, an

a study of

Moby Dick and American

12

civilization.

"

James,

raised under the British colonial system, held Shakespeare in the highest

James, C.L.R. "'Othello' and 'The Merchant of Venice'". In Spheres of Existence:
The Selected Writings of C.L.R. James. London: Allison and Busby Limited, 1980.

Pages 141-50. As an interesting aside, James argued in
central issue of Othello but rather his foreignness.

issues as indivisible.

140

this

essay that race

is

not the

Robeson, however, viewed these two

regard. Thus,

when he saw Robeson on Broadway

articulate his conclusions in a series

Constance Webb,
these letters,

subjects.

which tend

James

whom

to

as Othello, he felt

of letters.

James was courting

at the time,

was

Robeson lacked

the proper

Shakespeare and had

particular letter

[his

little

went on

the recipient of

rhythm of the Shakespearean

language and complained that Robeson sometimes simply "stood

them

to

be candid glimpses into James's views on a wide variety of

insisted that

the lines, just said

compelled

emphasis]."

patience

"' 1

1

when he

for several pages as

He

in

one spot and said

clearly felt quite strongly about

believed the Bard had been violated. This

James explored the revolutionary

tendencies of Desdemona's behavior that Uta Hagen failed to capture on stage.

References to Robeson appear

in

subsequent

letters

when James waxes about

Elizabethan stage conventions and the important elements of playwriting. Thus, as

Shakespeare was near and dear to James, he had

little

tolerance for what he

felt

was

a

"lousy" aesthetic performance from Robeson. Nevertheless, James did confirm the

political

a

importance of the production. He attested, "The mess that colour can cause

happy married

life

was

particularly clear

highlighted by the play. Politically

declared, "I could see

believes the play

is

it

it is

often again."

1-7

in

and the whole American Negro question was

a great event [his emphasis]."

James then

Despite his criticism of Robeson, James

significant as political

and

social

commentary and

feels

it is

worth

seeing even multiple times. Therefore, a pattern emerges as black reviewers, like

1-0

Grimshaw, Anna, ed. Special Delivery: The Letters o/C.L.R. James to Constance
Webb 1939-1948. London: Blackwell Publishers. 1996. Page 90.
~
Ibid. (This is an especially illuminating observation given that James was writing
a white American woman who would become his second wife.)

141

to

C.L.R. James and Miles Jefferson, are
that the production is vital

One

final critic

critical

of Robeson as an actor but

and worth viewing on

still

political grounds.

of Robeson must be examined with more depth: Margaret

Webster, the director of the Broadway production.

As previously mentioned,

tension backstage between Webster and the cast prior to the

time the question concerned the placement of Hagen and Ferrer's names

Webster scrawled

own name

smaller than his

opposed"

to her parents, "Paul

is

insisting

but in a star position above the

to this idea since Ferrer

28
"

Two

title."

in the advertising.

Robeson had refused

to sign his contract for the tour unless the

and the following week, Webster decided
disgusted with

Robeson

that

129
it

all."

Through

would enable him

later,

And

new

billing

tremendous

crisis

Letter dated

Congress,
129
130

Box

1

2,

1

30

with the Theatre Guild and Paul insisted that

sick

&

side of

...

once he really

that "there

we have

was

a

this billing.

Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of

Folder: 1944.

and 23 February 1944.
Letter dated 26 February 1944. Ibid.
Letters dated 19

instated

through the repression

Uta Hagen recalled of this squabble

7 February 1944.

that

was

was "so

of the Cold War. She observed, "But actually no one can control Paul
digs his feet in the ground."

Ibid.

142

in

she was "bitterly

Webster saw the intransigent

to maintain his political posture

of

stature for such

to leave the cast since she

this turbulence,

This

in the billing

Webster reported

prominent placement

days

tour.

on starring the Ferrer's

and Hagen did not possess the
1

was

there

Broadway opening.

Another argument erupted while preparations were being made for the U.S.

the show.

believe

That was kind

that

one of those ugly things

of,

that are not meaningful.'"

She also surmised

Webster might have just been "miffed because she wasn't included."
Nevertheless, one of Webster's observations deserves exploration. She inquired

rhetorically in

one

letter,

being a good Othello?"

1

"Can you imagine

32
"*

anyone can be a great Othello without

that

This question speaks to the larger issue of Robeson's

Webster also addressed

technical skill as an actor.

an article

this in

"Technically, from the standpoint of the expert in histrionics, he

places

is

not,

an especially good Othello;

spiritually,

"Experience deepened and enriched him;

was

was

not,

a great one."

is

and

still in

Webster then

1930 as a chief asset. She explicated his growth,

cited his political maturity since

which he has given

he

in 1944,

it

strengthened him

in the

passion and patience

Uta Hagen confirmed that there

to the struggle for his race

a lack of technical skill in Robeson's acting but believed that

it

"didn't

seem

to

bother anybody" because his stage presence was so powerful. She reminisced, "In the

play

...

he had

...

charisma.

...

And

a

human -

can only say vibration that was so

I

overpowering that when he stepped on stage [gasps] the presence.

He had

Garden, 22

thousand people

...

Another member of the

"One

1,1

132

1,3

134
135

felt

the

If

it.

Hagen interview with
Letter dated 10

mean you could only

gasp. Just

he walked through, just walked through Madison Square

cast,

man's great

I

went bonkers.

Louis Lytton

heart:

St.

...

who

...

And he had

that as Othello."

134

played the Duke, recalled of Robeson,

he inspired and

lifted the

scenes to the heights."

Clair Bourne, 1999.

October 1943.

Ibid.

Webster, "Paul Robeson and Othello."

Hagen interview with

St.

Clair Bourne, 1999

Clipping of article written by Louis Lytton with no citation.

Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Box

143

15,

Folder

2.

In

He

Webster Papers,

also noted that the cast

Thus, Robeson could be a great Othello (spiritually and charismatically)
without being a good Othello (technically). Ossie Davis elucidated this potential

paradox

in

an interview, "Now. Paul,

would not measure up

actors today,

is

a technician

meant

On

you were comparing him with some of the

in the

and deploying his voice,

to influence the public.

than that."

if

same way

his face, his

beyond the popcorn

somebody

persona

Paul was larger than that.

the other hand, he continued,

today's craft and actors, very

as

little

that they

in the theater."

who

characteristic

He had more

accomplish

to

...

will stay with us

even before

it."

detected a dichotomy and posited,

instinctive, unique,

and would be spoiled

...

to

have had

it

was always ready

still

more."

137

The

to

6

if

any

in his

attitude

effort

happy family" on

tour.

Davis interview with

St.

art

was made

of the
to

for Africans to

both as actor and singer - more

issue of African cultural heritage

is

Lytton

remember."
137

was an

acknowledge - and, had he determined

1944 asserted that although he has given what

1

life

speaks to the issue of Robeson's approach to acting.

got along like "a

get

eschew imitation." Nevertheless, "Robeson

had considerable training over the course of his
than he

"It

Moreover, Robeson "had spoken fervently of the need

keep their cultural heritage unsullied

least

we

136

of the time: [the 1920s and 30s when Robeson began acting] the

Negro was pure,
guide or train

He

trained and

an imaginary portrayal

Martin Duberman also dealt with the question of acting technique
biography of Robeson.

is

for all the technical excellence of

"...

do

in

...

Clair Bourne, 1999.

Duberman, 269-70.

144

An

is

to,

at

he could

important here because

article in

Theatre Arts in

"quite likely the most acclaimed

felt it

was "a season

that

we

will ever

performance [of Othello]

...

acting in terms of technique."

he

is

really not an actor at

It

continued, "he [Robeson] will

that his

all,

was

in the

were approaching

mold of traditional

world steeped

their craft

African American spirituals. In

1

the basis of

tradition

my approach

of the black church,

14

Yet,

bemoaned

140

by

instinct

some of Webster's

which he was

Robeson came from a

the fact that

raised,

In his

Robeson sounded

stated unmistakably, "Oratory

His position

relished "the rhythmic eloquence of our preachers"

is

clearly tied to the

which emphasized

oratorical skills

memoir, Robeson described how he

who were

"masters of poetic

141

Thus, the question of Robeson and technique
conclusions seem

totally

that

a living primarily as a vocalist of

Robeson

and even staged plays and dramatic readings.

speech."

This explains

He made

to the theatre."

in

you

from completely different angles. Hers

she once

fact,

as if he "never got out of the pulpit."

was

1

British stage conventions whereas

folksong and preaching.

in

tell

methods and thought-processes are not those of a

deliberate craftsman like his friend Jose Ferrer...."

frustration; they

own

within living memory, he never had thought of his

likely.

amicable as seen

First,

in the

is

a

complex one but several

Robeson and Webster's working

discord backstage as well as

in

relationship

was not

Webster's frustrations

with Robeson onstage. Second, Margaret Webster, Uta Hagen, Miles Jefferson, C.L.R.

James and others
strong

138

139
1411

141

suit.

all

agree that the technical side of acting

may

But, according to Hagen, this lack of skill did not

not have been Robeson's

seem

to bother the

Hutchens, John K. "Paul Robeson." Theatre Arts. (October 1944): 579-85.
Webster, Daughter, 108-9.
Hutchens, 581.

Robeson, Paul. Here 1 Stand. Boston: Beacon Press, 1988. Page

145

15.

audiences and

did not ruffle the majority of critics

it

Robeson himself seemed unfettered by

importantly,

he did not consider himself primarily an actor.
took Othello apart bit by

directors

believe

I

...

and Shakespearean

act exactly as

my way.

bit

I

to find out

of histrionic training since

his lack

1943 interview, he explained,

some

Othello and

I

act as he

would

All

142

act."

I

listened carefully to

I

He

do

is

in

those cases,

feel the part.

culture

from the 1930s.

imitating the white

14

.

field.

In his

political.

A

at the

it

make myself

own memory

view, a "natural" African approach was preferred above

European stage

look

played

This interpretation parallels Robeson's essays on

tradition.

Finally, the gravity

went much deeper than mere technique. Numerous

was

I

I

corroborates this in another

interview where he describes that he enacts Othello's rage by invoking his

of racism on the football

"I

cases their Othello didn't think and

believed a great Negro warrior would do. and

Ferrer....

More

praised Robeson.

what each word meant.

authorities, but in

I'm not a great actor like Jose

am

In a

who

unique

agree that this significance

critics

political implications

of Robeson's Othello

of the Broadway Othello

is.

therefore, an appropriate place to conclude this chapter.

The

First,

perform

in

Political Implications

of Robeson's Othello on Broadway

perhaps the most overt political stand taken by the cast was the refusal to

any segregated

theaters.

This position was initiated by Robeson but

supported by the rest of the cast and was particularly illuminating on the U.S. tour. The

14

Beatty, Jerome. "America's No.

Claude A. Barnett Papers. Part

3.

One Negro." Clipping

Series D, Reel 5,

146

in

microfilm edition of

Frames 636-40.

stance against segregation

was defined

in the

People

's

Voice newspaper, "Through the

insistence of Paul Robeson, clauses have been inserted into

number of orchestra

theatres to set aside a certain

of Othello...."
specified that

(This

144

if

Not only did Robeson

seats for

contracts with road

Negroes for the production
be segregated but he

insist that the theaters not

he detected any segregation after arriving, then he would not perform.

was another example of Robeson's stubbornness

The People's Voice

in the face

Robeson

segregation

in

...

recently signed a contract

...

stipulating that if he detects

any part of the theatre, he can walk right off the

of the contract, for never before

history, too, with the signing

has any such amazing clause ever been written."

Robeson's

of discrimination.)

further articulated the historic nature of Robeson's anti-segregation

posture, "Paul

...

all

strict

stage....

in the

out,

"We

houses,

I

confronted

made

1411

standards against segregation obviously impacted the U.S. tour

was not confined

We never played

in the north.

in Indianapolis, in

146

However,

South as Uta Hagen recalled. She pointed

to the

broke the precedent of playing to segregated audiences.

mean

he

annals of the theatre

schedule. Certainly, there were no engagements for Othello in the South.

theater segregation

And

Minneapolis,

...

And by

segregated

south of Saint Louis, and [were]

in Buffalo, in

14

Gelder, Robert van. "Robeson Remembers."

144

"No

New

Sacramento,

in Seattle

York Times, 16 January 1944, XI.

"Othello' Jimcro for Paul Robeson." People's Voice, 8 July 1944.

I4?

Cooke, Marvel. "Headlines and Footlights." People's Voice, 15 July 1944. (Cooke
hoped that Robeson's stand would signal "the start of a movement in the entertainment
industry to put an end to discrimination in the theatre, once and for all.")
146

List

of cities on Othello

US

tour.

Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division,

Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box 38, Folder: 1944 Plays -

September 1944 - 10 April 1945 beginning in Trenton, NJ
and traveling north and westward including dates in Canada and ending with a two
week run in Chicago before returning to New York to close the show.
Othello.

The

tour ran from 2

147

[where] segregated houses were the norm." Hagen remembered,
reaction in Detroit, "People from Grosse Point and

the multi-rich,

were

sitting next to

them [laughs] so much

that they

147

The

went crazy and just froze
to

Detroit opening

very few rich folks in the audience.

made

"On

Nobody

the opening night

quite

what happened

as

quite an impression as

seats,

of Othello there were

and

it

was

a

but

I

saw

memorable

not surprising that Robeson

would take

this stance against theater

discrimination since his political and artistic ventures were always overlapping.

article in the

from Othello

Amsterdam News

in

is

tied

However, did Robeson's

company? The resounding answer

Hagen interview with

St.

Robeson, Paul. "Here's

"Robeson

to Play

of Ben Davis

to

New York

City Council.

the stand against segregation in the Othello tour

fervently he believed that "art

interview.

is

up with the

political

politics influence other

background"

Box

149

and noted
in a

1949

members of the

yes.

Clair Bourne, 1999.

My

Story."

Freedom. Vol.

Shakespearean Role

at

Rally for

I,

No. 9 (September 1951 ).
Jr." Paul Robeson

Ben Davis,

Collection, Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,
University,

An

1943 announced that Robeson would perform a scene

at a rally for the election

Robeson again emphasized

I4X

also

,,148

It is

how

in the

Robeson

knew what had happened,

Ford workers, Negro and white, had most of the

opening.

all

And what

audience.

in the

much

alarm anyone, as

recalled the impact of the diverse crowd,

that the

the auto manufacturers, and

all

very elegantly dressed black people. They shocked

happened on stage did not ever seem
audience [laughs].

in particular, the

31, Folder: 1943 Theater

-

Howard

Othello.

Baron, Alexander. "Actors Are Citizens."

New

148

Theatre. Vol. 5, No. 10 (April 1949):

One of the most

significant legacies of the

record breaking 296 performances,

Robeson publicly asserted
progress

Hagen

in

in the fight

is its

Broadway production, besides

impact on the struggle against discrimination.

that the positive reception in Othello

An

against racial discrimination.

felt for

For example, Ferrer made plans

was

indicative of

interview with Ferrer and

1944 declared that "Othello has made one change

disapproval they always

in

them -

it

to

produce

Smith's Strange Fruit for the stage

Lillian

where Negroes are refused admission." ^

1

stars

...

In

1946, Ferrer,

who was

Rican, also contributed to a dialogue on the role of the theatre in society

symposium on "The

Artist as Citizen" at a

Puerto

when he

meeting of the Independent

Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences and Professions.

Robeson

event where he declared that the U.S. had but two choices for

proceeding "back to fascism or on to socialism."

in

to refuse to appear

1

chaired a

fanned the quiet

race discrimination into flaming crusading anger."'

1945 and the following year, he "called on actors 'who are

in theatres

the

its

also spoke at this

political future:

1

Margaret Webster received an award of recognition from the Interracial Councils

of New Jersey "for her contribution to

work with African American

interracial understanding."

'

" She continued

actors in Shakespeare as demonstrated

Foner, 151. Robeson pointed this out

at a

by her

to

critically

meeting of the black publishers'

delegation before the baseball commissioner in 1943. This meeting ultimately helped

pave the way
152
133

for Jackie

Robinson's

historic entrance into

major league baseball.

Underwood, Mela. "Joe and Uta." Collier's, 20 May 1944, 21.
Washington, Fredi. "Fredi Says." People's Voice, 25 August 1945. And "End of

Race Hate Held Vital to UN." New York Times, 13 April 1946.
i>4
"Robeson Tells Artists Socialism is Here." People's Voice, 12 January 1946.
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Barranger, 155.

149

acclaimed production of The Tempest
That same year she wrote an

been

article in the

Webster explained the

theatre."

lost in the theatre

potential

power of the

and distance, welding

in

1945 which starred Canada Lee as Caliban.

New

15

York Times pleading for a "rebirth of the

dissatisfaction she felt over a social quality that has

and held up her production of Othello as an example of the
stage.

into

She

reflected

on the Broadway debut:

one entity actors and audience

...

"It obliterated

time

fusing together the great

poet-dramatist of 1600, the Negro actor lifting a standard for his race, the fictional

Othello and Iago, [and] the Broadway first-nighters of 1943. At the end there were,

think,

I

few members of the audience who did not leave the theatre shaken and aware and

not an actor on the stage

who

did not feel

humble and

1

glorified."

"

7

Regardless of

anything that occurred behind the scenes, that opening night possessed a beauty and

command

that

All in

made

it

all, this

a unique

and unforgettable occasion.

production broke through

artistic barriers in the

presenting a black actor as Othello with a white troupe.

Shakespeare could never succeed

in a

It

U.S. such as

also defied the idea that

long-term Broadway run. The production also

challenged social boundaries such as theater segregation. The Seattle Times

critic

ruminated that the production was a "monumental achievement" with "epochal" stature
because

it

demonstrated that "great

art

knows no

racial barriers."

John K. Hutchens,

writing in Theatre Arts, determined of Robeson, "His race, and the American stage,

136

For example: Bostic, Joe. "Canada Lee's Caliban Role Helps

Make

'Tempest' Hit".

People's Voice, 3 February 1945.
157

Webster, Margaret. "Plea for a Rebirth of the Theatre."

November
1

58
"

New

York Times, 25

1945.

Hays, Richard. "Paul Robeson Acclaimed

in

December 1944.

150

Drama

at

Met." Seattle Times, 26

have moved forward a

little

because of him."

similar conclusion but, perhaps, one of the

A

Russian journal.

Many who saw

the revival reached a

most memorable assessments came from a

translation of "Othello in the

American Theatre" from Literatura

Iskustvo clearly situated Robeson's performance within the tradition of

the historic context of the

Ira

i

Aldridge and

Second World War:

The acting of Aldridge in serf-ridden Russia (season of 1858) sounded a
clarion call. The acting of Paul Robeson during these years of war with
humanity-hating fascism also goes far beyond the accustomed limits of
theatrical activities. ... Many American writers and journalists whom
th
happened to meet in Hollywood and New York consider the 19 of
October 1943 - the day when Othello opened - as the date upon which
the doors of the American theatre opened for the Negro people. ... This
is a most significant victory for democratic America against the dark
160
forces of Jim Crow - a species of the fascist ideology in our days.
I

Robeson emphasized the significance of Aldridge's performing

in

Tsarist era in a preface that he wrote for a biography of Aldridge.

"Aldridge brought more than Shakespeare to the people.

As

....

Indeed,

He pronounced

that

a descendant of slaves,

himself, a victim of prejudice and oppression, he understood and

sensitive to the

Russia during the

was especially

serfdom of Tsarist society and the oppression of national minorities
all

of these observations can also be applied

to

Robeson who was the son

of a slave, the victim of prejudice and was acutely aware of the oppression of national
minorities.

And

Shakespeare

n

'

16(1

it

can be said most emphatically that Robeson "brought more than

to the people."

Hutchens, 585.

Rogov, V. "Othello

in the

American Theatre." Literatura

i

Iskustvo, 2

September

1944. Translation in Margaret Webster Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of

Congress, Box 15, Folder

2.

151

Thus, Robeson's Othello on Broadway possessed layers of meaning with

artistic as

well as social significance, and the political implications remain paramount

regardless of the level of Robeson's acting. Moreover, his political advocacy during the

1940s certainly influenced his stage persona. Chapter five will discuss Robeson's major

political

endeavors during

enmeshed with such

this period.

political activities as

on African Affairs, and mass meetings

161

From 1942

A

for

to 1945,

war bond

rallies,

Robeson's Othello was
fundraising for the Council

South African famine

i

relief.

Shevchencko Anniversary." Paul
Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division, Mooiiand-Spingam Research Center,
Howard University, Box 21, Folder: 1963 Preface for Ira Aldridge by Herbert Marshall.
Robeson, Paul. "Preface for Ira

'dridge for

152

CHAPTER
POLITICS OF

In the

November 1943

on African Affairs,

a parallel

THE

WORLD WAR

I940's:

was drawn

"Superlatives were exhausted by

in a brief

New York
its

dramatic

the next sentence

for

Robeson and

critics in their praise

opening on October

was by no means remarkable. Accolades

in

PLLKSKILL

Robeson

1

19, this

By

splendid

itself, this

short piece

as Othello proliferated in the

makes an important connection between

16

th
,

Paul Robeson also contributed to history of another type

when, as Chairman of the Council on African Affairs, he addressed the 12
Herald Tribune Forum on Current Problems." The clear intent, then,

Robeson's historic debut as the

As

of Paul

Shakespeare's play and his political advocacy during the 1940s:

"On Tuesday, November

Broadway with

the

actor, the editor asserted,

production of Shakespeare's play has been making history."

Robeson's success

-

sidebar concerning

photo of the

to a

Since

in 'Othello'.

autumn of 1943. Yet,

II

issue of New Africa, the monthly bulletin of the Council

Broadway Othello production. Next

Robeson's acting

5

his role as

first

is

to

th

New York

compare

African American to play Shakespeare on

Chairman of the Council on African

Affairs.

Othello, Robeson advocated for African Americans by appearing onstage

with dignity in a classic play. Simultaneously, as Chairman of the Council, Robeson

explicitly

the world.

spoke out for the rights of African Americans and colonized people around

At the

New York

Herald Tribune Forum, Robeson appeared along with

Representative Walter Judd and Wendell Wilkie. Wilkie had recently lost his

153

presidential bid to

FDR

in

1940 and was known for the internationalist approach

post- WWII peace outlined in his 1943

book One World.

All of these

to a

men maintained

the importance of any peace accord taking into consideration the rights of people in

colonized nations. Wilkie pointed out that "future world peace
structure of freedom

colonies.""

2

had played

which includes

Robeson stressed

in the

as in the case

of peace that

'the peoples

of the American Negro store for

living in

must be

now

is

in the

built

upon

a

mandates and

the crucial role that Africans (and African

war, "Their participation

is in

now

...

Americans)

United Nations war effort - just

the measure of the kind of victory and the kind

them." Thus, Robeson deftly

tied the future

peace to the

cause of freedom for Africans and African Americans by making the case that they had

made important
this

contributions in the fight against fascism.

in

regard for African Americans of all political persuasions shared this position.

Robeson's comments
that

Robeson was not alone

appeared

men of all

in the

at the

Herald Tribune forum were reminiscent of the note

program of the Broadway Othello which

races were playing in

WWII just

as Othello, a

referred to the vital part

Moor, aided the military cause

of Venice against the Turks. Therefore, a certain fluidity existed between Robeson as
Othello onstage from 1942-45 and his political appearances through this period.

Robeson playing Othello was

in itself a political act not

African American to portray Shakespeare's

only because he was the

Moor on Broadway but, more

Robeson was an outspoken proponent of civil and human
people.

1

He

rights for all

did not merely leave his political self behind in the wings

New Africa.

Vol.

2,

No. 4 (November 1943):
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2.

first

importantly,

oppressed

when he made

his

entrance as the Moorish general.

As

the

New Africa

piece implied, viewing Robeson's

Othello was significant not only because of his naturally dark skin but because his

presence also embodied the causes for which he advocated

Because of this

fluidity,

it

is

somewhat

in his

hours offstage.

Robeson's

difficult to separate

endeavors from the Othello run. However, several milestones occurred
artistic

and

film, Tales

political careers in the

of Manhattan, was released

as he firmly stated, he

demeaning way

in

medium. This was

would be
career.

1940s

prominently

in

in

must be explored.

1942.

It

was

First,

his last film

Robeson's

Robeson's

final

appearance because,

was weary of the exploitative nature of the film industry and

which African Americans were consistently portrayed
a key turning point because

the sole character with

From 1942

that

in

political

life

in this

signified that Shakespeare's Othello

which Robeson would be

to 1959, there is

Robeson's

it

the

affiliated for the rest

no other dramatic work

that will figure

of his

more

than Othello.

Secondly, the lines between Robeson, the actor, and Robeson, the citizen
advocate, were continually blurred through the Othello tour.

A

full

agenda of political

appearances went hand-in-hand with Robeson's onstage performances. This section
will focus specifically

on the Othello engagement

in

Chicago and the performances

California that were sponsored by the Council on African Affairs.

be included of the array of awards Robeson received during

this

An

in

analysis will also

period that honored his

acting as well as his political involvement.

~

"Robeson, Judd, Wilkie Stress Colonial Freedom

Africa. Vol. 2, No. 5

(December 1943):

2.

at

Herald-Tribune Meeting."

New

Robeson announced

Finally, in 1947,

arena

in

more time

order to devote

to

his retirement

speaking and singing

from the formal concert

at

venues of his choosing.

WWII

Robeson became increasingly active immediately following

as illustrated

by the

South Africa famine relief campaign waged by the Council on African Affairs. During
this period. Churchill's "Iron

War repression was

Curtain" was descending across Eastern Europe, and Cold

clouding the domestic climate. In the

tumbled out of favor with mainstream

politics,

comments
Peekskill,

at the Paris

New York

which began

in the 1950s: the censure

Peace conference

in

Robeson's

star

embrace anticommunist

that

foreshadowed the

of Robeson following his expository

April 1949 and the violent, racist attacks at

summer. This section

that

to

two dramatic events

rhetoric. This third section will look at

coming of difficult years

late 1940s,

will highlight an important

sequence of

events that ultimately underscores the triumph of Robeson's 1959 Stratford Othello in

the face of the repression he

had faced since the

late

1940s.

Early 1940s: Prior to Othello Premier on

Though Robeson had been abroad

for

Broadway

much of the decade of the

wasted no time getting involved with progressive campaigns
in 1939.

One of the most

politically

minded

Americans"

live

artist

on

upon

his return

potent symbols of his mass popularity and posture as a

was

CBS

in the U.S.

1930s, he

his

performance of Earl Robinson's "Ballad for

radio on

November

5

156

,

with a repeat performance on

December
Life

(Yes

Tom

s1

31

Sir!)

Jefferson,

1939, to

much

acclaim.

and Liberty (That's

3

right!)

Abe Lincoln and Tom

This patriotic anthem celebrates the ideas of

and American heroes

The

Paine.

final stanzas

like

Crispus Attucks,

emphasize the

importance of the general laborer and his contribution to the economy ("I'm the

everybody who's nobody and the nobody who's everybody.") The chorus queries,

I

an American?" and Robeson replies,

in the call

answers emphasizing tolerance for people from

It

and response

pattern, with a

"Am

myriad of

religions and ethnic backgrounds.

all

was, of course, ironic that Robeson, a black man, was the messenger of a song

which could surely be characterized
African Americans lived under Jim

as sentimental

Crow

and naive

at a

time when

many

subjugation and were disfranchised. But this

romantic view of American ideals definitely appealed to the general public. Following
the initial broadcast, "the sustained roar of applause in the studio has had no counterpart

in the history

of radio.

It

was so tumultuous and genuine

continue for nearly four minutes."

concerts.

last

A

Times

article in

4

Robeson

that the

program couldn't

also performed the ballad at stadium

August 1940 asserted, "Since

it

took the nation by storm

winter, the rise in popularity of 'Ballad for Americans' has been undiminished.

Several recordings have appeared, of which the one with Paul Robeson

best.'

6

The song, however, piqued

way

in

which he was

the imagination of a country that

For example: "Radio's Salute to the
4

New

Year."

New

New

6

Von

vilified ten years

was just coming out

December 1939.
March 1945, 26.

York Times, 3

Bostic, Joe. "Encores I'd Enjoy Immensely." People's Voice, 31

5

remains the

Penny von Eschen effectively contrasts the irony of Robeson's unmitigated

success with "Ballad for Americans" with the

later.

...

1

York Times, 18 August 1940.
Eschen, Penny. Race against Empire: Black Americans and Anti-Colonialism
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of the throes of the depression and was on the brink of a war against fascism.
Robinson's tune

is

imbued with the

optimism which Robeson shared
the

wake of WWII.

the U.S.,

it

would be

If

of the Popular Front and the

spirit

that a

lyrics point to

an

new, more egalitarian society would be forged

in

"Ballad for Americans'"' signaled Robeson's return to stardom in

few years

Othello, a

later,

which

solidified his unparalleled

notoriety.

Robeson maintained

his characteristically hectic schedule through the early

1940s as he embarked on concert tours across the

union

rallies

US

and, after the

mass meetings

US

officially entered the

for Soviet-American friendship

while concurrently speaking for

war

effort,

and war bond

Robeson appeared

rallies.

He

at

also remained

actively involved with the Council on African Affairs and spoke before other civil rights

groups

like the

National Negro Congress. Robeson's popularity was not hampered by

wartime bans as

was outlawed

illustrated

at this

by a concert

New Jersey in

to five

across a frozen lake to hear

at all

miles and one resourceful fan skated a mile and a half

Robeson

a concert of

commentary emanated

8

sing!

Robeson's was rarely just about the music. His

appearances

or, as

an editor

1937-1957. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997. Page
7

Robeson's

early 1943. Pleasure driving

time but that did not inhibit concertgoers from attending a Robeson

show. Some walked up

Of course,

in

F.B.I, file lists over a

at the

People

's

political

Voice offered,

1.

dozen organizations with which he was

affiliated in

the early 1940s including various committees to aid Spain and the Joint Anti-Fascist

Refugee Committee. The

F.B.I,

was

particularly interested in his left-wing affiliations

including the Citizens Committee for Harry Bridges, the International Labor Defense

and the Citizens Committee to Free Earl Browder. From page
12304-7 dated 8 December 1942.
"Concert and Opera Asides."

New

1

1

York Times, 17 January 1943.
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of report number 100-

Robeson,

who

man

possessed "democracy's greatest voice" was "the only

in the

world

1

who

can turn a concert into a rally for the rights of minority groups...." The prominence
'

of Robeson's

persona was illustrated

political

Congress of Soviet American Friendship

in

at

a rally of 2(),()()() people for the

November

1942. At this mass meeting.

Vice President Wallace announced the inauguration of a second front

and promised continued friendship with Russia following the war.
spoke
hall

to the

crowd assembled, was introduced

became completely dark and

the audience

10

North Africa

in

Robeson,

who

also

dramatic fashion. Apparently, the

in a

was

told that the next voice they

would

hear would be that of an anti-fascist. Then the spotlights illuminated Robeson on the

stage to thunderous applause.

am

exactly that. Because

I

1

am

Robeson began,

"I

have been called an

an American and because

I

am

a

Negro."

anti-fascist.

1

"

I

This

introduction of Robeson, not as an actor or singer, but as an anti-fascist exemplifies his

position as a

commentator on American culture and

After

politics.

all,

he shared the

rostrum that day with the Vice President, an army general and the Soviet Ambassador.

In

1942, the same year as his debut in the

Cambridge, Robeson's
film industry.

He had

political

of control he had over the

images of African Americans

final

criticized in the

9

May

product and the debasing

His past film projects

Black press, as with Sanders of the River in 1934.

1943. (Also reprinted in Foner, 143.)

"Wallace Assures Russia

Priority."

New

York Times, 9 November 1942.

This event was described by an F.B.I, special agent

report

work because of his

that proliferated in the industry.

had sometimes been

1

stock production of Othello at

consciousness forced him to break completely from the

previously taken a hiatus from film

frustration with the lack

People's Voice, 22

summer

number 100-12304-7,

8

December 1942.
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in the

Robeson

file

on page 9 of

This movie had celebrated British imperialism rather than African cultural forms, as

Robeson had
remarked

initially

that films

hoped.

In

an interview from 1938, a disenchanted Robeson

were just another investment

says, the film industry

is

the clearest

controls United States Steel,

same guys control

find the

who

controls

the film industry.'"

Tales of Manhattan, with

"To him, he

example of the workings of capitalism - slumps,

booms, speculation, over-production, and so on.

who

for corporate interests,

It's all there.

'You've only got

to ask

Chase National Bank. And then you

13

Robeson and Ethel Waters, was released

in the

autumn

of 1942. The film presented a loose string of vignettes connected by an overcoat that
impacted several disparate lives as
sketch,

coat,

it

Robeson and Waters, playing

which

traveled from person-to-person. In the final

rural sharecroppers in the South,

from an airplane, and find

fell

its

happen upon the

pockets mysteriously brimming with

money. This, of course, induces Waters and Robeson

into a chorus

of hallelujahs. The

Wall Street Journal reviewer believed that the pair of African Americans "perform their

offices to

end.

as a

14

good

effect" but

Moreover, the

box

New

office winner."

Dodson, writing

for the

1

?

was disappointed

that

Robeson did not sing

The black press

People

's

Voice,

told a different story, however. Nell

admonished the "corny" direction and

[Robeson and Waters] characters ask the preacher for shoes

13
14
1:1

"T am

anti-fascist'

very

York Times pointed out that Hollywood had Tales "stamped

overwrought language portrayed by the tenant fanners. She posited,

12

until the

- Robeson." People's

Voice, 14

...

it

November

is

1942.

"Manhattan Vignettes." Wall Street Journal, 25 September 1942.

"Gentleman from France." New York Times, 6 September 1942.

the

neither far-fetched

Foner, 123.
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"When

nor ridiculous, but the dialect and the over-drawing of the types makes
further suggested that had the film been

part

of the director, the

on

"Handled with feeling and understanding on the

the film as well

Robeson

felt

stressed that he

to

show

the

it,

Negro

compelled

to explain

He emphasized

was

script but

invested in the project and, to alter any of

Southern market. Thus, "they continued
fashion."

and

to the project at a press conference.

had hoped he could get the producer to change the

money had been

Dodson

so."

might have been different.""'

results

Robeson was disappointed with
his reasons for signing

it

told that too

might

in

that

he

much

risk alienating the

time-honored Hollywood

had since turned down several film

offers

due

his

disillusionment with the Tales project and even "confirmed the report that he would

picket the picture himself."

17

Moreover,

Robeson was "through with Hollywood
portray the Negro."

the

same old

thing

very offensive to

-

He vented
the

It

September 1942, the Times reported

until

makes

his

the

appearance.

19

"But

in the

end

problem by singing

Negro

llS

old plantation tradition.

Ultimately, Tales

that

movie magnates found some other way

his frustration,

Negro solving

my people.

in

child-like

it

[Tales] turned out to be

his

way

to glory.

and innocent and

of Manhattan was Robeson's

Other movie projects were discussed

to

later in his career,

This

is in

the

final film

such as a Russian

production of Othello, which never came to fruition due to his travel ban

1

in the 1950s.

Dodson, Nell. "Corny Direction Aids 'Torn in Protest Film." People's Voice, 3
October 1942.
17
Green, Wendell. "No More Hollywood - Robeson." In microfilm edition of Claude
A. Barnett Papers, Part III, Series D, Reel 5, Frame 549.
18
"Robeson Hits Hollywood." New York Times, 23 September 1942.
19

Robeson did

narrate a labor documentary. Native Land, later in 1942.
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is

was Robeson's burgeoning

It

the

demeaning film

industry. Yet,

awareness that led

politieal

why

did

Robeson not abandon

to his departure

from

the Tales project

when

he realized the film was not going to be changed? Perhaps he was locked into a
contract.

He

for good.

It

did,

is

however, subsequently rebuke the industry and,

interesting,

and significant

Robeson's career came just

Dodson explained

after his

this link in

to his credit, leave

it

to this project, that this crucial turning point in

summer debut

as Othello in Cambridge. Nell

an astute observation:

Robeson did in Kansas City not so long ago demand recognition of equal rights - surely could step out of a role he
knew would bring public censure. If he had walked out of the film when
he found what the circumstances were, it would have been as effective an
act of protest as could have been made. A man who plays Othello with
the supreme talent he proved was his is big enough and influential
-0
enough to make his every action keenly felt in theatre circles.

Any man who

It is

remarkable

summer
at

that

did what

Dodson could premise

this

stock premiere of Othello. Robeson had not yet even performed on Broadway,

which point he was indisputably

at the

height of his powers.

brief Cambridge run demonstrated Robeson's

makes

explicit the relationship

a vehicle from which

Robeson can mount

is

precisely

now

It

seems

that

even the

eminence as Othello. Yet, Dodson also

between Othello and Robeson's

well-respected role, Robeson can

This

connection solely on the basis of the

a protest.

politics:

Othello acts as

Because of his ascendancy

in that

wield additional authority on political grounds.

what happened during the tour of the Broadway production, especially

with regard to segregation. Robeson refused to perform in any segregated theaters but

Dodson,

Nell.

"Corny Direction Aids 'Tom'

October 1942.
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in Protest

Film." People

's

Voice, 3

he could achieve

level

this

because Othello had catapulted him to a new,

of influence.

Mid-Forties

(

Broadway Othello Run

1942-47): Political Confluences During the

During the mid- 1940s, Paul Robeson's eminence reached
reviews indicated that his place

was secured,

his popularity

in the history

left

wing

political affiliations

were

mobilized progressives and Communist Party members

front after

Harbor

in

apex: glowing

of Broadway and Shakespearean theater

called into question as long as the U.S. and Russia

European

its

was reinforced through numerous awards and honorary

degrees, and, perhaps most importantly, his

Pearl

albeit short-lived,

Germany invaded Russia

in

who pushed

June of 94

December, most of the U.S., except

The war

allies.

1

1

.

were not

effort

for a

second

Following the attack on

for small pockets of Socialists

and

conscientious objectors, rallied behind the cause of anti-fascism.

The
rights

WWII

years also represented an important period of protesting for civil

by African Americans."

the Brotherhood of Sleeping

1

Perhaps most famously, A. Philip Randolph, founder of

Car Porters and a leader

in the

National Negro Congress,

planned a March on Washington Movement against employment discrimination. The
notion of a mass protest during wartime roused President Roosevelt to pen Executive

Order 8802

21

in 1941.

This law outlawed discrimination

in the

defense industries and

A Different Mirror: A Histoiy of
Multic ultural Americ a. New York: Little Brown and Company, 1993. And chapter nine
in Fairclough, Adam. Better Day Coming: Blacks and Equality 1890-2000. New York:
For example: chapter fourteen

in

Takaki, Ronald.

Viking, 2001.
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formed the Fair Employment Practices Committee. Although

some wartime

African Americans in

it

did not possess the

power

industries, the

to enforce

when they were wounded. On
the

NAACP wrote
Tokyo

Berlin and

in the

its

largely impotent because

for the thousands of African

treated with segregated blood from the

Red Cross

the issue of separated blood supplies, Walter

People

's

as they listen to

wipe out totalitarianism based on
continuing

did get jobs for

any of its recommendations. Moreover, the

armed forces remained segregated through the war
Americans who served and were

FEPC was

it

long-term strategy

"How

Voice,

must be

ironic

American assertions
1

that the

the laughter today in

war

is

Meanwhile, the

racial bigotry!

in the courts that

White of

being fought

...

to

NAACP was

would climax with

the 1954

Brown

decision on school segregation.

In

1

942, the Pittsburgh Courier, an African American newspaper, introduced the

term "Double

V" which

referred to the need for a

Double Victory:

a victory against

fascism abroad as well as a victory over race discrimination in the U.S. African

Americans fought valiantly against fascism and,
for full citizenship rights. This idea

the

war

years.

The

spirit

thus,

was adopted widely

of the Double

V

when Adam Clayton Powell backed Ben

who had

22

initially

Jr.

to the City

also

Davis, of the

...

come home

in the black

campaign was evident

Council and declared, "The will of the anti-Fascists
send Benjamin Davis,

would

community during

at a rally

Communist

fighting

of 7,500

Party, for City

and the anti-Ku Klux Klan will

Council on November 2

nd ." 23

W.E.B.

Du

Bois,

been optimistic about the prospects for African Americans following

"Question of the Week." People's Voice, 14 February 1942.
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WWI, warned

1942,

in

bring us democraey.

optimistic, "Is

in

West Africa

shoulder."

it

"We may

Nor

for the

to vote?

sadly admit today that the First

freedom of Negroes
If this is

few months

in the

we

the freedom

His visibility was

at its

peak on the

are fighting for,

my gun

is

on

Broadway shows coupled with

US

as Othello."^

is

It

time of mounting

the extended

significant that

my

during the

WWII

mass

1944) and the record number of

in

tour,

meant

that

thousands also saw him

Robeson's Othello on Broadway occurred during

civil rights protest.

this

His stand against segregated theaters should be

considered against the backdrop of the broader

momentum

including March on Washington Movement, the

V campaign.

civil rights

political front (at rallies, conferences,

FDR

barrier

he was cautiously

Southern United States and Negroes

push for

in the

meetings, and campaigns for Ben Davis and

Double

later

24

Robeson was increasingly engaged
era.

A

will the second/"

World War did not

against discrimination

NAACP's judicial

strategy,

and the

Robeson's historic appearance as a black man breaking the color

on Broadway also helped

further evidence of black dignity

fuel this larger

and success

movement. His milestone represented

in a

venue previously viewed as being

for

whites only. Robeson's Othello should also be viewed within the framework of

"Double Victory Rally Backs Ben Davis

Jr."

New

York Amsterdam News, 30 October

1943.
"

Du

Bois,

W.F.B. "Closing Ranks Again."

1942 and "The Negro and the War."
In fact,

years.

New

New

York Amsterdam News, 14 February

York Amsterdam News, 9

May

1942.

Amiri Baraka estimates that 500,000 saw Robeson as Othello during these

Baraka, Amiri. "Paul Robeson and the Theater." Self published paper presented

at the International

Conference on Paul Robeson: His History and Development as an

Intellectual, Lafayette

College 2005.
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individual campaigns in which he

was personally involved. Two examples of these

will follow.

In

December

1943, shortly following his

a conference of club presidents, general

Kennesaw Landis,

fame

for the admittance

current

movement

of African Americans

into

major league

presided over the proceedings, underscored Robeson's unmitigated

in his introduction. "It is

knows him or what

debut, Robeson spoke before

managers and the commissioner of baseball,

to advocate for the entry

who

teams. Landis,

Broadway

unnecessary to introduce Paul Robeson. Everybody

he's done as an athlete or artist." In his comments,

Robeson argued

of African Americans into mainstream baseball on the basis of
against segregation and (2) his success as a black

(

)

1

the

man on Broadway.

He maintained:
This

is

an excellent time to bring about an entry of Negro players into

organized baseball. The time has

toward Negroes and keep

attitude

entire country.

To me,

the

come
it

that

you must change your

consistent with the attitude of the

most indicative thing

fight against racial discrimination is the reception that

'Othello'.

I

was

ready to accept

told before the play

me

audiences

in

at this point,

New York

only appeared

to

Robeson was jumping

America was not

in

bit

overly optimistic

Othello since October before

and never appeared before Southern audiences due

against segregated theaters. Thus, there

have been "friendly"

that

6

should be noted here that Robeson was, perhaps, being a

considering he had,

"6

was produced

or such a delicate theme, but I've never appeared

before friendlier audiences."

It

happened in the
I've been given in

that has

Robeson's

the

gun

is

no way

to

know

if

Southern audiences would

interracial Othello in the '40s.

slightly, the spirit

Foner, 151.
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to his stand

Nevertheless, even

of his remarks was

clear: the tenor

if

of

was changing with regard

the country

to segregation.

He

could have chosen

only sports metaphors from his days as a black athlete on mostly white teams
but Robeson utilized the

downfall of the color

Dodgers as the

first

Broadway Othello
Four years

line.

later,

as his

to utilize

at

Rutgers,

primary indicator of the approaching

Jackie Robinson joined the Brooklyn

openly acknowledged African American to play

in

major league

baseball since the turn of the twentieth century.

Robeson furthered

his battle against segregation in 1945

tour across Europe with the

initial

first interracial

when he embarked on

group of entertainers for the USO. The

plan had been for the whole Othello troupe to

make

the

USO

engagement but

this

did not occur due to scheduling confusion. Robeson headed out, instead, as a soloist

accompanied by
surprising that

his long-time collaborator

Robeson was

prominence of Robeson's
the stage.

So

"Many have

the deafening receptions

welcomes accorded

on the piano, Lawrence Brown."

a big hit with the soldiers.

celebrity,

It is

One reviewer emphasized

not

the

heard him on the radio or seen him on

Robeson received everywhere were the

to an old friend." Furthermore, the

moved by Robeson's performance, 'There were

GFs

in

Germany were

rapt spellbound expressions

clearly

on the

faces of most of those in the audiences, and there were tears plainly to be seen in

some

eyes.

21

"Robeson

Breaks
28

to

USO

Solo on Overseas Tour."" People

Color Rule." People

's

a

's

Voice, 23 June 1945; ""Robeson

Voice, 4 August 1945.

Freeman, William. "Robeson: Baritone adds

to

fame singing

for soldiers."

Midweek

and Stripes-Germany edition, August 1945. Also: Dillner, Robert. "Robeson
Troupe Scores Smash at Ingolstadt." Ninth Division News (Ingolstadt, Germany), 25
Stars

August 1945.
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Black troops, especially, were bolstered by Robeson's
Associated Negro Press observed, "Without a doubt,

Robeson

is

one of the greatest champions

on the current

political climate

back

2

US

cautioned, "Negro troops returning to the

terms of their position although Negroes have

Thus, Robeson's interracial

during the war."

of the military by three years. This tour
an important color

troops.

barrier, but also

Some of these

of vigilantes

who

made

soldiers

in

In Paris

he

greatly altered in

economic progress

tour anticipated the desegregation

it

documents

his popularity

would not remain Robeson

him

Mr.

important because he, again, publicly broke

because

lashed out against

veteran's organizations like the

is

America not

significant

USO

here,

Robeson commented

while touring Europe.

will find an

reporter for the

of the colored millions

Characteristically,

in the States

A

men's minds

in the

for the integration

the U.S. into every phase of American life."

visit.

in the late

fans;

among

the

however, as the groups

1940s were largely comprised of

American Legion.

Intersections between the theater and Robeson's political life also were apparent

while the Othello production was touring the U.S. from

example, the Union Canteen

in

Chicago hosted

attended by over 100 GIs and union members.

31

late

1944 - early 1945. For

a post-performance reception that

was

Perhaps the most prominent examples

of confluences between the theatrical and the political were two Othello performances

Godden, Frank. "GI's in Paris Inspired
edition of Claude A. Bamett Papers, Part

Robeson Sings, Talks." In microfilm
III, Series D, Reel 5, Frame 551.
as

30

Ibid.
"

1

Powers, Joe and Mark Rogovin. "Paul Robeson Rediscovered:

An

Annotated Listing

of His Chicago History 1921-1958." Chicago: Columbia College Paul Robeson 100th
Birthday Committee, 1998. Page

14.
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were sponsored by the Council on African Affairs, along with other

in California that

organizations, and served as tributes to Robeson.

Los Angeles and

was formed
friendship

jointly

...

January 1945, was held

in

"to further the ideals of democracy through music and to build lasting

among

all

to

uniquely combines the

pay

artist's

artist,

They have matured

The introductory

organization

...

to

and an educational organization

American who, within

his

own

personality,

the musician and the politically responsible citizen of

also

indistinguishable from his activism,

artist.

~

Trumbo, honored Robeson's commitment

tribute to an

America and the world." Trumbo

with his growth as an

3

races and nations by the exchange of cultures.

advocacy, "Tonight an

have joined forces

versa.

first, in

sponsored by the Council and the Musicians Congress, which

notes to the program, written by Dalton

political

The

emphasized

"And

yet his

Rather, the artist has

together, and

now

how Robeson's

work

artistry

was

as a citizen has not interfered

complemented the

citizen,

they cannot be separated."

33

and vice

In addition, a

wide variety of people and groups, including entertainers, organizers and educators,

program

purchased space

in the

professors from

UCLA

taught by living

example the way

The second
following

month

in

send greetings to Robeson. For example, sixteen

paid tribute to Robeson as "an ambassador of the arts"

to a better

understanding

benefit performance sponsored

among

all

who

carried

"has

peoples."

by the Council took place the

San Francisco and was co-hosted by the American-Russian

The souvenir program similarly

"A

to

warm wishes

to

Institute.

Robeson from many sources

Tribute to Paul Robeson" Souvenir program, 23 January 1945. In Paul Robeson

Collection, Manuscript Division, Mooiiand-Spingarn Research Center,
University,

Box

38, Folder: 1945 Plays

- Othello.
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Howard

like the

People

International

Daily World and California Eagle newspapers as well as the

's

Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, of which Robeson was an

honorary member. The opening remarks of the program focused on the approaching
elose of the

"Just as

war and the need

was necessary

it

achieve victory, so

for a free

is it

for an

end

for the United Nations to

the fight against fascism.

Now,

achieve a peace with justice

is

as the

04

that

war

is

winding down, the need

how

titled

4

"From Aldridge
fame

to

Robeson"

that

as Othello with Robeson's.

truly historic

is

Ira

the triumph of Paul Robeson. "

Institute

summarized the

spirit

It

The

warmest thanks

Institute,

...

for

whose work accentuated

making possible

this benefit

Aldridge
5

we may better

Finally, the

remarks

of both of these performances

which celebrated Robeson and used the occasion

political issues.

for unity to

highlighted.

cause and asserted that by "remembering

by the American-Russia
California,

in

Aldridge, though he practiced his art abroad, donated part of his salary

to the abolitionist

understand

in the initial

underscored the cooperation of all races

paralleled Ira Aldridge's social consciousness and

how

Only such an America

all.

Again, this reflected the note

This program also included an essay

mentioned

read in part,

firmly welded in order to

and democratic America with equal opportunity for

Broadway Othello program from 1943

'

become

It

necessary for Americans of all races, creeds and colors to unite

can guarantee a just and lasting peace.'

"its

tendencies in the US.

to fascist

to highlight

in

contemporary

inter-cultural relations,

extended

performance of a magnificent

Souvenir Othello program, 24 February 1945. In Paul Robeson Collection,

Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Manuscript Division, Howard University, Box 38,
Folder: 1945 Plays - Othello.
3>

Ibid.

Edited reprint of an article by Samuel Sillen in

170

New Masses.

production which, in

its

own way, emphasizes

cultural unity."

Robeson's work

complemented well

Othello, then, coupled with his overlapping political pursuits

in

the

missions of the Musicians Congress, the American-Russia Institute and, of course, the

Council which he served as Chairman. Thus, the Broadway Othello production
functioned, on a broad scale, as a vehicle from which Robeson could represent the

dignity of his people and speak out against segregation. Additionally, on a smaller

scale, as in these instances, the production benefited specific political organizations that

admired Robeson and shared

Robeson's

political

his progressive goals.

appearances also overlapped with the Othello engagement

Chicago's Erlanger Theater, from April 10 -

May

presidential terms,

who had

This run happened to

19, 1945.

coincide with the death of President Roosevelt on April 12

at

th

Over

.

the course of his

FDR's New Deal reforms had persuaded many African Americans,

formerly been loyal to Lincoln's Republican Party, to vote Democratic.

Additionally,

FDR

had appointed Mary

McLeod

Bethune, a distinguished educator and

founder of Bethune-Cookman College, to a cabinet position

in the

National Youth

Administration, from which she advocated for black rights. Prominent African

Americans,

like

Robeson, had supported Roosevelt's 1944 campaign against Thomas

Dewey. The day Roosevelt
Chicago where he "paid
orators

competing

Robeson spoke

36

at

an oratorical competition in

tribute to the late President Roosevelt

to use their talents in

for before the world."

36

died.

and urged the young

keeping with the principals the great leader died

Upon Harry Truman's assumption of the

Chicago Defender, 21 April 1945. (Quoted

171

in

Powers,

15.)

presidency, however,

Robeson's "optimism was shaken" as the decade progressed and with good reason.

Truman's domestic

initiatives

37

heightened anti-communist reaction and isolated

progressives while his foreign policy agenda aided any regime that rejected

communism.
Following the U.S. tour of Othello and
spring of 1945,

It

Robeson maintained Othello's

often appeared as an encore and remained a

reporter in Lincoln,

Nebraska asserted

extraordinary extra number."

38
It

its final

final

monologue

crowd

dozen encores. One reviewer worried

that

may have impacted

"... it is

in

in his

for

In

Robeson

moment of Robeson

might come here."

In this

,l)

A

of a

Robeson's busy acting and speaking schedule
possible that playing Othello so long and
39

However, most

Colorado, a writer viewed Robeson's recitation

as Othello

made "one wish

in

Calgary

felt that

ardently that the play

way, Robeson remained closely identified with the role

even after the Broadway Othello production closed.

38

concert repertoire.

to give in excess

from Othello as a "crowning touch" on the show while a reviewer
experiencing one

in the

speech was Robeson's "most

speaking so often has pushed the top notes out of his present range."

were pleased with his performances.

New York

favorite through the 1950s.

that Othello's final

was not unusual

his vocal abilities,

engagement

41

Duberman, 296.
"Robeson Gives Great Concert." Lincoln Sunday Journal and Star, 14 April 1946.
"Paul Robeson Sings and Speaks: 4000 at Recital." Milwaukee Journal, 23 April

1946.
40
41

The Pueblo Chieftan, 1 1 April 1946; The Calgary Herald, 6 February 1946.
have found examples of Robeson incorporating Othello into his concert program

I

from

late

1945 through 1948 and, off and on, through the 1950s.
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Throughout the 1940s, Robeson was bestowed with many honors, large and
small, from honorary degrees to medals of achievement.

his

performance

in

Othello while others paid tribute to his

to the struggle against fascism

and

Newspaper Guild of New York
American Academy of Arts and
diction on stage and he

injustice.

(

1944)!

York City
for

In a

the

Robeson with

Donaldson Award

42

And

these

all

commitment

medal

a

for outstanding

occurred

in the

Robeson. The Abraham Lincoln School

as the recipient

The

for

good

male lead

space of just one

testimony to his widespread popularity, high school students

in

in

New

Brooklyn voted

of the Lincoln Award for being the "most outstanding

American" of 1943. At the ceremony, Robeson sang

for the students,

and he presented the principal with his newest album.

delight,

well as his

For example, he was recognized by the

Letters also honored

was given

also recognized

Robeson

art as

of these were chiefly for

for his outstanding contribution to the theatre.

performance by Billboard magazine.
year

A few

much

to their

43

Honorary doctorates were showered on Robeson from a number of institutions
including Hamilton College (1940), Morehouse College (1943) and

(

1

945). These citations celebrated

his art to his advocacy.

do

not,

alone

Robeson not only

The president of Hamilton

Howard

University

for his artistic pursuits but linked

asserted, "In

honoring you today,

however, express our enthusiasm for your histrionic and musical achievements

...

[but] as

,44

heritage.

an exemplar of the humanity and the greatness of our democratic

As noted

in

chapter four, Benjamin Mays, President of Morehouse, directly

invoked the significance of Robeson's Othello as an important service to the African

42
43

we

New

York Times, 15 February 1944; People's Voice, 17 June 1944.
"Paul Robeson Tenth to Win Lincoln Award/* People's Voice, 20 February 1943.

For example:
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American race

Hollywood

as testimony "against the typical cheap performances that

and Broadway too often
therefore, to be the first

the leadership of a

insist

on Negroes doing." Mays continued,

Negro college

man who embodies

in the

all

world

to place its

"We

are happy,

stamp of approval upon

the hopes and aspirations

of the Negro

race....

Probably the most prestigious award Robeson received during

NAACP

in

Marshall Field presented the award, which

is

the 30

,h

Spin gam medal from the

this

October 1945. Chicago Sun publisher
given for the "highest or noblest

achievement by an American Negro during the preceding year or years".
he contrasted the obstacles faced by African Americans and whites
endeavor, "But

man's

when

social system,

strength necessitated

Robeson

a

Negro achieves

he requires

all

period was

a similar pre-eminence in

in

In his speech,

any

what

of

field

is still

a white

of these qualities and the additional courage and

by our shameful caste system

in this country."

directly correlated his art with his political advocacy.

It

The

citation for

read, "For his

distinguished achievements in the theatre and on the concert stage, as well as for his

active concern for the rights of the

Common man

nationality." In his acceptance speech,

discrimination and

of every race, color, religion and

Robeson lauded the progress toward eradicating

unemployment made

in

one generation by the Soviet people and

"urged the creation of a world where people, whether white, black, red or brown, can

live in

peace and harmony, and where resources can be used for the good of all

This award further underscored the marriage between Robeson's dual role as an

44

"Paul Robeson Gets Hamilton Degree."

New

174

York Times, 22 January 1940.

artist

and champion for

civil rights.

of Soviet accomplishments

However, the Pittsburgh Courier

in his

acceptance speech "shocked" the audience.

reaction foreshadows the fallout that ensued following Robeson's

World

comments

46

This

at the

Partisans of Peace conference in the spring of 1949.

What conclusions can be drawn from
Spingarn medal?

artistic

that his invocation

felt

First,

this array

Robeson was publicly recognized

merit and as a supporter of social justice and

President Mays, Othello

of awards,

was

a significant part of

in

human

in particular,

many

the

quarters for his

As pointed out by

rights.

Robeson's larger

political legacy.

Biographer Martin Duberman observed, the Spingarn ceremony signaled "the apex of

Robeson's public acclaim and the onset of his

fall

Spingarn medal represented a turning point

Robeson's

attacked by

NAACP's
1943,

who

NAACP

leaders Walter

official grace."

life for

testified against

a

White and Roy Wilkins, disparaged

number of African Americans,

him before

the

47

Indeed, the

he would soon be

organ the Crisis, and the idea of Robeson as a "leader", as

would be denied by

As

in

from

in the

Mays remarked

including Jackie Robinson,

HUAC. 48

the political climate of the nation changed under the

Truman

administration,

anti-communist politics cast suspicion on progressive causes. Even as early as

4r>

"You Truly

in

are the People's Artist." Reprinted in

Freedom. Vol.

5,

1

945,

No. 4 (April

1955).
4,1

Pittsburgh Courier, 17 October 1944; People's Voice, 12

"Field Lauds Negro

Achievement

in

Presenting Spingarn

microfilm edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part
47

III,

May and 20

Award

to

October 1945;

Robeson." In

Series D, Reel

5,

Frame 550.

Duberman, 301

48

For example: Alan, Robert. "Paul Robeson: The Lost Shepard."

Crisis.

Vol. 58, No.

(November 1951): 569-73; Wilkins, Roy. "Robeson Speaks for Robeson." Crisis.
(May 1949): 137; White, Walter. "The Strange Case of Paul Robeson." Ebony (February
1

1

1951).
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Robeson events were cancelled due
that year, students at

administration

For example,

to his political views.

in

Chicago

Northwestern University encountered opposition from the

when they attempted

to

book

a hall

on campus for a Robeson

appearance. The administrators queried whether Robeson would "sing, or talk too" and

when

students indicated he might speak also, they were informed that no venue on
44

campus would be
administration

available.

was

The answer

to the question

a foregone conclusion, however, since

presenting his political views while onstage.

Robeson

"As always,

concert,

posed by the Northwestern

Robeson was well known

As one reviewer

for all his gentility,

in Detroit

for

described a

Robeson made the crowd know

that

he has a gospel to deliver whenever he confronts an audience; the gospel which insists
that the oppressed

and down-trodden of this earth

Immediately after
imperative in the

WWII,

shall

be suffered to

the cause for peace with the Soviet

wake of hardening Cold War

Curtain" speech in March of 1946. Robeson

00
rise.'

Union became

ideologies such as Churchill's "Iron

now became

increasingly involved with

progressive causes through groups like the Council on African Affairs and the Civil

Rights Congress, founded in 1946. That year, the Council launched the most visible

campaign of its career
were,

at this time,

numbers. As a

for famine relief in Africa.

confined to plots of land that were wholly insufficient for their

result,

they were victims of chronic poverty and hunger.

worsened conditions and

relief

from the

was focused on rebuilding Europe,

44

Four million native South Africans

Chicago Maroon, 15

May

British

was

entirely inadequate.

A

drought had

While the

the Council raised awareness about this acute

1945. (Quoted in Powers, 15.)
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US

situation in Africa through their

that raised

January 7

money and

11

at

Adam

New Africa,

monthly newsletter.

collected food to ship to the continent.

who donated

canned goods. The crowd listened

to

over $1700

in

in

Harlem packed the

funds and 20 million pounds of

Council officers

Hunton speak, Marian Anderson's singing received

rallies

The mass meeting on

Clayton Powell's Abyssinian Baptist Church

house with 4,000 people

and hosted two

a

Max Yergan and W. Alpaeus

huge ovation, and Robeson "had

the audience hanging on his every word."

A

rally six

months

emphasized the struggle

Worker pointed out

later

focused on famine relief for South Africa but also

for freedom.

A

message from Robeson published

that the desperate plight

He

to the outside world."

continued,

of hunger

"We Americans

in

...

Africa "is practically

for

Daily

unknown

have the responsibility of

providing something more than food for the people of Africa

demands

in the

...

We

must see

that their

freedom are heard and answered by America and the United Nations.""

The meeting on June 6

th

filled

2

Madison Square Garden with 15,000 supporters and

represented the apex of the Council's influence and notoriety.

53

Robeson delighted the

audience with Earl Robinson's popular "Ballad for Americans" while other luminaries
including W.E.B.

Du

Bois,

Mary McLeod Bethune, Adam Clayton Powell and

Councilman Ben Davis graced the rostrum. The mass meeting enjoyed publicity from
variety of mainstream publications like

r,|)

McLaughlin, Russell. "Big Audience Attends Paul Robeson's Recital." The Detroit

News,
M
"

?2
53

PM and major New York papers including the

1

February 1943.

People's Voice, 5 January 1946 and 12 January 1946.

Daily Worker (NY), 5 June 1946.
Daily Worker (NY), 7 June 1946. (Hollis Lynch and Dorothy Hunton both note that

this

was

the Council's most influential period.)
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a

Herald Tribune, the Times and the Post.

At the

international cooperation, self-determination for

people into the U.N. Those

for his flagrant policies

the

Union of South

in

were passed on

people and admittance for colonial

all

attendance also sharply criticized Prime Minister Smuts

of discrimination and the

They

Africa.

resolutions

rally,

state

of disease and hunger plaguing

further charged that South Africa

was "grossly

unqualified to act as a colonial trustee" for the territory of Southwest Africa.

the midst of troubled times,

Robeson took an increasingly

Early in 1947, the issues of discrimination

determination in Africa,

moved Robeson

to

concert arena. After joining a picket line in

Robeson remarked on

his intention to

next two years to 'talk up and

the critical juncture he

singing pretty songs.

more

official

down

had reached,

,06

at

St.

as well as poverty

his retirement

and

self-

from the formal

Louis to protest theater segregation,

"abandon the theatre and concert stage for the

the nation against race prejudice/"

"It

At a concert

Thus, in

activist posture.

home

announce

55

in

seems

that

I

must

raise

He emphasized

my voice,

Utah a couple of months

later,

but not by

Robeson made

pronouncement. He indicated to the "startled" audience, "You've heard

my final

formal concert for

at least

two

here and

now from

work -

I

concert

years,

and perhaps for many more. I'm

shall sing,

from

now

college friends; in other words, only at gatherings where

I

on, for

my trade

can sing what

I

retiring

union and
please."

Subsequently, during a radio interview, "he re-emphasized his firm intention to leave

work harder than ever

the concert stage, and his grim determination to

54

1946;
55
5

May 1946; New York Herald Tribune,
New York Post, 4 June 1946.

PM,

15

5

June 1946;

New

Letter from Council on African Affairs, 28 June 1946.

"Robeson

a

to

Leave Stage."

New

York Times, 27 January 1947.
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for

world peace

York Times,

3

June

and the betterment of the conditions of the Negro race/

07

Following these

pronouncements, Robeson, while facing increasing controversy on the road, appeared

more frequently
1948.

at

union halls and traveled for the

The Honolulu Advertiser
Even

excerpt from Othello...."

first

time to Hawaii and Panama

in

asserted that "no one in the audience will forget the

as he

became more

politically

motivated and retired

from the formal concert arena, Robeson's connection with Othello remained

As

similar pattern will unfold in the 1950s.

impassioned recitations of Othello's

final

the repression against

monologue underscored

intact.

A

Robeson mounted,
his fighting spirit.

Late 1940s: Paris, Peekskill and the Aftermath

It

was

in the late

1940s, most precipitously in 1949, that the mainstream

perception of Robeson radically changed from champion of the working

man

"Ballad for Americans" and forerunner

Othello, the

USO

tour, to left-wing affiliate

Robeson did not dramatically

in the

entertainment industry

of communist causes.

alter his

It is

vital to

i.e.

remember

i.e.

that

message of friendship with the Soviet Union,

self-determination for colonized people and civil rights for African Americans as Cold

War

ideology gripped the west. However, U.S. politics did change, particularly with

regard to the Soviet Union

^ Goodman,

Jack.

who had been

an ally during WWII. W.E.B.

"Robeson Quits Formal Concert

Field."

New

Du

Bois

York Times, 16 March

1947.
>s

Honolulu Advertiser,

12

March 1948. The

recitation

from Othello was particularly

poignant on that occasion as the reviewer explained that after Robeson was finished,

"One could hear

a pin drop.

The wind howling outside gave atmosphere

interlude."
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to the

dramatic

characterized this period with acrimony: "The world staggered backward; guided by a

we

southern slave-driver

'got tough with Russia.'"

speeches, no one had lost

more

As Robeson

soldiers to the cause of anti-fascism than the Soviets.

Nevertheless, Robeson's message of friendship and peace

as

often pointed out in

became

increasingly suspect

anti-communism took hold of the American imagination. The major

Robeson began

From
in Paris.

in the

spring of 1949.

April 20-25, 1949, the Congress of the

Two

World

Partisans of Peace convened

thousand delegates from sixty countries converged to discuss the growing

alarm over heightening Cold

airlift,

fallout for

War tensions

caused by recent events such as the Berlin

the formation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO),

the pending

victory of communists in China and the possibility of a nuclear amis race.

Du

Bois

attended as a representative of the National Council of Arts, Sciences and Professions,

which had recently sponsored a peace conference
with the proceedings, which he described,

by the Council on African

Affairs.

Du

in

New

in a detailed

York.

He was

quite impressed

statement that was disseminated

Bois set the scene: "The Paris outpouring for

Peace was extraordinary; not simply because of the heartbreaking preliminary
preparation

...

but because of the single-hearted earnestness, the deep determination, the

unflagging interest which kept 2500 persons fastened to their seats for eleven sessions

and a sixth day devoted
Undoubtedly, for
the conference.

39

Du

Du

most impressive mass demonstration

Bois, the

He wrote with

Bois, W.E.B.

Guardian, 9

to the

May

march of 100,000 people was

the

I

ever dreamed of."

most moving aspect of

characteristic poignancy, "I never before

"Du Bois Asks: What

is

wrong with

1955.
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...

saw

,

a

hundred

the United States?* National

thousand human beings.

And

they were not strutting and showing off as Americans do

on Fifth Avenue. They were walking and hobbling and
'Peace!' "Peace!"

It

was unforgettable. No

and crying

falling in faintness

lying distortion and twisting of our

prostituted press can conceal or erase the heartbreaking significance of this spectacle.

None who saw

it

will ever forget."

Notables such as

artist

Pablo Picasso attended the conference.

address, Frederic Joliet-Curie the chemist

who won

the 1935

serving as high commissioner of atomic energy for France

alliance as an

"economic blockade of East Europe/'

Italian socialist leader

61

In the

inaugural

Nobel Prize was currently

condemned

the

NATO

Following Pietro Nenni's an

proposal for a permanent council of peace. Paul Robeson strode

forward to take a seat on the stage. The crowd's response was so enthusiastic that he

made

a short,

extemporaneous speech. Few

at the Salle Pleyel that

day could have

conceived the profound ramifications of Robeson's remarks. His comments were not
substantially different from

any of the sentiments expressed by the other speakers.

However, Robeson was excoriated
of black leaders

What
translation

just

days

exactly did

Robeson say from
in part,

backs of the poor whites of Europe

<1

°

News

U.S. press and quickly denounced by a

...

that platform in Paris?

"We

in

New

America has been acquired - And we

Box

9,

unpublished

that

it

is

on the

and on the backs of millions of black people
are resolved that

Release from the Council on African Affairs.

University.

An

America do not forget

1

1

May

Papers. Special Collections, Manuscript. Archives and Rare
61

number

later.

from the French read

the wealth of

in the

Folder 16.

York Times, 21 April 1949.
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it

shall

that

be

1949. In Matt Crawford

Book

Library,

Emory

distributed in an equitable

manner among

of our children and

all

hysterical stupidity about our participating in a

We

"'It is

1

us for generations

generation has raised our people to the

However, the

the case,

spirit

the A. P. quote

and rightly

full

against a country 'which in one

dignity of mankind.'"

so, that

war on

Biographer Martin

Robeson was misquoted by the A. P.

64

of Robeson's speech and the A. P. quote are similar with the

implication of both being:

Still,

fight the Soviet

unthinkable' that American Negroes 'would go to

who have oppressed

Duberman made

We do not wish to

Yet, the quotation picked up and distributed in the U.S. by the

Associated Press read,

behalf of those

don't want any

war against anybody no matter whom.

are determined to fight for Peace. [Applause.]

Union. [Applause]"

we

war with Russia and any other nation should be avoided.

made Robeson sound

as if he

claimed

to represent all

African

Americans. Black leaders, speaking from various platforms, swiftly disabused anyone
lingering under such a misapprehension.

"

Speech made by Paul Robeson

Translated from the French by

at the Paris

W.W.

Peace Conference April 20-25, 1949,

Smith. In Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript

Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,

Howard

University,

Box

19, Folder:

1949 Paris Peace Conference.
63

"Robeson Assails Stettinius." New York Times, 21 April 1949.
See Duberman, 341-2. Duberman obtained a translation from the French transcript,
which very closely resembles the one I have quoted from, to compare with the AP
st
quote. There were two articles on the Paris Conference in the NY Times from April 21
one very short piece from the A. P. and another from a correspondent. The special
correspondent offers yet another interpretation of Robeson's speech and quotes him
thus: "We colonial peoples have contributed to the building of the United States and are
determined to share in its wealth. We denounce the policy of the United States
Government which is similar to that of Hitler and Goebbels. We want peace and liberty
and will combat for them along with the Soviet Union, the democracies of Eastern
Europe, China and Indonesia." Again, the spirit of the sentiment is quite similar but it
lacks the overt reference to African Americans not fighting against Russia which seems
4

to

be specific to the

AP

quote. Warren, Lansing. "Paris 'Peace Congress' Assails

and Atlantic Pact, Upholds Soviet."

New

York Times, 21 April 1949.
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US

:

Interestingly, while there

Paris

comments, few seemed

severe indictment of US.

imperialism comes

States....

the

same

He

my own

to

human

ruin the world."

respond to

Du

Bois' speech, which

native land, built by

my

father's toil

who

new

slavery which once ruined us; and to a Third

actually a

new

more

colonial

colonialism with

World War which

will

°

to

denounce Robeson,

it

verified the A. P. account of his speech. Their haste in decrying Robeson,

no doubt, stemmed from the charged
Powell,

was

for his

and blood, the United

are leading the world to hell in a

While African American leaders practically lined up

seems no one

Robeson

directed at

declared, "Let us not be misled. Leading this

Drunk with power, we
old

was no shortage of maliee

let

political climate

Adam

of the Cold War.

Clayton

the Council on African Affairs host a famine relief rally at his church in

1946, read a statement from his pulpit, which said in part, "'by no stretch of the

imagination* was Paul Robeson qualified to speak for
61

States."

Roy

NAACP,

Wilkins, of the

all

Negroes

in the

expressed a similar sentiment

United

in the Crisis,

"Paul Robeson does not represent any American Negroes. Not even ten of them have
held a meeting and

Bethune,

who

named him

as their leader

67

Mary McLeod

also participated in the Council's famine relief rallies, corroborated that

Robeson "does not speak

for the

African American loyalty to the

6

and spokesman.

Du

Negroes of America." She went on

US

as did Charles

to

Houston (lawyer and

emphasize
architect

of the

and the Ameriean Century
1919-1963. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2000. Pages 544-5. Morgan State
College cancelled Du Bois' commencement address shortly thereafter as they felt Du
Bois should have, instead, denounced Robeson when he took the rostrum at Paris.
6,1
"Robeson as Speaker for Negroes Denied." New York Times, 25 April 1949.
6
Wilkins, Roy. "Robeson Speaks for Robeson." Crisis. May 1949.
~

Lewis, David L. W.E.B.

Bois: The Fight for Equality
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NAACP's judicial

NAACP

who

strategy)

"We would

added,

leader Walter White also repudiated the idea that

America and stressed
Robeson's

that

opinions.'"'

any enemy of this country."

fight

Robeson represented black

only a "miniscule" number of African Americans "share Mr.

White

did, at least,

have the acumen

to point out that

"white

America, meanwhile, would be wise to abstain from denunciation of the Paul Robesons
for extremist statements until

system of government."

It

is

it

removes the causes of the lack of faith

had showered Robeson with honors

to

deny

that his

like the

him on campaigns

views

American

64

ironic that these leaders in black

collaborated with

in the

in

way

any

like

community who, just

NAACP's

illustrious

South African famine

reflected those of the African

a

few short years ago,

Spingarn medal and

relief,

were

now

so hasty

American population.

Perhaps most famously, and most ironically, baseball legend Jackie Robinson testified

before

silly

HUAC that Robeson

"has a right to his personal views, and

when he expresses them

course,

in public, that's his business

was trumpeted on page one of the

Robeson.

70

Robinson,

who had been

New

if

he wants to sound

and not mine." This, of

York Times as further evidence against

pressured to

testify,

was heralded

in the press as

an African American veteran and star athlete and, thus, capable of publicly countering

"Negroes and Whites Hit Robeson's "Negro Won't Fight Russia" Talk."

In

microfilm

Frames 559-60.
White, Walter. "A Reaction to Robeson." New York Tribune, 1 May 1949. See also:
"Paul Robeson, Walter White Differ over Stand of Negro in Case of War with Russia."
In microfilm edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part III, Series D, Reel 5, Frame 561.
(More anti-Robeson editorials and letters to the editor from African Americans: "The
Case of Paul Robeson." 25 April 1949, New York Times; "To Secure Negro Rights."
New York Times, 26 April 1949.)
edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part

III,

Series D, Reel, 5,

hg
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Robeson's supposed assertion about the loyalty of black Americans. However, the
Daily Worker was quick to underscore Robeson's advocacy for desegregation before the
baseball commissioner in 1943.

on Robinson's testimony
has gained, he

fight against Russia, he

72

education."

The Afro-American

that argued,

"When

in the

is

Paul Robeson said he

not thinking of himself.

South

who

can't vote

Robeson reinforced

this idea

also offered a thoughtful editorial

Jackie Robinson talks about the things he

When

thinking only of himself.

is

colored people

71

...

...

He

is

not willing to

thinking about millions of

and cannot get

upon

is

a decent

back

his arrival

job or

in the

U.S. that

summer.
Despite the negative attitude prevailing against Robeson

5,000 attended a welcome

Rockland Palace

in

home

Harlem

in

emphasized the issue of civil
vain any

more on

are lynched

supporters, the

70

Trussell,

sponsored by the Council on African Affairs

June 1949. There, Robeson did not back

rights for African

If

we must

die, let

and deprived of our

"Jackie Robinson

it

be

Americans,

"We do

down

at

but

not want to die

Georgia! Let

in Mississippi or

rights as

number of Robeson's

CP.

crowd of

in

foreign battlefields for Wall Street and the greedy supporters of

domestic fascism.

we

rally

in the press, a

human

detractors

it

be wherever

Although he

beings!"

still

had

was growing and they were becoming

Tenns Stand of Robeson on Negroes

York Times, 19 July 1949. Also: "Jackie Robinson Disputes Robeson."

False." New-

New

York

Times, 9 July 1949.
71

"Robinson and the Un- Americans." Daily Worker (NY),

1

1

Fought for Robinson." Daily Worker (NY), 19 July 1949.
72
Editorial reprinted in the Daily Worker (NY), 14 July 1949.

memoir

July 1949; "Robeson

(In retrospect,

Robinson

Robeson had grown and he would
"reject such an invitation [to testify] if offered now." Robinson, Jackie with Alfred
Duckett. / Never Had It Made. New York: G.P. Putnam and Sons, 1972. Page 96.)
73
Robeson, Susan. The Whole World in His Hands: A Pictorial Biography of Paul
wrote

in his

that later in life his respect for

185

increasingly dangerous as illustrated outside a small

town

in

upstate

New

York

that

August.

The violence perpetrated against Robeson concertgoers outside
the

summer of 1949

brief outline will be

account.

74

drawn largely from Louise Thompson Patterson's

vehemence toward him.

It is

for the dark repressive years

at Peekskill,

this event,

firsthand

of the early 1950s.

to support

Louise Thompson Patterson,

1940s and married

traveling with

Robeson

for the Council

to

these violent attacks underscored their

more than any

Robeson's resolve remained

where crowds emerged

money

intact as

who was

which would

set the

tone

immediately following the terror

he bravely embarked on a six-city

him even under

Communist

in the

Still,

other,

the threat of further hostility.

active in the International Worker's Order

Party leader William Patterson, had been

summer of 1949

on African Affairs. At

to help

organize benefits that raised

this time,

it

was Robeson's custom

to

give an annual benefit concert for the Harlem chapter of the Civil Rights Congress.

The concert

that

was scheduled

for Saturday,

prevented by groups of vigilantes.

Howard

August 27

Fast,

th

never occurred as

who was chairman of the

it

73

was

concert,

Robeson. Secaucus, NJ: Citadel Press, 1981. Page 172.
74

Other useful firsthand accounts: "Eyewitness: Peekskill, USA." White

Plains,

NY:

Westchester Committee for a Fair Inquiry into the Peekskill Violence, October 1949;
Fast,

Howard. Peekskill USA: A Personal Experience.

New

York: Civil Rights

Congress, 1951.
75

in

Right-wing groups like the American Legion could only view Robeson

War reactionism and

in the

NY

has been well documented. For the purposes of this narrative, a

through the lens of Cold

tour

Peekskill,

Patterson, Louise

Thompson. "Paul Robeson." Unpublished manuscript

in

Louise

Thompson Patterson Papers, Special Collections, Manuscript, Archive and Rare Book
Library, Emory University, Box 20, Folder 12.

186

described

how around 7:00pm,

begin, the "fascist

mob" had

about an hour before the concert was scheduled to

gathered and erected a blockade to prevent more cars from

entering the outdoor concert grounds. Those, including Fast and other

who had

and their families,

"worked themselves
were caught

into a

in a traffic

arrived early were

left at

the

screaming alcoholic frenzy."

mercy of the
76

CRC members

rabble,

As concertgoers

which had

arrived, they

jam and became victims of taunts, physical violence, rock
77

throwing and injuries from broken glass

The chaotic scene

wood

that

left

until the police intervened

scores injured and

emanated from

many

cars overturned.

around 10:00pm.

The

smell of charred

a giant 12-foot cross illustrated clearly that the perpetrators

none of whom were prosecuted were motivated not solely by zealous anti-communism
but by racism as well. Fast emphasized this point, "It should be noted that the majority

of the threats - and violence too - was directed against the Negro

Robeson was delayed

Fortunately, the car carrying

escape safely.

at

On

the evening

on August 30

Harlem's Golden Gate Ballroom

answer

to the previous violence.

in Mississippi, all

in Peekskill too."

7

that

He

th
,

Thompson

in the traffic

in

our ranks."

jam and

able to

Robeson promised 3,000 people gathered

another concert would be held next Sunday

asserted, "I

over the United States, that
*

men

want

I'll

my

friends to

be there with

know,

in the

my concerts,

and

in

South,

I'll

be

Patterson stressed in her account that supporters were

determined to hold another concert. Indeed, the Daily Worker estimated that 25,000

76

Howard. "Howard Fast's Eyewitness Account of Fascist Mob's Attack." Daily
Worker (NY), 30 August 1949.
7
North, Joseph. "Lynch Mob Runs Amok at Robeson Concert." Daily Worker (NY),
28 August 1949.
7X
"Turning Point to Robeson." New York Times, 31 August 1949; "Robeson to Sing in
Peekskill this Sunday." Daily Worker (NY), 2 September 1949.
Fast,

187

people mobilized

in

response to the

call for the

second concert

Grounds, which was protected by a ring of trade unionists
to

guard Robeson.

79

This concert remained peaceful

point, about 1,000 vigilantes

who had

confirmed

Hollow Brooks

that also

until the

surrounded the stage

crowd dispersed. At

that

gathered to protest the concert began throwing

Thompson

rocks and assaulting concertgoers.

at

Patterson and other eyewitnesses

that state troopers failed to protect the peaceful concert attendees.

80

These violent attacks and the media slanders, which portrayed Peekskill
concertgoers as having provoked the vigilantes, spurred Robeson's characteristic

fortitude.

He

American

rights

stressed the connection

by asking, "Where

between Peekskill and the

will the next Peekskill be?

1

demonstrate further the 'old Southern custom of beating

in the

fight for African

...

Where

will they

heads of Negroes and

all

those identified with the struggle to free the shackles of the greedy exploiters of his

labor and his

scared off."

talents....

8

While

This thing

a civil suit

bums

in

me

and

it

is

not

my nature

or inclination to be

and a grand jury investigation would be drawn out for

months, Robeson and the Council on African Affairs responded immediately with
concert tour to six

a

cities.

" "25,000 Hear Robeson at Peekskill." Daily Worker (NY), 5 September 1949.
Thompson Patterson, unpublished manuscript, 4. And "Cops Help Peekskill Mob
Attack on Homegoing Busses and Cars." Daily Worker (NY), 6 September 1949.
Robeson, Paul. "My Answer." Reprinted in "Eyewitness: Peekskill, USA." White
Plains, NY: Westchester Committee for a Fair Inquiry into the Peekskill Violence,
October 1949.

The Grand Jury found that the Peekskill violence had been precipitated by only a few
"hoodlums" and warned that "Americans should take precautions against being drawn
into 'Communist traps' that result in violence and permit Communists to make false
claims of racial hatred...." See: "Jury Warns on Reds Rise, Clears Peekskill
1

Defenders."

New

York Times, 17 June 1950.

In 1952,

Robeson, Fast and over twenty

other plaintiffs also lost a $2.1 million civil suit against Westchester County officials

188

Louise Thompson Patterson helped arrange the shows

Chicago, Los

in Detroit,

Angeles, Cleveland, Philadelphia and Washington DC. She noted that the media
contrived an atmosphere of fear by blaming the Peekskill violence on the organizers of

that concert and, thus, city officials

discourage the follow-up concerts.

"made

83

situations as difficult as possible"" to try to

Nevertheless, supporters emerged to hear

Robeson. For example, an overflow crowd of 4,000 with 2,000 standing outside

show

attended the

in

Chicago where Robeson assured the audience

silenced until "every black

Thompson

man

in

America can walk with dignity

Patterson remarked that African

American police

in

Paul" and characterized the tour as a "great success" because

it

he would not be

that

own

in his

animosity directed toward him by a portion of the

of Robeson

in the

disparaging.

On

"showed

that the

8

people

Peekskill

"

demonstrated the depth of the

US

public. After 1949, the coverage

mainstream and some of the black newspapers would be primarily

the other hand, for progressives, Peekskill

symbol of fascism

An

It

4

each city "took care of

throughout the country were ready to accept a challenge to support Paul."
was, however, a harsh turning point for Robeson.

country."*

became

the

most potent

in the U.S.

astute writer covering Robeson's tour just

an article for the Associated Negro Press,

"...

weeks

after Peekskill

remarked

in

Paul Robeson received his greatest

and two veteran's organizations. See: "Paul Robeson, 29 Others Lose $2,100,000

Damage
5,

Suit." In microfilm edition of

Claude A. Baraett Papers, Part

Frame 589.

Thompson Patterson, unpublished manuscript, 5-7.
"6,000 Jam Church, Crowd Street to Robeson Speak, Sing
edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part
'

Series D, Reel

III,

Thompson

New Africa.

III,

Series D, Reel

Patterson, unpublished manuscript, 8.

Vol. 8, No. 9 (October 1949):

1.
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See

in

5,

Chicago."

In

microfilm

Frame 577.

also: "Peekskill

and the USA."

1

Chicago ovation since Shakespeare's 'Othello here Saturday night on Chicago's
southside."

The

juxtaposition between those

Robeson's career

in the 1950s.

two events foreshadows

In the spring 1945,

he had performed

Erlanger Theater to ecstatic audiences. Yet, four years

later,

the trajectory of

in

Othello

Robeson's appearance was

confined to a church on the black side of town. While the black community

welcomed Robeson
performing

in the

into their churches,

it

at the

still

would be years before he was again

most prestigious concert

halls

and

theaters.

Was

the triumph of

Othello to be forgotten in the public consciousness as Robeson was increasingly

besieged by Cold

War

repression?

1950s repertoire, as will be seen

By maintaining

in the

fighting spirit and his greatest success

Othello's final

next chapter, Robeson

were not

Curtain.
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lost

monologue

made

in his

certain that his

behind the specter of the Iron

CHAPTER

6

ROBESON, OTHELLO AND THE POLITICS OF THE COLD

In the

April 1952 issue of Freedom newspaper, Paul

his father, the Rev.

struggles that face

beliefs,

William D. Robeson,

me

today.

I

"My

know he would

your principles.' You bet

I

will.

Pop -

This statement, which appears more than once

Robeson reminiseed about

Pop's influence

present in the

is still

say, 'Stand firm, son; stand

as long as there

in his

is

monthly column,

noted in the previous chapter, Robeson's stand for peace after

ally,

and independence for

all

by your

a breath in

is

Robeson's stalwart posture throughout the most repressive period of his

Soviet Union as an

WAR

WWII,

my

body."

1

indicative of
2

career.

As

maintaining the

colonized people did not change

through the oppressive early years of the Cold War. Yet because the political climate of
the country

more

was metamorphosing,
1

antagonistic manner.

the press began treating Robeson's endeavors in a

His regard for the Soviet Union,

in particular,

scorn of many columnists, such as the conservative George Schuyler

Courier.

Though one could argue

1949, after the

1

World

that the turning point

came

in the

sooner,

it

drew

the

Pittsburgh

was

clear

by

Partisans of Peace conference in Paris and the violence in

Robeson, Paul. "Here's

My

Story." Freedom. Vol. 2, No. 4 (April 1952):

5.

this same statement at an appearance via telephone because he was
Canada
to the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers' national
barred from entering
conference in early 1952. Quoted in Freedom, Vol. 2, No. 3 (March 1952): 7.
For a comparative analysis of Robeson's Freedom newspaper and the coverage of
Robeson in the other major Black newspapers of the time, see: Lamphere, Lawrence.
"Paul Robeson, Freedom Newspaper and the Black Press." Dissertation, Boston
~

Robeson

also

made

1

College, 2003.
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Peekskill,

revile

NY,

Robeson and
During

Robeson's

the struggle for

this period, the role

political

life.

Broadway production

when

his celebrity

many Americans.
"second popular

of anticommunism were coming to generally

that the staunch defenders

First,

which he

of Othello resonates

recalls his

it

stood.

that represented the

was incomparable and

in

two important ways

enormous success

apex of his

his politics

in the

mid-'40s with the

artistic career.

were

in alliance

This was the time
with those of

His radicalism was not called into question because during

front", the

in

this, the

United States was allied with the Soviet Union and

Communists and progressives were

some Republicans. Anti-fascism

in league

rallied all

with Roosevelt, as were Democrats and

camps. However, with Roosevelt's death

and the assumption of anticommunism as the prime motivator behind American foreign
policy under Truman, Robeson's politics were

now

out of alignment with the general

tenor of the country. Radicals and progressives were

At

this point,

Robeson's

artistic career

increasingly difficult for sponsors to

hung

like a specter

in

Othello

now became

suit,

and

(HUAC),

The

in his

in decline

book any venue

in

for

because

him and

it

was

the threat of violence

1950, which meant that he could not perform abroad, or

Canada where no passport was

future goal.

suspects.

over his appearances post-Peekskill. This was complicated by the

withdrawal of his passport

even

was

now

required,

where he was

still

very popular.

an important symbol of not only a past achievement but also a

invitation to play Othello in Britain recurred throughout his passport

testimony before the House Un-American Activities Committee

as evidence of why he should be released

192

from

his arbitrary

and

illegal

confinement within the U.S.

4

When Robeson

k

various engagements in the 50s

struggle.

This chapter will

first

organizations with which he

it

recited Othello's final

monologue during

evoked his past success and signified

his current

was

from 1950-1958. They include Freedom

affiliated

newspaper, the Council on African Affairs and the Civil Rights Congress,

all

disbanded

mid-'50s as well as the controversy he faced while undertaking concert tours to

in the

raise

major

brietly sketch the political activities of the

money

for these groups

and

his passport case.

Against

this

backdrop, the second

half of the chapter will focus on the events that directly engage the theme of Othello,

including the passport case, the

Inc.

HUAC

testimony, the creation of Othello Associates,

and appearances where Robeson recited from the play, particularly the historic

comeback concert

at

Carnegie Hall

Robeson evoked Othello

in

May

1958. These events will demonstrate

in a political context

while fighting to salvage his

how

artistic

career.

Freedom Newspaper

some

November 1950

Freedom newspaper, which

ran with

1955,

was created because Robeson

felt his

in the

mainstream or some of the black papers. Freedom was one project of the group

interruptions from

to

views were not always accurately portrayed

Robeson organized called the United Freedom Fund, which included progressives and

Communist Party members

4

For excerpts from

like Esther

and James Jackson and historian Herbert

HUAC transcripts, see:

Bentley, Eric, ed. Thirty Years of Treason:

Excerpts from Hearings Before the House Committee on Un-American
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Activities 193H-

Aptheker,

who

also contributed articles to

Freedom. Robeson was not involved

day-to-day management of the paper, therefore Louis Burnham,
secretary of the Southern

Negro Youth Congress and Southern

Progressive Party, was recruited to edit the paper.

issues in the

reports.

who had been

executive

director of the

The paper emphasized

underdeveloped world, the labor struggle,

in the

civil rights

international

cases and local

African and African American history and culture also figured prominently in

the paper. Frequent contributors included such luminaries as

W.E.B. Du Bois, Eslanda

Robeson, the up and coming Lorraine Hansberry, Alice Childress whose column
"Conversations from Life" was

Howard

Fast,

later

complied into the volume Like One of the Family,

Alphaeus Hunton and Lloyd Brown.

6

A

few

particularly enlightening

contributions which help characterize the periodical include: "U.S.

is

Biggest Jim

Crow

Boss!" by Ewart Guinier, "North Carolina College Youth Calls for a Militant Student

Generation" by Robert

Williams

F.

branch, "British Guiana: In the

Jagan,

who became Prime

End

in the

fought apartheid in South Africa.

1968.
6

New

the People

president of the Monroe, N.C.

NAACP

Triumph" by Janet Jagan wife of Cheddi

Minister of Guiana, and "Let

from Walter Sisulu" a leader

5

who become

Us Work Together:

A

Message

African National Congress, an organization which

7

York: Viking Press, 1971.

Lamphere, 124-7. Duberman, 392.
For more on the "Freedom Family" see, for example: Welch, Rebeccah. "Black Art

and Activism

in

Postwar

New York

1950

-

1965." Dissertation,

New York

University,

And

Smith, Judith E. Visions ofBelonging: Family Stories, Popular Culture, and
Postwar Democracy 1940-1960. New York: Columbia University Press, 2004. Pages
2002.

293-304. See also: Childress, Alice. Like

One of the Family. Boston: Beacon

Press,

1986.
7

Freedom. Vol.

I,

No. 8 (August 1951); Freedom. Vol.

2,

No. 6 (June 1952); Freedom.

Vol. 3, No. 9 (September 1953); Freedom. Vol. 4, No. 5 (August 1954).
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An

important aspect of Freedom was Robeson's featured column, "Here's

which was often placed on the

Story",

These columns were written

front

known

for his novel Iron City.

9

who

He

that

little

progress on civil rights

recurring

theme

wherever

it

battles

is

at

Brown, an
is

dominates

home and

My Journey Now.

illustrate his priorities in

is

perhaps

J

Several

terms of foreign

the battle for peace against the

backdrop of the Korean War. Robeson believed fervently
be

issue.

contributed to Robeson's memoir, Here

themes emerge from Robeson's columns that

and domestic policies. One issue

almost every

and Mainstream,

edited Masses

volume The Young Paul Robeson: On

Stand, and wrote the

in

with author Lloyd Brown.

in collaboration

African American writer and organizer

best

page and appeared

My

that

war meant

there

would

the anti-colonial struggles abroad. Another

Africa, particularly South Africa, and the fight to end colonialism

existed. Again,

Robeson viewed

abroad as inextricably linked

the anti-colonial

and anti-imperialist

to the fight for full citizenship for

African

Americans. His personal clash with the U.S. State Department for the return of his
passport and the right to pursue his livelihood abroad

to attain full

freedom

is

indicative of Robeson's passion

for his people.

Robeson also supported the non-aligned conference of Africans and Asians
Bandung. Indonesia
solidarity

among

reprinted his

in

1955 for

it

illustrated his long-held conviction

exploited people. In one of the

message of support

for

last issues

lS

of the need for

of Freedom, Robeson

Bandung and emphasized

he could not attend the conference due to his confinement

his disappointment that

in the

U.S.

Freedom had

Duberman, 393. Lamphere, 130-1
Brown, Lloyd L. Iron City. New York: Masses and Mainstream, 1951.
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at

difficulty raising funds throughout

left

it

its

brief career and finally disbanded in 1955 though

behind an important record of Robeson's political commentary and

activities as

well as progressive African American journalism and literature and cultural criticism.

Civil Rights Congress

Robeson

also continued to support the Civil Rights Congress during this period.

In 1946, the Civil Rights

Congress had been inaugurated out of the remnants of the

National Negro Congress with a platform that included fighting for the

African American community.

Patterson.

111

The head of the

Though Gerald Home argues

represented

more than

in his

CRC

was Communist

solely a cell of the Party,

it

is

clear that the

primarily in the courthouse, were memorable and historic.

black

men and women from

including Willie

The

10

CRC

The

all

the South

specific

McGee, Rosa Lee Ingram,

aims of the

CRC

included,

rights, especially the rights

national minorities;

To combat

all

all

of its forms

CRC

was primarily

which were

Many CRC

defendants were

of rape or murder

the Trenton six and the Martinsville seven.

"To

Communist

Party

who were

strive constantly to safeguard

of labor, and of racial,

indicted

and extend

political, religious

and

forms of discrimination against these groups; To

defend and aid victims of the fight for these groups;

and

battles,

who had been wrongly accused

also defended the eleven leaders of the

democratic

its

CRC

of the

leader William

book, Communist Front, that the

and financed by the Communist Party." Nevertheless,

led

civil rights

To

fight against

From "Aims and Program of the

domestic fascism

Civil Rights Congress." In

Matt Crawford Papers, Special Collections, Manuscript, Archives and Rare Book

Emory University, Box 8, Folder 14.
Home, Gerald. Communist Front? The Civil Rights Congress 1946-1956. London:
Associated University Presses, 1988. (Home points out that the CRC was formed out of
Library,
11

a

merger between the

NNC,

the

ILD and

the National Federation for Constitutional
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under the Smith Act as well as the Rosenbergs

1

953. Paul

at

CRC

Robeson was

who were

executed for espionage

a close friend of Patterson's and a key speaker

fundraising events. Robeson's involvement with the

presentation of the

Nations in 195

1

human

Robeson

.

We Charge

rights petition.

U.N. General Assembly had gathered.
oppression of African people

in

12

Its

copy

in Paris

aim was

culminated

document

where the

When

CRC

in

New

York

session of the

answer for

its

13

New York

State

Committee on Charitable and Philanthropic Agencies and

Organizations because of his involvement with the

the

in the

Patterson returned to the

Subsequently, Robeson was subpoenaed to testify before the

Joint Legislative

fifth

to force the U.S. to

an international arena.

was promptly revoked.

and performer

Genocide, before the United

led the delegation that presented the

while, simultaneously, Patterson submitted a

U.S., his passport

CRC

in

CRC. The committee had charged

with racketeering and Robeson countered that the committee was actually bent

on destroying "organizations dedicated to the people's
the committee's use

interests.'"

He

further

denounced

of informers and seethed, "Don't play around. Don't ask

me

any

questions on names." Robeson also emphasized that he was proud of his association

Liberties with the

NNC at the heart of the new

Patterson, William, ed.

organization.)

We Charge Genocide: The Historic

Petition to the United

Nations for Relief from a Crime of the United States Government Against the Negro
People. New York: International Publishers, 1970. Page vii. For more background on
the petition, see: Patterson, William. "I

Go

to the

United Nations." In Louise

Patterson papers, Special Collections, Manuscript, Archives and Rare

Emory

University,

Genocide.

New

Box

21, Folder 4.

And

Patterson, William. The

Book

Thompson

Library,

Man Who

Cried

York: International Publishers, 1971.

13

Plummer, Brenda Gayle. Rising Wind: Black Americans and U.S. Foreign Affairs
1935-1960. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996. Pages 202-3.
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with the

It

CRC

which "has been working and fighting for the

was hearings such

The Daily Worker

as these that ultimately led to the dissolution of the

reported,

"The [CRC]

defense activities against these attacks

offensive against

...

the

1956.

in

4

[diverted] these forces

...

genocidal attacks on the Negro people

was

CRC

resolution observed that the intensification of

McCarran Act, Smith Act

constantly defend itself and, thus,

14

of Negro people."

lives

...

In this

fatally

from the growing broad

[and] against the current Dixiecrat

way, the organization was forced

impaired

to

in its ability to function.

Council on African Affairs

The Council on African
similar fate in the mid-1950s.

Max

Affairs,

which was chaired by Robeson, suffered

The Council underwent

Yergan's dramatic conservative about-face

having financial trouble as revealed

in the

in

a

a debilitating split due chiefly to

1948. In 1950, the Council was

July-September edition of its newsletter,

New

Africa in which a short article pointed out that the Council "has been running a heavy

deficit for

and use

some time" and

this

"this

is

why we had

more economical format."

the usual standard/'

"Patterson,

Yet,

to skip the

"we

trust

you

summer

issues of New Africa

will find the contents

up

to

16

Robeson Hit

Effort to Cripple Defense Organizations." Daily

Worker

(NY), 28 February 1955. Also: "Robeson Subpoenaed." Daily Worker (NY), 9
December 1954; "Robeson and Patterson at Hearing Today." Daily Worker (NY), 23
February 1955.
5
16

"Dissolution Voted by Civil Rights Congress." Daily Worker (NY), 9 January 1956.

"To Our Readers."

New Africa.

Vol.

9,

No.

5
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(July-September 1950):

3.

Moreover,

that

summer, the Council had been preoccupied with

with the management of Madison Square Garden.

17

W. Alphaeus Hunton

in a press release

staff.

The

facts

Garden. However, when the Council attempted

to

staff

the Council because

it

was on

make arrangements

Garden did not

VP

that

The Council then contacted

reply.

no contract would
list

of

had been advised by the U.S.

Attorney General that legislation before Congress could make

to rent the facility.

for a

the U.S. Attorney General's

subversive organizations. Furthermore, the Garden's

it

illegal for the

Council

the Attorney General's office to

corroborate this statement and was informed that the Council was indeed on the

Hunton subsequently

sent a telegram of protest to Attorney General

Council encountered during

18

New

19

Such were

the

this period.

The Council was barred from using Madison Square Garden
denial of Paul Robeson's passport.

list.

Howard McGrath

J.

asking that his office intercede to rescind the ban but received no reply.

difficulties that the

a date

of Madison Square

Hunton was informed by the Executive Vice President

made with

the

were outlined by Secretary

representative to drop off the check and sign the contract, the

be

now

from August 1950. llunton recorded that

and price had been agreed upon between himself and the

Finally,

disagreement

The Council had rented the Garden

previously the 1946 South Africa famine relief rally was held there but
organization faced dissent from the Garden

a

for a rally to protest the

York Times, 29 August 1950.

Hunton, W.A. "Facts Concerning the Madison Square Garden Ban Against the

Concert Meeting Planned for September 14 by the Council on African Affairs." Library

of Congress,

NAACP Papers,

General Office Files 1940-55, 2 12776/73. Hunton tried

to solicit support to protest the Council's

NAACP's

ban from the Garden but the

board

voted to take no action.

Telegram from W.A. Hunton to Attorney General McGrath dated 3 August 1950.
Library of Congress, NAACP Papers, General Office Files 1940-55, 212776/80. Hunton
1
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In

1953, the Council faced a hearing before the Subversive Activities Control

Board (SACB). Attorney General Herbert Brownell petitioned the
Council

to register

Internal Security

SACB

to force the

with the government as an agent of a foreign country as per the

Act of 1950 also known as the McCarran Act. To defend the Council,

Hunton penned an eight page response

work of the organization and

detailing the

vehemently denying that the Council was

a

"Communist

front" group.

He argued

that

"the single and consistent purpose for which the Council on African Affairs has existed

...

has been to provide accurate information on the conditions and struggles of the

people of Africa and to promote and support their welfare and efforts toward

liberation.'"'

Hunton concluded

that the

McCarran Act

"is

an instrument of censorship,

of suppression and fear."
Nevertheless, the Council continued

its

its

work

newsletter and keeping in touch with leaders in Africa."

campaigns

in the

few

for the next

years,

producing

One of its most

interesting

1950s was to monitor and publish the United Nations votes concerning

Africa and the question of trusteeship.

From

these documents

it

is

clear that the U.S.

consistently supported the position of the European colonizers rather than U.N.

trusteeship or self determination for African people.

noted that there had been no reply to his telegram

22

in

The Council dedicated two of its

New Africa.

Vol.

9,

No.

5 (July-

September 1950): 2.
_)
Hunton, W.A. "The Council on African Affairs Answers Attorney General
Brownell. " In Matt Crawford Papers, Special Collections, Manuscript, Archives and

Rare Book Library,
In 1952, the

Emory

University,

"

9,

Folder

Council newsletter changed from

Spotlight on Africa. Vol. l,No.
77

Box

1

For example: "For the Record:

Spotlight on Africa. Vol. 12, No.

(1

0.

New Africa to

Spotlight on Africa. See:

February 1952).

How
1

1

They Stand

in the

(8 January 1953):

1

.

UN
"The

on Rights of Africans."

US

and the

Sharpening of Opposition Between Colonial and Ant-Colonial Forces
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at

UN -

General

of Spotlight on Africa to covering and reviewing the Bandung Conference.

final issues

Yet, in June of that year, the organization

would resolve

to terminate all activities.

The

Daily Worker reported that the Council had been subjected to recent investigations by
the Internal

Revenue Service, the

Division), the

NY

Justice Department (Foreign Agents Registration

State Joint Legislative

Organizations as well as the

SACB.

Committee on Charitable and Philanthropic

Thus, a consideration

in the dissolution

of the

Council was "the fact that 'continuing government harassment makes further effective

work by

the organization impossible.'"

was taken

in

2.

Historian Hollis Lynch theorized that the vote

June 1955 to preclude appearing

which was scheduled
represented "one

to begin in July.

at

another hearing before the

He concluded

more victim of McCarthyite

that the Council's

SACB

demise

repression."

Concert Controversy

While the organizations with which Robeson was

affiliated

were dispersing, he

also faced controversy as he attempted to continue his concert recitals through the

1950s. Newspapers across the country from this period are rife with reportage of

banned Robeson appearances. From the

late

1940s especially after Peekskill through

Assembly Session." Spotlight on Africa. Vol. 12. No. 12 (17 December 1953): 1. "UN
Roll Call: How They Voted on African and Colonial Issues in the 1954 Assembly."
Spotlight on Africa. Vol. 14, No.
"

also noted in
"

1

(January 1955): 10.

"African Affairs Council Dissolves." Daily Worker (NY), 20 June 1955. This was

Robeson's FBI

file,

report

number 100-12304-360, page

12.

Lynch, Hollis. "Black American Radicals and the Liberation of Africa: The Council

on African Affairs 1937-1955." Ithaca, NY: Africana Studies and Research Center,
1

978. Page 52. Lynch also concludes that "there
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is

no evidence

that the

Council owed

the mid-'50s, securing a venue for

Robeson could often be

a challenge.

concert tour sponsored by United Freedom Fund illustrated this pattern.

newspaper

listed sixteen stops

controversy

is

on

Freedom

and documentation of canceled venues or

this tour

available for at least six of these cities.

loosened somewhat in the

His 1952

late 50s, the tide

began to

2:1

Later, as

shift, as

Cold War

restrictions

exemplified by Robeson's

successful Carnegie Hall concerts and the return of his passport in 1958.

Still,

of themes emerge from the repressive period of the early 1950s with regard

a

number

to

Robeson's concert career.
First, as

major venues were increasingly rejecting Robeson appearances, creative

alternatives reveal the tenacity

of Robeson and his fan base. For example,

Robeson was turned away from
required to enter

led Mine, Mill

Canada

the U.S. -Canadian border even though no passport

at that time.

and Smelter Workers

telephone instead.

Peace Arch Park

26

in early

He had been scheduled
in

to

border

was

speak before the Left-

Vancouver. Robeson addressed them via

This event eventually led to a highly successful concert series

at the

1952,

in Blaine,

Washington

that took place annually

in

from

American Communist Party."
Robeson
Birthday
Concert
Tour." Freedom. Vol. 2, No. 5 (May 1952): 6. For
"Paul
example: "Paul Robeson Is Barred by Oakland Auditorium." New York Times, 26 April
1952; Roland, John. "The Facts on Seattle Decision That Entitled Paul Robeson to
Sing." The Voice (San Francisco), 23 May 1952; "Program Ban on Robeson." San
Francisco Examiner, 22 May 1952; "Berkeley Citizens Vote to Let Robeson Sing." The
Daily Compass, 23 May 1952; "Robeson Slates Appearance in City." Denver Post, 4
May 1952; "500 Turn out for Robeson Concert Here." Milwaukee Sentinel, 30 May
1952; "Robeson's Songs Delight Audience." Cleveland Plain Dealer, 7 May 1952.
its

origins or support to the

(Several articles noted the presence of plain clothed police at concerts.)
26

My Story." Freedom.

Vol. 2, No. 3 (March 1952): 1. And
US-Canadian Border." In microfilm edition of Claude A.
Barnett Papers, Part 3, Series D, Reel 5, Frame 590. This was also monitored closely
Robeson's FBI file, see reports 100-12304-246 through 100-12304-253.

Robeson, Paul. "Here's

"Robeson Turned Back

at
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in

1952-1955. The logic was that

would sing

in the

if

Robeson was barred from entering Canada, then he

park on the border so that C anadians and Americans could

demonstrate their support for him. Devotees came

concerts.

Park in

The Vancouver Sun reported

May

1952 forcing the border

Thousands turned out

traffic."

occasionally

in

some heckling from

that

in

droves to hear Robeson

at

these

30.000 people crowded into Peace Arch

to close for

more than an hour because of heavy

subsequent years as well and, though there was

the U.S. side, these popular concerts remained

peaceful.

A

second theme appearing during

consistent support of the black church.

many churches
early

this period in

Even

Robeson's concert career

as he had trouble booking larger venues,

night,

Robeson was performing

biggest concerts halls; conversely, in the early and mid-50s, he

at the

the]

Church

in

Newark and Calvary

Baptist

Church

Mt. Carmel Baptist Church summarized this

main speaker. On

Union.

the

kept their doors open to Robeson throughout the 1950s. Whereas in the

and middle 1940s, on any given

Baptist

is

this

day

We must never forget

let's all

Paul.

worship

He came

down.... Don't miss this opportunity to thank

A

at

"Paul Robeson [will be

when

God and show

Galilee

flyer for a service

God and Honor the one who

to our rescue

"7

stadiums or the

was singing

in Detroit.

spirit well,

in

the chips

saved our

were

our sincere appreciation to

"Robeson Show Jams Border Traffic." Vancouver Sun, 19 May 1952.
"Robeson Heckled at Peace Arch Concert." Vancouver Sun, 17 August 1953.
lh
"Robeson's 4 Concert at Canadian Border Stirs More than 15,000." Daily Worker
(NY), 28 July 1955. (Selections from these concerts are also available on compact disc:
"Paul Robeson: The Peace Arch Concerts." Folk Era Records, 1998.)
"s
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Paul."

In a

memorandum on

"minimum schedule

that the

were highlighted, "In

was being planned

a tour that

be fought for

...

in

should be made to arrange the appearance
Several of Robeson's columns in

the country. For example, he

at a

was suggested

are not being planned, all efforts

leading Negro church."

Freedom recount

was heartened by

it

each city." However, black churches

where outdoor concerts

cities

for 1954,

a

meeting

30

concerts in churches around

at

Metropolitan

Community

Chicago which made him "more than ever deeply proud and happy

Church

in

decided

way back

my talents

to give

and energy

to the

working masses."

31

that

I

After a

meeting with black ministers and union leaders, Robeson focused on the importance of
solidarity

youth

between workers" unions and churches/"

in the

powerful one."

the

May

in the lives

of our people

is

a

3.

1952, in a vital

show of support,

a conference

of 3,000 delegates from

AME Zion Church meeting at a conference in Brooklyn, N.Y. voted to back

Robeson

in his

passport suit against the State Department.

called for everyone

24

another occasion, he recalled his

AME Zion Church and emphasized the necessity of unity between all

denominations "because the influence of the church

In

On

who defended Robeson

"Local 471 Celebrates

York Public

th

its

13

to stand, Edith

Anniversary." Flyer

Library, Manuscript, Archives and Rare

Black Culture. (Many similar

Center for Research

in

events can be found

in this

in

When Bishop William
Sampson who worked

Paul Robeson Collection,

Walls
for the

New

Books Division, Schomburg
flyers and programs from Robeson

collection ranging throughout the

first

half of the 1950s.)

30

"The Paul Robeson 1954 Tour." Memorandum in Paul Robeson Collection, New
York Public Library, Manuscript, Archives and Rare Books Division, Schomburg
Center for Research
31

32
33

in

Black Culture.

My Story." Freedom.
"Here's My Story," Freedom.
"Here's My Story." Freedom.

Robeson, Paul. "Here's
Robeson, Paul.

Robeson, Paul.
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Vol.

1,

No. 3 (March 1951):

Vol.

1,

No. 9 (September 1951

Vol. 2, No. 5

(May

1952):

1.

1.
):

1.

State Department and later

people present

people

became an

who remained

in Detroit

'

seated.

alternate U.N. delegate

4

In

welcomed Paul Robeson

1953 Freedom reported, "More than 6,000
into their churches, their

hearts during a week-long celebration" for his birthday."

a

Robeson appearance

in Pittsburgh

I

35

Several years

36

of community

life" lent to his

Robeson a love

music

for sacred

The opening chapter of his autobiography
could also be applied to the 1950s for

he found a reliable

which Robeson's

One
Cold

final

home

father

in the

'

4

Vol. 2, No. 6 (June 1952):
"°

5

The church

also

is titled

"A Home

in

That Rock". This label
various fronts;

AME Zion Church

in

made

1.

before focusing on the theme of Othello in the

time of controversy, Robeson's income plummeted.

this

at

"AME Zion's - Half Million
May

7

when Robeson was oppressed on

union halls and churches was not nearly as profitable as

major theaters and concert

York Times, 12

AME Zion Church and the

that greatly influenced his singing career.

black church, particularly the

note should be

Obviously singing primarily
in

halls.

Philip Foner estimated that Robeson's

Strong - Back Paul Robeson Passport Fight." Freedom.

And

"Trait of 'Greatness'

is

Defined by Bishop."

New

1952, 22.gy

"Freedom Associates Sponsors Concert, Church Appearances." Freedom. Vol.

(May

1958,

and brother, Ben, were ministers.

War period. During

bookings

later, in

formative years, particularly after the

untimely death of his mother when he was only six years old.

instilled in

their

That same year, Robeson's memoir.

Stand, underscored his upbringing by a minister in the

stability that "center

homes and

might have been cancelled had several leading

churches not opened their doors for the concert.

Here

was one of only two

3,

1953).

"Ban on Concert Singer

Protested:

Robeson

WILL

Sing." Pittsburgh Courier, 19

April 1958. (Three churches offered their buildings to Robeson: Central Baptist

Church, Wesley Centre

AME Zion Church and

205

St.

Matthew's

AME Zion Church.)

No.

annual income dwindled from "a high of over $100,000
1952."

not

8

P.L. Prattis, of the Pittsburgh Courier,

know whether Mr. Robeson

1946

...

that

is

Communist.

a

in

1947 to about $6,000

commented on
I

doubt

He

it.

in

do

this trend in 1957, "I

stated,

under oath,

in

he was not a Communist. Since then he has refused to discuss his political

views or alignments. The [income] figures above show the sacrifice which Mr.

Robeson has made because of his convictions.
any Negro, Communist or not,
rights.

...

who

felt

think such a sacrifice

could disturb the authorities

Bold defense of the Negro's rights

An

however, would not be deterred.

I

is

my people,

out against injustice as

I

because
see

I

40
it."

in his

cannot be happy otherwise.

He

further

am
I

willing to

feel that

emphasized before the

41

In his

with those

1

have

what

book In Battle for Peace, W.E.B. Du Bois contrasted Robeson's

who

how he

make

HUAC,

sacrificed literally hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of dollars for

in."

of

Robeson,

interviewer for the Afro-American asked

"I

true

defense of Negro

often a costly venture."

about giving up a lucrative career. Robeson responded,

sacrifice for

would be

"I

I

to

a

speak

have

believe

sacrifice

selected an easier route, "For this appeal [for peace] he has been

crucified and characteristically

many

rich

and respectable Negroes have joined the

slavery wolf-pack in return for cash and ease."

42
"

Thus,

it

is

against this backdrop of

controversy, declining income and dissolving organizations that

I

will consider the

following events, which directly engage the theme of Othello.

37
38
39

40
41

Robeson, Paul. Here I Stand. Boston: Beacon Press, 1958. Chapter one.
Foner, 40.

Pittsburgh Courier, 9

March

1957.

"What Makes Him Tick?: Paul Robeson." Baltimore Afro-American,
Foner, 428.
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8

March

1958.

Passport Case

In July

who

of 1950, Robeson,

had held a passport continuously since 1922, was

asked by two agents of the State Department to relinquish his current passport. Robeson

was about
Europe.

to leave the country for concert

He

refused to turn

and speaking engagements across Britain and

passport and

in his

was

notified in

August

that

it

cancelled. All border control officials were notified that they should detain

had been

Robeson

if

he attempted to leave the country. That December, Robeson sued on the grounds that

revoking a passport violated the First

Amendment freedoms of speech,

assembly, petition and association as well as the Fifth

secure property.

43

In other

Amendment

Associated Negro Press noted

Robeson

in

appearances."

in

in fees

as the result

refused passports to

including W.E.B.

Du

Page
4

and royalties and "he

from the

will suffer the

of the cancellation of future

in this regard.

many who were

...

Du

The

same

foreign

State Department revoked or

considered radicals in the Cold

Bois, Rockwell Kent,

Bois, W.E.B., hi Battle for Peace.
1

article

44

Robeson was hardly alone

42

An

January 1951 that the loss of a passport had already

excess of $3000

amount of loss annually

own and

rights to

words, depriving Robeson of his passport denied him not

only the right to travel but the right to practice his profession.

cost

thought,

Howard

New

Fast,

War

period

Max Schachtman

and

York: Masses and Mainstream, 1952.

79.

"Fact Sheet on the Paul Robeson Passport Case." Paul Robeson Collection,

Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingam Research Center, Howard University, Box 23,
Folder: 1954 Passport Fact Sheet.
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scientists like

Kamen and

Martin

Otto Nathan, executor of Albert Einstein's estate.

On what

grounds did the State Department use the arbitrary authority

abroad?

A

1952 press release declared, "For

passports to persons

trips abroad,

when

engaged

who

in its files clear

refused

evidence that they had, on previous

The document then

represented a "clear and present danger to the United States.'"

Communist

...

example the conviction of eleven leaders of the U.S. Communist

Department had reason

interests

had

prevent travel

years the Department has

in political activities in foreign countries. "

specifically cited as an

Party

it

many

to

to believe that

someone was "knowingly

organization or that his conduct abroad

is

likely to

46

Thus,

if the

member of a

a

be contrary to the best

of the United States", their right to travel was withheld.

47

Interestingly, despite

constant attempts to link Robeson with the CP, that affiliation was not cited as the

primary reason he was confined to domestic

Department submitted
abroad would not be

its

travel.

In

February 1952, the State

case to the Appeals Court and stated that Robeson's travel

in the best interests

of the U.S. due

to his "frank

admission that he

has been for years extremely active politically on behalf of independence of the colonial

"Robeson

Files Suit Against Secretary of State

Acheson

microfilm edition of Claude A. Bamett Papers, Part
4?

for Return

3. Series

Huston, Luther. "Passport Cases Irk Government."

New

D, Reel

of Passport."

Frame 583.

5,

York Times,

In

1

January

1956, 23. For general histories on the McCarthy era, see, for example: Stone, I. F. The
Haunted Fifties. New York: Random House, 1963: Kempton, Murray. America Comes
of Middle Age: Columns 1950-62. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1963; Draper,
Theodore. American Communism and Soviet Russia. New York: Viking Press, 1963.
46
For more on the convictions of U.S. Communists, see: Aptheker, Herbert. History
and Reality. New York: Cameron Associates, 1955; Green, Gil. Cold War Fugitive: A
Personal Stoiy of the McCarthy Years. New York: International Publishers, 1984;
Scales, Junius. Cause at Heart: A Former Communist Remembers Athens: University
.

of Georgia Press, 1987.
47

State

Department Press Release dated 24

A. Bamett Papers, Part

3, Series D, Reel 5,

May

1952. In microfilm edition of Claude

Frames 601-3.
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people

in

Africa."

Furthermore, "the diplomatic embarrassment that eould arise from

'

the presence abroad of such a politieal meddler

Robeson, then,

clear, as

it is

...

is

easily imaginable...."

49

For

he explained, that his "concern for Negro rights

is

indeed

at

the heart of the [passport] case."

The passport case was

Freedom newspaper

a major

as well as his

theme

FBI

file.

Robeson's memoir and throughout

in

In

Here

I

Stand, Robeson compared his

current struggle for the right to travel with the abolitionists, like Frederick Douglass,

who

traveled abroad to gain support for the anti-slavery cause.

colonialism,

Robeson posed

the question,

Of his

"Can we oppose White Supremacy

Carolina and not oppose that same vicious system in South Africa?

oppose independence for the colonial peoples
Furthermore, he asserted,

"...

the fact

is

that

in

...

...

It

has always been

affiliated

with the

grounds that
49
M)

it

was given

CP

was

in

Nevertheless, Negroes

in

our best

2.

who spoke

the truth

And Robeson, Here

the option to sign an affidavit stating that he

was

I

not

order to get his passport reissued. But he refused on the

a violation of his First

Amendment

rights.

"Fact Sheet on the Paul Robeson Passport Case," Page

Robeson, Here

Those who

linked in the minds of our

"Fact Sheet on the Paul Robeson Passport Case." Page
Stand, 64. Robeson

South

speaking the truth abroad has been of great

The concept of travel has been inseparably

people with the concept of freedom.

...

in

Africa are the real un-Americans!"

value to the struggle for Negro rights in America.

interests.

opposition to

I Stand, 63.

2.

For more on African Americans and

Record, Wilson. The Negro and the Communist Party. Chapel

Hill,

Communism,

see:

University of North

95
Record, Wilson. Race and Radicalism: The NAACP and the
Communist Party in Conflict. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1964; Starobin, Joseph.
American Communism in Crisis 1943-1957. Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
Carolina Press,

1

1

;

1972.
51

Ibid, 64.
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abroad

in the years

of the Abolitionist struggle were

White Folks back home

Robeson

also

bitterly

52
,..."

emphasized the

historical

importance of travel for the black

He maintained

like Ira Aldridge, in order to practice their profession.

travel has

for a

been a virtual necessity for the Negro

Negro

actor to appear on the

Thus, "the right to travel

fact, is

it

order for

is

artist.

American stage

in

A

century ago

him

to

have

African American

this

opportunity to practice his

who

is

art

artists

similar parallel

who

rely

on the international stage

was drawn

in a

to Douglass,

"But remember Frederick Douglass

...

Robeson

is

activities, [the] plaintiffs objectives

Constitution

...

to

view of this

53

in 1951.

promote the general welfare and

titled "Lift

Every

Brown compared

he went to Europe to speak

the Douglass of today/'

have been those

specifically,

to earn their living.

...

Brown

then quoted

his actions, "In all his public

set forth in the

preamble

to secure the blessings

particularly to vindicate and effectuate the rights guaranteed

Amendments and

more

pamphlet by Lloyd Brown

Robeson's attorneys who outlined the impetus behind

Ibid.,

In

artist.

part of the continuing historical struggle for

are speaking out against injustice and,

for his people's freedom.

53

was not possible

it

and to earn his livelihood?"

Voice for Paul Robeson" published by Freedom Associates

52

the right to

not unjust to require that he remain silent about the conditions of his people in

African Americans

Robeson

"...

artists,

any role - not even as a buffoon."

of special importance to the Negro

For Robeson, then, his passport case

A

denounced by the Big

by the 13

th
,

to the

of liberty, and

14

th

and 15

Ih

the rights set forth in the United Nations Universal Declaration of

66-69.

Ibid., 71.
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Human

Rights.'

04

Robeson summarized

me

Daily Worker, "Instead of persecuting

America, the U.S. ought

to

down

be

in

his position in an editorial printed in the

for criticizing the conditions of

Negroes

in

who have

Mississippi prosecuting those

unleashed against our people a reign of terror and bloodshed."

Most of the support
the Left and

was

for

Robeson's passport case

closely followed

in the

United States came from

by Freedom and the Daily Worker as well as other

papers like the National Guardian, the California Eagle and the Sun-Reporter

Robeson was scorned by

Francisco.

the Crisis,

Ebony and

Afro-American which was pretty consistent

passport struggle.

Even

Howard

time that every person of good will within

denial of passports

rather one of the

American

5

is

Brown, Lloyd.

November

Americans. He argued,

many choose
rights

this systematic

to regard

195

1

1

.

):

it,

but

and freedoms of

"Lift

Every Voice

for Paul

Robeson."

New

York: Freedom Associates,

1951. Pages 12-13.
the Denial of Robeson's Passport," Daily

For example: Alan, Robert. "Paul Robeson: The Lost Shepard." Crisis 58, No.

195

"It

57

Robeson, Paul. "The Real Issues Behind
Worker (NY), 17 October 1955.

(

coverage of the

country recognized that

not merely an inconvenience, as so

^

56

this

all

most dangerous of all recent attacks upon the

citizens."

in its

Fast pointed out that the revocation of passports

by the State Department should encourage outrage from

is

San

other black periodicals with

the exception of the

so,

in

1

569-73; White, Walter. "The Strange Case of Paul Robeson." Ebony, February

Carl

Murphy who published

the

Afro-American was the father of George B.

Murphy, Jr. who was General Manager of Freedom.
Fast, Howard. "Howard Fast Urges Fight to End Disgraceful Passport Bans." Daily
Worker (NY), 22 June 1955. Fast had his passport revoked in 195 and was told he had
to prove he was not a member of the CP and was not traveling to further the aims of the
57

1

CP

in

order to get

it

back.
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Support for Robeson's case came

in

many

forms. For example, individuals and

organizations sent letters on Robeson's behalf to the President and Attorney General.

One such

letter

from a concerned citizen stated simply,

An

not be a reason for house arrest."

pragmatically observed, "But

how he

a

if

man

editorial in the conservative

is

that

was

at

stake for

curia brief signed by

W.E.B.

Du

5

can't see

settle elsewhere.

should matter very

"... it

even Robeson and his kind shall have the right to go."

we

borders." The editorialist

its

he would not mind seeing Robeson permanently

Nevertheless, an important principle

Wall Street Journal

not a danger within the country,

can suddenly endanger the country once outside

concluded

"Political disagreement should

In

much

that

February 1956, an amice

Bois, Herbert Aptheker, Eslanda Robeson, Alphaeus

Hunton, Samuel Sillen and Rev. Charles Hill

in support

of Robeson's case was filed

with the U.S. Court of Appeals. The following month, thirty-two more people added

their signatures including

for

Robeson

in the

U.S.

Lloyd Brown and Philip Foner.

was concentrated on

of the Communist Party. However, those
also

made an

60

Thus,

the Left through

who

much of the

members and

support

supporters

attended his concerts during this period

important symbolic, if not financial, contribution to Robeson's defense.

Support for Robeson from abroad was even more abundant.

editorial in the

An

exasperated

Toronto Star set the stage well. The puzzled writer queried, "Does the

Letter dated 10 April 1958

(Name blackened

Copy

Robeson FBI File, report
October 1955 from Los Angeles Forum.
out.)

in

number 100-12304-484. See also letter dated 7
Copy in Robeson FBI File, document number 100-12304-335.
"Review and Outlook: Mr. Robeson Takes a Trip." Wall Street Journal, 14 July 1958.
60
"Accept Notables' Brief on Robeson Passport." Daily Worker (NY), 16 March 1956.
A summary of the brief is also in the Robeson FBI File, report number 100-12304-363.
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immigration department fear that Canadians will be converted

An

song?"
for

article in the

Daily Worker

Robeson from overseas when

messages of support

it

concluded these expressions "indicate

message from seventy-five

its

finest

ambassador."

Harlem indicated

6

to the

"

Department and U.S. Embassies...." and

that

civic leaders in

world opinion

is

with Paul Robeson."

South Africa synthesized the

Additionally, in 1955, Rep.

Daily Worker

Adam

that folks across

is

mood

asked the same question about Paul Robeson. "
invitations for speaking, concert and theater

Clayton Powell,

long

it

would take him

"five or six years."

around Robeson's

64

to fulfill all

in a letter

Jr.

from

Europe were looking for news of

I

was

Indeed, Robeson continued to receive

engagements from around

throughout the 1950s despite the passport ban.

A

depriving itself of

Robeson's passport case. As he traveled, Powell reported, "In every country

how

a

1954 summarized the outpouring of support

in

Robeson, "By preventing you from traveling, your government

to

Marxism by

printed excerpts from "a few of the hundreds of

[sent] to the State

...

to

In

an interview

in

the world

1955, he

was asked

of these appearances and he estimated about

Demonstrations of support from abroad were especially plentiful

sixtieth birthday in April 1958.

In

an article for the Daily Worker,

Eslanda Robeson reported that "formal and informal Paul Robeson Birthday

Committees" were organized

in

over a dozen countries. She also noted, "Ambassadors,

61

Reprinted in "Canadian Storm over Robeson." Daily Worker (NY), 24 April 1956.
"World Demand Rises to let Robeson Travel," Daily Worker (NY), 7 September
1954. Messages were received from Europe, Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, South
America, Canada and Australia. The Provisional Committee to Restore Paul Robeson's
Passport was formed to organize such pledges and protests.
62

63

"Powell

in

Europe Queried Everywhere about Robeson." Daily Worker (NY), 4

October 1955.
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state[s]men, public officials, and hundreds of people

eagerly for him to

come

and act for them

to sing

...

in their

assured him that they wait

°

countries

There was a flurry of activity around the United Kingdom on behalf of

Robeson's

right to travel.

In 1955, a petition

was launched

in

Scotland which collected

over 3,000 signatures including fourteen members of Parliament. Another delegation

London,

led

by the Amalgamated Union of Building Trades Workers, delivered

petition to the U.S.

Embassy

planning committee meeting,

that

had been signed by 3,165 people.

was decided

it

In

May

in

a

1956, at a

that the "scattered activities in support

of

Paul Robeson's effort to secure a passport" be "united on a national scale and

extended."

It

was the "Let Robeson Sing" committee

in

Manchester who

initiated this

coordinated national endeavor. Cedric Belfrage, of the National Guardian, a U.S.

newspaper, was selected as chair of the national working committee.

In a

many"

67

1956 phone interview, Robeson expressed his appreciation for the "very

letters

of support from Britons that he had received.

struggle for Robeson's passport

was

in

68

A

1957 when he sang from

high point in the U.K.

New York

transatlantic cable to over a thousand fans gathered at St. Pancras

The gathering was organized by

the National Paul

Town

via

Hall in London.

Robeson Committee and was

64

Keeler, Ellen. "Robeson's Popularity Greater Than Ever Concert Tour Shows." Daily
Worker (NY), 6 September 1955.
fo
Robeson, Eslanda. "How World Greeted Paul Robeson." Sunday Worker (NY), 27

April 1958.

Williamson, John. "The Robeson Campaign Gains

22 February 1956.

(NY)
67

21

November

And "What

a British Factory Said

Momentum." Daily Worker (NY)
About Robeson." Daily Worker

1955.

Williamson, John. "The Cry Grows

in

London - Let Robeson Sing!" Daily Worker

(NY), 6 June 1956.
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addressed by several Ministers of Parliament

Although he was also asked

to play

Gower

in

who spoke

out on Robeson's behalf.

61

Shakespeare's Pericles by the

Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, the invitation to play Othello again was a recurring

theme among the
In

British efforts to restore

Robeson's passport.

June 1953, Robeson applied for a passport because he had been invited

play Othello in

London by

Leslie Linder Productions.

However, Leslie Linder had applied

for a

work permit

Actor's Equity Association and they replied,

Robeson's status

is

such that

we

this part, in

would welcome
editor of the

Robeson

to

subsequent

artists

was

The request was denied.
for

the

Robeson from the

unanimous opinion

its

to play Othello.

"Our advice

That same month,

our knowledge has banned an

in this

...

No

to

its

British

from the theatre because of the

"A Londoner Spoke

We

to bring

decision in a

of Labour regarding permits for foreign

political considerations.

artist

Mr.

a letter to the

The Equity Association defended

to the Ministry

pays no regard whatever to

Gardner, Lew.

that

which he has previously made so striking an appearance.

Evening Standard questioned the Equity Association's decision

letter,

...

satisfaction at the prospect of seeing Mr.

his appearance in this country."

England

British

cannot raise any objection to his appearance

country. Indeed the council expressed

Robeson play

"It

to

Government

artist's political

Robeson By Telephone." Daily Worker (NY),

16 February 1956.
61

"Robeson Sings to UK by Phone." Reynolds News (London), 26 May 1957; "Free
Robeson Say Millions." Daily Worker (London), 29 May 1957.
70
Letter from Leslie Linder Productions to Paul Robeson dated 15 June 1953. And
letter to Leslie Linder from Gordon Sandison, General Secretary of the British Actors
Equity Association, dated
June 1953. Both in microfilm edition of Claude A.
Barnett Papers, Part 3, Series D, Reel 5, Frames 482-3.
1

to

1
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opinions.

...

There

is

no place

for

McCarthyism

invitation to act in Othello appeared in

left

wing press

that reported

Additionally, in

Yutkevich

perform

to

"Knowing you
would agree

May

1955,

in a film

letter

this time, the case

pending

trial.

7,

v.

At

this point, the

mainstream and

7"

Robeson was asked by Soviet Director Sergei

version of Othello. Yutkevich praised Robeson,

we would

be very happy

if

you

our film (in either English or Russian, whichever

Robeson's attorney, Leonard Boudin, then enclosed a

when he wrote
Robeson

71

articles in the U.S.

as a magnificent portrayer of this role,

language you would prefer)."

still

many of the

on Robeson's passport case.

to play Othello in

copy of this

our theatre."

in

to the Director

of the Passport Office

in

May

1955. At

Dulles before the U.S. District Court in Washington was

Boudin hoped

that, in the

meantime, the Passport Office might

decide to grant Robeson a passport since he had "received numerous requests from
parts of the world to appear in concerts, films

was included so

that they

and enable Robeson

71
7

and plays." The

from Yutkevich

might "reconsider the previous action taken by your office"

to appear in the Soviet film version

Evening Standard ( London). 29 June 1953.
For example: "Robeson Asks for Passport."

New

of Othello.

York Times,

Samuel. "No Borders for Art." Masses and Mainstream, Vol.

"Robeson Asks

letter

for Passport as

7,

1

14

August 1953;

74

Translation of letter to Paul Robeson from Sergei Yutkevich dated 15

in

Letter from Leonard

Black Culture, Reel

Boudin

6,

in

New York

Frame

I'll

Get

March 1955.
Schomburg

199.

May

1955. In microfilm

Robeson Collection. New York Public Library, Schomburg Center
Black Culture, Reel 6, Frame 198.
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My

Public Library,

to Passport Office dated 10

edition of Paul

Research

4;

Both a 'Natural' and 'Equal" Right." Daily Worker

microfilm edition of Paul Robeson Collection,

Center for Research

Sillen,

No. 6 (June 1954):

(NY), 19 July 1955; Robeson, Paul. "If Enough People Write to Washington
Passport in a Hurry." Freedom, Vol. 5, No. 6 (July/August 1955): 2.
7

all

for

In

Several days

wanted

Boudin was informed by the Passport Office

later,

a passport, he need only

indicating that he

was not

withdraw the court action and submit an

member of the CP.

a

that if

^

affidavit

Of course, Robeson would

such a document and, thus, a Soviet film version of Othello with Robeson

never occurred.

in a

would have been especially meaningful

It

Soviet production for

who had

Aldridge,

the left

achieved

However,

century.

wing

press,

1957, a

In

it

would have mirrored

much fame

his

which supported Robeson's
edition of Othello edited

Wilson was published by Cambridge

for

most

Robeson

was

text, in

"The

a lifelong project for the prolific

The Listener, marveled

striking thing about

prominently

Robeson FBI

invitation
76

in articles, especially in

by Alice Walker and John Dover

New

Shakespeare"

77

series.

is

File, report

7S

A

New

play,

'The most

to 'Othello' is that, unlike

100-12304-416, page

2.

Shakespeare"

review of the Othello

Dover Wilson's analysis of the

inspired by theatrical experience.

Walker and

most modern

The colour

question, he

(The FBI File also made note of the

from the Soviet Union to play Othello again.)

For example: "Soviet Wants Robeson for 'Othello' Film." National Guardian, 23

May

1955; "Robeson Offered Othello Role in Soviet Film: Again Applies to State Dept.

for Passport." Daily
7

it

to play Othello

right to travel.

Dover Wilson.

Dover Wilson's response

editors of Shakespeare,

7?

at

in the lead

significant predecessor, Ira

Dover Wilson were both respected Shakespearean scholars and "The
series

never sign

playing Shakespeare in Russia in the nineteenth

this Soviet invitation did figure

new

for

Robeson

Worker (NY), 16

May

1955.

Walker, Alice and John Dover Wilson, eds. Othello. Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge

University Press, 1957.
7

Other examples of Dover Wilson's work on Shakespeare include: Dover Wilson,
John. The Essential Shakespeare: A Biographical Adventure. New York: MacMillan,
1

*

932; Dover Wilson, John.

Historians

An

Introduction to the Sonnets of Shakespeare for the use of

and Others. New York: Cambridge University
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Press, 1964.

insists, hitting a curiously

The

reporter

went on

to

neglected nail on the head,

quote Dover Wilson

at

some

is at

the heart of the tragedy."

length:

For me, however, the crowning proof of Othello's race

is that
once had
the good fortune to see him played by a Negro
that great African
gentleman with the golden voice, Paul Robeson; and felt I was seeing
the tragedy for the first time, not merely because of Robeson's acting,
which despite a few petty faults of technique was magnificent, but
because the fact that he was a true Negro seemed to floodlight the whole
drama. Everything was slightly different from what I had previously
imagined; new points, fresh nuances, were constantly emerging; and all
had, felt, been clearly intended by the author. The performance
convinced me that a Negro Othello is essential to the full understanding
I

I

I

of the play.
This commentary

seven years

case,

which

later.

new

in a

Wilson saw Robeson

79

in

edition of Othello

remarkable, particularly since Dover

is

1930 and the performance

This came

at a pivotal

time

led the reviewer to conclude,

tL

in

still

stood out vividly to him twenty-

Robeson's career due

By now we

to the passport

should have seen Paul Robeson's

Othello on the London stage again, had not the American official action prevented him

from visiting England.

If

Dover Wilson's

tribute

produced a change of heart

Washington, his edition would have proved a double blessing
In

Britain.

October 1957, Robeson received another invitation

This time, the

letter

came from Glen Byam Shaw,

Shakespeare Memorial Theatre

memoir

79

the next year,

From The

in

to the theatre."

to play Othello

is

truly a great

Listener, 25 April 1957. Clipping in

Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,

1957 British Actors Equity Association.
80

Ibid.
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80

from

the director of the

Stratford-upon-Avon. Robeson speculated

"Such an invitation

in

honor

to

anyone

in his

in the theatre

Robeson Collection, Manuscript

Howard

University,

Box

23, Folder:

anywhere, but will the State Department permit

that

Robeson would ultimately be able
In

June 1958,

it

was

finally

who had

v.

Dulles.

to

go?

recommended

In these cases,

that

in the

are being denied their

all

v.

a passport

Dulles, Briehl

brought by U.S. citizens

"We

do not reach the

who

...

We

must remember

that

have neither been accused of crimes or found

"

we

guilty.

freedom of movement solely because of their refusal

far as to declare the act

to

be

Thus, the Court did not

of revoking passports unconstitutional. They

did,

however, recognize that the Secretary of State had breached his authority which meant
that passports

would

finally

who had been confined

be returned to Robeson,

to the U.S. since 1950.

As

Du

Bois and the scores of others

a result,

Robeson would be able

play Othello in Stratford for the hundredth anniversary season of the Shakespeare

Memorial Theatre.

House Un-American

81

82

Robeson, Here I Stand,
Quoted in Robeson FBI

v.

We only conclude that Congress did not delegate to the

subjected to inquiry into their belief[s] and associations

go so

1959 season.

cases of Kent

which were

Secretary of State the kind of authority exercised here.

are dealing here with citizens

This was one invitation

Robeson be issued

their passports revoked, the majority opinion stated,

question of constitutionality.

They

,,xl

to fulfill, but not until the

based on the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court
Dulles and Dayton

me

Activities

Committee

59.
File, report

number 100-12304-526, page

219

4.

to

Paul Robeson testified before the

HUAC

had been established as a temporary committee
the leadership of Martin Dies from Texas.

Dealers to raise suspicion of domestic

on 12 June 1956.

in the

governmental social programs of the depression

a tool for

activity within the

era.

HUAC

House of Representatives under

The committee became

Communist

In 1938, the

anti-New

expanded

Dies' Southern segregationist

perspective and tight reign on the committee influenced the direction of the

investigations that the

committee

As

HUAC would undertake after becoming a permanent standing

in 1945.

the

Cold War opened, the

HUAC

colluded with the FBI and other federal

bureaus to propagate the anticommunist hysteria that was also dramatically fomented by

Joseph McCarthy within the Senate. While the
their investigations

program was an

HUAC

is

of Alger Hiss and the Hollywood Ten,

anti-radical agenda.

perhaps best remembered for

at the heart

of the

HUAC's

Left involvement in civil rights opened the

way

for

red-baiting of specific black activists, such as Paul Robeson, to destroy their credibility

within the African American community and the country. The FBI was

the

campaign against Robeson. ^ Agents

opened

his mail

listened to his

phone

calls,

at the heart

of

followed him,

and gleaned information on Robeson from many, sometimes unreliable,

informants. Throughout the

file,

cooperation can be seen between the FBI, the Passport

Office of the State Department and other federal institutions. This collaboration

was opened in 1941 when Robeson spoke at a rally to
free jailed CP leader Earl Browder. The file documents Robeson's movements until
around 1963 when he was becoming less involved in public life due to ill health. The
file was not officially closed until after his death in
976 as it continued to report on
events commemorating his accomplishments. Over 2600 pages of the file are now
available to the public through the Freedom of Information Act.

The Paul and Fslanda FBI

file

1
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culminated

field office,

in

Robeson and

which meant

his wife being listed as

that they

event of a national emergency/

would be among

"key figures"

regards to race.

HUAC

He was once

do not "constitute a threat

York FBI

up

Wood,

a Georgia

and headed the proceedings when Robeson
his predecessors with

KKK

queried about investigating the

to the liberties

So

of Americans."

and replied

the indignant

Robeson

to read his prepared statement so that

it

that they

manner

with which Walter treated Robeson during his testimony was not surprising.

not allow

in the

4

Walter was not substantially different from

testified in 1956.

New

the dissidents rounded

Representative Francis Walter succeeded Dies and John

Democrat, as chairman of the

in the

He

did

could be part of the official

record.

Although the

HUAC

session

was convened

to investigate the unauthorized use

of U.S. passports, the committee grilled Robeson on a variety of subjects, particularly
his affiliation with the

Robeson

directly

engaged the passport

They have just

"Mr. Robeson:
140,000 miners up

Guide

to the

CP and known members

in

Yorkshire.

Scholarly Resources,

Inc.,

Page

Pomerantz, Charlotte, ed.

An

Party.

Inc.,

A

In fact, the

Chairman Walter ducked

invited

me

Do you

think that you could

to

come

to

one time

let

File.

me

that

the question:

London next week

Microfilm Edition of the Paul Robeson FBI

N:i

and Munsell,

case,

of the

go?

1

to sing to

Mr.

Wilmington, DE:

I.

Quarter Century ofUnamericana.

New

York: Marzani

1963. Page 74.

Robeson and Chairman Walter: "Mr. Robeson:
that are going to keep all
kinds of decent people out of the country." Chairman Walter: 'No, only your kind.' Mr.
indicative interchange between

'You are the author of all the
Robeson: 'Colored people,

easier to get rid

bills

[McCarran-Walter Act]

like myself..."

Mr. Chairman:

of your kind, too."" Foner, 420.

'We

are trying to

make

it

Chairman: 'We have nothing

to

do with

The analogy of Frederick Douglass

that.

was again invoked by Robeson during the hearing,
which

the neo-Fascist cause

"I

am

here because

see arising in these committees.

I

You

am

I

opposing

are like the Alien

[and] Sedition Act, and Jefferson could be sitting here, and Frederick Douglass
88

here....""

'

committee,

Characteristically,

"...

am

I

Robeson was quick

not being tried for whether

fighting for the rights of my people

Robeson invoked the
of the

CP

demanding

and Democratic

know someone's

to

He

Parties.

,0

CP was

political affiliation

is

ties lays not the

Excerpts can also be found

Tributes

and Selected

in:

being tried for
9

he was a

a violation

member

of the

question of whether Robeson's

that is the case.

right to free

Foner, 432. (The complete transcript of the

413-36.

am

an important point that Robeson raises.

The

vital issue at

speech and to hold whatever

he so chooses. Thus, he invoked the Fifth

Writings.

I

in the

a legal political party just like

membership was

This

Robeson's constitutional

is

Communist,

second-class citizens."*

views favored the Soviet Union. Clearly,

however,

a

racism

further observed in his prepared statement

political

At the heart of this query on Communist

stake,

still

am

Amendment when asked whether

Constitutional rights of all Americans.

political

are

although he reiterated the fact that the

the Republican

that

Fifth

who

I

to point out the inherent

Amendment

rather than

HUAC testimony is reprinted

in

Foner

Dent, Roberta Yancy, ed. Paul Robeson

New York

City: Paul

Robeson Archives,

Inc.,

1976. Pages 87-96)
88
89

90

Foner, 427.
Foner, 421.

Foner 416 and 436. (The only time Robeson answered that question was

when he

testified before the Joint

in California

which was chaired by Jack Tenney. At

the legality of the

CP

independent.

wanted

If

I

but remarked,
to join

in

1946

Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities

Robeson also emphasized
of characterize myself as an anti-Fascist and

"I sort

any party

I

that time

could just as conceivably join the

m

name names,
Communist

the Congressional Record as other witnesses had.

to

do

so.

and you are the nonpatriots,

[sic]

ashamed of yourselves."

nature of the

prepared statement into

However, Walter would not allow

you gentlemen belong with the Alien and Sedition Acts,

"...

in several sources

to read his

Before Walter adjourned the hearing, Robeson blasted the very

existence of the committee:

truly

the

Party was, in fact, a legal political party.

Robeson queried the chairman several times

Robeson

member of the CP, when

perjure himself or admit "guilt" for being a

and

HUAC.

and you are the un-Americans and you ought

be

Robeson's prepared statement, however, has been reprinted

illustrates, again, his position

In

to

it,

on the

right to travel

Robeson wondered, "Why does Walter not

and the

racist

investigate the

'un-American' activities of [Mississippi Senator James] Eastland and his gang, to

whom

the Constitution

is

a scrap of paper

when invoked by

the

Negro

the passport case, he summarized, "I have been invited to perform

all

42

people...."

over the world,

and only the arbitrary denial of a passport has prevented realization of this
exchange. ..."

Robeson then

onstage and

the Soviet

was a key

in

...

cultural

specifically cited the invitations to play Othello in

Union

in film.

aspect of the passport case that

Of

England

Thus, the opportunity to play Othello again

was noted

well as in Robeson's prepared testimony for the

in

contemporary newspapers as

HUAC.

Several papers supported Robeson's attack on the

HUAC. The

Daily Worker

ran an extended cover story that reported, "Although the committee chairman and other

Communist
a
41

92

Party

...

[as]

Communist." Dent,

I

could join the Republican or Democratic Party. But

80.)

Foner, 433.
Foner, 433. Dent, 93.
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I

am

not

members repeatedly
voice,

tried to restrict

him

to the rigged question routine,

sometimes angry, sometimes somber, sometimes chuckling, overwhelmed
4

heckling."'

The Baltimore Afro-American

rights with regard to the

HUAC,

"... if

First

Amendment

Eastland and Walter and

as well as the Fifth

is

Amendment

everybody."^ Robeson had undergone prostate surgery
limited his appearances in early 1956. There had been

be

fit

enough

to testify but

he was

in fine

their

also supported Robeson's Constitutional

Citizens Council are entitled to freedom of speech, 'so

"The

Robeson's

members of the White

Mr. Robeson.'" Moreover,

should apply with equal force to

in the

autumn of 1955 and had

some concern

form before the

that he

might not

HUAC.

Othello Associates, Inc.

In the early 1950s,

companies were closed

to

when

the doors of many concert halls and recording

Robeson, his son, Paul

Jr.,

and Lloyd Brown created an

independent recording company. The name of the company recalled Robeson's greatest
success of the 1940s: Othello Recording Corporation. The company, which

was run

primarily by Robeson's son, released three records of Robeson's singing between 1953

and 1955. This new venture was an important source of income for Robeson during

93

44

Foner,434. Dent, 94.

"Un-Americans Cite Robeson

as he Blasts Racism." Daily

Worker (NY),

13 June

1956.
93

Quoted

in:

"Afro Hails Robeson Stand on Witchhunt." Daily Worker (NY), 26 June

1956.
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1

The

these lean years.

first

album, Robeson Sings, was scheduled

for release in

January 1953, but could be pre-ordered through Freedom in December, just
holiday shopping.

A

full

page advertisement

along with an order form. The
years a vicious effort has been

for nearly every

in

letter outlined his

made

to destroy

to

explode

this silence

featured a letter from

Robeson

current struggle, "For the past several

my career.

make new

sure that the records will reach a

The album, including

new

...

Although

recordings for me.

they would impose on us.

has just been established that will

make

time for

I

have recorded

major recording company and sold millions of records both here and

abroad, these companies refuse to produce any

way

Freedom

in

six songs, could

An

in

There

a

is

independent record company

recordings for me.

mass audience

...

...

The big

task

is

to

every part of the country."

97

be ordered for five dollars and sold quite well.

Robeson biographer Martin Dubennan noted

that the

album sold

five

thousand copies

within four months.

Robeson faced a similar obstacle
States

were interested

Company expanded
the book.

in

memoir, Here

to include publishing

Now known

1958

when no

I Stand.

As

publishers in the United

a result, Othello

Recording

and organized the American distribution of

as Othello Associates Incorporated, Robeson's

company worked

tandem with other publishers who launched the book overseas; including Dennis

Dobson

1

in his

in

in

London, Editura Politica

Martin Dubennan notes that

in

Bucharest, Congress-Verlag in East Berlin and

1955 royalties from Othello Recording Corp. brought
Dubennan,
714.
Robeson over $6000 in income.
97
Freedom. Vol. 2, No. 12 (December 1952): 8.
98
Dubennan, 409.
in

Molodaia Guardiia

in

Moscow.

The FBI followed

book closely and even sent an agent

the

A

buy two copies.

to

developments of Robeson's

February 1958 observed that Robeson's book had been published on the 3

by Othello Associates and was currently only available

Book Shop

in

established

who was

involved

been advised by a lawyer
1

publishing."

at the

Manhattan. The report detailed telephone
in printing the

how

Communist

calls all

book and observed

to subsidize Othello

,h

report dated the 6

Recording

rd

of

of February

Jefferson

over the city which

that

to also

Lloyd Brown had
handle

"

Distribution of Here I Stand relied primarily on newspaper reviews and word-of-

mouth but did very well

in sales.

The book was

enthusiastically endorsed

by a number

of papers including the Daily Worker, the Baltimore Afro- American and the Pittsburgh
Courier. Saunders Redding reviewed the book for the Afro-American and described

as "simple

and sincere,

it

is

primarily a statement of principles and convictions.'"

Redding concluded, "But no American of whatever color can
Robeson's principles and program."

101

The Afro-American

The Afro Magazine

serialized a large portion of Here I

between March and

May

w
100

Robeson FBI

102

did not stop there, however.

Stand in ten

This was very significant

File, reports

in that

articles

it

with photos

made Robeson's

100-12304-449 and 100-12304-509. The FBI

Othello Recording had been incorporated

changed

to

Robeson,
102

1958.

really quarrel with

Foner, 581.

that

101

it

Othello Associates, Inc.

Jr.

as President of the

in

in

file

outlined

October 1952 and the name was

December 1957 with Brown

as Secretary and

company.

Redding, Saunders. "Book Review." Baltimore Afro- American, 15 March 1958.

The Afro-American Magazine

section 15

March 1958, 22 March 1958, 29 March

1958, 5 April 1958, 12 April 1958, 19 April 1958, 26 April 1958, 3
1958. (The series

was

first

May

1958, 10

May

advertised as appearing in six parts but continued with four

additional installments.)

226

own words

available to a larger blaek audience

who might

money

not have had the

or

opportunity to buy the book. Certainly, this series must have increased book sales as

Additionally, the Daily

well.

The

edition.

first

Worker reviewed Robeson's memoir twice

review by Benjamin Davis, a friend of Robeson's, noted his recent

A

renaissance and summarized other reviews of the book.

"No person

own by

reading

can

it

The scramble

to

respond to

fail to

millions of people, will

its

word-of-mouth campaign

since

came out on February 14

and similar venues.

memoir
first

106

as one railroad

irresistible force."

for

l
.

Here

in

1958 signaled an upsurge

The Daily Worker reported
Stand had

I

led to 2,000

The book was sold

Individuals even took

it

at

upon themselves

worker sold seventy-five copies

at a

lowered price ($1 .00 down from

Pittsburgh Courier noted in

Davis, Benjamin.

May

1

"A Great Man Writes

I

a Great

March 958
1

sales per

to distribute

to co-workers.

new

week

107

Robeson's

By

April, the

release of 25,000

.50) for the paperback.

1958 that Here

book

in

in his

union meetings, concerts

10,000 copies had sold and Othello Associates planned a

copies

103

passion, a passion which, taken as their

buy Robeson's book early

that the

second review concluded,

104

become an

career toward the end of a troubling decade.

it

Sunday

in its

I0N

Finally, the

Stand had sold over 100,000

Book." Sunday Worker (NY), 6

April 1958.
104

Bonosky, Philip. "The Education of Paul Robeson." Sunday Worker (NY), 4

May

1958.
Cassio, Lewis.

"Word-of-Mouth Spurs Sales of Robeson Book." Sunday Worker

(NY), 16 March 1958.
106

For the FBI's assessment of the distribution of Here I Stand within the CP,
Robeson FBI file reports 100-12304-509 and 100-12304-540.
107

see:

Sunday Worker (NY), 6 April 1958.
Kushner, Sam. "Chicago Fete Cheers World's Greetings to Robeson." Sunday
Worker (NY), 20 April 1958.
"Cite Big Response for

Robeson

Rally."

108

227

copies.

Thus, Othello Associates' distribution of Robeson's memoir was largely

successful while

its

name

indicated Robeson's continued identification with the

Moor of

Venice.

Othello

Doors began

to

in

Robeson's Cold

open again

he triumphantly returned that

May and

monologue. Robeson had maintained
throughout the 1950s as

it

was

a

on Broadway as well as the fight

tour,

1958 including Carnegie Hall where

gave an impassioned recitation of Othello's

this

crowd
to

in

Repertoire

speech from Othello

favorite

final

in his repertoire

and served as a reminder of his triumph

perform the role again overseas. His 1952 concert

while fraught with controversy along the way, included a variety of folk songs and

spirituals

along with readings from Pablo Neruda and Othello.

Robeson performed
Park

Robeson

for

War

in Blaine,

of thousands of Americans and Canadians

Washington where he

nothing can keep
1

for tens

While on

me from my

told the

crowd,

friends in Canada."

A

"I

am

deeply

recitation

at

moved

that tour,

Peace Arch
to see that

from Othello also closed

1

that concert.

In 1955,

pleased to be

Robeson made several memorable appearances

welcomed

into these schools

Cold War was beginning

109
1

10

"TV Ban on Robeson."

1

among

in a

Freedom

the younger generation, "It

Pittsburgh Courier, 3

"Robeson Concert Crowds Give Answer

1952):
1

to recede

and observed

May

\s

to Peekskill."

World, 20
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He was

article that the

is

good, these

1958.

Freedom. Vol.

8.

"40,000 Hear Robeson Sing." People

at colleges.

May

1

952.

2,

No. 7 (July

days, to get out to the eollege

students.

eampuses and see the

The Ivy Curtain of conformity, which

sunlight of independent thinking,

expression

is

beginning to

is

wilt.

The

York.

It

was so popular

that

to capacity.

the

of free

to

City College of

be turned away a

half

full

full

There, his spirituals and peace songs were enthusiastically received and for

Over 1,000 students and
Swarthmore College
114

among

begin because the auditorium was already

to

"good measure" he recited from Othello.

900.

fresh breeze

visit to the

hundreds of students had

hour before the concert was scheduled

life

atmosphere of the cold war

classrooms.""" Indicative of this pattern was Robeson's

New

of new

decade has shut them off from the

for a

beginning to

filter into the stale

stirring

Robeson

that

113

visitors also eagerly received

same year even though

Robeson's

visit to

the enrollment of the school

was only

stressed to the students the importance of freedom and dignity for all

people and that "mutual respect between peoples of different colors, cultures and ways

of

1

life is

essential."

The

student paper,

inspired review of Robeson's appearance.

The Swarthmore Phoenix,
The

importance of welcoming the performer even

reporter,

if

ran a lengthy and

Tim Shopen, focused on

one holds disparate

the

political beliefs,

"That Mr. Robeson can be appreciated even though his audience disagrees with most of

his political

112

views

is

demonstrated by the

Robeson, Paul. "Paul Robeson

warm and

generous reception he received

Swarthmore College: Everyone Enjoyed Exercise
5 (May-June 1955): 1. Also reprinted as
"Robeson Visits Campuses; Tells What he Found." Daily Worker (NY), 20 July 1955.
113
"Packed Auditorium at CCNY Hears Robeson at Concert." Daily Worker (NY),
of Free Speech." Freedom. Vol.

5,

at

No.

1

January 1955.
114

Robeson, Paul. "Paul Robeson

at

Swarthmore College: Everyone Enjoyed Exercise

of Free Speech."
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Indeed, the honor

here.

his

own Quaker

affiliations.

all

ours."

Robeson made

a point

of acknowledging

heritage in his mother's family paralleled the college's

Between the concert, readings and diseussing

hours with the students

Robeson's

16

1

was

recitation

at

issues,

that

Quaker

Robeson spent

six

Swarthmore. However, the clear highlight of this time was

from Othello. Shopen thoughtfully described

it

in detail:

The high point of the evening was the reading of the closing speech from
'Othello'. Mr. Robeson commented that, as he saw the part, Othello was
to the

end a man of great dignity, not one

who had

lost his pride but

[was] rather one of another culture in a strange land,

who

felt that

been betrayed. Robeson's reading was intelligently suited to

His physical stature and voice coupled with his acting

interpretation.

made

skill

tremendously powerful Othello. Mr. Robeson's

for a

beautiful bass voice with

incredible fullness

its

and resonance was

perfectly and sensitively controlled. His powerful phrasing

wannth and understanding.
Shopen underlined

warm

he had

this

the reception of

1

was

full

of

1

Robeson's Othello by noting, "the consistently

applause which followed each of his songs was exceeded by the near ovation

called forth by the Othello reading." Thus,

Robeson

still

exuded a powerful rendering

of Othello ten years after the Broadway production. He tended to maintain a repertoire

of pieces that symbolized the history of struggle, "No More Auction Block for Me",

were

particularly suited to current circumstances, "Scandalize

audience favorites, "Joe Hill" and "Ole

audience favorite and because

He may have been confined

u

~

but

River". Othello

May

was

vital

or were

both as an

illustrated his continued identification with the play.

Robeson remained

steadfast.

"Paul Robeson Sang and Spoke to 1000 Students

(NY), 13
116

it

Man

My Name",

at

Like Othello, Robeson

Swarthmore." Daily Worker

1955.

Shopen, Tim. "Paul Robeson Sings, Talks, Acts; Sees Peace Basis in Culture."

Swarthmore Phoenix,

3

May

1955.

117

Ib,d.
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was

By

a fighter.

historic

reciting Othello's final speech, he could simultaneously point to his

fame on Broadway while also emphasizing the current struggle

for the future

of

his career.

This

spirit

was

just upheld the State

also apparent at a press conference later in 1955.

A judge

had

Department's right to force Robeson to sign an affidavit

concerning his political affiliation

in

order to travel abroad. Robeson held a press

conference to underscore that he would keep fighting and "continue to speak out for
class citizenship, full freedom, peace

emphasized

that

and

civil liberties."

Moreover, Robeson

"he had always criticized the oppression of the Negro people

and abroad and would continue

to

do so.""

8

As

if to say,

first

"You

can't keep

at

home

me bound

here forever," Robeson concluded the interview by reciting Othello's final speech.

Othello remained in Robeson's program through 1958

climaxed with his

first

th

out concert on

May 9

for later in the

month.

versatility

appearance

proved

120

to

at

Carnegie Hall

when

his

over ten years."

in

Robeson's sold

be such a success that another engagement was booked

The New York Times reviewer characterized

of Robeson's program,

9

resurgence

"It

would be forcing

Mr. Robeson sang, lectured, [and] even danced a tiny

the

unique

a point to call this event a recital.

bit....

As

a lecturer, Mr.

"Will Continue to Speak for Peace, Says Robeson." Daily Worker (NY),

1

8

Robeson

August

1955.
1

He

For examples of Robeson reciting from Othello

at

other appearances, see:

"And Yet

Can't Travel." Daily Worker (NY), 12 January 1958; "I Will Continue Fighting to

- Over 1500 Attend Paul Robeson Concert." Pittsburgh
Courier, 28 April 1958; Chicago Defender, 19 April 1958.
Prove All
12(1

Men

are Brothers

For example:

New

York Times, 24

May

1958.
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was superb - frequently

witty, sonorous, completely uninhibited."

121

He

also offered

"And

praise for Robeson's recitation from Othello as the focal point of the evening,

most musical vocalism of all came not on the singing but

the

in the brief 'Othello" excerpt.

Mr. Robeson's shading, his magnificent diction, his effective use of pauses and the

showed more

sheer color of his speaking voice

art

and vocal resource than anything

heard during the musical portion of the program."

While the Times focused solely on the concert

"New York

critics

...

tribune of the people. For this singer

of the unconquerable crusader

The union cannot be surpassed."

1-

"

...

artist,

and Robeson, the crusader, the

has wedded his indisputable genius as

who champions

all

humanity

Indeed, the theme of dignity

Robeson's comments that prefaced the Othello speech: "I'd

from Shakespeare's Othello.

From savage passion? No
of ancient Venice.

It

-

is

He came from

was reinforced

like to

came from

dignity

was betrayed."

do a short excerpt

felt

York Times, 10

May

1-1

1'

May

in

1 1

Years."

1958.

North, Joseph. "Robeson Triumphs Here; World Says:

(NY), 18

Desdemona.

he was betrayed.

Schonberg. Harold. "Paul Robeson Sings, Lectures in First City Recital

New

in

a culture as great as that

an Africa of equal stature and he

human

artist to

that suffers indignity.

the last speech of Othello; he has killed

[with emphasis]. Othello

His honor was betrayed and his

his political

misunderstand the core of the man's magnetism when

they sought to distinguish between Robeson, the

that

hand. Joseph North, reporting

Robeson's performance directly with

for the Daily Worker, connected

advocacy:

at

Come On!" Sunday Worker

1958.

Paul Robeson Live

at

Carnegie Hall: The Historic

Monica: Vanguard Records, 1987.
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May

9, J

958 Concert. Santa

This speech resonated

in

an especially poignant

Hall concert because a break in the passport case

announced

at that

around soon."

"

show, "I'd

like

you

to

know

way

was on

that

it

the second Carnegie

at

the horizon.

Robeson

looks like Til be traveling

After years of struggle and delay, Robeson would,

in fact,

all

be playing

Othello again on the British stage in less than a year. His passport was re-issued
June, and he

was on

his

way

to Britain

and the Soviet Union

to

in late

begin a concert tour

in

July 1958.

Conclusion

Ever the stalwart, Robeson remained steadfast

in the face

1950s. However, his career suffered during this period as he

of oppression

in the

was blocked from many

venues and could not travel outside the U.S. The lowest point, perhaps, came

in the

middle of the decade when Freedom folded, the Council on African Affairs was
dissolved and the Civil Rights Congress disbanded. Moreover, prostate surgery
,

Robeson convalescing during the autumn and winter of 55-

,

56.

The

left

HUAC

subpoenaed him the following summer. Events on the international stage cannot be
forgotten either.

Khrushchev's revelation

in

1956 concerning the

atrocities

committed

under Stalin's regime had a debilitating effect Communist Parties everywhere. Though
he never denounced the Soviet Union publicly,

this

must have been a blow

to

Robeson

personally for he had put faith in their socialist system as an alternative to the racism

124

Cunningham, Evelyn. "Thunderous Applause

Courier, 3]

May

1958.
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for Paul

Robeson." Pittsburgh

and classism wrought under capitalism

1

in the

relationship with the Soviet people, visiting

1958 soon after receiving his passport.
of support for Robeson

in the

1

"6

U.S.

25

"

Moscow

Though

However, he maintained

for a jubilant concert in

his close

August

there were definitely strong pockets

black community, such as the

Robeson's steadfast defense of the Soviet Union, even

AME Zion Church,

after 1956,

prevented unanimous

support for him. While black Americans hated racism, most of them did not necessarily

view Soviet
small

Communism

as a desirable alternative.

Communism was

number of African Americans and other people from

appealing to a

the African diaspora for a

time, until they discovered that the Soviet system represented another form of

oppression. Moreover, the

CP was

inconsistent in the fight for black rights because

support of the Soviet Union was the top priority for the Party.

Shakespeare's Othello, particularly that

Robeson's appearances through the 1950s.

Robeson's past commercial and

which was

3

At

in jeopardy.

a conference

critical

It

final speech,

127

continued to animate

represented a crucial link between

success in the '40s and the future of his career,

Robeson's resurgence was marked by an impassioned

on Robeson

in

April 2005, Robeson's son responded directly and

frankly to the question as to why Robeson never denounced Stalin or the Soviet Union.
He emphasized that Robeson felt very strongly that the right wing of the U.S.
constituted the greatest threat to liberty in the world at that time. Thus, for better or

worse, Robeson did not want to give any ammunition to reactionaries and

anticommunists

in the U.S.

by

criticizing the Soviet Union. (Paul

Robeson Conference.

Lafayette College, 7-9 April 2005.)
126

At

this concert, a reading

encore.

From

from Othello was requested by an audience member as an
Beyond the Color Line and the Iron Curtain:

the notes of Baldwin, Kate.

Reading Encounters between Black and Red 1922-1963. Durham: Duke University
Press, 2002. Page 308 n. 68.
~
See, for example: Padmore, George. Pan-Africanism or Communism? The Coming
Struggle for Africa. London: Dennis Dobson, 1956; Wright, Richard. "I Tried to be a
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performance of Othello's

final

disembarked on an overseas

monologue

Carnegie Hall shortly before he

at

trip for the first

time

12

in eight years.

*

Robeson's

consistent use of this Othello piece in his repertoire also reinforced his interpretation of

the

Moor

as a racial

betrayed.

On

and cultural foreigner

this point,

had also been treated
political views.

"]

have done the

Did Robeson

Robeson could

who

certainly identify

like a foreigner in his

own

state

some

service,

Constitution but

knew

it

Congress, particularly the 14

was not
th

and 15

to

Robeson and

Robeson never had

line,

the U.S.?

felt

an

great expectations of

of brutality against his people. He believed

consistently or effectively enforced
th

as he

empathy?" Did Othello's

and they know't," apply

to its history

that

this

government had betrayed him just as Othello

feel that the U.S.

government due

somewhat with Othello

country because of his race and his

One might wonder, "How deep was

acute sense of betrayal? Probably not, since

the U.S.

believed his honor and dignity had been

in the

by the

Amendments. Furthermore, he remained

a

constant critic of the U.S. foreign and domestic agenda especially with regard to race,

civil rights,

On

self-determination for Africa, and peace during the Cold War.

the other hand, might

Robeson have

particularly after Khrushchev's revelations

Having never denounced

Stalin, did

betrayed by the Soviet Union,

and the invasion of Hungary

Robeson inhabit Othello's

not wisely but

full

well?" This

must consider

that

Robeson had been

is

felt

definitely a

line

"...

in

one

more provocative suggestion.

reciting Othello's final speech for

1956?

that

loved

Yet, one

some time

Communist." Atlantic Monthly (August 1944): 61; McKay, Claude. A Long Way from
Home. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 970.
8
See: "Paul Robeson Live at Carnegie Hall: The Historic May 9, 1959 Concert."
Vanguard Records, 1987.
1

1
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before 1956. Moreover, a sense of betrayal was not demonstrated by Robeson's
v

actions in the late 50s as he remained a frequent visitor to the Soviet Union once his

Moscow

passport was returned.

w hen

his passport

was

returned.

ebulliently received

He

Union

for

himself or his

was never one

It

own

would be a mistake
sense of betrayal

anyone

to allow

and out of hospitals and care

wavered between 1959 and

as his health

returned to the U.S.

in

to put

just as he identified with the struggles

to speculate

when quoting

words

in his

late

first

Crimea

also spent time with Khrushchev in

August 1958. Additionally, Robeson was
the Soviet

Robeson on one of his

stops

in

facilities in

1963 when he finally

whether Robeson was speaking

Othello's final lines for

mouth.

He

Robeson

identified with Othello

of all people of color and working people around

the world.

A

reporter for the Pittsburgh Courier posed the question in 1958,

Robeson re-enacted
political

the role of the tragic

enemies?" This reporter supposed

tragedy, then he has, in fact, written his

into the third act of his

meaty
121

forth as his soliloquy."

his

memoir

'

that if

in his

Robeson's

decade of jousting with

life

reflected a formulaic

own monologue. "Mr. Robeson

real life role with his latest

book, 'Here

I

is

now deep

Stand,' shining

Thus, Robeson clearly articulated his political viewpoints in

so that there would be no chance of misinterpreting his beliefs. While

Othello was a

vital tool in

of the Moor. Although he
the Soviet Union.

129

Moor, Othello,

"Has Paul

Robeson's arsenal, Robeson was not a corporeal incarnation

may have been

stubborn

in his

tenacious refusal to denounce

Robeson was not a victim of the Communist Party

Keith, Harold. "Paul

as Othello

had

Robeson States His Case." Pittsburgh Courier, 22 February

1958.
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been duped by [ago's machinations. He never denounced the Soviets because they

were the enemy of whom he considered

his

enemy, the

right

wing of the U.S.

government. Instead, Robeson employed Othello as a vehicle to
segregation in the

Othello

political

'4()s

and as

a vital

symbol of his

1959 was,

in a sense, a

backdrop which imbued

that decade.

at Stratford in

seven, Robeson's thunderous reception

for his portrayal of Shakespeare's

Moor

at

as

right to travel in the '5()s.

As

was

will be demonstrated in chapter

for

in April

237

1959 was as

Robeson himself and

turmoil he had surmounted in order to be able to perform onstage

the last time.

Robeson's

triumphant coda to the oppressive

Memorial Theatre
it

fight against

for,

much

the political

what would

be,

CHAPTER

7

ROBLSON AT STRATFORD

In

May

1954, the U.S.

schools was unconstitutional

decision, black protest

young Emmett

Till in

Supreme Court ruled
in the

movements

that racial segregation in public

landmark Brown

v.

Board case. Following
The

attracted the world's attention.

late

murder of

Mississippi in 1955 helped mobilize a generation against racial

violence and discrimination. The boycott against segregated busses

Alabama from

brutal

this

in

Montgomery.

1956-57 roused the media and secured another Supreme Court

decision against segregation in public transportation.

Martin Luther King headed the campaign

in

A

youthful preacher

Montgomery and became

newly created Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
forefront of nonviolent direct action on behalf of African

that

American

named

the leader

would be

of the
at the

civil rights for the

next decade. Meanwhile, in 1957, nine students attempted to desegregate Central High

School

in Little

Rock, Arkansas which outraged Southerners and inspired Governor

Orval Faubus to surround the school with National Guard troops to prevent the students

from entering.
Ironically, then, the nonviolent civil rights

just prior to Paul

movement was

Robeson's departure for England

the liberation of Ghana

from Great Britain

in

in the

gaining

summer of

momentum

1958. In addition,

1957 signaled the beginning of African

independence for which Robeson had so ardently advocated. Several of Robeson's
contemporaries relocated to Ghana, including W.E.B.

who

Du

Bois and Alphaeus Hunton

collaborated on the Encyclopedia Africana project at the invitation of President

238

Kwame Nkrumah.

For

Du

Bois, this

repressive United States government

joining the
1

again.

Communist

move

whom

represented his final break with the

he symbolically scorned by officially

Party before leaving for Ghana, never to set foot on U.S. soil

Thus, Robeson's passport case and departure abroad should be viewed against

the backdrop not only of anticommunist repression but also of the burgeoning

movement

for African

movement

did not take shape the

and African American freedom.

In the U.S.,

way Robeson had envisioned

white and black labor led by the Communist Party.
largely in disarray due to the prosecution of

its

By

leaders,

however,

as a coalition

the late 1950s, the

this

between

CPUSA

was

anticommunist repression and

disillusionment caused by Khrushchev's confirmation of Stalin's crimes in 1956.

Rather, the civil rights

movement of the 1950's and

direct action linked with Christian values as articulated

Rustin and organizations like

SCLC,

the

60's emphasized nonviolent

by leaders

like

King and Bayard

Congress of Racial Equality and the Student

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. This

new

generation of freedom fighters was not

necessarily closely acquainted with Robeson's legacy. This occurred, in part, because

he

left

final

the country in 1958 and returned in

ill

health to retire in late 1963. Robeson's

triumph as Othello, then, was most enthusiastically celebrated

his popularity

levels.

First,

still

it

For more on

flourished.

recalls

Du

The

Stratford Othello resonates

in the

U.K. where

on several important

Robeson's greatest triumph as Othello on Broadway when his

Bois and the Encyclopedia Africana project, see the

last

chapter

of:

Du Bois:

The Fight for Equality and the American Century
1919-1963. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2000. For more on African
Americans and Ghana, see: Gaines, Kevin. African Americans in Ghana: Black
Lewis, David L. W.E.B.

Expatriates in the Civil Rights Era. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,

2006.
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artistry

was

and

at its height

important given the

way

in

his political

which

Peekskill, the passport case, the

views were most

his career

influential.

This was quite

had been publicly marred through

HUAC testimony and other manifestations of

anticommunist repression. Secondly, the Stratford Othello provided

a vital

forum

for

audiences abroad to affirm their support for Robeson and highlight his victory against

the U.S. State

Department

in the

passport case.

The

fact that

crowds came

in

droves to

catch a glimpse of Robeson as Othello underscores his continued popularity with

audiences overseas despite his eight year confinement

in the

U.S. Whether or not they

agreed with his political views, audiences supported his courage and right to free

speech.

Background on the Stratford Production

Stratford-upon-Avon, a bucolic village in the Cotswolds, would probably have

remained quaint but undistinguished and relatively unknown save

for the accidental

fortune of having been the birthplace of England's most beloved playwright in 1564.

was

in

1

769

that a

renowned Shakespearean actor and producer, David Garrick (1717-

1779), envisioned the

first

Shakespeare Jubilee. Just over one hundred years

1879, the Stratford Memorial Theatre, which

Company, was erected on
Festival.

London

It

the

would house

later, in

the Royal Shakespeare

bank of the Avon River. Thus began the annual Stratford

critics, at first,

jeered that sustaining a repertory theatre dedicated to

240

Shakespeare outside of the metropolis was "ridiculous."

Yet, the Festival had

blossomed by the turn of the twentieth century with a birthday luncheon and procession
celebrating the Bard

annals of Stratford on several accounts:

in the

it

becoming annual events by 1908. The 1959 season was
it

was the 100

signaled a changing of the guard, as artistic director Glen

was

to

soon be replaced by Peter Hall

Shakespeare

Company from 1960-68

historic season billed Paul

Robeson

(b.

to

1930)

much

th

season of the Festival and

Byam Shaw

who would go on

acclaim.

3

The play

little

that

Theatre had presented

that

4

celebrities to play at Stratford.

many

at

Though they had

salaries to offer", the

Memorial

luminaries including John Gielgud, Richard Burton.

season, in addition to Robeson's Othello (directed by

list

same one

earlier.

Michael Redgrave, and Peggy Ashcroft (who had acted with Robeson

impressive

this

along with actor/director Anthony Qiiayle, had achieved success

more than "uncommonly hard work and modest

100

1904-1986)

opened

as the star and was, interestingly, the

Memorial Theatre through luring

the

(

to direct the Royal

Garrick had selected for his Shakespeare fete almost two centuries

Byam Shaw,

significant

in

1930)/ For the

Tony Richardson), an

of stars were cast for the occasion: Laurence Olivier as Coriolanus

"100th Season Quells Once and for All the Cry 'Ridiculous."' Stratford-upon-Avon
Herald, 3 April 1959.
3

was

th

season even though the theatre was only eighty years old because, in
two seasons of plays were performed in one calendar year. But since
1933, only one season has been performed annually. Manchester Guardian, 7 April
1959. (The opening of the season is also coordinated around the traditionally held date
r
of Shakespeare's birth, April 23 .) For more on the history of Shakespearean theatre in
Stratford, see: Beauman, Sally. The Royal Shakespeare Company: A History of Ten
Decades. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989; Trewin, J.C. Shakespeare on the
It

the 100

the early years,

English Stage 1900-1964. London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1964.
4

Norris, Fred.

"Were They Ashamed of Shakespeare?" Birmingham

1959.
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Mail, 6 April

(directed by Hall). Charles Laughton as King Lear with Albert Finney and lan

(directed by

Byam

Shaw),

Dame

lidith

Evans

in All's

Holm

Well That Ends Well (directed by

Tyrone Guthrie) and Michael Redgrave's daughter. Vanessa, made her Stratford debut
in

A Midsummer

Night s

Dream

Howev er. Robeson's
been

(directed by Hall).

6

road to becoming the headliner

in

Othello

in

1959 had

of obstacles. The passport case with the U.S. State Department was the chief

full

cause of Robeson's belated appearance

reviews of the production.

at Stratford.

One reviewer

This fact was noted

articulated the gravity of the opening,

represented something more than the theatre's anniversary,

occasion in the

life

of a great

presence in England again,

"It

The unique opportunity

artist.

was

which

also a climactic

to seize

upon Robeson's

and the undoubted sympathy which

at last,

in several

his

American

passport and political troubles have engendered for him in Britain certainly was not lost

on the Memorial Theatre

directors.'"

Cedric Belfrage, writing for the National

Guardian, noted the value of the opening for the Memorial Theatre's

was

a night of

passport

was

contract."

5

supreme justification

Glen

Byam Shaw

...

who

"And

it

long before Paul's

restored had stunningly rebuked the witch-hunters with the offer of a

8

Watts, Stephen. "Stratford Fete."

6

for

director,

And Beauman,

New

York Times, 29

March 1959.

The Royal Shakespeare Company: A History of Ten
Decades. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982. Pages 230-3. (Finney and Flolm
Ibid.

were also

in

Sally.

Othello as Roderigo and the Duke.

V anessa

Redgrave was

in the

supporting cast of extras as well.)
7

Cook, Don. "Robeson's Othello

at the

Home

Park." Paul Robeson Collection.

Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box 33,
Folder: 1959 Theater - Othello.
s

"The Spectator: Robeson at Stratford." National Guardian, 20 April
1959. (Belfrage notes that it was the "Let Robeson Go" campaign with which he was
Belfrage. Cedric.
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In addition,

Robeson had

fallen

summer of

1958.

leaving the U.S. in the

Moscow

ill

after successfully reeeiving his passport

The following January, he was booked

'

hospital and diagnosed with bronchitis and exhaustion.

By March,

and

into a

after a

period of convalescence, Robeson was improved and decided to carry on with the plan

to perform at Stratford.

10

"1 feel fit as

announced,

On

the 16

a fiddle now."

Robeson's appearance had been

were scheduled

rehearsals

of March, having arrived
1

In those

in question,

tried to find a

reconsider

('I

Byam Shaw
such a

way

England, Robeson

intervening months, however,

which concerned

At one

to begin in mid-February.

Byam Shaw

point,

canceled the Stratford engagement for the sake of his health.'"

Shaw, he

in

greatly since

Robeson's wife had

When

she notified

replacement "but then cabled Robeson begging him

implore you Paul to help

me

Byam

to

or [the] Stratford season will be ruined'),"

subsequently "promised to adjust rehearsal and performance schedules

as to

minimize

all strain

on him."

1

in

Robeson biographer Martin Duberman

involved in London that helped persuade Stratford to invite Robeson to play

in Othello.

James Aronson. Something to Guard: The Stormy Life of the
National Guardian 1948-1967. New York: Columbia University Press, 1978. Pages
Belfrage, Cedric and

238-9.)
4

Robeson had also undergone prostate surgery

engagements through part of 1956 as a
break
I

down once

"Robeson

111

result.

in Moscow.
Moscow"; "Robeson

in late
It

1955 and had limited his

would be

in

1961 that his health would

again

in

Recovered, Arrives

in

is

Patient in

London"; "Robeson

is

Moscow

Hospital"; "Robeson,

Quite Well" Clippings

in

microfilm

Frame 700. Also:
"Robeson 111 in Moscow." New York Times, 31 January 1959; "Robeson is Quite Well."
New York Times, February 1959; "Robeson 111 With a Cold." Chicago Defender, 14
edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part 3, Series D, Reel 5,

1

January 1959.
II

u

"A Welcome
Undated

for Paul."

letter

Birmingham Evening Dispatch, 16 March 1959.

from Eslanda Robeson

to

Claudia Jones. Claudia Jones Memorial

New York Public Library, Manuscript, Archives and Rare Book
Folder 20.
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Box
Quoted in Duberman, 475.

Collection,

1 ,

1
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Division,

maintains that

Byam Shaw's

insistence helped

about agreeing to perform under

minimize the trepidation Robeson

felt

less than ideal circumstances.

Thus, the 1959 Othello production was somewhat undermined from the
beginning. Although

Robeson was not

it

represented an important vindication of his right to travel,

at his best

due

to his recent illness

constant appearances on his sixty-year old body.

direction and poor casting further

and the demanding

hampered the production. Nevertheless, the Robeson
almost

liabilities,

Robeson and, perhaps more importantly,

the audiences

all

of the

good

as ever."

arrival in

London

"

life

as

1958 was a moment of fulfillment

for

him

in

New York reported that

200 people greeted

were

Cedric Belfrage, the self described "editor-in-exile" of the National

observed that during the

5

new

the plane; "the traditional British "3 cheers'"

Guardian newspaper, had moved

14

in July

The Sunday Worker

Robeson and when he exited
1

confident that he

14

his supporters.

exclaimed.

felt

praised

their bountiful

he came off the stage knowing that "I was starting again, a

Robeson's

and

critics

buoyed him with

applause. After fifteen curtain calls on opening night, Robeson

rallied for

of

Tony Richardson's unorthodox

charisma prevailed again. Despite these

had

strain

"Robeson Aims

at

1

950s,

to

England to escape Cold

"my London

flat

became

War

repression and

a kind of

embassy

for

Middlebrow." Auckland (New Zealand) Star, 17 October 1960.

Williamson, John. "London Gives Hero's

Welcome

(Sunday), 20 July 1958.
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to Paul

Robeson." The Worker

Americans trapped within
in his

memoir

welcome Paul and

his wife.

remembered

their frontiers

that a

by the passport ban

"bouquet laden

Moreover, the

mob" had formed

The pleasure was mine." Belfrage

Londoners recognized the black peacemonger
there

were hands

to

shake on every block."

Robeson's appearance
indicative of the

at St. Paul's

at the airport to

taxi hired to dispatch the

apartment did so voluntarily with the driver affirming that
you, Mr. Robeson.

Belfrage

....

...

"I

Robesons

to their

wouldn't take no fare from

further recalled that

"So many

even on his early morning walks

that

17

Cathedral in London

tremendous outpouring of goodwill

October 1958

in

is

that he received in Britain.

Lslanda Robeson, in a press release for the Associated Negro Press, noted that the only
other time St. Paul's had been filled to capacity

was

for

V-J Day

thousand people crowded the pews to hear Robeson sing

had

to

"This

is

service, police

to a reporter,

1

945.

s

Four

evensong and, following the

"rescue" him from the throngs of admirers. Robeson commented

an historic

moment

tremendous demonstration for me.

(>

at

1

in

am

I

in

my

life.

I

am

terribly

close to tears about

19

it."

moved by

this

This foreshadowed

James Aronson. Something to Guard: The Stormy Life of the
National Guardian. New York: Columbia University Press, 1978. Page 234.
17
Ibid., 240. The group that welcomed the Robesons included: friends like Claudia
Jones, a variety of people from the "Let Robeson Go" committee. Ministers of
Parliament, a viscount, and Prime Minister Cheddi Jagan of British Guiana. (Jagan's
campaign had been covered in Freedom newspaper with articles contributed by his wife,
Belfrage, Cedric and

Janet.)
IN

Robeson, Eslanda. "Paul Robeson Sings

of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part
19

"Fans

Mob Robeson

special service to take

Outside

3,

St.

at St.

Paul's Cathedral." In microfilm edition

Frames 491-2.
Daily Mail, 13 October 1958. (This was

Series D, Reel

Paul's."

up a collection

5,

for the defense aid

fund established by the

Christian Action to help the accused and the families involved in the South African

treason

trials.

The Guardian,

13

October 1958.)

a

the prodigious reception

Robeson received

at the

Memorial Theatre

after the Othello

opening.

In

March 1959, Robeson

arrived in Stratford for rehearsals.

with British director Tony Richardson

who was

fairly

producing playwright John Osbourne's Look Back
stage in the mid-1950s.

work was fundamental
that

emphasized

He subsequently
in the

in

young but was known

men" of 1950s

New Wave Cinema movement
to the poor.

British stage realism.

when he won two Oscars

He was

also

Richardson's

Tom Jones

critical

success culminated

He was

not unfamiliar with Othello, however, for he had directed a version for

television in 1955 with African

British actress,

for his film

American actor Gordon Heath playing the

was played by Sam Wanamaker, which meant

BBC
20

title role.

some London

that

in

Anger. The

villain, Iago,

Americans portrayed the two

critics.

However, Richardson had chosen another

deliberately for he thought that

would help Robeson's accent "blend more

principals, irritating

easily into the ensemble.'

his professional life in

the

in 1963.

and wife of John Osbourne, Mary Ure was cast as Desdemona.

She had previously worked with Richardson on Look Back

American

for the

directed these pieces for film as well. His film

and sought to give a voice

associated with the "angry young

for

Anger and The Entertainer

development of the British

class conflict

He was working

721

Wanamaker, though from Chicago

originally, spent

England having departed from the U.S. permanently

HUAC blacklisted him for his work in the film Mr.

in

most of

1952

Denning Drives North.

Gordon. Deep are the Roots: Memoirs of a Black
Expatriate. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1992.

For more on Heath,

see: Heath,

Richardson, Tony. The Long Distance Runner:

William and Morrow Co.

Inc.,

1993. Page 129.
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An Autobiography. New York:

after

Wanamaker
the

is

perhaps best remembered today as the visionary behind the reereation of

Globe Theatre
In his

"We

in

Southwark, London

that

opened, after his death,

in

1997.

22

memoir, Richardson explained the methodology behind the production,

had decided to take a traditional approach but very elaborate, with costumes

inspired

by

Titian,

and with the pace of an American musical."

of this technique citing

critical

that the play

was too

fast

Most reviewers were

paced and

littered

with

superfluous gimmicks that added nothing to the plot and diverted attention from the

Richardson recalled that working with Robeson

actors.

mixed

blessing.

He commented

and his persecutions had

that "rehearsals

left their

at this

time

in his

was

a

were fascinating," however, "the years

mark and he [Robeson] no longer had

technique he once had." Richardson continued,

career

"When

it

came

the energy and

to the great rages

and

explosions of jealousy, he could not totally rise to them." Yet, he admitted that he "had

never seen an Othello

entrance and

when he

who

could."

On

the other hand,

told his entrancing story to the

perfection." Richardson also confirmed,

"the love and

when Robeson "made

...

what Robeson

Venetian senate, he was

felt

onstage opening night, that

sympathy of the audience radiated toward him [and] sustained him."

Richardson concluded, despite the production having been "mauled" by the

was "very, very proud and privileged

22

to

have been able to work with Paul."

critics,

he

-4

For more on the Globe Theatre project, see: Mulryne, J.R. and Margaret Shewring

eds.
_1

his first

Shakespeare's Globe Rebuilt. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997.

Richardson, 129.

24

Ibid..

129-130.
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The promptbook
acts, the first

interval

indicates that Richardson's production

was divided

with five scenes and the second having seven scenes.

and the curtain was slated

to fall

pm

around 10:10

2^

into

There was one

which meant

that the

performance lasted under three hours. The shorter running time also indicated
had been made

to

many of the

Some

irksome to several reviewers.
further

dismayed

speeches, especially Iago's, and this

lines

script

/

at the

end of the

final scene,

Lodovico speaks the closing

/

so that Cassio's lines, "This did

ranking official always spoke the

in that the character

last lines

act, particularly the final one,

tradition with

of his plays

which the audience, especially

the critics,

prompted one reviewer

it

26

This

onstage

appears that the

is

curious since

who was

the highest

Lodovico) and

would have been
was

is

a

familiar so

this alteration that

was shocking, and very

labeled: "Street"; "Sagittary Scene"; "Senate"; "Cyprus";

"Jealousy 1"; "Jealousy 2"; Jealousy 3"; "Brothel Scene";

"Willow Scene"; "Murder

Scene"; "Last Scene". "Promptbook from Othello, 1959, Shakespeare Memorial
Theatre. Directed by

Tony Richardson, Scenery and costumes by Loudon

Shakespeare Centre Library, Stratford-upon-Avon, U.K.

Promptbook, Act

II,

Scene

of

straight aboard,

a heroic couplet. This

to express, "the cutting throughout

The successive scenes were

it

lines

but thought he had no

(in this case,

was concluded with

they certainly must have noticed the change. Perhaps

25

fear,

I

For he was great of heart," closed the play instead.

Shakespeare was precisely formulaic

every

"Myself will

This heavy act with heavy heart relate." However,

was rearranged

weapon

particularly

were also changed, or manipulated, which

the play with Shakespeare's characteristic heroic couplet:

state

was

that cuts

critics.

For example,

and to the

two

7.

248

Sainthill."

confusing to anyone reasonably well acquainted with the play."

emphasis when playing Othello had always been on
language, which might have put

focus on extraneous flourishes

In this

him

(i.e.

at a

Thus, Robeson's

his vocal talent for Shakespeare's

disadvantage in a production that seemed to

dogs, fog, firecrackers) rather than dialogue.

Mary Ure

production, Robeson was scheduled to kiss

throughout the play which, again,

27

made

the papers.

However,

in

six times

1959, the headlines

were more playful and matter-of-fact than indignant with notices such as "Aging

Robeson Wow[s]

as Lover" and "Paul Robeson,

six times, takes 15 curtain calls.""'

critic Ivor

bar

[sic]

This

is,

striking difference

now known and

in the plot

summary, "Othello has raised

him

is

movie about

for the first time, not a

major theme

in the

loved by

much of the populace

in the 1930's.

in Britain.

England had been a second

His concert tours around Britain

Robeson Sing" campaign

M. "The Shakespeare Season

at the

in the

like

the miners in Wales. Also, a coalition backed

Clare Byrne,

reviews. This marks a

between the reviews from 1930 and those from 1959. Robeson was

Britain had organized the "Let

St.

a colour-

the only mention of race in the program and the novelty of a dark

were very enthusiastically received, as were film projects

27

Kissed actress

problem by winning and marrying Desdemona, daughter of a Venetian Senator,

skinned Othello

to

in 'Othello':

Additionally, the program notes, written by veteran

Brown, remarked casually

Brabantio."

home

Mary Ure

Proud

Wow as

Valley, a 1938

by the labor movement

Old Vic, 1958-59 and

(Autumn

Lover" and "Paul Robeson, Mary Ure

Stratford-

1959): 553.

in 'Othello'",

clippings in microfilm edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part 3, Series D, Reel

Frame 69

1
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in

to support the passport

Upon-Avon, 1959." Shakespeare Quarterly Vol. 10, No. No. 4
"Aging Robeson

1930's and 40's

5,

struggle.

to be

By

1959, Robeson had attained such a stature that

performing Shakespeare

Critics

in

and Audiences Respond

before Robeson's sixty- first birthday.

it

seemed

natural for

him

Shakespeare's birthplace.

to the Stratford

Othello opened Stratford's 100th season on the 7

intense, as

it

The demand

th

Opening

of April 1959, two days

for tickets to see

Robeson was

had been throughout the Broadway production. The scene

at

Shakespeare

Memorial Theatre was described by W.A. Darlington, "Not only had the rush

for tickets

burned fiercer than ever, but an all-night queue of people determined to get

somehow

and somewhere had formed outside the theatre, and had waited patiently
in a cruel,

cold wind."

30

for seats that "a comfortable

had grown up for opening night."
about a couple trying to get

theatre

on a lark hoping

all last

The Wolverhampton Express and Star commented

many people were clamoring

last

31

little

in

Tuesday

that so

black market in tickets

The Warwickshire Advertiser ran an amiable piece

minute

tickets

on opening night. They arrived

to get stand-by tickets but felt they

would be

satisfied

at the

merely

experiencing the glamour of opening night. They were not disappointed. In the foyer,

the couple

saw

TV

stars

mingling with film actors, tourists from Holland and India, and

they even rubbed shoulders with John Osbourne.

29

By

chance, the couple got two tickets

Othello program from Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, 1959. Shakespeare Centre

Library, Stratford-upon-Avon, U.K.
M)

Darlington,

Playgoers."
,1

'

W.A. "Robeson's Performance

New

in 'Othello' Is

Hailed by Stratford

York Times, 12 April 1959.

"Sensitive 'Othello' by Paul Robeson

at

Stratford Centenary."

Express and Star, 8 April 1959.
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Wolverhampton

which was a pleasant surprise since they had been
for the next four

months.

told that the

show was booked

"

Darlington also characterized the dual reception of the production well.
hand, "The curtain rose and

continued

to

fell

demand more. As

more spectacular than

solid

a fantastic

number of times, and

still

On one

the audience

a send-off to a gala season, nothing could have been

this public reaction, or

more spontaneous." Yet, he continued,

"the critical reaction, understandably enough,

unanimous praise of Mr. Robeson's

is

more

restrained," except for the "almost

solidly magnificent Othello."'

33

Here, Darlington

touched on the chief themes emerging from the reviews. The analysis of the
reception will unfold in three parts:

unprecedented public enthusiasm

a look at the

first,

critical

exhibited opening night; then, the complimentary reviews of Robeson's performance

and, finally, the critiques of the production as a whole.

On opening

night, the exultant

crowd offered

a nearly

overwhelming ovation

the cast, especially Robeson, inducing one reviewer to caption his article

Duel with the Curtain" since

it

London Daily Worker asserted
the banks of the

Avon."

3^

was "bobbing up and down"
that

32

"A

First 'First

"Robeson's

so repetitively.

34

The

"our applause almost shook that solid brickwork on

The journalist

had attended most of the openings

for

writing for the Leamington

at Stratford for

Night' on the Spur of the

Spa Courier, who

over twenty-five years, could not ever

Moment." Warwickshire Advertiser,

10

April 1959.
V1

Darlington,

Playgoers."
34
35

W.A. "Robeson's Performance

New

in 'Othello' Is

Hailed by Stratford

York Times, 12 April 1959.

"Robeson's Duel with the Curtain." Birmingham Mail. 8 April 1959.

"Robeson

as the

Moor Dominates

the

Show." Daily Worker (London), 9 April 1959.
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remember having witnessed "such
to a

Daily Mirror reporter,

tonight.

It is

the greatest

"I

Robeson asserted backstage

a prolonged ovation".

am overwhelmed by

moment of my

the reception

have been given

I

37

life."

Congratulatory telegrams also streamed into Robeson's dressing room from
theatre notables such as Michael Redgrave,

Thorndike Casson (who had played Emilia

John Gielgud, Peter Hall, and Sybil
in the

1930 Savoy production) as well as old

friends including Claudia Jones and the staff of the National

Daily Express noted that although Robeson looked tired

that

"Everybody has been wonderful

shaken every yard

Glen

in Stratford.

39

to

me.

Why

Furthermore,

I

whereupon the

little

made

was

quite plain that he

nights of my

London's

opening, he affirmed

my hand

small reception after the opening,

birthday and offered a toast

cast contributed "a spirited rendering of 'happy birthday to you.'"

Robeson, then, "looking a

it

after the

get stopped and have

at a

Byam Shaw announced Robeson's imminent

Guardian:

life,'

he said."

shy responded with a short speech

truly

happy

to

be

at Stratford,

'This

in

is

which he again
one of the greatest

40

Thus, Robeson was certainly touched by the adulation which was showered on

him

36
17

at Stratford.

The

reports of opening night corroborate the

way

in

which the

"Hundredth Festival." Leamington Spa Courier, 10 April 1959.
"Applause." Daily Mirror (London), 8 April 1959.
Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,

Howard

University,

Box

(Claudia Jones was a

6, Folder:

CPUS A

Congratulatory telegrams, 1959 Othello

leader

who had been

deported and was living

and editing the West Indian Gazette. For more on her,

My Mother":

see:

Stratford.

in Britain

Johnson, Buzz. "I Think of

Notes on the Life and Times of Claudia Jones. London: Karia Press,

1985.)
3

-

"The Century

at Stratford."

Daily Express, 8 April 1959.
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affection of the

mollified his

crowds

initial

Memorial Theatre helped

at

bolster

Robeson and must have

misgivings about performing given his recent poor health.

way, the Stratford appearance functions as an important symbol of resurgence

Robeson's career, following the passport victory, which

welcome afforded Othello when he

One

successfully defeated.

between cheering

for

Mervyn

as Othello and

Robeson could do

it,

in

not unlike the hero's

lands on Cyprus with the Turkish fleet having been

insightful critic,

Robeson

is

In this

Jones, articulated the blurry line

Robeson

[play Othello]

I

the

feel,

man:

because of the

man he

is

-

brave, simple, loyal, supremely fitted to become, for a space, Othello.

we applauded him through don't know how many curtain calls.
were not, I saw later, cheering a great piece of acting. We were
I

welcoming Paul Robeson
sore any time.

what he

is,

and for

that

I

will clap

then, lauded

my hands

Robeson's portrayal of the Moor of Venice

Memorial Theatre. One theme emerging from the reviews concerns Robeson's

growth since the 1930 production. The Stratford Herald critic exclaimed,
he progressed

in these last

29 years."

42

had

before....

Everything

is

now more

Robeson's two performances

"'Happy Birthday'

for

controlled .„."

in Britain,

Robeson on

"How

far has

Charles Graves, writing for the Scotsman,

observed that "the years have given Paul Robeson's Othello a maturity

4(1

We

41

The majority of critics,
at

for

So

43

it

may not have

Another reviewer compared

"Others remember moments when he seemed to

greatest night of career." Stratford-upon-Avon

Herald, 10 April 1959.
41

Jones, Mervyn.

"Robeson the Great." Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division,

Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box 33, Folder: 1959 Theater

4"

Othello.

Gardner, Edmund.

"A Mighty

Spectacle but Not a Truly Great Production."

Stratford-upon-Avon Herald, 10 April 1959.
4j

Graves, Charles. "Paul Robeson's Othello Mature and Noble." Scotsman, 9 April

1959.
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lack the confident authority that

that authority

seen

44

in

essential to the character of a great general.

consequence

his Othello ranks

Robeson's age also added depth

,..."

critic,

now and

is

"Now

in his 60s, his

This

productions. There

is

the best that

to his characterization as

into the vale of years,'

an aspect of the play

was only

that

1

has

have ever

noted by another

performance also had another added virtue

who, because he had "declined

young wife/

among

He

here was a

...

man

was racked by suspicion of a

was not emphasized

a nine year age difference between

in

Robeson's other

Robeson and

his

1930

Desdemona, Peggy Ashcroft. Though Uta Hagen was about twenty years Robeson's
junior on Broadway,

Mary Ure

had, by

far,

the greatest age differential: a youthful

twenty-six accompanying Robeson's sixty-one year old Othello. (This means that

Robeson's

ill-fated

Desdemonas were

Stratford Othello highlighted the

been a focal point

Trewin

theme of age, which

two previous

in his

The

superlatives for

felt

strongly that

in their early to mid-twenties.)

Robeson were not lacking

Robeson was "great of heart"

Othello has been recreated in his mind...."

Darlington,

1959.

He

also

W.A. "2 U.S. Actors

of

Thus, the

implicit in the text but

had not

portrayals.

review along with the observation that "Robeson

44

is

all

46

is

in

many of the

for he

absorbed

The reviewer

Star on British Stage."

emphasizes Robeson's improvement

mentioned
at

once

for the

New

in "Paul

reviews. J.C.

it

twice in his

in the character;

Birmingham Mail

York Times, 8 April

Robeson:

A

Powerful

Othello." Daily Telegraph, 8 April 1959.
4:"

Barker, Felix. "Robeson Kills an Illusion." Daily Herald, 8 April 1959. (Shakespeare

does not specify the age difference between Othello and Desdemona since "declined
into the vale

but

it is

of years" and other references to Othello's age remain sufficiently vague

clear that she

is

considerably younger. The age of marital consent for girls was

about 12 in Shakespeare's day while Othello had achieved seniority
46

Trewin, J.C. '"Othello'

at Stratford."

Birmingham

in his career.)

Post, 8 April 1959. (Trewin later

wrote the informative synthesis: Trewin, J.C. Shakespeare on the English Stage 1900-
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admitted that there was

much

Robeson's performance finally

in the

left

production that he did not enjoy, but "Mr.

me

defenceless

and emotionally

[sic]

reporter from Coventry proclaimed, "If ever an actor has

role that

man

is

Robeson and the

Paul

48

Another

his."

who

critic

began simply, "This

is

which made the evening's triumph "mostly
is

Paul Robeson's play."

44

Cecil Wilson,

did not care for the production as a whole believed, nevertheless, that "Only Paul

Robeson

...

seemed

Worker, Mike

to inhabit the true spirit

Myson

of the play."

In

He

then concluded with a quote from the

which characterized the magic of seeing Robeson on

my content to

great as

an editorial for the Daily

declared that he could not "add to the praise already given -

almost unanimous praise - to Paul Robeson."

play,

A

for a particular

Moreover, "Robeson's Othello

role Othello."

the fruit of long study and past successes,"

seemed born

47

shattered.'"

see

you here before me."

stage, "It gives

me wonder

5

Dignity was, as with the Broadway production, a prominent aspect cited in

many

reviews. Critics for the 1959 production did not merely mention Robeson's dignity in

passing but

some took

this reflects

more on Robeson's dignified deportment or on how

have grown

in their ability to

care in articulating this idea.

It

interesting to consider

is

whether

the reviewers might

perceive Robeson's innate dignity onstage. Either way,

1964. London: Bauie and Rockliff, 1964.)
47
AO

"The Othello of a Lifetime." Birmingham Mail, 8 April 1959.
"This 'Othello' a Personal Triumph for Paul Robeson." Coventiy Evening

Telegraph, 8 April 1959.
49
Ml

"Paul Robeson's Majestic Moor." Evesham Journal, 10 April 1959.

Wilson, Cecil.

"A

Hell for Leather Othello."

Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,

Robeson Collection, Manuscript

Howard

University,

Box

33, Folder:

1959 Theater -Othello.

M

Myson, Mike. '"Wonder Great as

My Content.'" Daily

1959, 2.
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Worker (London), 13 April

these reviews emphasize the centrality of dignity to Robeson's interpretation of

Othello. For example, an inspired reporter asserted,

figure he

is

...

somehow seems

to shoulder the dignity

Shakespeare Quarterly pointed

detailed review in the

dignity, an ease

"...

and an authority

that

was not present

Mr. Robeson being the gigantic

out,

"Mr. Robeson's Othello had

in the

Savoy production.'

nobility

is

as

Two
that

knows

much

that

an aura of dignity, simplicity and an intensely

his as Othello's.'

in

1930 when

in

any

human

04

themes are revealed here.

Robeson received

a

03

Reviewer Neville Miller maintained, "Anyone who has ever seen Mr. Robeson
context whatever

A

of the whole Negro race."

First,

critics

these reviews are a far cry from the notices

were torn over whether a black actor should

even be playing Othello. In 1959, however, about
study mentioned Robeson's dignity onstage.

40%

of the reviews examined for

this

Locutions such as "majestic", "noble",

and "sincere" also occur repeatedly. The glaring racism of 1930 has

"stately"

diminished significantly and the references to Robeson's dignity have clearly increased.

Second,

this is indicative

in Britain

not only of the

somewhat evolved

between 1930 and 1959, which was stimulated,

movements

in British

dynamic

racial

in part,

importantly. Robeson's personal stature and the impact of his political

emphasized

52

that the

audience was responding as

much

critic,

to Paul

more
life

should not be

Mervyn Jones,

Robeson

for

who he

"Othello by Candlelight." The Statesman. 18 April 1959.

Byrne, 552.
54

Miller, Neville.

"A

emerged

by the independence

colonies like India and Ghana. Yet, and perhaps

underestimated as an influence on the reviewers. Just as the

that

Miracle of Mechanics." South Wales Argus, 9 April 1959.

is

as

Robeson's Othello, the
fine,

reiteration

of this theme

in the

reviews suggests that there

a

is

almost imperceptible, line between Othello's dignity and Paul Robeson's dignity.

The theme of courage appeared
Robeson's

directly linked to

stood out

in the

in a

couple of the Stratford reviews and was also

Unlike dignity, courage was not a theme that

political life.

notices for the 1930 or the

Broadway production.

It

seems

to be

connected specifically to the 1950s context. For example, the London Daily World

r

correlates Robeson's talent and return to the British stage with his courage through the

Cold War

in its

readers to join

welcoming

him

in

editorial in early

"welcoming back

March 1959. Here, Mike Myson urged
of the

to our theatre this great representative

progressive voice of America - a voice which refused to be drowned out by the

shameful clamour

[sic]

of the McCarthyite years - readers will join with

common

him, for his courage, his unfailing loyalty to the cause of the
world, and his great

06
talent.'

However,

it is

me

in saluting

people of the

not surprising that the Daily Worker, the

organ of the CP, would make such an observation.

The mainstream Daily Herald also recognized Robeson's courage.
interview with Robeson, the Herald underscores the context of his recent

well as his political advocacy.

refer to

Nyasaland

Anthony Carthew points out

in his Stratford curtain

kind because I'm Paul Robeson.

He would

speech.

Would you be

so kind to

me, you know.'" Carthew then concludes, "This

that

is

in

ill

an

health as

Robeson "would

like to say,

me

In

'You

Nyasaland?

Paul Robeson in 1959....

like to

are very

It

A

could be

man,

I

" 63 reviews were examined for this study and the total instances of the word dignity
reference to Robeson were compared against the total number of articles.
>f1
Myson, Mike. "Robeson's So Welcome Return to 'Othello.'" Daily Worker
(London), 6 April 1959.
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in

think,

This article reveals two significant points.

of great courage."

Paul Robeson of 1959

is

not the

same man

as the

Robeson made

night, the

a speech about

iconic

young celebrated Paul Robeson of

1930. Secondly, this stems largely from his politics.

that

First, the

Though

I

have found no evidence

Nyasaland (or a speech of any kind) on opening

comparison remains relevant. Robeson knows

that the public in Britain

adores him personally but he does not ignore the larger issue of self determination for

African people, like those in Nyasaland. This

same cannot be

moment and consider

the

Don Cook

whole complex emotional background against which

Robeson's and leader

in the

...

ot "Othello' last week."

CPUSA,

undermined the importance of Robeson's

to the editor

Robeson though the

opined, "Forget Paul Robeson's politics for a

eminent Negro faced the opening night

felt

typical of the 1959

said of him in 1930.

Additionally, critic

a friend of

is

took offense to

political life

of a Russian periodical. He protests,

what has contributed so much

to the

"How

5

8

this

William Patterson,
remark, which he

and responded

can

we

forget or

making of a world renowned

this

figure?

to

it

in a letter

submerge

Can

Paul

Robeson's devotion to the freedom struggles of his people, to the liberation struggles of

all

men,

to respect for

human

dignity be forgotten?

devotion to the cause of peace? All this

?

is

Can we

forget his deathless

indissolubly linked with that [Stratford]

Carthew, Anthony. "Robeson Has Sell-out for Othello." Daily Herald (London), 4

April 1959. (The British Protectorate of Nyasaland in southern Africa

when
58
"

became Malawi

the people achieved independence in 1964.)

Cook, Don. "Robeson's Othello

at the

Home

Park." Paul Robeson Collection,

Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,
Folder:

1

959 Theater - Othello.
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Howard

University,

Box

33,

Othello. "

onstage

Thus, Patterson reinforces the connection between Robeson's dignity

in the Stratford

Memorial Theatre,

production and his political advocacy. Robeson

at the

then, represents not only a single portrayal of Othello but symbolizes

which he

the rise in stature of his celebrity due in large part to the political stand

maintained throughout the Cold War.

On

the other hand, a

few

critics

were not as moved by Robeson's performance

Stratford. Several reviewers noticed that

W. Alphaeus Hunton,

opening.

Robeson seemed fatigued following

a friend of

Robeson's

African Affairs, observed that "perspiration streamed

obviously tired" after opening night.

60

A critic

who worked
down

the

with the Council on

his face"

for the Daily

and "he was

Herald also

felt that his

performance "showed strain" although he concluded that "Robeson triumphed."

However, Robeson's

lassitude following the

hospitalization for exhaustion.

"stiff

and gesture"; and

that his

show probably stemmed from

61

his recent

The other chief complaints about Robeson included

and monotonous" performance;

that he

was "humdrum and

at

a

tentative in both voice

performance was "but an abstract arrangement of patterns and

Quoted in the
From "Paul Robeson's Latest Success." Novoe Vremia 20 1959):3
Beyond the Color Line and the Iron Curtain: Reading
Encounters betw een Black and Red 1922-1963. Durham: Duke University Press, 2002.
(

1

.

notes of Baldwin, Kate.

Page 303.
60

Hunton, W. Alphaeus. "Press release on Stratford Othello." Paul Robeson Collection,
Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box 23,

Folder: 1950s press releases.

Carthew, Anthony. "Robeson Best 'Othello' I've Seen." Paul Robeson Collection,

Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box 33,
Folder:

1

959 Theater - Othello.
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2

sounds"
and one

Yet, even

two of these reviewers conceded

critic still felt that

The drama

Robeson,

critic for

the

at his best,

the quality of

Robeson's voice

could be very moving.

London Times maintained

Robeson had again been

that

He

"sadly handicapped by an over-clever production" as had been the case in 1930.

Wanamaker and

postulated that Robeson's considerably younger co-stars,

Ure, do not

properly complement Robeson's acting persona: 'The miscasting of both these actors
robs Mr. Robeson of his best chance of making something memorable of the part."'"

Another

critic

unfortunately.

to support

14

at Stratford.'

The

issue of miscasting

history of the Royal Shakespeare

Company

in

was most apparent

understrength vocally, but even so

which she observes

Sam Wanamaker

as Iago,

it

in the

worked."

6 "^

was hard

to understand

how

and Mary Ure as Desdemona -

Her commentary introduces one of the many

Stratford production.

~

that

production of Othello; Robeson was

all

different traditions, and with totally different acting approaches

6

corroborated in Sally

is

"the heterogeneous collection of actors" that season, "nothing jelled." She

continues, "This

him,

that,

Robeson had no one of the caliber of Peggy Ashcroft or Sybil Thorndike

him onstage

Beauman's

among

agreed with the comparison to the 1930 production and lamented

Hope- Wallace,

"Paul Robeson's Othello

9 April 1959; "Paul Robeson's

Moving

actors

from

totally

- could possibly have

criticisms levied against the

While comparatively few reviews were

Philip.

the combination of

critical

at Stratford."

Othello at Stratford."

of Robeson

Manchester Guardian,

The Stage and Television

Today, 9 April 1959; Llammoir, Michael Mac. "Shakespeare, Ibsen and Ibsen."

Observer (London), 12 April 1959.
63
4

"Miscasting Handicaps Robeson's Othello." London Times, 8 April 1959,

Graves, Charles. "Paul Robeson's Othello Mature and Noble." Scotsman, 9 April

1959.
'°

14.

Beauman, 232.
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individually, the majority of the reviews

Times reviewer,

maimed

in fact,

proclaimed

it

to

were

eritieal

of the production overall. The

be "a freakish production and a grotesquely

text."

First,

Mary Ure received

appearance was pleasing

to

consistently bad press, though her voluptuous

some

66

critics.

Sam Wanamaker

did not fare

much

better

although some reviewers believed his machinations against Othello were convincing.

One

critic

summed, "As Desdemona, Mary Ure probably came off more badly than

anyone else with the possible exception of Sam Wanamaker
felt that

Many

critics

Ure did not compliment Robeson's dignity ("...Mary Ure has neither dignity nor

poetry..."),

left

67

as Iago."

nor did her "tiny voice" hold water next to his baritone.

the Daily

Ure's

Desdemona

Worker wondering how Othello could love "such an empty piece of

64

femininity."

68

Still,

Wanamaker's accent grated on

a

number of critics, one of whom

commented, "Sam Wanamaker speaks Iago with the accents of Chicago." Furthermore,

"He

acts the villain like a

his Iago to a "street

61

henchman

in the

Al Capone

comer boy" who had been "bred

At the beginning of the play, Ure wore a red gown

and contrasted with the white (rather ornate)

70

style."

in the

(that

militaristic

Another reporter likened

slums."

71

emphasized her cleavage)

uniform that Othello donned.

Birmingham Mail, 8 April 1959.
"Paul Robeson Gives Superb Performance of Othello." Glasgow Herald, 9

67

April

1959.
6

"Robeson's 'Othello' Stands Alone Triumphantly Alone." Leamington Spa Courier,
10 April 1959; "'Othello' at Stratford." Berrows Worcester Journal 10 April 1959.
,

69
70

Myson, Mike. "Moor of Great Magic." Daily Worker (London), 8 April 1959.
Thompson, John. "Othello Finds an Al Capone Villain." Paul Robeson Collection,

Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box 33,
Folder: 1959 Theater-Othello.
7|

"Paul Robeson

Is

a

Moving

"Othello."' Warwickshire Advertiser, 10 April 1959.
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Wanamaker's performance was regarded
of other elements
as an asthmatic

Act

I

in the

who

as unorthodox along with a long

production. For example, lan

Holm

played the Duke of Venice

hissed through his lines. Great Danes rushed across the stage in

as Brabantio searched for his eloping daughter and son-in-law.

fog dramatically illustrated the storm off Cyprus. The

summarized, "The

list

first

[Act]

is

a fine flurry

critic for the

72

Firecrackers and

Evening Dispatch

of thunderous, breakneck speed with

fireworks, four Great Danes, a set which looks like a gigantic palisade, a wheezing

Duke,

a wholesale storm,

...

...

resounding fights and drinking songs." Yet, "If you look
1

carefully,

critics

you may catch the tragedy of 'Othello getting under way."

A
Desmond
meant

Purists."

chief concern

Pratt

?

Numerous
titled,

"Othello

74

was

that Shakespeare's language

commented, "The deliberate emphasis on

that the dialogue is

prose."

spoken

at a great

speed, giving

was

lost

beneath the spectacle.

naturalistic treatment has

it

mainly the impression of

Similarly, the Western Daily Press reviewer decried the production's

"indifference to

there

73

were unimpressed by these contrivances. One review was aptly

Shocks the

...

some of the poetry and

was so much business

that

one

its

excessive striving for realism."

lost the

76

"At times

words," asserted a reporter who, like

many

72

"Putting on the Dog." Leamington Spa Courier, 10 April 1959. The four Great Danes
from a local breeder starred in all 5 performances of the show.
73
Holbrook, Norman. "Robeson Rescue That Nearly Came Off." Evening Dispatch, 8
1

April 1959.
74

Cartwright, Christine. "Othello Shocks the Purists." The Mercury, 12 April 1959.

This reviewer also humorously wondered whether Mary Ure's Desdemona had been

"minted
7?

Pratt,

in a refrigerator."

Desmond. "Centenary

'Othello'

Triumph

for Director." Yorkshire Post, 9

April 1959.
76

Rodford, Peter. "Robeson

at Stratford."

Western Daily Press
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(Bristol), 9 April 1959.

others, felt that the

staging

was

further

"The production

...

pace of the play made audibility problematic,

hampered by poor

was

a noisy,

Smoke and clouds

scenes.

lighting.

gaudy

affair

The Oxford Mail synthesized

with

its

much of the time

rolled across the stage,

•

final liability ironically recalls the

placement of the bed

in the final act

second floor and placed

at

pathos of the murder scene less accessible.

similar error in the Stratford production.

this

and remote
Another

made

it

78

critics

because

it

was on

stage.

"I

level."

critic

M.

frustration.

The reviewers were,

am

lamentably,

made

again, quick to point out

He concluded

bemoaned

that this play

was "not

St.

altogether Shakespeare's."

80

70

the fact that Richardson "contrives to give the play something

floor

first

bedroom

at the

back of the

Clare Byrne, writing for Shakespeare Quarterly, sounded his

"But the bedroom for the murder of Desdemona,

made nonsense of parts of it,

...

necessitated cuts, and

far

set aloft

on high arches and

from being called

for

"This "Othello' a Personal Triumph for Paul Robeson." Coventry Evening

Hand, Michael. "Robeson's Othello." Oxford Mail, 8 April 1959.
Trewin, J.C. "'Othello'

at Stratford."

Birmingham Post,

8 April 1959.

"Sensitive 'Othello' by Paul Robeson at Stratford Centenary." Wolverhampton

Express and Star, 8 April 1959.
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by the

was altogether an unhappy piece

Telegraph, 8 April 1959.
79

a

sorry that the director has staged the bed-chamber on an upper

angled across two-thirds of the right side of the stage

7s

a

less visible, thus rendering the

Tony Richardson,

of an anti-climax by providing Desdemona with a

77

semi-darkness,

shortcoming since distanced the action of the play from the audience. J.C. Trewin

expressed regret,

text

in

1930 production quite closely. The

had been lambasted by

an angle, which

the effect,

tempests, fireworks and grisly fight

while the wind howled through Loudon Samthill's scenery."

A

The

at times.

of designer's ingenuity

away
The

1

Robeson

This, again put

moments

tender and terrifying

too far

Q
....'"

as Othello

disadvantage for his most

at a

were potentially

lost

on the audience

who was

to appreciate them.

director, for his part, realized this lapse

But Loudon
mistake.
then,

[Sainthill, the set designer]

We'd

knowing

that the scenes there

we had

near in the

stalls a

But, Richardson recalled, with only four
8-

rectify the situation.

All in

and

regret in his

memoir:

made one very bad

I

placed Desdemona's bedroom on the upper of the stage;

the audience as possible,
sitting

and admitted

all,

need

to bring the actors as close to

cantilevered

it

out.

It

gave anyone

dangerous, vertiginous feeling.

weeks of rehearsals,

the critics

was no time

there

seemed disappointed

that the

to

producers

appeared "determined to make the whole tragedy as un-Shakespearean as possible."

is

regrettable that both of Robeson's appearances as Othello in England suffered

83
It

from

productions that tempered significantly the potential impact of the play.

How

did the black press in the U.S. react to the Stratford Othello? Robeson's

1959 Othello did not register
the

in the

black press with

the spell of Russian

notice from Claude Barnett's Associated

8

~

3

fervor.

The

article carried

by

Chicago Defender mentioned the production but most of the piece recounted how

Robeson had been "under

81

much

communism"

since the 1930's.

A

short

Negro Press (ANP) was picked up by the

Byrne, 552.
Richardson, 130.

"A

Hell for Leather Othello."

Robeson

Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center,

Howard

Wilson, Cecil.

Collection. Manuscript

University,

Box

33. Folder:

1959 Theater -Othello.
84

"Robeson Returns in Othello." Chicago Defender, 8 April 1959. (A piece in the
Defender later that year did note that Robeson had made a "big splash" as Othello.
Chicago Defender, 7 November 1959.)
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Baltimore Afro-American and the Pittsburgh Courier.

calls for

Robeson on opening night

The brief article
in the

also notes that

history of the

Robeson next

as well as the six kisses

Robeson was the

first

mentions the fifteen curtain

exehanged with Mary Ure.

African American to play Othello

Memorial Theatre. Although the Afro-American did run

to the small notice, Othello

was somewhat overshadowed

Courier and the Afro-American by extended
the Sun,

It

articles

in

a photo of

both the

on Lorraine Hansberry's Raisin

which had recently premiered on Broadway and won

a

Drama

suggesting a changing of the guard with regard to African Americans

in

Critics award,

in the theater.

However, two of Robeson's colleagues from the Council on African Affairs
were present

at the Stratford

opening. W.E.B.

Du

Bois,

who

felt like

a "released

prisoner" with his newly reissued passport, stopped in England to visit the Robesons. In

his

autobiography he noted of that

th
)

that

letter to

summarized

saw Paul Robeson and

the British reviews and the history of

Robeson's wife, Eslanda,

that

"Paul Robeson

Wows

Robeson

accompanied the press

"I'm everlastingly grateful to you for enabling

s?

his splendid

Alphaeus Hunton wrote a lengthy press release (dated April

production of Othello."

8

trip, "I

me

to

in Othello.

release,

In a

Hunton remarked,

be there for the opening."

Du

England as "Othello."' Pittsburgh Courier, 18 April 1959.

And "Robeson Acclaimed." Baltimore Afro-American,
another brief notice on the same day

titled

18 April 1959. (The Courier ran

"Robeson's 'Othello.'")

W.E.B. The Autobiography of W.E.B. Du Bois. New York: International
and 409.
s7
Hunton, W. Alphaeus. "Press release on Stratford Othello." Paul Robeson Collection.
Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingam Research Center, Howard University, Box 23,
Folder: 1950s press releases. (In the letter Hunton also indicated that he had forwarded
the press release to P.L. Prattis, Carl Murphy, William Patterson and George Murphy,
Jr. in the hopes that they would circulate the story. His press release was over two pages
long and the notices in the Courier and the A fro-American were very brief so it is
unclear whether they based their notices on lunton's piece. It is possible that Claude

Du

Bois,

Publishers, 1968. Pages

1

1

I
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who had

Bois's wife, Shirley Graham,

background as an actress and playwright, was

a

also enthusiastic about the Stratford Othello.

Bois and Robeson after the premiere.

offering congratulations

you

to

meet a

On

She recalled traveling

the trip,

Robeson was encircled by people

whereupon he pointed toward Du Bois and

really great

man."

Du

via train with

said,

"Now

I

want

8

Other Appearances During the Othello Engagement

Despite his health issues, Robeson characteristically

made

a variety

of other

appearances during the run of Othello (from April to November). For example, the play

opened on the 7

th

of April and he attended the lunch that accompanied the celebrations

for Shakespeare's birthday in Stratford just

two weeks

capacity crowd gave Robeson a "tremendous

an African Freedom Day concert

Memorial Theatre

in

90

at Stratford."

who was

88

Quoted

in

Graham Du

straight

demanded

that the British

Robeson
ANP.)

also in correspondence with Eslanda

out on the

it

at

from the Shakespeare

Robeson spoke and sang

In June,

the story, wrote the shorter piece and put

That same week, a

welcome" when he made an appearance

London having "come

Trafalgar Square, London. The protest

Barnett,

89

later.

at a

peace

rally in

and U.S. governments

at this time,

picked up

notes of Duberman, 734. See also: Pittsburgh Courier, 20 June 1959;
Bois, Shirley. His

Day

is

Marching On: A Memoir ofW.E.B.

Du Bois.

Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1971.
89

"Shakespeare's Birthday Celebrations:

A

Luncheon 23 April 1959, Conference

Stratford-upon-Avon." Paul Robeson Collection, Manuscript Division, Moorland-

Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Box

1,

Folder: Programs 1951-59.

(Duberman notes from an interview with Ashcroft, who also participated in the
festivities, that a group of young people broke away from the onlookers to follow
Robeson "as if he were the Pied Piper" during the procession through town that
preceded the luncheon. Duberman, 478-9)
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Hall,

take the lead in curbing the threat of nuclear war.

Robeson traveled

Later that

World Youth

to Austria to visit the

summer,

Festival in Vienna.

parade of children from more than eighty countries, the crowd gathered
Palace Park for a concert

in

which Robeson

in

participated.

The

festival

August,

Following

in the

a

Hofburg

happened

to

overlap with Vice President Nixon's tour of Eastern Furope and Russia. So Robeson

took the opportunity to criticize U.S. foreign policy, which cannot "talk of giving

freedom and democracy
the U.S."

9-

In the

to Africa

when

full

freedom

autumn, Robeson teamed up with Lawrence Brown for a

minute radio series often programs on
music.

18,000,000 of us do not have

Thus, Robeson kept a pretty

BBC

full

in

full

in

thirty-

which Robeson sang and talked about

schedule, in addition to the 51 performances

of the play.
Eslanda Robeson was concerned throughout the Othello run that Robeson was
over-extending himself. The production took more of a
willing to admit at the time.

"Paul

wound up

his

on him than he was perhaps

Fslanda wrote to Claude Barnett of the Othello closing,

OTHELLO

in a blaze

10 curtain calls, and the cast said that

that's finished, without

toll

it

of glory

was

last

Thursday

at Stratford.

He took

the best performance of the season.

having missed a single performance. Not bad."

M

44

In

So

another

"Robeson Gets Great Welcome. " Daily Worker (London), 20 April 1959.
"Rally Assails H-Bomb." New York Times, 29 June 1959.
42
"Robeson Sees Rise of Fascism in U.S." New York Times, 4 August 1959; Handler,
M.S. "Festival Parade Scores in Vienna." New York Times, 2 August, 1959; "TV:
Reports on Nixon"s Trip Abroad." New York Times, 10 August 1959; Sulzberger, C.L.
"Foreign Affairs: When No News is the Biggest News." New York Times, 27 July 1959.
93
Letter from Eslanda Robeson to Claude Barnett, 13 October 1959. In microfilm
edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part 3, Series D, Reel 5, Frame 497.
4
Letter from Eslanda Robeson to Claude Barnett, 2 December 1959. In microfilm
edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part 3, Series D, Reel 5, Frame 500.
1)1
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letter to Barnett,

am

Othello, "I

we

she expressed her relief that they would rest for a period following

not undertaking anything until Paul finishes with

good long much needed

will both take a

both very tired and are looking forward to that rest."

However, Eslanda was more candid

will plan.

...

...

and then

But

we

are

9'

Claudia Jones. She confided to

in a letter to

much during

Jones that Robeson had not complained

we

After that

rest.

OTHELLO

the Stratford

engagement but

afterwards he admitted that Othello had been a daily struggle. "Every performance, he

said,

he had the prompter, he was sure he would forget his

terrified him.

April to

really

felt

But he always expected

November, when

is terrible,

compelled

it

when you

to.

He

tell

it

would

now."

make appearances though

to

He

96

stay in bed

Robeson was

his wife felt he

much. This was especially the case with Othello since

it

all

in

couldn't

let

was

^

Paul with his conscientious

them down. They had stuck

struggle thru [sic]

yesterday."

"And

it

somehow. He

did,

their

day, with fear.

demand and

It

often

the 100

self,

th

season and the

Eslanda frankly

again said

...

that

he

necks out for him, so he would have to

and no one will ever

know

what

at

cost,

he said

97

Letter from Eslanda

Robeson

to

Claude Barnett, 24 October 1959.

edition of Claude A. Barnett Papers, Part 3, Series D, Reel 5,
96

it

sometimes took on too

Stratford invitation had figured prominently in his passport fight.

characterized the situation,

did once, and

suffered agonies with that Othello, from

finished. Often he

hear him

lines.

Undated

letter

from Eslanda Robeson

Collection,

New

York Public

Schomburg Center

to

In

microfilm

Frame 498.

Claudia Jones. Claudia Jones Memorial

Library, Manuscript, Archives and Rare

for Research in Black Culture,
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Box

I,

Folder 20.

Book

Division,

Nevertheless, in the publie sphere, Robeson's time in Britain from
k

6(),

1958 -

particularly the Stratford Othello, signaled a brief resurgence in his artistic career.

the spring of 1960,

In

late

Robeson embarked on

enthusiastically received

face alongside

a concert tour

98

of the U.K., which was

by the public and reviewers. Lawrence Brown, the familiar

Robeson since 1925, again accompanied him. The Liverpool Post

described the crowd's eager devotion noting that the evening proceeded like "a

succession of encores interrupted by a programme

wove

political

commentary

reviewer observed, "But he
cause of music

...

into the spirituals

is

[sic]...."

was a

generous with encores, shamelessly enthusiastic

and equally passionate

slave, but he

in the

does make us

and race equality can be travelled

gift

of song.""

characteristically

and other musical offerings. One

cause of freedom.

preferred Robeson's singing to his politics; one remarked,

his father

Robeson

[sic]

feel that the

,,luo

"He never

Some
lets

in the

critics

us forget that

road to complete emancipation

with less weariness and bitterness because of the

101

Othello in Robeson's 1960 Concert Repertoire

After a special appearance

at

a concert sponsored by Claudia Jones and the West

Indian Gazette, Robeson departed for his

Robeson

also gave recitals and

first visit

to Australia

made appearances

in

and

New

Zealand

Europe and Russia during

in the

this

period.

"The Paul Robeson Charm Remains." Liverpool Daily Post, 1 May 1960.
Bradbury, Ernest. "Paul Robeson's Recital Varied and Memorable." Yorkshire Post,
1

11)0

29 April 1959.
101

"Robeson Returns

to Thrill Again."

The Journal (Newcastle, UK), 15 March 1960.
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fall

~

of 1960.

with

much

Robeson

vigor.

in

Lawrence Brown toured with Robeson on
Australians and

person.

One

on the stage and began

New

reporter in

to sing,

"A

conference

believed that

come

legend had

commentary during

to see

when Robeson stepped

Robeson, of course, could

true."

his appearances.

At a press

Auckland, "Mr. Robeson's manager tried to dissuade him from talking

in

about political questions. Mr. Robeson rebuked him.

'I

don't need to be protected, he

Perhaps the most memorable concert he gave was a spontaneous show

said.'"

famous Sydney Opera House, which was

still

A

being erected.

performance from Sydney's

know what he

know."

...

Opera House."

plans to sing, but

Similarly, at

I

A

assume they

At

that

first to

will be songs the

Midland Junction, Robeson sang

view of the luminary.

the

hear a

public relations officer was quoted, "I

concert and 2,000 people crowded around to hear

get a better

at

notice in the Daily

Telegraph commented, "Seagulls and workmen today will be the

don't

which was received

Zealanders were obviously thrilled

New Zealand

not be deterred from including political

this trip

at

workmen

an outdoor lunchtime

him while children climbed

trees to

106

show, Robeson also mingled Shakespeare with his singing. Indeed, as he

had throughout the 1950s, Robeson recited from Othello on his tour of Australia and

1

Letter and flyer for West Indian Gazette anniversary concert with Paul Robeson, 28
September 1960. Claudia Jones Memorial Collection, New York Public Library,
Manuscript, Archives and Rare Book Division, Schomburg Center for Research in

Black Culture, Box
3

Jensen,

1,

Folder 20.

Owen. "He Transcends

the Rules: Paul

Robeson

Is a

Truly Great Artist."

Evening Post (Wellington, NZ), 21 October 1960.
104
"Robeson's Political Creedo: Marx Still Suits Him." New Zealand Herald
(Auckland), 18 October 1960.
U)
'

106

"Opera House

"Of Man

to

'Open' for Paul." Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 9 November 1960.

River." The West Australian, 3

December

270

1960.

New

Zealand. This component always seemed to have a great impaet on the audience.

For example, in Auckland, a reviewer proclaimed,

was

a speech

from Shakespeare's 'Othello.'"

Wellington, was also moved.

been enough to show

He wrote

perhaps most interesting of all,

Russell Bond, reporting on a

emphatically, the concert "alone

how compelling and commanding

stage had he not reinforced

it

show

in

would have

he must be on the dramatic

strongly later on with a short speech from 'Othello'...."

Othello's final monologue, then,

major concert

"...

was

clearly a highlight of this,

what would be

his last,

tour.

Conclusion

The

Stratford Othello

was an important symbol of Robeson's renaissance

following the end of his eight-year confinement in the U.S. The production was not

without

weaknesses: miscasting, poor

its

spectacle, not to

set design,

and an overwrought use of

mention Robeson's own compromised

health.

These issues

notwithstanding, the ebullient public response bolstered Robeson.

he could stand the strain of a season running from April to
replied, "1 think so,

America.

It

11

politics.""

107

'

because

seems the

I

get a

British can

warmth from
still

like

an

even

if

reporter inquired if

November and Robeson

British audiences

artist

A

which

I

don't get in

they disagree with his

This was especially meaningful to Robeson, not only because of his recent

"OP Man River Triumphed." New Zealand Herald Auckland),
(

19 October 1960.

Bond, Russell. "Captivated by Paul Robeson." The Dominion (Wellington, NZ), 21
October 1960.
(|t,
'

Carthew, Anthony. "Robeson Has Sell-out for Othello." Daily Herald 4 April 1959.
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poor health but because of his lengthy absence from the U.K. due

He mentioned

struggle.

reception that

happen

to

I

some

this in

an interview with the Daily Worker

have had here has passed
visiting artist

to the passport

all

bounds.

who just dropped

in

something

It is

1

in after ten

London. "The

that

111

years."

It

could not

was Robeson's

personal courage and dignity, reflected onstage as Othello, which stood out to reviewers

and. doubtlessly, to the public

who

could not get enough of Robeson

at

Memorial

Theatre. Like Othello, the general, Robeson, the cold warrior, stood his ground and the

audiences loved him "for the dangers
Playing Othello

I

England for

in

a

sense, full circle and appropriately so.

politically

much

engaged

1930s and

in the

had pass'd."

It

was

Had Robeson

occurred

life is

in a

England where he became more
the British public that he received

As William Patterson has contended,

"indissolubly linked" to the Stratford Othello.

not been detained in the U.S. for eight years, his artistic career would have

had a completely different
at strategic

trajectory.

However,

from '58

as

it

was, his three Othello portrayals

points in the arc of Robeson's career,

mid-'20s. peaked with the Broadway Othello

rallied

in

support through his domestic confinement.

the political context of Robeson's

1

second time brings Robeson's career,

was from

it

1

-'60.

in '42 -'45,

which was on the

rise in the

declined in the '50s then

Moreover, recitations from Othello embellished concerts and

other Robeson appearances through the difficult period of the '50s and on his final

major tour

in Australia

and

(Robeson also reinforced

New Zealand.

this

theme

in

Finally,

I

am reminded

of W.E.B.

Du

Bois's

another interview and a speech reprinted in

Foner461 and 480.)
11,1

Leeson, Bob. '"I'll be There'-Pledge by Robeson-Birthday Message
Worker (London), 14 January 1960. Reprinted in Foner, 461-3.
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to

DW."

Daily

comment

illuminating

1

winces

"'
~

'

The Souls of Black Folk:

"1 sit

with Shakespeare and he

12

not.""

Othello, Act

Du

in

Bois,

Classics.

[,

Scene

3.

W.E.B. The Souls ofBlack Folk. In Franklin, John Hope. Three Negro
York: Avon Books, 1965. Page 284.

New
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CONCLUSION

In

May

1944, Paul Robeson participated

in a

radio program sponsored by the

Entertainment Industry Emergency Committee, whose purpose was "counteracting the

evil

of race antagonism."

1

Robeson had rushed

straight to the broadcast studio

from the

Shubert Theatre without having had time to change from his Othello costume. For the

broadcast,

99

th

Robeson narrated

a dramatization about the African

Air Force Fighter Squadron. This narrator queried

given the opportunity to send a greeting to

Abe

how

You

pilots

of the

the pilots might respond if

Robeson

Lincoln.

they'd say, we're carrying on, Abe, we're in there.

American

replies, "I think

marching toward freedom

set us

and we're marching with the world." The scenario continued by recounting "in vivid

form how these
in order to

...

flyers felt before

prove their

and

after their operations

ability." In addition, the

and what they have suffered

made them

bravery of these troops

a

"record holder of all fighter squadrons."

This political event featuring Robeson, as himself but

resonates on several levels. First, Robeson,

whose

father

as a wartime

measure

who

introduced Robeson even referred to World

1

slave, places these

movement by

issued the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863

to free the slaves in the Confederacy.

The airmen of the 99

dressed as Othello,

had been a

black fighter pilots firmly in the tradition of the abolitionist

acknowledging Abraham Lincoln,

still

War II

Squadron are continuing

as "our

The
war

this battle for

narrator

against

who

human

slavery."

freedom by taking arms

Washington, Fredi. "Entertainment World Fights Jimcro." People's Voice, 27

1944. (Also: "Stars to

Aid Racial Broadcast." New York Times, 16

274

May

1944.)

May

against fascism. Second, that

since,

Robeson took

part in this broadcast

is

not surprising

by 1944, he was well known for speaking out against discrimination. After taking

a public stand against all

forms of fascism

in

1937,

Robeson became increasingly

involved with political causes like the Joint Anti-Fascist Committee to Aid Spanish
Refugees, the Committee to Aid China, the Council on African Affairs, Russian
Relief and war bond

campaign waged
segregation and

in the

all

In this

rallies.

War

way, Robeson embodied the Double Victory

African American community that argued for the defeat of

manifestations of injustice

in the

U.S. after the defeat of fascism

abroad.

Finally, that

Robeson

is still

dressed as the Moorish general

highlights the parallel between Othello's

Like the black fighter pilots

who

at this

appearance

war and the contemporary climate of WWII.

faced the

German

Othello also had to prove his mettle in order to

foe in the

become

name of the United

a respected military leader

fought for Venice. During this radio broadcast, the role of Othello

is

who

quite visible as a

bridge between Robeson's artistic career and his political advocacy. Likewise,

Robeson was onstage

States,

when

as Othello at the Shubert Theatre (or any theater) his politics

were

an implicit component of his interpretation of Shakespeare's Moor.

How were
Othello? This

theme

in

is

Robeson's

political values reflected

Robeson's

political discourse.

When
in

against segregation to that of the abolitionists

S50.

He

when he was playing

perhaps best exemplified by the theme of dignity. Dignity

Progressive Party, for which he campaigned

1

onstage

admitted that the

a central

asked about the platform of the

1948 and 1952, Robeson tied their fight

who

ran on a platform against slavery in

number of Progressives was small

275

is

but underscored the

justice

of their cause,

"We know we

question of human dignity and

War

during the Cold
colored worker

As Robeson

era,

strove to

Robeson

merge

is

equality,

his artistic career

is

why

is

we

are right.""

In

also

know

that

crucial because

and his

it

on the

another interview,

up tomorrow

if the

political values, dignity

poor

man."

became

a

His film credits do not always highlight his

he broke with the film industry

in 1942.

Thus, the

represented Robeson's most successful opportunity

to portray a dignified character onstage.

Othello

we

asserted, "I'll gladly shut

in his stage persona.

passion for dignity, which

of Othello

human

But

freed of discrimination and can stand up with dignity and be a

is

fundamental theme

role

are in the minority.

While

an innately dignified character,

it

is

clear

it is

debatable whether Shakespeare's

from the contemporary reviews

that

Robeson's interpretation infused the character with dignity.

Robeson's three productions of Othello, then, illuminate the trajectory of his
political

advocacy and highlight contemporary questions: should a black actor play

Othello? (1930);

how

can the theater be used to fight segregation? (1942-45); and can a

black actor be accepted despite holding radical political views? (1959). Each

production of Othello with which Robeson was involved was a significant occasion in

the stage history of the play. In 1930,

Othello in

London

since Ira Aldridge.

1943 and participated

in the

100

th

Robeson was the

first

actor of color to play

Robeson broke the color

barrier

on Broadway

season of the Stratford Festival in 1959. Moreover,

the play itself serves an important function in

Robeson's career because through

Othello, he bridged the gap between his art and his politics. Othello helped catapult

~

Murphy,

Carl.

in

"What Makes Him

Tick: Paul

1958.
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Robeson?" Afro-American, 8 March

Robeson

to

stardom and gave him a platform from which he could advocate

dignity of his people. Thus, the image of

Industry

famous

Emergency Committee broadcast

role and, simultaneously,

1

Murphy,

Carl.

"An

Robeson
in

1944

in

is

costume
a fitting

at

the Entertainment

symbol of Robeson's most

of the role that Othello played

in

Robeson's

Interview with Paul Robeson." Afro-American,

277

for the

1

career.

March 1958.
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